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ABSTRACT
Iyare, Osaretin Sunday.
"The Impact of Foreign
Direct Investment on the Development of ManuFacturing Industries in the Nigerian Economy".
The present study investigates the impact of foreig'.
direct investment ( FDI) on the development of manufacturirw,
industries in Nigeria.

The Study first reviews previous

work on the developed countries (LDCs).

Second, the study

describes and analyses the changes in Nigeria's economic
structure as a result of the establishment and growth of
manufacturing industries between 1960 and 1974.

Third,

tht

study examines the comparative behaviour of foreign and local
firms in Nigerian manufacturing industries, 0ith respect nf
employment policy, technology choice, industrial concentration, output growth, technical efficiency and their balance
of payments impact.
the

te~ting

This examination is undertaken through

of specific hypotheses to highlight the impact

of ownership characteristics in the above areas.
the conclusions are:

In brief

Empirical results, based on discrirnj iiJnt

analysis ahd non-parametric tests indicate that nationaliLy
of ownership is significantly related to the choice of
technology, employment policy, industrial concentration
output growth.

an'i

Further, the production function analysis

shows that separate production functions do exist for 1Jot!1
foreign and local firms.

However, foreign firms are not ._,,:en

to possess greater levels of technical efficiency than loc,il
firms.

Second, this study has shown that the potential for

technological flexibility does appear to be present and
therefore policies that affect incentives and that can
potentially affect foreign and local investors' behaviour
are certainly important.

These include policies affecting

relative prices as well as the general competitive
environment.

INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Study
Consonant with the growth of interest in the subject
of foreign direct investment (FDI) in less developed
countries during the past three decades, many theoretical
studies have been published that discuss:

(i) the role oJ

FDI in the process of economic development in less developed
countries (LDCs);

(ii) factor proportions problems; and

(iii) the choice of technologies by multi-national enterprises'
FDI in LDCs.

The subject of FDI and its role in the trarL Cer

of technology from developed countries (DCs) to LDCs "has
figured prominently in the North-South debate as it has
evolved since the mid-l970s".

1

Yet empirical studies of these issues are exiguous.
The Pearson Commission (1969, p.l04) has reported that
"in the absence of detailed empirical studies, it is
difficult to pass a definite verdict on the precise size
of the contribution which foreign investment has made to
development".

2

Similarly, in a recent article, Forsyth

and Solomon (1977, p.26l) have argued that "the issue of the
choice of technologies by (FDI) in developing countries has
excited considerable interest but as yet, very little

ha~

been done in the way of reliable empirical research, and
what research has been undertaken arrives at contradictor·.·
conclusions".

In view of these criticisms,

i t is the purpose

of this study to shed some empirical light on these

issu~

based upon an examination of micro data for manufacturing
firms in Nigeria.

In specific terms, the study will

analyse the impact of FDI in the development of manufacturing
industries in Nigeria's

Statement of the problem
In this study, we intend to examine the comparative
behaviour of foreign firms and local firms with respect to
employment policy, technology choice, industrial concentration, output growth and balance of payments effects.

This

examination will be undertaken through the testing of
specific hypotheses designed to highlight the impact of
ownership characteristics in the above areas.
For the purpose of this study the hypotheses to be
tested include the following:
(1)

Chenery (1960) has shown that the importance of
import substitution is greatest in the earliest
stages of industrialization, and that its relative
importance as a source of growth falls off steadily
over time.

The question we wish to address is to

what extent does Nigerian production, import, export
and domestic absorption data on various groups of
consumer, intermediate and capital goods fit the above
hypothesis.
(2)

Foreign firms are relatively efficient as compared to
local firms.
(a)

Foreign firms possess greater levels of technical
efficiency than local firms when the output
elasticities for both groups are constrained
to be the same.

(b)

Foreign firms possess greater returns to scale
than local firms because foreign firms have
smaller output elasticities of employment.

(c)

Foreign firms display higher elasticities of
factor substitution than local firms because
foreign firms tend to be larger than local firms
-2-

and the capital - labour ratio may rise with
the scale of production.
(3)

Cost and employment characteristics in foreign
firms
local

differ systematically from those of
firms

because similar

firms

do not

have the same cost and employment characteristics.
(4)

Foreign

firms

employ production techniques which

are more capital using than those employed by local
firms.

Capital intensity is measured by output

and value added per employee, the capital/labour ratio
and the ratio of total wages in value added.
Methodology
The first hypothesis derives from the Nigerian
industrialization policies of the 1960s and

~~rly

1970s

which was a "strategy" of growth based upon policy-induced
import substitution (IS) in industry. 3

One result of

Nigeria•s industrial policies was a strong association between
sectoral rates of IS and growth.

The method used to determine

sources of industrial growth is based on Chenery•s IS model.
According to Chenery (1960), IS is defined with reference
to the ratio of imports to total supply.

Import substitu-

tion occurs with a decline in the ratio of imports to total
supply.

Put differently, if domestic production rises

faster than imports, then IS is taking place.

On the other

hand, if imports rise more rapidly than domestic output,
negative IS is occurring.

Chenery apportions the groWth

in domestic output to (i) the growth in demand (on the
assumption that a constant proportion of total supply is
imported) and (ii) to the change in the ratio of
to total supply, which he refers to as Is.

-3-

4

impo~ts

Chenery's model has been the basis for a number of
studies of problems similar to those addressed here,
(Lewis and Soligo, 1965;
Ahmad, 1968;

Steuer and Voivados, 1965;

and Huddle, 1969).

However, one of the

deficiencies of this technique for measuring IS has been
pointed out by Morley and Smith (1970).

They argued that:

"the traditional definitions of imports and
total supply usually miss a significant proportion
of IS.
They treat an import as a supplement to the
gross production of a single domestic sector, whereas
in reality it substitutes for the production of many
domestic industries.
To replace an import, production must rise, not only in the final processin~
industry, but also in the industries supplying its
inputs and in their supplier industries, etc.
Otherwise, there will be an induced rise in imported
intermediates and/or a reduction in the supply of
goods available for final demand in other sectors."
(Morley and Smith, 1970, p.7)
Our estimates employ Chenery's basic approach with
some modifications.

However, the available data for

Nigerian manufacturing are not adequate to allow separation
of domestic final demand and.intermediate demand.

It should

be made clear that ignoring this separation does not
necessarily imply any bLas for the estimated IS.

As Morley

and Smith (1969, p.l4) have pointed out, "if few intermediates are actually produced in a country (as was the
case in Nigeria during this period), the di£ference. ifi
results will not be great".

Nevertheless, it is possible

that a measure will tend to give a much more meaningful
picture of IS if an accurate and fairly detailed inputoutput table is used.

5

The technique used to examine the second hypothesis
is production

funct~on

estimation.

Our purpose is to

explain the production behaviour of foreign firms and local
firms.

In order to obtain an adequate model, three
-4-

different specifications of production functions are employed
in this analysis, i.e. the Cobb-Douglas, the constant
elasticity of substitution (CES) and a more generalized nonhomothetic translog function.
and Christensen, et al.

We have followed Tyler (1978)

(1973) in the application of these

production functions to extract productive differences
according to ownership characteristics with the use of
dummy variables.

6

The method employed to estimate the

production functions is single-equation ordinary least
squares (OLS).

Goldberger (1964) and Walters (1963) have

pointed out some of the limitations and

p~oblems

which arise

in the use of ordinary least squares to estimate production
functions.

However, its application here may not appreciably

distort the empirical results of the focus of the thesis,
namely, ascertaining differential behaviour of. foreign
firms within industries.
Following Goldberger (1964), Dhrymes (1970), Johnston
(1972), Riedel (1975), Forsyth and Solomon (1978), Oksanen
and Williams (1978), and Iyare and Gemmell (1983), discriminant analysis is employed to test the third hypothesis.
Discriminant analysis is employed because we want to compare
and local

firms

in a multi-variate

foreign

firms

context.

Further, it is a technique "designed for cases

where a variable is assumed to fall into one of a number of
discrete categories''.

7

Our objective is to determine how

firms in our sample show an overall tendency to separate
along nationality of ownership lines in terms of some cost
variables; and to obtain a linear combination of the cost
variables that will optimally ciassify observations into one
or another group.

8

Most of the tests used in the literature, where
multiple regression is not involved, relate to binarytype classification of the data.

In our context the

categories are provided by the two ownership groups,
i.e. foreign

and local

firms

We intend

firms

to test the hypothesis in pairs (Foreign/Local).
Non-parametric procedure has been adopted in the
empirical analysis of the fourth hypothesis because of
(i) the problems and limitations associated with ordinary
least squares estimation;

(ii) the four digit industries

are too aggregative for present purposes;
dealing with matched pairs;

(iii) we are

and (iv) we want to view the

treatment as being different in ownership and management
control.

In this context, one sample is treated as being

under foreign ownership and management control while the
other is treated as being under local ownership and
management control.

9

The Mann-Whitney U test, a non-para-

metric substitute for the T test, is used to examine
systematic differences between foreign and local

(1)

firms.

10

Data Collection
The data analysed in this study were obtained through

responses to a questionnaire which was administered to all
manufacturing establishments in Nigeria by the
of Statistics (FOS) in 1972.

Paid up Capital by Source of Ownership;

Location;

(3) Name of Establishment;

(1) Form of ·Ownership,
(2) Hours per week
(4) Actual Physical

(5) Employment and Wages and Salaries;

of Activity;

Office

The questionnaire (see Appendix lA)

requests information on the following:

and Shifts;

Fede~al

( 6) Kind

(7) Quantity of Goods Broduced and Sold;

(7) Value of Goods Sold;

(8) Contract Work;
-6-

(9) Resales,

and Miscellaneous Receipts;

(10) Value of Inventories;

(ll) Cost an~ Quantity of Raw Materials and Cost of Fuels:
(12) Electricity and Other Expenses;

(13) Value of Fixed

Assets;

(14) Capital Expenditure, and Sales of Fixed

Assets~

and (15) Capacity of Power Equipment and

Electricity Generated.

The Survey takes the form of a

postal questionnaire and according to the officials of thl
FOS, assistance is offered to firms in completing the fon::,
thereby assuring reasonably accurate statistical returns.
( 2)

Sample
The sample of this study consists of establishments

primarily engaged in manufacturing in Nigeria employing
at least ten persons in 1972.

The study concentrates on

relatively large establishments for four reasons:

( i)

it

is within these large establishments that FDI has been heavily
.
.
ll
concentrated;
(ii) the large firms' sample is more
homogeneous and this, in turn, makes possible a better
comparison between foreign and local firms than would be
the case in relatively small-scale industrial
and handicrafts in the same analysis;

organisation~

(iii) smaller

establishments do not usually attract foreign investment.
As a result, their exclusion in this study would not
(iv) data on

appreciably diminish the empirical results;

a consistent basis are available for large establishments.
The size of employment is given in Table 1.1.

As can be

seen in Table 1.1, all establishments employ ten or more
persons.

However, 33 per cent of the establishments employ

between 10 and 19 whilst 25 per cent of the

establishment~

employ between 20 and 49 persons.
Questionnaires were mailed to the total population u··
1,213 establishments, covering forty-eight 4-digit I.S.l.l
-7-
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codes.

As shown in Table 1.2, fully completed responses

were obtained from 1,052 establishments.

Hence, the

estimated coverage rate of response is 86.72 per cent.
(3)

Distribution of sample of firms by nationality
Before proceeding with the distribution of sample by

nationality, it is necessary to define what constitutes a
foreign firm or industry and a local firm or industry.
The FOS has not defined what is a foreign firm or a local
firm in the Survey.

However, as we have noted above, they

have requested information on the paid up capital by source
of ownership as of 31st December 1972.

Five sources which

include private Nigerian, private non-Nigerian, federal
government, regional government and others were listed.

Each

establishment was asked to tick its source of paid up capital
from the five categories.

In this study, all establishments

whose paid up capital by source of ownership as of 31st
December 1972 is entirely private non-Nigerian, are classified
as foreign firms.

The summation of.these firms in a given

industry is referred to as foreign industry.

On the other hand,

local firms are defined as those establishments whose paid up
capital by source of ownership as of 31st Debember 1972 is
entirely private Nigerian.

Similarly, the summation of these

firms in a given industry is referred to as local industry.
Those establishments whose paid up capital by source of ownership as of 31st December 1972 is either federal government,
regional government or other, are excluded from this study.
Foreign and private-local firms are therefore categorized in
terms of 100% equity ownership.
The nationality samples thus comprise data on 487 firms
in the foreign group and 482 in the local group.

Table 1.3

shows the industrial composition of the samples.

Bakery
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l

TABLE 1.3

DISTRIBUTION OF SAMPLE OF FIRMS BY INDUSTRY
AND NATIONALITY OF OWNERSHIP

r-----------------------------or----~~-,----·---··---r-=----,---,--

Total

Industry

I

Meat Products
Dairy Products
Fruit Canning and Preserving
Vegetable Oil Milling
Grain Mill Products
Bakery Products
Sugar and Sugar Confectionery
Misc. Food Preparations and Animal Feeds
Spirit Distillery and Beer
Soft Drinks
Tobacco
Spinning, Weaving and Finishing Textiles
Made-up Textile Goods (except wearing apparel)
Knitted Goods, Cordages, Rope and Twine
Wearing Apparel
Tanning
Travel Goods
Leather Footwear
Smv ~'li 11 ing
Wooden Furniture and Fixtures
Paper Containers, Paper Boxed and Paper Boards
Other Paper Products
Printing
Basic Industrial Chems, Fertilizer and Pesticides
Paints
Drugs and Medicine
Soap, Perfumes, Cosmetics and other Gleaning Preps.
Other Chemical Products
Products of Petroleum and Coal
Tyres and Tubes
Other Rubber Products
Plastic Products
Pottery
Glass Products
Bricks and Tiles
Cement
Concrete Products
Basic Metal, Cutlery, Hand Tools and Gen. Hard\'lare
Metal Furniture and Fixtures
Structural Metal Products
Fabricated Metal Products
Agricultural and Special Industrial Machinery
Machinery & Equipt. ( exc. elec. )not elseh·here class.
Radio, TV and Communication Equipt. arid Apparatus
llousehold Elec. App. and other Elec. supplies
Motor Body Building
Ship Building (including Motorized Boats)
Manufacturing Industries not elsewhere classified
TOTAL
Source:

13
5
4

Private
Foreign

Private
Nigerian

8
4

2

2

1
1

48
7

19

173

13

10

8
6

2

7
6

2
3

7
9
9

1

4
6
160

1

5

4

1

69

41

10
1
6
17
2

15

i4

16
31
6
6

10
10

19

10

8

123

16
26
7
6
36
2

104

5

1
1

86
9
7
77
3
.6

9

17
10
5

12

4
5

5.
16
7·
4
9

23
24
5
4

17
23

12

6
2

7
21

11

1
1

14

1

53
2
1
26
1

1
3

1
1
4

1
3
3
6
4
7
3
7
7
2

24
32
23
5
3

8
16
24
20
3
2

11

10

7
3
3

1

1
1
1
2
1

18

12

3
3

487

482

l,052f:

5

F. 0. S. ( 1977) .

* Government Establishment

34;

Co-operatives
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24;

Statutory

Coz~orations

25.

products, saw milling and wooden furniture and fixtures
account for the bulk of the sample firms, followed by
printing, spinning, weaving and finishing textiles, and
vegetable oil milling.

The local group is dominant in

bakery products and saw milling.

Local establishments

account for 92 per cent of bakery products and 84 per cent
of saw milling respectively.

On the other hand, the. foreign

establishments are dominant in spinning, weaving and finishing textiles.

They account for 59 per cent of the total

establishment in that industry.

Table 1.4 gives the source

of paid-up capital by indUstry.

In terms of total paid-up

capital, foreign

firms ·

are five times larger than local

The respective average paid up capital per

firms

firm is N92,100 in the local group and
foreign group.

;.; _ ,', -z ,.~, C·
N456~000

in the

Of the 45 industries in which information

on paid up capital is available, foreign ownership is predominant in 39 industries while local ownership has a
majority of paid up capital in six industries.
the paid up capital of the foreign firms

The bulk of
is accounted

for by tobacco, spinning, weaving and finishing textiles,
and petroleum products and coal.

These three industries have

approximately 49 per cent of the foreign firms' total paid up capital.
Similarl~

firms

40 per cent of the paid up capital of the local
is accounted for by cement, tobacco and spinning,

weaving and finishing textiles.
From the published data it was not possible to construct
disaggregated

d~ta

measures for each variable.

We have

received some help through correspondence from the FOS in
the construction of such variables as physical stock per
firm, hours per week, sales anq number employed.

In other

variables, we have used highly aggregated data which obviously
-12-

t'ABLE 1. 4

SOURCE .OF PAID-UP CAPITAL BY INDUSTRY - FEDERATION 1972

(in thousand Naira)
r~------------------------------------- ~;r--rrrT~a

'

Industry

IJi', · b
~sta mnts

'.[eat Products
Dairy Products
fruit Cannini and Preserving
Vegetable Oil Milling
Grain Nill Products
Bakery Products
Sugar and Sugar Confectionery
~lise. Food Preparations and Animal Feeds
Spirit Distillery and Beer
Soft Drinks
Tobacco
Spinning, Weaving and Finishing Textiles
Made-up Textile Goods {except wearing apparel)
Knitted Goods, Cordages, Rope and Twine
Wearing Apparel
tAnning
Travel Goods
Leather Footwear
Smv Milling
Wooden Furniture and Fixtures
Paper Containers, Paper Boxed and Paper Boards
Other Paper Products
Printing
Basic Industrial Chems, Fertilizer and Pesticides
Paints
Drugs and Medicine
Soap, Perfumes, Cosmetics and other Cleaning Preps.
Other Chemical Products
Products of Petroleum and Coal
Tyres and Tubes
Other Rubber Products
Plastic Products
Pottery
Glass Products
Bricks and Tiles
Cement
Concrete Products
Basic Metal, Cutlery, Hand Tools and Gen. Hardware
f'.letal Furniture and Fixtures
Structural Metal Products
Fabricated Metal Products
Agricultural and Special Industrial Machinery
Machinery &. Equipt. {exc. elec. )not else\-Jhere class.
Radio, TV and Communication Equipt. and Apparatus
Household Elec. App. and other Elec. supplies
Motor Body Building
Ship Building {including Motorized Boats)
f'.lanufacturing Industries not elsewhere classified
TOTAL
Note:
Source:

lN

13
5
4
48
7
173
10
7
9
9
5
69
15
16
31
6
6
19
123
86
9
7
77
3
6
9
17
10
5
12
23
24
5
4
12
7
21
11
24
32
23
5
3
11
7
3
3
18
1,052

=

$1.52 in 1972.

F.o.s. (1977, p.42).

Details may not add up to total because of rounding.
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te

·
·
N1ger1an
315
11

1,727
96
629
1,010
.315
2,288
745
4' 5.00
9' 110
606
150
321
438
625
1.46
1,092
1,632
723
428
2,563
9
276
40
245
168
8
1,120
1,245
287
11
20
432
4, 280.
1,351
124
662
850
505
10
10
746
2,315

15
198
44,396

'P-;rv-a-t:eFore1gn
·
622
859
1,500
1,632
3,520
333
4,265
1,646
14,132
5,955
18,140
53,182
8,834
2,645
1,519
615
728
960
3,566
1,518
1,792
388
2,355
301
1,838
854
6,995
1,755
36,818
2,970
4,441
3,554
69
620
723
7,508
4,625
1,635
2,218
3,072
8,406
142
100
1 '112
610
20

1, llO
22~,

201

entailed a

11

cost 11 in terms of measurement accurac:y.

Not-

withstanding, it was felt that measurement error and its
accompanying problems - lower levels of significance and
bias - were less important than having a larger, more
representative sample that was less likely to be sensitive
I

to a few observations.

But where disaggregated data wene

available, as in the case of the efficiency measurement in
Chapter 6 of this study, we perform more precise tests
based on firm level information.

Finally, important aspects

of the data and its statistical application, are discussed
in greater detail in each chapter.
Limitation of Study
The inquiry is restricted to the relative impact of
FDI in the development of the manufacturing industry.

As

we have pointed out above, the study concentrates on relatively
large establishments.

It is important to observe that even

though the large establishments account for the major
proportion of the economic activity in the industrial sector of
Nigeria, the results may not hold for smaller establishments, or
the non-industrial sector, such as agricultural services, and
they may not be generalised over time or applied to other
developing countries.
Need for Study
First, not enough work has been done on Nigeria, yet
data to work on is available.

Second, Nigeria, like most

contemporary LDCs, has mainly been interested in having FDI
contribute to its industrialization by (i) introducing
production skills and factors which the country does not
possess;

(ii) increasing and improving existing local firms;

(iii) substituting for imports in order to improve the balance
of payments.

Since foreign investment is still welcome, and
-14-

will for a long time be an important component in the country's
economic development, a study of this kind may provide and/or
enrich the understanding of the contributions FDI makes
and in which areas.

Third, it is necessary for the economic

policy makers to have information on the contributions of
FDI already operating within

Nig~ria's

economy.

As Forsyth

and Solomon (1978) have observed, ''unless policy formulation,
vis-a-vis the foreign-owned sector can be, and is carried out
with the benefit of detailed prior study of the impact of the
intended legislation, the ultimate effects of decisions by
policy makers may differ radically from those intended."
Finally it is hoped that this study will provide such
information as will serve as a guide for policy formulations
in Nigeria.
Definition of Terms
Given that all evidence to be examined relates to foreign
direct investment and manufacturing firms, definitions of
this form of investment and firms are required from the start.
Other studies of the impact of foreign direct investment in
manufacturing on the Nigerian economy such as Iyanda (1975, p.l2)
have defined a foreign firm ''as any firm with at least 40 per
cent of its voting stock owned by non-residents of Nigeria,
or with not less than 25 per cent foreign ownership but under
a contracted foreign partner management."

In the case of a

multinational enterprise in Nigeria, Iyanda and Below have
suggested that
"a multinational enterprise is ... a subsidiary
company with technological links with a foreign
based multinational corporation. Such an enterprise
could be 60 or 40 per cent foreign in capital ownership.
The key factor is the evidence of a technological bond
between a Nigerian company and a foreign one.
Such a
bond could take the form of technical partnership
arrangement, expatriate management of a subsidiary
firm, and the diverse operations of patents or direct
licensing agreement.''
(1979, p.l)
-15-

However, our definition of foreign firms is slightly
different from the above suggestion.

As noted above, a foreign

firm is defined as any firm in which foreign participation is
100 per cent of paid up capital.

A local firm is defined as

any firm in which local participation is 100 per cent of the
paid up capital.

Those firms with both foreign and local

paid up capital are excluded.

Foreign and private-local firms

are therefore categorized in terms of 100 per

equity

~ent

ownership.
The term manufacturing firm is defined as those manufacturing firms with 10 or more paid employees engaged in processing
raw materials into intermediate or final output.
excludes firms engaged in small-scale industrial

This definition
organis~tion

and handicrafts.
'Billion• is used in the American sense and is
1000 million in the Nigerian (British) sense.

equ~r

to

Ail~onetary

and

financial information for 1960-1970 was obtained in Nigerian
pounds and was converted into Naira at 2 Naira to one pound.
Organization of Chapters
She rest of

th~s

study is organized into eight chapters.

The second chapter discusses the economic structure of Nigeria.
In Chapter 3 an attempt is made to review some existing literature relating to FDI, especially work on comparative behaviour.
The fourth chapter considers the role of foreign investment
and traces the evolution of government policy and attitudes
towards foreign direct investment.

A comparison is also made

between two periods, nameiy the colonial period and the period
after independence.

Chapte~

5 contains the analysis of.the

patterns and sources of growth in the manufacturing industries.
In Chapter 6 the effect of nationality of ownership in

-16-

manufacturing on technical efficiency is considered.
Chapter 7 employs discriminant analysis to determine cost
differences and employment characteristics in relation to

'
nationality
of ownership in manufacturing.

Further evidence

on the choice of technology in manufacturing is discussed
in Chapter 8.

A comparison of results from other studies

and a summary and conclusions forms Chapter 9.
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Chapter Two
THE ECONOMIC STRUCTURE OF NIGERIA
Although this study is principally concerned with foreign
direct investment (FDI) in manufacturing industry, it is
helpful to begin with an examination of the economic structure
of Nigeria because the pattern of foreign direct investment
ultimately depends on the economic structure of a country.
The chapter begins with a discussion of natural resources.
Natural Resources
Denison (1967) has argued that

nat~ral

resources play no

explanatory role in developed country growth.

Denison's

argument rests on the observed "now man..,-made" environment in
developed countries that suggests that "variations in natural
resource endowment are more

~elevant

in explaining the historical

differences in level of income than in explaining current rates
of growth."

1

On the contrary, Maddison (1970) noted that "in

developing countries, where man-made capital is scarcer, natural
resource endowment looms larger as an explanatory variable,
particularly in countries with mineral wealth."
In Nigeria, natural resources are obviously important
because the country has a large agricultural labour force and
a relatively small non-agricultural sector.

Land resources

have also been a significant determinant of foreign direct
investment in Nigeria.

According to the Central Bank of

Nigeria (1971) report, foieign owned companies

account~d

67.7% of the paid up capital in agriculture between

for

1966~1968.

The evidence available suggests that export-orientated FDI has
played a major role in marketing such products as cocoa, cotton,
rubber, groundnuts, palm oil and kernel, hides and skins, and
beniseed.

Secondly, Nigeria depends on her mineral wealth for
-18-

foreign exchange earnings and state revenues.

According to

Turner (1976), the petroleum or oil sector accounted for
approximately 90 per cent of Nigeria's foreign

exchan~e

earnings

and about 95 per cent of state revenues in 1976.
Dependence on Agriculture
Despite the progress made in the past two decades by the

-

government in establishing industries, the economy has not
shifted from being agricultural in character to having a
predominance of manufacturing industry.

The percentage of the

work force in agriculture accounts for some 70 to 80 per cent
of the country's labour force.

In 1978, the population was

estimated to be nearly 80 million.

This implies a population

density of 85.5 persons per square kilometre.

The ratio of

land to labour in Nigeria is still favourable because settlement
is becoming increasingly concentrated in the Urban centres
which reduces population pressure on arable land.
the general characteristics of the

agricultu~al

However,

sect6r is its

low technological level, i.e. labour intensive techniques of
production.

Some large scale forms of production employing

modern technology have been established in recent years.

But

production still consists of subsistence output on several
million individual small holdings relying on traditional
techniques.

Although the agricultural sector remains backward

with traditional techniques, the economy as a whole continues
to receive its principal stimulus to growth from this sector,
which meets more than 90 per cent of the country's food needs.
During the 1960s,

Nigeria's economy depended on the

agricultural sector for foreign exchange earnings.

The share

of total exports accounted for by the three principal agricul-
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tural commodities - cocoa, peanuts and palm produce - was
59.1 per cent between 1960-1965.

2

In recent years, the share

of agricultural commodities as percentages of total exports
has declined partly because of the low priority assigned to
public investment in agriculture.
observed,

11

As Karp (1980, p.310) has

the share of agriculture in investment in directly

productive activities - covering (1) agriculture;
forestry and fishing;

(3) mining;

(2) livestock,

and (4) manufacturing -

was only 16 per cent, compared to 52 per cent for manufacturing.

11

The export performance of agricultural commodities has also
been affected by the oil sector which provides anew export
opportunity.

Hence, we turn to the development of the oil

sector.
Development of the Oil Sector
The development of the oil sector is
foreign direct investment.
major oil corporations•

c~mpletely

based oh

In 1963, the total. bobk value of

a~sets

in Nigeria was N31,900 million.

The major oil corporations involved in the development of the
oil sector were Standard Oil of New Jersey (U.S.) with 12% of
the total assets, Royal Dutch/Shell (Dutch/British) with
l0.3%,Gulf (U.S.) with 5%,

Te~aco

(U.S.) with 5%, Socony-Mobil

(U.S.) with 4.7%, Standard Oil of California (U.S. with 3.7%,
British Petroleum (British) with 2.8%, Compagnie Francaise de
Petrole (French) 2% and others with 4%. 3

Table 2.1 presents

the yearly output of crude oil production in Nigeria between
1960 and 1981.

Annual crude oil production in 1960 was

850 thousand metric tons.

At the end of 1981, the annual crude

oil production was 103.513 million metric tons.
While the development of the oil sector in Nigeria continues
to make great progress, the question may be asked:

Did the

Development of the oil sector help or hinder the rest of the
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economy?

The discovery of oil in Nigeria and the rapid growth

of this sector has brought a major element of change in the
overall structure of the economy.

The contributions to the

government revenue by this sector were N236 million in 1970,
N672 million in 1972 and N2,872 million in 1974.

4

Since 1970,

earnings from petroleum exports have become the largest single
major source of development funds in the public sector.
other words, there has been a linkage between the oil

In

~ector

and

the public sector through the use of foreign-exchange earnings
derived from oil to finance development.

The

i~pact

of Nigeria's

oil sector on manufacturing has been substantial.· It provides
funds for indigenous investment in industry as well as government
participation in industry.
On the other hand, the country's inflationary problem has
worsened.

At the end of 1974, inflation was running at 13.4

per cent compared with 5.4 per cent in 1973 arid 2.8 per cent
in 1972.

It is argued in the official circles that the high

rate of inflation in the economies of Nigeria's major trading
partners exacerbated

Nigeri~'~

domestic inflationary
.

as a result of the rising cost of imports.

5

pr~ssures

Nevertheless, much

of the high inflationary rate is linked with petroleum.
The rapid development of the oil sector is also blamed for
the export concentration in Nigeria.

Karp (1980) has attempted

to deal with export concentration problems in Nigeria thr-ough
tests based on Hirchman coefficients and regression equations.

6

The Hirchman coefficients for Nigerian exports suggest that
11

export concentration was slowly but unmistakably decreasing

between 1954 and

1969~

notwithstanding some annual fluctuations.

More precisely, the rate of decrease was approximately 2 per cent
a year. 11 7

On the other hand, the Hirchman coefficients after
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Table 2.1
Yearly Output of Crude Oil Production, 1960-1981
(thousand metric tons)

Source:

Year

Output

1960

850

1961

2,271

1962

3,328

1963

3,772

1964

5,953

1965

13,538

1966

21,000

1967

16 1 8lf7

1968

7,127

1969

26,951

1970

53,095

1971

76,374

1972

90,918

1973

101,768

1974

111,578

1975

128,597

1976·

103,479

1977

102,970

1978

137,781

1979

166,483

1980

151,492

1981

103,513

United Nations (1967, p.202;
1970, p.212;
1973, p.lBO;
1977, p.l78 and 1982, p.766)
Statistical Year Books.
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1970 show that the trend towards diversification of exports

was abruptly reversed.

The Hirschman coefficient in 1970

rose by 19 per cent over that recorded for the previous year.
\ifhile an increase of about the same magnitude took place in
1971, the Hirschman coefficient exceeded .800 in 1972, a
figure not attained in Nigerian export trade in any previous
year for which coefficients could be computed; 8

Finally, the

regression results support the hypothesis.that while the
expansion of oil exports was the chief factor behind the
recent increase of commodity concentration in Nigeria, it is
also the case that the decline of such major traditional
exports as palm produce and peanuts played a far from negligible
contributory role. 9
From the foregoing evidence, there is no doubt that
Nigeria's dependence on oil needs to be reduced.

We must

now ask what policies are most effective for the diversification
of Nigerian exports?

Certainly there are possibilities,· for

increasing agriculture exports.

For example, vegetable oil

seeds and related products could be added to the export list
with more public investment.

But as

Maddi~on

(1970, p.l30) has

observed, for most commodities,. agricultural export prospects
have been poor.

Because developed countries have followed

extremely protectionist policies, their demand for food, tobacco
and beverages is expanding slowly, and they have developed
synthetic substitutes for natural fibres and ruober.

In this

respect, it would appear that only an ' 11 export-expanding
industrial program'' may contribute to export diversification,
assuming there is less

protect~onism

products which are traded.
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with regard to industrial

The Structure of Production
The changing level and sectorial distribution of Nigeria's
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) between 1960 and 1977 is shown
in Table 2.2.

In 1960, the respective contributions made by

agriculture, mining and quarrying, manufacturing and handicrafts,
electricity and water supply, building and
distribution, and transport and

construction~

communicati~n

were Nl408.2,

N26.6, Nl07.4, N6.4, NlOl, N278.8 and Nl07 millions.

These

contributions rose to Nl,808.7, N943.8, N472.7, N44.2, N429.6,
N575.4 and N226.2 in 1974 respectively as the table sh.ows.
In order to facilitate easier

compa~ison,

the relatiVe

importance of each sector expressed in percentages is given
in Table 2.3.

The agricultural sector's contribution of 63.1

per cent in 1960 declined to 21 per cent in 1977.

This relative

decline is due largely to the rate of increase in the contributions of other sectors as a result of the oil boom.

As

mentioned above, some agricultural commodities nave either
been neglected or have not expanded.

Further, the share of

agricultural exports in relation to GDP has also declined from
approximately 13 per cent in 1960 to about 2 per cent in 1974.

10

However, this is partly due to the expanding home demand for
some agricultural commodities formerly exported, as well, of
course, as the growing significance of petroleum.
A corollary of the relative fall in the contribution of the

agricultural sector to GDP has been the importance of the mining
sector.

Petroleum is the main output of this sector.

Taken

as a whole, the mining sector made an increasingly significant
contribution between 1960 and 1977.

This contribution rose

from 1.12 per cent in 1960 to about 15.5 per cent in 1977.
The sector has become the prime mover of the economy due to
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Table 2.2

Sectoral Distribution of Nigeria's Gross Domestic Product, 1959-1977

(N million)

1958/59 1959/60 1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65 1965/66 1966/67 1967/6& 1968/69 1969/70 1970/71 1971i'72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77

--~----~~--~~~----------~----------------------------,
1. Agriculture
Forestry and
Fishing

1342.0

1408.2

1597.8

1549.8

1605.8

1737.8

1731.4

1742.2

1581.8

1358.0

1338.0

1539.5

1890.1

1
1982.[9

2. Mining, etc.

23.2

26.6

29.8

43.4

54.0

58.8

79.6

149.8

210.4

16~.8

. 85.0

261.3

508.9

711~6

3. Manufacturing etc.

97.o

lo7.4

1o~.6

13o.2

146.4

11o.o

l8l.o

22l;o

221~5_

l9o.o

~oo.4

263.4

317.6

307.~~

1977

·
f

I 1852.1

1808.7

3634.8

3245.7

3110.1

3217.6

1

840.6

943.8

2246.9

1802.6

2279.6

237l.o

1

378.6

472.7

625.5

979.4

993.4

994 . 4

1

34.9

44.2

44.5

45.1

46.3

57 . 3

I

& Water

5.o

6.4

8.o

.9.6

11.6

13.6

15.6

18.2

2o.o

15.o

5. Bldg & Const.

88.0

101.0

10~.0

105.4

112.8

118.4

128.4

162.2

160.2

135.8

260.6

278.8

317.6

307.8

313.0

361.8

398.2

418.4

389.8

7. Transport and
Communication

99.8

107 .o.

113.8

128.2

125.4

131.0

149.2

146.2

8. General Govt.

62.8

77.4

79.8

77.2

77.8

89.6

96.8

4. Elec.

I
r,:)

C,.."1

6. Distribution

29~~4

17.4

2o.8

24.5

117.0

167.6

266.2

354l7 1 426.1

429.6

1131.7

1129.6

1497;0

1748.4

333.0

332.2

411.6"

515.3

554J8 I 537.5

575.4

2375.4

2709.2

2903.9

3205.0

142.0

113.4

125.6

127.6

138.2

148

446.9

467.6

490.9

506.6

99.2

84.6

139.0

258.1

314~1

2407.6

2483.7

2951.6

..

I

77.6 1

·19

182.1

226;2

328 .,4

412.5

416.9 )

146.0

160.5 )
)1769.0
60.8 )

)

I

9. Education
10. Health ,
11. Other' Services

Note:

' 52.4

61.2

64.0

70.2
\

77.8

82.8

93.4

97.0

110.8

89.8

91.8

72.1

114.1

9.8

11.0

12.4

14.2

16.8

17.8

20.2

22.6

26.2

20.0

19.0

23.1

36.8

43.6

45.4

50.6

56.2

56.4

55.8

61.4

72.4

82.8

68.8

78.8

89.4

116.2

2084.2

2230.4

2483.4

2492.2

2597.6

2825.6

294a.o

3146.8

3044.8

2572.2

2544.2

3234.5

4242.o

133

.is
I

37

.fl

47.2

)

132.2 1 150.5
4721.5

I ooo1.1

Figures for 1960 - 1973/4 are at 1962 factor cost, while those from 1974/75 onwards are at 1973/74 constant prices.
The former three Eastern States are not included in the estimates for 1966/67, 1967/68, 1968/79 and 1969/70.

Sources:

Federal Office of Statistics, National Accounts of Nigeria (Lagos, 1976). Olaloku et al. 1979 (p.4).
Year Book of National Accounts Statistics, Vo~l, Part 2, United Nations (1982, p.l096).

I
I

111.2 )
53lo.o 12274.7 12787.o 13894.9 15051. 9

~

1:

1:

r

Table 2.3

.J

S~ctoral Distribution of Nigeria's Gross Domestic Product, 1959-1977

(percentages)

r

1958/59 1959/60 1960/61 1961/62 1962/63 1963/64 1964/65 19.65/66 1966/67 1967/68 ~1968/69 1969/70 1970/71 1971/7~:1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77

1977

1. Agriculture,
Forestry and
Fishing

64.39

63.13

64.08

62.19

61.82

61~50

58.67

55.37

51.88

52.69

52.59

47.45

44.56

f
42.00 I 36.99

34.06

29.60

25.40

22.50

21.38

2 • .Mining, etc •

1.12

1.20

1.20

1.74

2.09

2.08

2.70

4.76

6.90

6.36

3.34

8.10

11.99

15.07. 16.79

17.77

18.30

14.10

16.50

15.75

3. Manufacturing etc.

4.65

4.82

4.80

5.22

5.64

6.02

6.13

7.02

7.36

7.35

7.88

8.17

7.49

6.52

7.56

8.90

5.10

7.65

7.19

6.61

4. Elec.

& Water

0.24

0.29

0.32

0.39

0.44

0.48

0.52

0.58

0.66

0,58

0.69

0.64

0.58

0.62

0.70

0.83

0.41

0.35

0.33

0.38

5. Bldg

& Constr.

4.22

4.53

4.01

4.23

4.34

4.19

4.34

5.15

5.25

5.27 "··

4.60

5.20

6.27

7.51

8.51

8.09

9.20

8.83

10.84

11.61

12.50

12.50

12.74

12.35

12.05

12.80

13.50

13.30

12.79

12.92

13.06

12.76

12.15

11.75

10.73

10.84

19.35

21.19

21.10

21.29

7. Transport and
Communication

4.79

4.79

4.56

5.14

4.83

4.64

5.07

4.64

4.65

4.40

4.94

3.95

3.26

3.15

3.64

4.26

3.64

3.65

3.55

3.37

8. General Govt.

3.01

3.47

3.20

3.10

2.99

2.75

3.04

3.08

3.35

3.57

5.46

8.00

7.40

6.95

8.24

7.85

9. Education

2.52

2.74

2.56

2.81

2.99

2.93

3.17

3.08

3.62

3.47

3.61

2.24

2.69

2.83

2.90

3.02
14.41

18.83

17.99

19.61

10. Health

0.47

0.50

0.50

o. 57

0.64

0.63

0.69

0.72

0.82

0.72

0.75

0.72

0.87

0.78

11. Other Services

2.09

2.03

2.03

2.26

2.17

1.98

2.17

2.30

2.72

2.67

3.08

2.77

2.74

2 . 7 8 )i

. 100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

6. Distribution
I

l-:1

:n
I

0.94

1.15

3 • 00

3 • 23

~100.00

100.00

I

100.00

Notes and Sources as on Table 2.2.

li

the petroleum industry.

Pearson (1970) has noted that apart

from the sector being a source of fGreign exchange, petroleum
has for some time now made "export led growth" a distinct
possibility in Nigeria.

11

The growth of the petroleum sector as a percentage of
GDP was gradual between 1960 and 1969.

It was only after

1970 that the sector's contribution to GDP exceeded 10%.
However, the development of other industries which will
utilize petroleum will undoubtedly increase local production
and may also lead to an addition of manufactures to the
export list if petroleum products rather than merely crude
oil are exported.
The manufacturing sector recorded a share of 4.6 per cent
in 1960 and rose to approximately
to GDP in 1977.

~

6.6 per cent contribution

From this result, it is clear that manufacturing

was not a major contributor to Nigeria's GDP during this period
under review.

Further, it is difficult to determine the exact

contribution of the modern industrial sector to GDP.

This

naturally would largely depend on what is included in the
sector.

The contribution of 6.6 per cent to the GDP made

by the sector in 1977 included handicrafts.
In the electricity and water sector, the contribution to
GDP has followed an upward trend.

This increased from N6.4

million in 1960 to N57.3 million in 1977.

In terms of percent-

ages, this sector's contribution to GDP rose from 0.29 per cent
to 0.38 per cent over the same period.

.The building

construction sector, like the electricity and water
sector, has displayed a persistent upward trend.

a~d

suppl~

However,

there was an interruption between 1967 and 1969 as a result of
the civil war in Nigeria.

Its contribution to GDP which stood
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at NlOl million in 1960, rose to N429.6 million in 1974.
This represents a rise of a 4.53 per cent contribution in
1960 and 8.09 per cent in 1974.

The percentage contribution

in 1977 was 11.6 per cent.
Distribution remains one of the largest sectors of the
economy.

Its absolute contribution rose frGm N278.8 million

in 1960 to N575.4 million in 1974 and N3,205 million in 1977.
Its relative contribution to the GDP declined. from 12.5 per cent
in 1960 to 10.8 per cent in 1974.

However, it rose to 21.29 per

cent in 1977, largely due to the petroleum financed import boom.
Finally, the transport and communication sector recorded a
relative contribution of 4.79 per cent in 1960 and 4.26 per
cent in 1974.

This represents a loss of 0.52 percentage

points between 1960 and 1974.

In 1977, it contributed 3.3 per

cent to GDP, indicating a continued downward trend.
Table 2.4 presents the growth rates of the major components
of GDP between 1960 and 1974.

Firstly, on a mean annual basis,

the growth rate of GDP was 6.6 per cent.

The average annual

rate of growth of GDP was 4 per cent over the decade of 19601970 and approximately 6 per cent during the
1965/66.

pe~iod

The average annual rate of growth of GDP

period 1970-1974 was 16.3 per cent.

1960/61 to
fo~

the

On the other hand, the

World Bank report (1974) showed that average annual rate of
growth of real GDP was 6.4 per cent between 1958/59 and 1962/63,
and 5.5 per cent during the period 1962/63 and 1966/67.

Further,

despite the civil war, the average annual growth rate of real
GDP between 1967 and 1970 was 5.5 per cent.

12

In addition, the

period 1975-1977 recorded an average annual rate of growth of
5.25 per cent.
Secondly, the mean annual growth rate of agricultural
production was 2 per cent during the period.
-28-

Clearly, the

Table 2 .f.
GROWTH RATES OF HAJOR COHPONENTS OF GOP {PJ::RCJ:.li1'AGES)

Year

Total
GOP

-

Agri.,

Hining !.

Hanurac-

Electricity

Building

Forestry
8. Fishing

Quarrying

turing &

& Water-

& Cons-

Cra!t

S11pply

truction

Oietribut ion

Transport &
Communicatioli
I

-

-

-

-

-

-

1960

-

-

61

11.3

13.4

12.0

2.0

25.0

-0.9

13.9

6.3

62

.3

-3.0

45.6

18.8

20.0

5.4

-3.0

12.6

63

4.2

3.6

24.4

12.4

20.8

7.0

1.6

-2.2

64

8.7

8.2

8.8

16.1

17.2

4.9

1,5.6

4.4

65

4.3

-0.3

35-3

5.2

14.7

8.4

10.0

13.9

66

6.7

0.6

88.1

22.0

16.6

26.:;

5.0

-2.0

I

67

-3.2

-9.2

40.4

.2.

' 9.8

-1.2

-6.8

-2.8

i

68

-15-5

-14.1

-22.1

-14.2

-25.0

-1!5.;!

-14.5

-20.1

69

1.0

-1.4

-48.1

,5.4

16.0

u.s

· .;.o.z

10.7

70

27.1

15.0

207.}

• }1.5

19.5

4}.2

23.2

1.6

71

31.1

22.7

94.7

20.5

1?.?

58.8

25.2

8.3

72

11.3

4.9

39.8

-3.1

20.0

33.2

?.6

?.?

73

6.0

-6.6

18.1

23.0

18.7

20.1

6.8

22.3

74

6.0

-2.4

12.2

24.8

26.6

0.8

?.0

24.2 '

Mean

6.6

2.0

37.0

10.9

14.5

ll. 8

6.1

5.6

I

Source:

See --Table- 2 ·~-

I

:
I

I
I
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growth rate of this sector has not been impressive.
poor rate of growth poses

a

This

serious problem for the nation's

economy in terms of foodstuffs for the rising population.

Some

of the major problems facing the agricultural sector have been
identified in the Third National Development Plan 1974-1980 as:
the shortage of qualified manpower in key areas;
supplies of agricultural inputs;

inadequate

inadequate extension services;

the poor condition of feeder roads and other transport facilities;
inadequate or lack of effective supporting services such as farm
credit;

poor marketing facilities;

the problem of land owner-

ship imposed by the land tenure system in most parts of the
country;

the problem of diseases and pests; difficulties posed

by the labour shortage in the rural areas in consequence of
rural to urban migration;
many food crops;

lack of appropriate technology for

drudgery of farm work and low returns from

agriculture which forces rural youth to migrate to urban areas
rather than go into farming;

and labGur shortages especially

at peak periods of demand during the farming season. 13
The rate of growth of the minerals sector has been
remarkably impressive with a mean annual rate of growth of
37 per cent.

In 1961 and 1962 mining grew by 12 per cent and

45.6 per cent respectively.

The growth rate slowed down to

8.8 per cent in 1964 and as a result of the civil war it
contracted by -48.1 per cent in 1969.
growth rate has been positive.

From 1970-1974, the

This ranges from 12.2 per

cent in 1974 to 207.3 per cent in 1970.

The reason for the

high growth rate of this sector is partly explained by the
discovery of petroleum in substantial commercial quantities.
However, the slow-down in the growth rate in 1974 was due to
the production cut-backs dictated by OPEC.
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14

In the manufacturing sector a mean annual growth rate
of approximately ll per cent was recorded

du~ing

the period.

Separated from crafts, the growth rate of manufacturing alone
is less than ll per cent.

Taken as a whole, the growth rate

of ll per cent seems impressive since the eeonomy was affected
by the civil war between 1967 and 1970.

Comparing this sector

with other sectors reveals that the manufacturing sector
growth rate lagged behind mining, electricity, and building
and construction.
1966;

A

comparison between three periods (i.e. 1960-

1967-1970; and 1971-1974) reveals the following.

In

the period 1960-1966, the manufacturing annual growth rate was
12.6 per cent.

This represents 1.7 per cent more than the mean

annual growth rate of the entire period.

However, the growth

rate of 5.7 per cent during the war period (1967-1970) is
lower than expected, since in some areas, especially the former
Easter region, industrial production was affected.

The period

after the civil war (1971-1974) recorded a growth rate bf. 16.3
per cent (i.e. 5.4 percentage points more than the growth rate
of the entire period).
The other sectors which include electricity and water supply,
building and construction, distribution, transportation and
communication, have all shown impressive growth rates, enjoying
mean annual rates of 14.5 per cent, 11.8 per cent, 6.1 per cent
and 5.6 per cent respectively.
The high growth rate recorded for electricity and water
supply is accounted for by an increase in the rate of consumption.
The average annual growth rate of consumption of electricity
w~s

20.6 per cent between 1954 and 1967 and 20.92 per cent between

1971 and 1974.

15

However, there is no data to determine the

level of demand for water by agriculture, industry and commerce.
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The building and construction sector has experienced an
impressive growth rate in the post independence years.

Its

growth rate has largely been influenced by petroleum exploitation which has resulted in a construction boom.

The govern-

ment policy to increase residential houses has been particularly
important for the growth rate of building.
In recent years, the distribution sector growth rate has
tended to decline.

'At 13.9

perce~t

in 1960, the growth rate

was surpassed only by the electricity and water supply sector
(25 percent).

But in 1914, it lagged behind all sectors

except the agricultural sector ih terms of mean annual growth
rate.
As far as distribution is concerned, it is still within
the framework of small-scale traditional·units of operation.
There is growing concern that a significant improvement·: in
terms of efficient structure in this se!2!tor has not taken
place even though it remains according to Olayide et. al :1~{97 4)
"the haven for the. unemployed in terms of a large segment
.-..:;

of the population." 16 Finally, the transport and communication annual mean rate of growth was less than the meari annual
rate of growth of the GDP..

Dur.ing 1973 and 1974, the rates

of growth were considerably improved.

There is the suggestion

that factors such as a lack of adequate executive capacity,
intractable management constraints, capital restructuring
bottlenecks,.

serious issues of institutional reforms, as well

as poor and ineffective traffic regulations, were. responsible
17
for the decline in the rate o-f growth- in ~his sector. ·

International Trade, Balance of Payments and FDI
International Trade - Size and Growth
The foreign trade of Nigeria constitutes a significant
proportion of the country 1 s aggregate economic activity.

Its

exports are largely basic commodities, particularly oil, while
imports consist of mainly manufactured goods, and capital
.
t . 18
equlpmen

Regarding the size of a country 1 s foreign sector,

one measure that is commonly used is the ratio of imports and
exports to the Gross Domestic Product (GDP).

Olaloku et al

(1979, p.224) noted that in 1970, 17 per cent of Nigeria 1 s
GDP was exported while imports amounted to 15 per cent of the
country•s GDP.

The composite ratio, i.e; the measure of the

size of the foreign sector in 1970 was 32 per cent.

This ratio

suggests that international transactions account for a large
proportion of the economic activity in Nigeria.

As compared

to other forty-six African countries, they argued,
"Of the forty;six African countries for which
the relevant data are available for calculating the
index of the size of the foreign sector, only seven
had, in 1970, ratios lower than that of Ntgeria.
Among the fourteen West African countries inGluded
in the sample, Nigeria ranks eleventh in terms of the
openness of the economy, her involvement in international
trade being greater than that only of Niger, Upper
Volta and Mali whose ratios amounted to 30, 26 ~nd 15 per
cent respectively . . . . in value terms, Nigeria 1 s foreign
trade is not surpassed by that of any other country in
... Africa. That the country has a relatively low
foreign sector index seems therefore to be due to the
relatively large size of her GDP. 11
6laloku et al (1979, pp.2~4-225)
Table 2.5 presents the growth of merchandise trade during
the period 1960-1980.

In 1960, the merchandise imports were

N43l.8 million.

This amount rose to N7,994 million in 1980 in

current prices.

During the same period, the growth of exports

was remarkable.

In 1960, merchandise exports were worth N339.4

million while they rose to Nl4,683.0 million in 1980 in current
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Table 2.5

The Growth of Nigeria•s Merchandise Trade
1960 - 1980

Year

Exports
NOOO

Imports
NOOO

1960

339,400

431,820

1961

347,000

444,800

1962

337,200

406,000

1963

379,400

413,800

1964

429,400

507,800

1965

536,538

550,788

1966

566,400

512,600

1967

465,600

447,200.

1968

422,200

385,200

1969

636~300

497,400

1970

885,700

681,500

1971

1,293,400

l ,079 '000

1972

1;411,600

990,100

1973

2,209,200

1,232,900

1974

6,030,900

l '715 ,400

1975

4,791,000

3,722,000

1976

6,322,000

5,149,000

1977

7,594,000

7,160,000

1978

6,707,000

8,152,000

1979

10,719,000

6,165,000

1980

14,683,000

7,994,000

Source:

International Monetary Fund (1964, p.220;
1975, p.288 and 1982, p.310).
International
Financial Statistics, Vols. XVIII, XXVIII & XXXV.
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prices.

The respective annual growth rate of imports and

exports during the review period were 24.7 per cent and
18.4 per cent.

Table 2.6 indicates that even though the secular

trend in the trade was upwards, its growth has not been evenly
spread over the period.
Table 2.7 shows the average annual growth rates of
exports and imports in sub periods.
rates for exports and imports
1970 and 1975.

we~e

Firstly, the growth
particularly high

betw~en

The respective growth rates were 50.5 per cent

and 44.6 per cent.

Secondly, the growth rates were particularly

high for imports during the period 1975 to 1980
annual growth rate was 35.5 per cent.

wh~n

the average

On the other hand, the

exports growth rate was only 19.4 per cent.

Thirdly, exports

grew more than imports between 1965 and 1970.

The exports

growth rate was 15.5 per cent while imports grew at 6.8 per
cent.

Fourthly, the period between 1960 and 1965 was marked

by a relatively low growth rate of

extern~l

trade.

Nevertheless,

exports grew faster than imports.

The respective growth rates

were 8.5 per cent and 4.5 per cent.
The Trade Balance
Aboyade (1966, p.l45) has noted that Nigeria enjoyed a
favourable trade balance during the first half of the 1950s
which generated enough domestic savings to finance capital
formation.

On the other hand, negative balances were recorded

during and after the second half of the 1950s.

In fact,

according to Olaloku et al (1979, p.243), 1955 was the first
time the balance of trade turned against Nigeria since 1922.
"The unfavourable trade balance in this period was due mainly
to two basic factors:

the fall in the world market prices of

Nigeria's principal exports and the considerable increase in
the volume of imports into the country."
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Table 2.6

Growth Rates of Exports and Imports
(percentages) Nigeria, 1960 - 1980

Year

Exports

Imports

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980

2.2
-2.8
12.5
13.1
24.9
-5.5
-14.2
:-13.0
50.7
39.1
46.0
9.1
56.5
172.9
-20;5
31.9
20 .. 1
-11.6
59.8
36.9

3.0
-8.7
1.9
22.7
8.4
-.6. 9
-12.7
-13.8
29.1
37.0
58.3
-8.2
24.5
39.1
116.9
38.3
39.0
13.8
-24.3
29.6

Mean

24.7

18.4

Source:

Same as Table 2.5.

Table 2.7

Average Annual Growth Rates of Exports
and Imports (percentage) Nigeria, 1960-1980

Period
1960-1965
1965-1970
1970-1975
1975-1980
Source:

Exports
8.3
15.5
50.5
19.4

Same as Table 2.5..
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Imports
4.5
6.8
44.6
35.5

Table 2.8(1) presents the balance of trade of Nigeria
between 1960 and 1980.

Firstly, the sub period 1960-1965. was

characterized by an unfavourable balance of trade.
the export coverage of

i~ports,

Nevertheless,

i.e. the ratio of exports to

between 1960 and 1965, ranges from 77.5 per cent in

~mports

1962 to 99 per cent in 1965.

In 1960, as reported in

the deficit on the trade account (i.e.

vis~bles

T~ble

2.8 (4)

and invisibles)

was Nl44.93 million, but this declined to Nl26.1 million in
1965.

Secondly, in the period 1966-1970, Nigeria sustained a

deficit in each year in her trade account.

It rose ·from N201.8

million in 1966 to N307.8 million in 1970.

However, Nigeria's

merchandise trade balance was positive.

The ratios of exports

to imports between 1966 - 1970 ranges from 109 per cent in
1967 to 149.9 per cent in 1969,
a mixed trade balance.

The sub period 1971-1975 shows

In 1971, the deficit on the trade

account was N268.3 million, which declined to N206.5 million
in 1972.
1975.

The ~rade account was in surplus between 1973 and

The respective surpluses for 1973, 1974 and 1975 were

N59.6 million, Nl601.9 million and Nll9.6 million.
the sub period

1976~1980

Similarly,

shows a mixed trade balance.

While

Nigeria sustained a deficit on its trade. account between 1976;1978,
it had a favourable balance of trade between 1979 and 1980.

As we have observed from the analysis of Table 2.8,
Nigeria's merchandise trade balance has been positive since
1966.
(a)

There are three main reasons for this.
By 1966, a sizeable proportion of Nigeria's export trade
was accounted for by petroleum exports which represented
32.5 per cent of the total value of exports.

The addition

of petroleum to Nigeria's exports list more than offset the
depressive effects of the fall in the prices of traditional
exports on Nigeria's export earnings .
.: -37-

TABLE 2.8:

(N million)

(2 )

{1 )

Year

I

:..J
":1)

I

Merchandise
Trade
Balance

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976.
1977
1978
1979
1980

-95.0
-93.6
-95.0
-34.3
-77.8
-5.4
64.5
43.7
38.5
207.7
237.9
353.4
564.5
1106.5
2513.7
2087.3
. 1945 08
2142.8
-992.9
3644.7
5136.8

L_-

Notes:

Merchandise

NIGERIA'S BALANCE OF PAYMENTS, 1960-1980

( 3)
Invisibles

( 4)
2+3

Exports
353.5
366.2
328.0
396.8
450.4
567.8
601.7
511.7
448.0
624.3
891.4
1242.8
1436.8
2209.8
3180.1
6110.3
7425.7
9836.2
8863.7
12360.6
16129.8
--

Imports

Exports

Imports

-448.5
-459.8
-423.0
-431.1
-528.2
-573.2
-537.2
-468.0
-409.5
-416.4
-653.5
-889.4
-872.3
-1103.3
-666.4
-402300
-5479.9
-7693o4
-0856.6
-8715.9
-10993.0

36.64
48.64
76.90
49.90
52.10
58.50
62.20
61.10
59.90
57.10
66.40
79.60
86.10
102.60
96.20
588.90
589o70
728.50
996.60
958.50
1372.90

-86.57
:-78.84
-93.40
-146.70
-114.40
-179.20
-328.50
-292.00
-315.30
-511.40
-612.10
-701.30
-857.20
-1158.50
-1008.00
-2556.60

-

--

---

~268lo60

-3540.40
-2976.20
-3086.60
-4111.80

-144.93
-123.80
~lll. 50
-131.10
-140.10
-126.10
-201.80
-187.2
-216.9
-246.4
-307.8
-268.3
-206.5
50.6
1601.9
119.6
146.9
-669.1
-2972.5
1516.6
2397.9

( 5)
Unrequited Transfer
(Official and
Private)
-3.6
-8.1
-1.5
-5.8
0.4
5.8
4.5
16.5
37.0
20.7
45.0
1.9
-14.4
36.1
-26.9
-193ol
-114 03
-145.5
-229.4
-286.4
-397.9

(6 )
Current
Account
(4+5)
-148.53
-131.90
-113.00
-136.9
-139.7
-120.3
-197.3
-170.7
-179.7
-225.7
-262.8
-266.4
-220.9
86.7
1575.0
36.5
-261.2
-814.6
-3201.9
1230.2
2000.0

(7)
Direct
Investment
40.7
53.6
45.0
81.2
135.0
118.3
20.7
84.8
99.4
115.7
146.4
187.5
201.9
236.8
-394.7
306.6
258.0
349.7
179.6
224.4
234.7

( 8)
Longterm
Capital
12.6
7.3
4.7
11.8
9.0
31.3
27.8
21.2
30.8
117.8
146.4
187.5
. 242.7
192.7
-403.2
-153.3
-268o9
-15.0
1182.6
752.4
690.9

(9)
Shortterm
Capital
-8.5

-7.5
7.7
1.9
15.4
-2.6
4.5·
39.4
53.5
96.4
-72.3
2.6
-27.6
52.6
-16.1
-28.5
-144.0
128.2
6.6
52.7

(10)
7+8+9

44.8
60.9
57.2
100.7
145.9
165.0
45.9
110.5
169.6
287.0 '
389.2
302.7
447.2
401.9
-745.3
137 2
-3904
190.7
1490.4
983.4
978.3

-

(1) Merchandise trade figures here include coverage and valuation adjustments, hence, they differ from the trade
statistics in Table 2.4.
(2) A minus sign indicates debit.
(3) An exchange rate of lN =SUS 1.40 was used to convert the 1960-1971 figures into Nair~.
SUS 1.52 for 1972-73;
sus 1.59 for 1974; sus 1.36 for 1975-76; sus 1.26 for 1977; sus 1.85 for 1978; sus-1.35 for 1979 and sus 1.44 for 1980.

Sources:

1960 figures from Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, December 1968, pp.80-88.
1961-68 figures from Central Bank of Nigeria, Economic and Financial Review, June 1971, p.77.
1976-80 figures from International Financial Statistics, 1975, p.29l, Vol.XXVIII, 1982, p.286, Vol.XX.XV.

(b)

Nigeria has persued a policy of import substitution
industrialisation which slowed down the imports of some
goods.

The aim of the government was to protect domestic

infant industries and consequently a relatively high
level of tariffs was imposed upon a number of consumer
goods.

As we shall see in Chapter 5, of this present study,

the domestic supply of such goods has expanded greatly
over the years.
(c)

Some Nigerian economists have argued that "the change
in Nigeria's trade balance into surplus in 1966 could be
attributed to forces operating on both the country's
exports and imports.

The reversal of the trade balance

coincided with the beginning of the period of grave
political crisis for Nigeria 1966-70.

As one would expect,

the crisis had a depressive effect on the level of both
imports and exports.

During the period, however, Nigeria's

trade balance remained in surplus largely because of the
stringent controls imposed on the importation of goods. ,,l 9
As far as the impact of import substitution industrialization
on imports and the balance of payments is concerned, empirical
evidence has been mixed.

Robock (1970) has argued that while in

general, the import ratio would be expected to fall, there may
not be a reduction in either the total value or the total volume
of imports.

Table 2.8 lends. some support to. this argument.

The total value of imports rose from N448.5 fuillion in 1960 to
Nl0,993.0 million in 1980.

However, some reductions took place

in 1962-1963, 1965-1968, 1972 and 1979.
~ider

With regard to the

impact of ISI on the balance of payments, Kirkpatrick

and Nixson (1983, p.20) have argued that "there is no convincing
evidence that it actually

saves
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foreign exchange in practice.

Analytically, a number of different aspects of the relationship between ISI and the balance of payments can be singled
out, but in reality,

w~

must admit that such factors interact

in a complex way and are not likely to be individually definable."
The question of import substitution will be discussed in
Chapter 5.

However, what many studies have observed regarding

the impact of ISI on imports and balance of payments is that
"if the sequence gets stuck at the consumer goods stage, the
balance of payments constraint will not be alleviated.
may successfully create income and, to a lesser
employment, but

i~

ISI

e~tent,

apparent inability to save foreign exchange

will force the economy to become increasingly dependent on
inflows of private capital." 20 With regard to inflows of
foreign private capital, Nigeria as noted below has had to
rely on foreign sources for financing a large part of the
development plans.
Invisible transactions
Table 2.8(3) shows the characteristics of the invisible
transactions.

The figures show persistent deficits in the

invisible account during the entire period under review.
Clearly, the deficit in the invisible transactions has been
rising over the last 20 years.

Between 1960 and 1980 it rose

from N49.93 million to N2,738.9 million but it declined to
N2,811.9 million in 1977.

The size of deficit in relation to

total invisible imports rose from 57.7% in 1960 to 66.6% in
1980.

The view that has been taken by many researchers

regarding the existence of a deficit in the invisible
transactions account is that payments will always exceed
receipts for a developing country because of the items which
are included in the account

~

transportation, investment income,
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travel and insurance.

However, the reasons for the high deficit

in Nigeria's invisible

tr~nsaction

accounts over the period are

thought generally to be:
(a)

lower interest earnings from reduced overseas assets;

(b)

higher interest payments abroad resulting from the
growth of the external public debt;

(c)

expansion of government expenditures abroad for
embassies, missions, etc; and

(d)

increased earnings of foreign-owned enterprises in
Nigeria, reflecting growth in foreign investment. 21

These reasons are usually mentioned in the literature.
However, the significance of these different causes will
vary greatly from year to

yea~.

But, Olaloku et al (1979, p.246)

without supporting evidence, argued that the last mentioned
reason l'has been particularly potent in the last few years,
the large increase in the deficit on the services account in
1972-74 being due mainly to a sharp rise in the repatriation of
profits and divtden4s, encouraged by the post~c~vil war
liberation of foreign exchanges."

Onimode (1980, p.l59)

has reported the dividends of three major oil corporations Shell-BP, Gulf and Mobil - operating in Nigeria in 1973.

The

declared dividends were N614.1 million, N38.0 million and
N25.7 million respectively.

Onimode claimed that, "these

dividends, together with those made by the other foreign oil
firms were exported."

In Chapter 8 of the present studywe

compared foreign and local firms in terms of profit, interest
paid and dividends declared.

Dividends and interest paid

were found to be higher among foreign firms while profit shows
no significant difference between the two groups.

It may be

true that foreign firms export dividends, but we do not have
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enough information on how the interest, profit and dividerids
reported performed over time as well as their relationship to
investment flows.

What seems clear is that the deficit in the

invisible accounts has accounted for the country's current
account being in persistent deficit.

As we have already noted,

Nigeria has a favourable balance of trade between 1966-1977.
During the 12 year period, positive balances in the current
account were recorded in only three instances (1973, 1974 and
1975) while negative balances were recorded in 9 years.

The

current account was negative in the 9 years because the surplus
in the trade account was not sufficient to offset the large
deficit on the invisible transactions account.
Capital transations (Direct investment, Long-term
Capital and Short-term Capital)
Table 2.3.(7-9) throws some light on another important
characteristic of Nigeria's international transactions - the
capital account.

In 1960, the respective amounts of direct

investment, long-term capital and short-term capital were
N40.7 million, Nl2.6 million and -N8.5 million.

They rose to

N234.7 million, N690.9 million and N52.7 million in 1980
respectively.

As reported in Table 2.8(10), Nigeria's capital

account has always been surplus.
1976) was the account negative.

However, only in two instances (1974
The strong position of the

country's capital account during this period, seems to suggest
that the persistent deficit on the country's current account
hardly posed any acute balance of payments problem.

Several

reasons have been suggested why capital inflows have, for
most of the years exceeded outflows.

Some have argued that,

foreign investors are attracted to Nigeria because of the country's
potentially large market and abundant natural resources.

Others

have pointed to the fact that the Nigerian government, especially
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after 1960, actively encouraged foreign investment by providing
fiscal and other incentives.

The first argument seems to be

supported by the size of the inflow of foreign capital into the
development of Nigeria's petroleum resources.

"In 1968, the

oil sector inflow accounted for 90 per cent of the total net
22
foreign direct investment."
With respect to fiscal and
other incentives provided by the Nigerian government, expirical
evidence seems to suggest (for example Phillips, 1969) that
fiscal and other incentives are not of

cruc~al

the investment decisions of the grantees.
to this issue in Chapter 4.

importance in

We shall return

Finally, while not accepting

that foreign investors reSponded to fiscal and other
incentives in their decisions to invest in Nigeria, there
is no doubt that the country has relied on capital inflows
for avoidance of balance of payments crises during the period
under review.
Summary
Among factors which explaih current rates of growth in
Nigeria, natural resources (land and mineral wealth) evidently
played a decisive part.

Agriculture in the Nigerian economy

is significant not only for its role in export trade bDt also
for employing the major part of the labour force and for
providing the main source of food for the country's increasing
23
popu l a t lon.
0

On the other hand, mineral wealth (oil) is the principal
source of foreign exchange earnings.

The oil sector accounted

for about 90 per cent of Nigeria's foreign exchange and about
95% of state revenues in 1976-.

Further, the development of

the sector is entirely based on foreign investment.
The structure of production indicates that there was a
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relative decline in agriculture.

Although manufacturing still

accounts for only a small portion of Nigeria's GDP,

(6.6% in

1977), it is certainly the sector with the fastest and most
stable rate of growth, excluding the oil sector.

The value of

oil exports accounted for 90% of the Nigerian total exports in
1974.

This seems to suggest that the sector's export will continue

to determine the level of foreign exchange earnings which will
accrue to the economy from visible exports.

While the avail-

ability of adequate resources from oil provides great opportunity
to invest in the declining agricultural settor as well as
import substitution industrialization; the development of oil
has increased export concentration in Nigeria.
The foreign trade

~ector

balances between 1960-1965.

was subject to unfavourable
In the last 12 years, due mainly

to the fast growth of petroleum exports, there has beeh a
considerable increase in the volume of Nigeria's international
trade.

Since 1966 also due to oil, Nigeria's trade balance

has been positive.
N5,136.8 million.

By 1gso, the trade

amounted to

On the other hand, there has been a worsening

deficit on the services account.
in 1980.

~urplus

It amounted to N2,738.8 million

To a very large extent it is argued that "the

worsening of the deficit on the country's invisibles account
in recent years can be attributed to the relatively large outpayments on the oil sector's service accounts.

A

by-product

of the large amount of foreign investment in this sector has
been a big rise in the dividends and profits accruing to
foreigners."

23

Finally, Nigeria has relied on capital inflows during the
reviewed period for avoidance of balance of payments crises.
The major component of the credit balance on the capital account
has been direct investment which contributed N234.7 million to
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the balance of payments in 1980.

Some Nigerian economists have

expressed the view that the growth of the visible trade surplus
due to oil and the scaling down of the invisible trade deficit,
stemming mainly from increasing indigenisation and self-reliance
of the economy, will reduce or eliminate Nigeria's reliance on
capital inflows for avoidance of balance of payments crises.
Again, in practice, this may hot be possible. if Nigeria wants
to enjoy the benefits of knowledge, capital, entrepreneurship,
management skills and economies of scale which are provided
through foreign direct investment.

Given that the unique

problems of foreign direct investment are not easily separated
from its advantages, in the next chapter, we shall survey work
on comparative behaviour of foreign firms and local firms in
less developed countries.
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Chapter Three
FOREIGN DIRECT INVESTMENT (FDI) IN LESS DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES (LDC) :
A SURVEY
OF WORK ON COMPARATIVE BEHAVIOUR

Introduction
Foreign firms in LDCs are often presumed to display
different investment characteristics from those of local
firms with regard to several important characteristics
such as factor proportions, size, profitability, technical efficiency, scale economics, utilization rates, import
dependence and import-orientation.

If foreign firms :ao

differ from domestic counterparts with regard to these
characte~istids,

it is

argue~

that "systematic differences

would have impor.tant economic and political implications
with respect to employment creation, balance of

payments

and different rates of growth, future participation in
the economy, and possible external dependence."!
In recent years, the failure of industrial sector
jobs in LDCs to grow nearly as fast as the demand for
them has generated high and rising ostensible levels of
unemployment.2 ·A proximate cause of high and rising·apparent level of unemployment is seen to arise from the
import of capital-intensive technologies.
and

~esearchers

Policy makers

are becoming interested in finding ways

of encouraging more (efficient)
logies.3
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labour-intensive techno-

\-Jhile numerous works have been devoted to the study of
rhe nature, contribution, and prospects of FDI, too little
"Light has been shed on the issue of "foreignness," as it
affects firm behaviour.

The

purpo~e

of this chapter is to

review previous work on comparative behaviour of foreign
firms in LDCs.

The review begins with a brief discussion

of the nature of FDI in LDCs.
T\a t ure of FDI
Historically, there have been two types of foreign
capital inflow in most developing countries.

They are

"specific" and "non-specific" foreign capital.

Following

Pursell (1981, pp. 7-8), specific foreign funds are defined
as "foreign capital inflow ... equity or debt ... which is specific
to a particular investment project in the sense that the
foreign funds would not enter the country unle~s that p~rticular project is undertaken, and which do not affect the
general borrov.,ing ability of the country."
or nationally controlled foreign funds

4

The nori-specif;ic

'are borrowed on the

basis of the general credit worthiness of the country, are
fungible between alternative investment projects and constitute part of the general fund of investible resources."
While most foreign borrowing may be classified as
specific or non-specific, a particular form of borrowing
usually will not conform to either category in all respects.

-

Nonetheless, FDI, according to Pursell

(Ibid, p. 8),

"should normally be treated as specific because the financial flow is typically part of a package which also includes
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technical, management, and marketing knowledge without which
the project would not be undertaken."4

Among the several

forms the flow of foreign investment may take, the current
trend in most LDCs drifts towards FDI particularly in the
manufacturing sector for the

followi~g

reasons:

First, FDI,

by its nature according to Meier (1968, p. 135) "entails the
identification of an economic opportunity, the formulation of
a productive project and its efficient implementation."
Secondly, FDI, "can bestow substantial benefits on the host
country where domestic management skills and entrepreneurship
are embryonic and where

ther~

large scale manufacturing." 5

is no other way of organi2ing
All these reasons seem to sug-

gest that FDI is especially suitable for the LDC where technology, human skills and entrepreneurship are as much a
bottleneck as the lack of ca~ital.G
Notwithstanding, the

effect~

of FDI on the balance of

payments has been a dominant concern in both developed and
less developed countries.
FDI and Its Implications for the Balance of Payments and
National Income
Developed Countries.

There has been a spate of

theoretical discussion on the effects of FDI on the balance
of payments and national income.

The developed countries

have argued that FDI by the MNEs has a negative impact on
their domestic employment and the balance of payments as
well as distorting the "normal_ play" of competition .
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Empirical evidence supporting negative effects of FDI on the
United States balance of payments has been provided by the
Bufbaner and Adler report.

Hufbane"r and Adler (1968) studied

the United States investment in less developed countries.
On the other hand, Reddaway, ' ( 19 6 8) , in his study, found no
support for adverse effects of-FDI on the
balance of payments.

Unit~d

Kingdom

In fact, the United Kingdom's balance

of payments has benefited from British overseas investment
especially in less developed countries.
p. 495)

Milward and Saul (1977,

likewise have found evidence suggesting that invest-

ment outside Europe brought returns to the horne economies
by opening new channels of supply for food stuffs and raw
materials.

Furthermore, Milward and Saul

found that di-

rectly and indirectly, investment outside Europe encouraged
exports, Pthough only the minority of loans were tied
purchase of supplies in particular places.

to the

Nevertheless,

it did not always bring increased trade."
Less Developed Countries.

The less developed countries

have argued that FDI has resulted in the monopolistic exploitation of the developing countries; imposed a heavy burden on their balance of

payme~ts

and in general, has enabled

the foreign firms to reap benefits far in excess of their
contributions.

7

Nevertheless, empirical results of these

arguments have been mixed.
Previous studies in this area have used balance of payments and income effects as de-terminants of the real costs
or benefits of the FDI package. The literature in this area is
..

......

_
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quite large.

However, we may cite the following studiei:

Needleman, et. al.

(1970), Lall and Elex (1971) and· Dasari

(1972) which provide

discussion~

as well as empirical

evidence, on the balance of payments and income effects of
FDI.

Needleman, et. al.

(1970) studied the balance of pay-

ments effects of private foreign investment in Jamaica and
Kenya.

They surveyed 20 .sample companies in Jamaica and

9 sample companies in Kenya.
both balance of

The contribution of FDI to

pa.]'l"T'ents and national income was estimated

under four specific assumptions:
( i) "Most likely" (largely import substitution)
alternative assuming 20% and 15% replacement
by local firms or Jamaica and Kenya respectively.
Local firms have equal imported
costs}sales ratio with foreign fj,rms;
(ii) Assumption (i) with imported costs/sales
ratio 1/3 lower than that for foreign firms;
(iii) Full replacement.by local firms having
equal imported costs]sales ratios; and
{iv) Full replacement by local firms having l/3
lower imported costs/sales ratios."
·
Needleman, et. al. (1970).
For each of the above assumptions, Needleman and others
calculated balance of payments_ and national income effects
expressed as a percentage of the companies' total sales in
Jamaica and Kenya.

Needleman and others found.that balance

of payments and income effects are positively related to the
rate at which FDI displaces local investment in Jamaica.
Furthermore, Needleman and others-found that FDI contributions
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to balance of payments and national income are higher under
assumptions (i) and (ii)

(largely import substitutions) than

under assumptions (iii) and
·assumption) for Jamaica.

(iv)

(indigenous replacement·

On the other hand, the Kenyan re-

sults support the hypothesis that balance of payments and income effects are inversely related to the rate at whith FDI
displaces local investment.

Similarly, the contributions of

FDI to balance of payments and national income in Kenya are
higher under assumptions (i) and (ii) than under assumptions
(iii) and (iv).

A study of balance of payments and income

effects of private foreign investment in manufacturing
India and Iran by Lall and Elex (1971)
findings of Needleman and others.

in

lends support to the

Lall and Elex assessed

balance of payments and income effects by specifying four
assumptions:

(i)

11

full replacement by imports, (ii) full

replacement by local firms,

(iii) most likely indigenous

firms replacement and (iv) _maximum possible indigenous firms
replacement ...

The estimated balance of payments and national

income effects for 53 sample firms in India and 16 in. Iran
suggest that FDI contribution to both balance of payments
and national income is higher under assumptions (i) and
(ii) than (iii) and (iv) for India and Iran.

Lall and Elex

found inverse relationships between the rate at which FDI
displaces local investment and balance of payments and
income effects.
The findings of Lall and Elex are for the most part in
accordance with the findings of Needleman and others.
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None-

theless, a comparison of bbth studies reveals the following:
(i) the effects of FDI on balance of payments and
national ~ncome are on the average lower in
India and Iran than Jamaica and Kenya.
(ii)

largely, the pattern of capital flows and repatriation is a matter of the age of the
investment.

(iii) The coefficient of the regression of effect on
various characteristics are insignificant.
(iv) Except in Kenya, exports are an insignificant
proportion of sales, in the 88 firms studied-20 in Jamaica, 9 in Kenva, 53 in India and ·
16 in Iran.
Sixty-nine.of these fiims export
less than 5 percent of sales and 30 firms have
no export at all.
(v) Of the 88 firms, 75 firms have negative direct
balance of pay~ent effect. .By country, 8 of
11 in Jamaica, 3 of 9 in .:~Kex:ry.a 4 8 of 53 in .
India and all 16 in Iran have negative direct
balance of payment effects.
(vi) The most important facto~sl explaining balance
of payment variations are value of raw material
imports~ cost of local capital and value of
output.
Finally, Desari (1972) has presented data for 17 American
owned ·firms in Philippines.

Similarly, Desari made the

following four assumptions:.

(1)

(2) full local firm substitution(

full replacement by import,
(3) assumption "l":where

no local firms exist and "2" where local firms exist, and
(4) assumption "1" where no local firm exists, and a displacement rate determined by the ratio of local firms' sales
to foreign firms' sales.

He demonstrated that both the

balance of payments and output effects of FDI. for the
Philippines are lower und.er the indigenous replacement
(assumptions 3 and 4) alternative as compared to import
substitution ·assumptions (1 and 2).
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From these results 1

he concluded that age of the sample firms is inversely related
to the net contributions of
balance of payrrents,

FDI~

Further, for both income and

the rate of displacement of local capital

is inversely related to the net contributions of FDI.
FDI and Its Implications for Domestic Capital
Those who conceive of MNEs as the engines of development
tend to focus on the advantage of FDI to the host countries
as a result of a

di~ect

and indirect transfer of

capital~

It

is argued that a transfer of capital to the host country adds
to the resources available for development requirements, and
savina availability.

While the profitable investment of

capital may constitute the main benefits

a~uing

to the re-

cipient country, some writers have argued that FDI displaces
domestic capital and savings.
Weisskopf (1972), Areskong (1973) and others have tested
the hypothesis that foreign capital displaces domestic capital
and savings.

Weisskopf, using data from 17 less developed

countries, made a comprehensive cross sectional study of
"under-developed countries". characterized by "saving cohstraints."

In a general linear

ing variables were used:

r~gression

model, the follow-

ex ante gross domestic. saving (S)

on gross domestic product (Y), net foreign capital inflow (F)net foreign aid and private capital, and total export (E).
The regression result gave
S

= a + 0.183Y - 0.227F + 0.176E
-l\"1~

where a= the coefficient-of the .dummy variables representing individual countries.
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Based on this result, Weisskopf concluqes that the
impact of foreign capital inflow on ex ante domestic savings
in less.developed countries is significantly negative.
Furthe_r, 2 3 percent of net foreign capital inflow substitutes
for domestic savings.

What Weisskopf's results seem to sug-

gest is that the net contribution of FDI to the host country
is reduced by the substitution of foreign savings for domestic savings.

It follows that a policy of trade constraints

may improve the net contribution of FDI.9

Similarly, Areskong's

study focuses on 22 developing countries.

Th~

estimation of

regression techniques on time: series data (covering .from 11
to 18 years) , suggests that a weighted average of 51 percent
of FDI supplements host country capital formation.

The re-

maining 49 percent, goes to increase local consumption-increase imports and decrease in exports.

To offset national

income losses from reduced local investment, Areskong argues
that there would have to be "substantial positive" host
country social returns--added tax receipts and net externalities on the FDI. 10
Other studies that were concerned with the contributions
of FDI in the areas of technology trade (or transfer),. export promotion, income, and employment generation in host
countries include Pursell 11981), A1saaty (1973), May· (1965),
Edozien (1968) and Iyanda (1975) _11
Pursell (1981) studied 84 Ivory Coast manufacturing
firms by estimating single-period cost/benefit or comparative
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advantage indicators such as the domestic resource cost ratio
and the economic return on capital.

The cost-benefit ratio

was calculated with shadow priced returns tb domestic factors
of production (land, labour and capital) in the numerator and
the shadow value of net output in the denominator.

Net out-

put was defined as the difference between t~e foieign ~xchange
value of output minus the foreign exchange value of traded
inputs.

The economic return on capital was calculated by

expressing the difference between the shadow value of benefits and costs as a per-centage of the shadow value o.f the
capital stock.

Using the above two indicators for a

g~oup

of manufac t.uring firms in the Ivory Coast, Pursell's results
suggest that (i) there is significant cost associated with
the high level of foreign ownership of

capital~

(ii) Econo-

mic rate of return would not be. improved by wholly or partly
replacing the foreign equity with local capital.

(iii).

Economic performance is positively associated with foreign
ownership, implying that "the often-discussed advantages of
(FDI) by foreign firms

(know~how

in

technolo~,

management,

across to market, etc.) outweighed the extra cost associated
with foreign profits."

Further, "increase in profit-tax

rates may increase national economic rate of return from
the operations of foreign firms which are intra-marginal in
competitive industries or which for one reason or another
have market power enabling them to earn above normal profit
,l-2
in the long run.'
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Similarly, Alsaaty (1973) analyses time series data from
20 foreign firms and 8 local firms in the Philippines.

The

results reveal higher contributions to the Philippines' economy
by foreign firms than domestic firms in terms of employment,
training, technology, government revenue and productivity.
However, a better performance by foreign firms is not positively associated with research and development, and contribution to social overhead is found to be insignificant.l3
In Nigeria empirical studies of FDI are scarce.

So far,

only three studies have analyzed FDI's contribution to economic development in Nigeria.
that of May

The descriptive work has been

(1965) who knalyses the size, motives, and sectoral

distribution of British investment in Nigeria between 1953-1963.
May's major conclusion is that FDI averages 15 percent of total
investment between.1953 and 1963.
incremental source of capital.

This represents a significant

Further, in 1960, FDI has re-

placed capital from official sources.

Edozien (l96B) examines

the question of "linkage effect"· of FDI in Nigeria.

The two

questions considered are (i). Broad effect--"if the foreign
firms establish a monopoly and/or monopsony position they
could, with abandon, exploitthese positions to the detriment
of nationals of Nigeria". 14 (ii) Specific effects--if the
existing domestic firms suffer economically unacceptable
disadvantages and thereby have a high mortality rate forced
on them, or if .Potential entrants are relatively excluded,
then the import effect of FDI as a stimulant'of local enter-
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prise would be defected.lS

The empirical results show that

the broad linkage effects were generally low in the trading
sector.

Manufacturing, which is a fast growing

~ector,

has

its normal high linkage effects reduced because of the high
import content of the output of the existing industries.

On

the other hand, specific linkage effects were similarly found
to be low.

However, foreign investors were found to have

played a real innovating role in the retail trading sector.
Iyanda (1975) presents a qu~ntified analysis of the
benefits of FDI in terms of some major variables--technology,
capital, entrepreneurial and management skills--of economic
development in Nigeria.

Iyanda found that the key contribu-

tion of FDI to the Nigerian economy was neither capital nor
technology but entrepreneurial and managerial skills.

From

this standpoint, Iyanda argued that the suc6essful sale of
FDI shares to Nigerians in the early 1970's demonstrated
the existence of idle capital resources.

Further, the

le~el

oL· technology needed for existing local demand does not seem
to require partial or full ioreign ownership.

Thus, "the

major contribution of FDI was in training Nigerians toper':""
ceive local investment

oppor~unities,

to activate local pro-

duction resources, and to combine them into production units
managed efficiently for profit".l6
Nationality of Ownership and Factor Proportions
A frequent criticism of foreign firms is that they tend
to be particularly biased towards the use of capital-intensive
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methods which are inappropriate to the needs of labour-rich and
capital-poor LDCs.

The usual justification for this criticism

is that foreign firms do face d£fferent relative factor prices
from those facing domestic firms because they have, runong other
things, access to international capital markets where capital
is relatively cheap.

Additionally, it is argued that foreign

firms tend to be capital-intensive because they prefer to spread
current production and management systems--develbped in the
advanced country--into the LDC rather than be responsible for
the costs of developing fully new, unproved and possibly "risky"
systems which might be more appropriate to the domestic· circumstances when examined separately.l 7
Another riposte as to why foreign firms adopt capitalintensive techniques is that the host country's government may,
and very often does, distort input prices faced by
firms.

foreign

Indeed, recent experience has shown that most develop-

ing countries in their attempt to industrialize quickly, have
provided positive incentives to the foreign firms to adopt
capital-intensive techniques.

These incentives include -ex-

empting imported capital goods from duty by granting favourable tax treatment on

fixed_in~estment,

by maintaining an

over valued currency, and by setting statutory minimum wages
above the free market.

All

thes~

the argument goes,provide

foreign firms with highly profitable domestic markets protected from international competition.

Further, the foreign

firrnschave monopolistic advantage in the product markets.
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\IJhere there is no effective price competition, foreign firms
are free to choose their owti technology.

In this case, for-

eign firms may have no incentive to adopt "socially efficient",
labour intensive methods.

Instead, they opt for the adoption

of capital-intensive techniques tested and tried in a developed
country's economy.18

Also in the absence of an enforced

';social legislation" by the host country's government, _on manufacturing industry, there exists the possibility that foreign
firms will only obey the letter of the law compared to local
firms who are more familiar "with what constitutes minimum
acceptance compliance" .19 __
The

~rive

towards capital intensity is also influenced by

many other factors.
following:
determinism)

Forsyth and Solomon (1977) noted the

the lack of dhoice of technology (technological
in a situation where machines are designed in.

and for high-wage countries; the limited choice of technology
once the product is exactly specified; the pr.e:ference for·
the latest and most modern techniqties 6n the part of both
governments and businessmen in LDCs; the influence of t·echnicians from advanced countries; the fluctuation of wage rates-rising faster than interest rates--and the non-availability
of skilled personnel to supervise labour intensive techniques. 20
It is not possible to say, a priori, that the reason why
foreign firms tend to be capital intensive is traceable to
their foreignness hence we turn to empirical evidence.
Central to the thesis of the choice of technologies by
foreign firms in LDCs is the argument that the techniques
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adopted by the foreign firms are those perfected in response
to the factor endowments of an advanced economy.

Foreign

firms are therefore always employing capital-intensive techniques and failing to adopt labour intensive techniques even
when they are available.
Reuber's

(1973, pp. 194-6) study of adaptation of tech-

nology by multinationals, drawn from a range of industries
and advanced countries, revealed that 57 out of 78 cases introduced its production to developing countries intact and
in an additional 19 cases it was introduced in adapted form.
With respect to types of tebhnological adaptation, for about
70 percent of the 77 responses, no specific adaptations were
reported.

The most important reason given by those firms

who adapted was "to scale down plant and equipment to. the
lower volume found iri the host country market."
other hand, Courtney

a~d

On the

Leipziger's (1Q74) result is mixed

as to whether a large number of U. S. owned MNEs dispersed
across 11 industries adapt technology in LDCs.

For six

industries, technology differs between developed and less
developed country affiliates, but not systematically in a
more labour-using or more capital-Qsing way; and in the
other five industries technology does not differ significantly. 21
While Reuber and Courtney and Leipziger found mixed
results regarding adaptation of. technology, Reynolds and.
Gregory (1965, p. 295) and Hughes and Seng (1969, p. 196)
concludes that foreign firms use the satne production tech-
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niques in developing

countrie~

as they do in the developed

countries.
Another strand of the thesis. is whether FDI contributes
to factor proportions problems in LDCs.

The results of most

studies in this area support the general premises that FDI
cannot be singled out as a distinct contributor to factor
proportions in LDCs.

However, they came to conflicting

conclusions.
Mason (1973, p. 352) compared the operating

characteris~

tics of multinational and local firms with respect to the
ratios in which they combined capital and labour in final
output in Mexico and the Philippines.

From 14 United States

subsidiaries closely matched with 14 local firms, Mason (1973,
p. 352) found that "techniques would appear not to vary greatly
between the two countries, i.e., insofar as value added per
employee and capital used per worker rati6 are not significantly
different." . Further, Uhited States firms paid higher wage rates
and had a significantly higher
the factory.

propo~tion

of their worker in

A similar finding has been reported

py

Strassman

. ~

(1968) and Little, Scitovsky, and Scott (1970}.

ll

"pwever, they
\~

concluded that foreign firms are more likely than .domestic
counterparts to use labour intensive techniques in:developing
countries.
The conclusion by Strassman, Little,·scitovsky and Scott
that foreign firms are more like·Iy to tise labour-intensive
techniques than local firms; is consistent with several

·.
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other empirical studies.

Helleiner (1973,· p. 25) reports that

"preliminary results of a detailed study of 1,400 firms
in Isreal, Colombia, the Philippihes, and Malaysia

indi~

cate that ih industries in which capital-labour substitution is evident, the multinational firms used their capital
more intensively than local firms so as more than.to·offset
higher capital-in-place to labour rafios."
presented by Riedel

(1975) strongly

The evidence

suggests that export-

oriented FDI does not contribute to factor proportions
problems in LDCs.

Riedel's conclusion is based on the

finding that in four important export industries in Taiwan,
foreign firms appear to be more likely to use labour-intensive technology than local firms. 22

Additionally, two

studies Pack (1976) and International Labour Organization
(ILO 1972) have also provided similar evidence in Kenya.
The ILO (1972) reports on the comparison of foreign and
locally-owned

firms producing similar goods in Kenya, in-

dicate that foreign-owned firms are 20% to 30% less capitalintensive than locally owned firms.

The reason given for

this phenomenal difference between foreign and local firms
th~

is the superior skills in
of labour of the former. 23

organization and supervision

Pack (1976) confirms that the

foreign-owned firms are relatively more labour intensive
than local firms in some plants in the I<enyan manufacturing
section (food processing, paints, chemicals, textiles,
and plastic containers) .

Based on this result, Pack argued
J .
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that foreign firms are more labour intensive because of
their technical perception and managerial expertise in
identifying the existence of labour-intensive techniques.
What emerges from this conclusion is that factors other
than

fa~tor

prices, are important in the selection of

techniques of production among foreign firms.

One may

add that the "cognition" and inform,ation give the. multinational foreign firms access to more information about
the available techniques.24
The two explanations (ILO and Pack) as to why foreign
firms are likely to be more labour-intensive break

do~n

when we look at the studies of factor proportions in
Indonesia, Korea and Ghana.

Wells (1972)

reports that "a

surprisingly wide range of technology in the same industry"
exists in ten foreign-owned and thirty-three local firms in
six carefully defined industries in Indonesia..

Wells claims

that on the whole, foreign owned firms had a clear tendency
to be more capital-intensive.

Cohen

(1973) compares nine

foreign firms with ten Korean firms and found

no clear

pattern as to whether foreign firms are more or less
mechanized than Korean firms.
(1977)

report-~based

Similarly, Forsyth and Solomon

on the comparison of 42 private Ghanaian

firms with 69 resident expatriate firms and 43 multinational
corporations' firms--that nationality of ownership is
significantly related to choice of technology.

Multinational

corporations are found to install plant and machinery
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embodying different factor proportions from those observed
in private Ghanaian factories.

However, "the direction of

these differences is not always the same, and it is not the
case, as has been suggested elsewhere, that
always tend to be more capital intensive
intensive)

than local competitors."

multin~tionals

(or more labour

The evidence is mixed

from industry to industry.25
The only relevant study on manufacturing in Nigeria is
that carried out by Iyanda {1975) who maintains that indigenous firms are more labour intensive and less capital
intensive than foreign firms.

With regard to job creation,

indigenous firms are likely to provide more opportunities
than foreign counterparts.26
firms

Iyanda's work is based on 42

(31 foreign and 11 Nigerian) and is mainly concerned

with contributions of FDI to the Nigerian economy.

Since

Iyanda is not particular.ly concerned with comparative behaviour, further evidence is certainly required.
Nationality of Ownership and Technical Efficiency
That foreign firms

~re

relatively efficient compared to

either local firms or government firms is· a recurrent hypothesis in the polemical literature.

One reason often cited

in the literature as to why foreign firms can compete so
I

efficiently with local counterparts is because of foreign
firms' relatively higher productive efficiency.27

If this

reason is correct, it implies that. foreign firms are required
·-·

to possess a relatively higher

producti~e
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efficiency advantage

over the local firms in order to invest. 28

Analogously~ it

can be argued that local firms are also likely to be more
efficient where productive efficiency is the same for both
foreign and local firms.
The second reason is based on superior technology and
better management which

~re

frequently thought along "X-

efficiency lines" to result in greater efficiency for foreign firms. 29

\vith regard to superior technology 1 the

orthodox theory of profit-maximizing entrepreneurial behaviour predicts, of course, that entrepreneurs will constantly seek out the most efficient technology available.
If this argument is correct, it implies that the choice of
technology was not made on the basis of a rational process
in the sense that sufficient information was not available
to both foreign and local fircis in a given industry to
ensure that simultaneous Selection of equipment never involved the choice of "techriically inefficient" techniques.30
On the other hand, better management as a source of efficiency is based on the neoclassical textbook view which
assumes that there is a "deus ex machina" at work, who
translates factor prices into

co~rect

choice of technique.

Since translating factor prices into correct choice of
technique depends on the abilities and perception of a set
of gifted managers who may only exist only in foreign firms,
this will result in efficiency. 3 1

But as Leibenstein (1966),

has argued, firms are unlikely to achieve perfect technical
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efficiency and that the departure from complete technical
efficiency or X-inefficiency, is likely to be greatest in
monopolies or firms with market power, where the strict
discipline of competition is absent.32

Given that the or-

ganizational structure of the foreign firms contributes to
the element of monopoly and that X-inefficiency is likely
to be greatest in monopolies, it could be argued that local
firms with marke~ power are also likely to be more efficient.
What little empirical evidence is available, brings to
dispute the assumption that foreign firms are relatively
efficient compared to either local firms or government firms.
Pack (1976) found that managers without technical experience
were primarily in locally owned companies in Kenya, while the
technically trained managers were primarily in foreign subsidiaries.

The former relied on the local market for invest-

ment finance, borrow.:lng at rates of 6-7%, while the latter
typically obtained funds from the parent company and were
instructed to use discount rates of 10~~5%, or three- 6r
four-year payback periods iri calculating the
of purchasing additional

eg~ipment.

profitability

Considering their

technical. ability to search for lab:rur using processes, Pack (lbid, p.SS)
argued "given the similarity in the wage rate paid by the
two types of firms, the differential in the cost of capital
may have strengthened the incentive of foreign subsidiaries
to search for labour-intensive processes, but such activity
would have reduced unit costs for local companies as well;
(
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their wage/cost-of-capital ratio, though higher than that of
foreign subsidiaries, warranted further search for labour
using processes but their technical ability limited this·
endeavour."
White

(1976)

tested the hypothesis that a monopoly is

more like to indulge in less efficient production than a
competitive industry.

Using Pakistani and the United States

cross-section data for a sample of thirty-one industries for
1967-1968, White found that Pakistani industries with higher
concentration (and presumably greater monopoly power) tend
to have significantly higher capital-labour ratios, .and this
effect is quantitatively important.

Thus, White (Ibid, p. 588) concludes

that "firms with market power do seem to be indulging in more
capital-intensive methods than are firms facing competition."
This result is consistent with Wells'

(1973) and Ranis'

(1975)

arguments that in LDCs, less efficient production is likely to
take the form of excessive use of capital-intensive equipment
and methods.

Mason

(1973) also found

firms are more capital:...intensive

th~t

the United States

than local firms in

the

Philippines and Nexico in terms of buildings and.equipment
per factory worker and total: capital per employeeo
the rate of return to total

capit~l

However,

does not support the

hypothesis that United States firms possess relatively
higher productive efficiency advantage over the local firms.
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Of relevance to the present study was the finding of
Tyler (1978)

that the assembled 1971 Brazilian micro data

file for industrial firms shows that foreign firms and
government firms in Brazil tend to be more capital-intensive
than their local counterparts.

But in terms of technical

efficiency, Tyler (Ibid, p. 373) concludes that "the contention that foreign firms possess greater levels of technical efficiency
than domestic firms does not stand up in the analysis when
the possibility of separate production function is admitted.
On the other hand, there is evidence through the production
analysis that foreign firms do possess

gr~ater

return to

scale and greater elasticities of substitution."

The.pre-

sent study attempts a quantified analysis of foreign and
local firms in Nigeria in-terms of technical efficiency.
Summary
The distinguishing feature of FDI is that it is a
package of technology, managerial skills and capital.

This

makes the package of FDI seemirigly suitable for the developing countries, especially, where lack of technological entrepreneurial

hknow-how~

is as much a bottleneck as the absence

of capital funds.
On the <;tther hand, the FDI package may result in monopolistic exploitation of the LDCs, imposing a heavy. burden
on their balance of _payments and in general, enabling foreign firms to reap benefits in excess of their contributions .

- .......
,
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From the survey, it is clear that there is no unanimity
Forsyth and

of opinion on the issues that were considered.

Solomon (1977) have noted that the mixed results obtained
from different studies may be due to differences in methodology and data--industry coverage and definition of
industries, the attempt to use data on plant and machinery
of widely varying vintages as a guide to modern choice of
technology by the different firms, and the failure to
separate out the distinct subgroups of entrepreneurs in the
indigenous sector.~
Secondly, some of the problems identified by the many
studies such as the problem of benefit sharing between foreign and local firms, factor proportions and technical.
efficiency, appear to arise frbm the

vie~

that there are

appropriate (generally labour intensive) techniques of
.

production.

Nevertheless~

policy to

inc~ease

.

the prodtic-

tion and adoption of labpur-intensive technologies should
be encouraged.
On the other hand, capital intensive techniques generate high output per worker and minimize the wage bill as
well as increasing the reinvestable surplus.

Disney (1970)

and Balasubramanyam (1980) argued that while no one would
deny the possibility of employment potential of labourintensive techniques to be high, they have often been
found to compare poorly with capital-intensive techniques,
especially, in terms of their efficiency and the investable
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In addition, it is the case that the labour-

surplus.

intensive techniques sometimes use more of both labour
and capital per unit of output compared to capital-intensive
technologies.

Secondly, it is also argued that proponents

of labour-intensive techniques ignore questions which arise
with regard to income distribution.

In this sense, capital-

intensive techniques which generate high levels of output
constitute a better approach to income-distribution.

Implied

here is that :through fiscal policy, the high level of output
can be redistributed to those who are not being employed as
a result of the capital-intensive techniques.

As J. P. Le\'/is

. '

(1964, p. 55) observed,
"Their'basic fallacy is in the assumption that
employment goals can ever be divorced from output and income goals.
Any society, if it cou-ld
rid itself of enough techniques and capital
(capital intensive in this case) could keep every
one of its ambulatory members fully employed,
grubbing for roots and berries."
This argument in the main, offers small comfort to those
who insist that appropriate technology to the less-developed
countries must progressively become labour intensive.

Finally,

since the importance of the MNE in developing and supplying
these technologies cannot be underestimated, it would seem
that the LDCs are left with the choice of selecting and
purchasing components of the direct investment ."package• ,
separately, whenever possible.

The general implication is

that it increases developing countries' dependence on a few
sources for their capital and technological needs.

..

., ...
·t;.· .....
~
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This

possibility would seem to be

les~

important if LDCs do not

sacrifice much in terms of the benefits from FDI.

Never the-

less, depending on a few sources by LDCs for their technological needs, would have important economic and political
implications with respect to the future participation of
foreign investment.

Hence, we turn to the role of FDI in

the Nigerian economy to illustrate these implications.
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Chapter Four
FOREIGN DIRECT ·INVESTMENT IN NIGERIA,

1950~1980

Mason (1971) has noted that since World War II, an increasing number of developing countries have adopted a
strategy of rapid industrialization to accelerate ec9nomic
development and presumably to absorb unemployed or underemployed labour from the traditional sector.l

The experience

of these countries has also 'revealed the important role which
foreign direct investment can pLay in the expansion of manufacturing industries.

Nevertheless, the extent to·which

developing countries will actively court foreign direct
investment in the future will depend upon how this form of
investment is perceived to affect the strains and struggles
of their ~conomies. 2

Mti~h attention in recent y~ars has been

focused on the factors which determine the inflow of foreign
capital and how effective policy measures are influencing
the flow of direct investment into developing countries.
The purpose of this chapter is to shed some light on these
issues by examining the case of Nigeria.

More specifically,

the chapter will review Nigeria's need for foreign investment and government policies and incentives regarding foreign investment.
Nigeria's Need for Foreign Investment
The need for foreign.investment in many developing countries results from foreign exchange shortages or lack of
intangible factors--technology, human skills and entrepreneurship
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(exec~tive

capacity).

Nigeria's need for foreign investment
~onsequenc~

during the 1950's and 1960's is a
change shortages needed to
railways, and for social

bu~ld

infrastructure, particularly

~elfare

education, and water supplies. 3

of foreign ex-

services such as health,

c

Over the last decade, Nigeria's need for foreign investment has essentially been-transformed from the shortage of
foreign exchange to lack of executiye capacity.

The metamor-

phosis is due above all, to the rapid development of the oil
industry whJ.ch no doubt benefits the country by providing
large foreign exchange resources.

The Federal Ministry of

Economic Development estimated that- between 1975 and- 1980
oil exports provided on average about 85 percent of the total foreign exchange earnings and about 41 per cent of the gross
domestic product (GDP).

Secondly, as Karp (1980, p. 309} ·

has noted, Nigeria, "apparently subscribing to a missingcomponent theory of development--according to which lack
of saving, of foreign exchange, and of executive capacity
are the principal factors ·holding back .economic progress
in developing

countrie~--felt

justified in claiming that

shortage of executive capacity was the -sole remaining constraint on Nigerian development."

Similarly, among the

several forms the flow of foreign investment can take,
Nigeria has currently drifted from official aids to foreign direct investment which is regarded as a major conduit for transferring technology and "know-how" to the
developing countries. 4
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Policy Towards Foreign Investment
Colonial Government Policy:_..

As the ideal of self-govern-

ment for colonies continued to make great progress, it became
apparent that political self-government without economic independence would be unrealistic. · Consequently, Mars (1947, pp. 124-125)
noted that policy was directed at (i) increasing local capital
at a more accelerated rate than

foreig~

capital;

eventual domestication of foreign capital;

(ii) the

(iii) the .substitu-

tion of local for foreign managers and technicians; and (iv)
the equalization of marginal productivity in both the export
and import sector.
These policies for the·

mo~t

part ran in opposition to the

interests of the foreign investors whose loyalty was more
attached to the metropolitan countries than to the colonies.
The less than fervent attitude of foreign investors towards
these policies is not surprising in view of the

fac~

that

they were both local monopolists and monopsonists. 5
In the

mid-1950'~

as Nigeria prcigressed towards political

independence, foreign inves'tors became· interested in the postindependence government iridustrial policy.

Recognizing

Nigeria's dependence on foreign capital and technological
skills, the government .pursue.d what May (1965) referred to
as "a liberal economic policy towards the private

sector~"

The government issued a policy statement in 1956 which contained measures designed explicitly to attract foreign
investment.

Oliver (1957, pp. 181-183) noted the following rreasures:

(i) assurances against further nationalization or rigid
~.,-.;

··'

..
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demand for local ownership and employment (ii)
of goods and services within the country; and

free movement
(iii)

free re-

patriation,·of profit and capital were also assured.
While it is beyond dispute-that the above policy statement was designed to encourage the

inflo~

of foreign capital

to Nigeria, it was more .incentive than policy.

Moreover, the

basic gqal of the statement was to attract foreign investment
irrespective of its nature and potential benefits.

However,

industrial policy after 1960 was to.reflect development of
the country as the dominant economic goal.
Post-independence

Policy~

The government's first effort

to formulate industrial policy was undertaken in 1962 with
the formulation of a six-year development plan.

Its purpose

was to attract growth-generating industries through the provision of infrastr~cture and other public services with
government capital expenditure.

Notwithstanding, a more

imminent problem was posed by a chronic balance of payments
deficit which st9od at $156.6 million in 1962.

6

Indeed, the

government also aimed at increasing the extent of Nigerian
participation, ownership, direction and management of industry.
A second industrial policy, formulated by the government,
is clearly stated in the Second National Development Plan,for
1970-74.

It was stated in the plan that the objective was

to raise the GDP by no less than 6.6 per cent annually during
1970/71-1973/74.

However, plan projections of the real GOP,

valued at factor cost, showed
per cent during that four-year

~n

annual growth rate _of 7. 6

perio~.
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Actually, GOP

according to the Federal Ministry of information (1970, pp. 34,
52, table 7)

and Federal l-1inistry of Economic Development (1975 1

p. 21, table 2.5) grew much
most 11 percent.
objectives:

faster-~reportedly

at a

~ate

of al-

The S~cond Pl~n also included the following

To

(i) "promote even development and fair distribution
of industries in all parts of th~ country;
(ii) ensure a rapid expansion"and diversification
of the industrial sector;
(iii) increase the income realized from manufacturing activity;
(iv) create more. employment opportunities;
(v) promote establishment of industries which
cater for overseas markets;
(vi) continue the programme of import substitu~
tion as well as raise the level of intermediate
and capital goods produdtion;
I

(vii) initiate schemes designed to promote indigenous manpower development in the industrial
sector; and
(viii) raise the production of indiaenous ownership of industrial in~estment.~
_
. ·
· · (Fede~al MI~lstry ~f'industries, 1971, p.79)
The above goals, although admirable, when viewed in isolation 1 in many cases conflict with the interests of foreign investors.

This stems from the fact that the government attempts

to exercise a high degree of control over their operations in
order to increase the benefits

accrui~g to Nigeria from for-

eign investment.
As can be seen in the sixth obj.ective 1 the authors of the
Second Plan expected the development of intermediate and capital
goods in order to increase the prbportion of inputs acquired
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locally.

Apparently, they fe.lt the need to establish the follow-

ing order of priority:
(i) Agro-allied industries
(ii) Petro-chemical industries
(iii) Gre~~er integration, linkage, and diversification of the textile industry
i.

(iv) An integrated Iron and Steel complex
(v) Passenger Motor Vehicle Assembly and related
industries
(vi) Expansion of existing industries £or export, and
(vii) Further import substitution in selected goods. 7
A cursory

examinati~~ ~f

gests that observance of them
value-added.

the above order of priorities sugi~

likely to in6rease the domestic

Further, it will set the economy into "take off"

stage where a high proportion of growth-generating factors,·
human and material will be locally supplied.
The most recent industrial policy is clearly affirmed in
the Third National Development Plan--1975-19BOo

The basic

idea of the Third Plan was to tise the relatively short time
during which a large surplus of foreign exchange would be
available

11

to create the economic·and social infrastructure

necessary for growth."B

The Third Plan set as its target a

growth rate of 9.6 percent for 1975-BO.

Implied here is that

average annual public investment would have to rise from 0.6
billion nairas i.e., the amount spent under the Second Plan
(1970-74) to 4 billion nairas--an increase by a factor of
almost 7.
.

..
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Nevertheless, the government realized in all of the three
plans that measures to induce foreign investment were necessary,
if these plans were to be implemented.

Hence we turn to incen-

tives developed to encourage foreign investment.
Incentives to Foreign Investment
Why are industrial incentives implemented?
effects of incentives?

What are the

The most important reason why industrial

incentives are implemented is to produce certain desired effects.
These effects according to Meier (1968, PP• 153-54) range from
allocation effects, distribution effects to balance of payment
effects.

Firstly, allocation effects of incentives are de-

signed to influence foreign investors to invest in one country
rather than another.

Secondly, distribution effects deal with the

incentives offered to increase the share of the recipient
country in the foreign investment as a whole.

Thirdly, the

balance of payment effect is aimed at encouraging foreign
capital inflows because of the foreign exchange additions they
represent.
These three effects--allocation, distribution and balance
of payment--will interact and complement one another as far
as the government's goals outlined in the plans are concerned.
However, the experience of Nigeria shows that the incentives
offered to foreign investor have been predominantly 'allocative'
in nature.

Since the 1950's, in addition to providing high

levels of tariff protection, the Nigerian government has also
attempted to attract FDI by offering various tax concessions
in the form of generous depreciation allowances and tax

-.

.'
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holidays.

These incentives to industrial enterprises are·

composed of four Acts of Parliament and one Department of
Customs regulation.
Tax Incentives
Income Tax Relief Act, 1958,
22, 1971).

(as amended by Decree No.

Initially, ·passed as the "Aid to Pioneer Indus-

tries Ordinance" in 1952, this Act provided for relief from
Income Tax in the early years for public companies operating
in industries which the government considered to have favourable prospects of growth in Nigeria and assistance to which
will be in the public interest.
A tax holiday was granted for three to five years depending on the type of their .capital investment as well as:
(1) the rate of expansion, ·standard of efficiency,
and the level of development of the ·company;
(2) the implementation of any scheme for the utilization of local raw materials or the training
and development of Nigerian personnel, and
(3) the relative importance of the industry and
the need for its expansion.lO
Phillips (1968) in his preliminary assessment of the 325
applications made for pioneer certificates between 1955 and
1967, claimed the following:

177 applications were appDoved,

91 were rejected and others were pending • . Further, 93 of the
177 approved actually became beneficiaries, and approximately
62 percent received a tax holiday of five years.

The Official

Gazette (1972) listed 31 industries declared pioneers.
included:

They

cultivation and processing of food crops, vegeta-

bles and fruits, manufacture of basic intermediate organic
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and inorganic chemicals, fertilizers, petrochemicals, caustic
soda, and chlorine.
A frequent criticism of tax relief as an incentive in LDCs
is that it is 'a perverse type of subsidy' corrupting the prin-

11
. 1 e o f equl"ty ln
.
t axat1on.
.
clp
The significance of the tax holiday has been tested by
various studies.

May (1965), found that only six of the

twenty-six British Companies Operating in Nigeria attached much
importance to the generous tax incentives offered.

Haka.m (1966) ,

revealed that government incentives such as tax holidays (pioneer status) and relief from import duties on raw materials
accounted for 16 percent of the reason why investors preferred
to invest in Nigeria over other countries with similar incentives.

Phillips, concluded the following:

"All the foregoing on the s~gnificance of the
tax holiday device tend to lead'to the conclusion that·
it is not of c:=:ucial importance in the investment
decisions of the grantees.. It is possible,. however,
to generally discount the importance of this tax
incentive since there will obviously be individual
differences ·~in emphasis on it.
It is recognized
that some of the grantees would have commenced
operations without the incentives. The extent of
this is, however, difficult to assess; although
we have made an attempt to indicate what portion
of the pioneer companies sector would probabaly
have come into being without the incentive. In
the process, a strong presumption has oeen created
that the device may not, in fact, be the crucial
factor it is often thought to be."
(Phillips 1969, p. 164)
Berger

{1~75,

p. 240), reached a similar conclusion,

namely that fiscal incentives (i.e., tax exemption, low, or no
import duties or accelerated depreciation) , had not influenced
managers to a great extent in their decisions to establish

-so-

firms·in Nigeria.

Accordingly, 84 percent of the firms would

have definitely set up their plants in Nigeria regardless of
the financial incentives.
Robinson (1961), although not related to Nigeria, found
that whereas governments emphasized tax concessions as the
most important inducement to foreign firms to invest in their
countries, this factor did not even figure in the foreign
investors' response to the factors to which they attached
most importance in making decisions.

What they thought to be

the most important in ranking order were effective development
planning and execution, liberal capital and profit repatriation, non-discrimination against foreign ownership and control, uniform treatment. of home and --foreign- eHterpr:-ises ,--and ____
minimum 'red tape'.

Hughes (1969)

in a study of FDI in

Singapore revealed that tax concessions may encourage companies to overstate invested capital as well as the adoption
of capital intensive technique in a

labour~abundant

country.

Moreover, there was a tendency to remain in production only
for the duration of the tax concession.

The inadequacy or

failure to grant a tax incentive to all firms operating in
the same industry has been observed by Moore (1960) .

He

argued that the effect is a substitution of competition in bargaining power and negotiation skills for competition in productivity and economic efficiency.

~a1-

On the other hand, a somewhat different result seems to
emerge from the study of Reuber (1973) .

Protection of domes-

tic LDCs markets stands out in importance for market development and government initiated projects.

In contrast, financial

aid and other incentives are relatively more important especially for export-oriented projects.

Only ten out of.

a

sample of the sixty-nine responses indicated fiscal devices
made no difference to whether the project was undertaken.
Further, while incentives have had some effects on the
decision to locate projects among LDCs, the most important
,of these, he added, were tariffs and quotaa on competing
' imports, concessions on imports of inputs and tax concessions.l2
The findings of Reuber and others raise a fundamental
question as to why fiscal incentives have proved to be insignificant in the·Nigerian context.
cited.

Two reasons are often

Firstly, apart from the long term implications, there

is the double taxation agreement between Nigeria and most
foreign countries.

For example, the agreement with Britain,

the most important source of foreign investment in Nigeria,
takes the form of tax credit for income taxes paid

abroad~

Implied here is that the tax holiday merely leads to nil
tax credit when incomes are repatriated.

Further, agreements

do not cover relief from import duties, obviously because of
the practical difficulties involved.

If relief -from import

duties results in higher profits and these are tax free,
they merely enhance the tax liability.of foreign companies
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at home.l3

Moreover, the offer of tax incentives is not unique

to Nigeria; other countries offer even more generous allowances. 14
Secondly, it is argued that all the public policies together for
industrial stimulation was not as important in explaining
Nigeria's industrial development in the last two decades as
the size of the country's market in terms of population and
expanding income.
Following Reuber (1973, pp. 127-129), other reasons can be
suggested:

First,.there is the highly complex nature of the

incentive system~ and. the relatively high transa~tion and
administrative costs for both Nigerian and foreign companies.
Second, the high information cost•for the investors.

Third,

incentive systems may be subjected to additional risk and uncertainty associated with

a.~iven

pr6ject.

Fourth, there is

the inability to give an authentic estimate of an incentive
offer by the government at the planning level.

In this case,

return from the project may be contingent on a wide variety
of uncertain demand and supply considerations.

Fifth, the

bargaining power of the investor may inevitably be weaker as
compared to that of the Nigerian government.

Further, the

long-term future of the investment from the stand-point of
the investor is subjected to considerable risk.
Companies Income Tax Act, 1961
Under the Tax Act, 1961, companies are permitted an
....

,, \('

accelerated depreciation of their capital assets.

This repre-

sents an additional 15 percent depreciation to the .normal
allowance of 5-10 percent.

Thu~,

investors in all sectors
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are allowed in the first year after setting up a· plant to
artificially increase expenditures in their accounts up to 25
percent.

On the other hand, if a firm had not made profit in

a given year, the artificial increase in the expenditure could
be deducted from the profit of the subsequent year.

Further,

the Act provided for an indefinite period of carrying forward
unabsorbed balances o.f depreciation claims.

Given that the

Act tends to reduce the amount of taxes paid to the government
as well as the payback period of capital expenditure, it may
be suggested that the Act
fects..

produces·~~desirable

allocation ef-

This implies tha.t the distribution effect is adverse.

Custom Duties Incentives
Equally important to the government was the protection of
the newly established industrie~.

Three of the measures en-

acted in this regard were the Import Duty ReliefAct,

1957~

the Custom Duties Act, 1958; and the Custom Drawback Regulations,
1959.
Import Duty
that before 1962
Nigeria.

Rel~ef

Act, 1957.

Sokolski (1965) has noted

raw materials were imported free of duty into

The respective duties for semi-finished and finished

products were 10 and 20 percent.
Relief Act, 1957,

Apparently, the Import Duty

(approved user scheme) provided protection

for domestic producers as they were exempted from duty or
granted a concessionary low rate of duty on materials brought
into Nigeria for industrial use.
granted if such materials

~auld

Exemption from duty was
not be locally produced at
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competitive prices or if the imported finished article haeC
lower proportion of import duty than imported inputs.
time period for relief

a

The

covered a maximum of three years.

The Import Duty Relief Act was typically advocated for
diverse reasons:
' . (i) the government was interested in the m:mufacture
of finished goods;
(ii) the emergence of local manufadturing goods
presupposes the availability of input suppliers
which were not available because most manufacturing firms were pioneers;
(iii) restrictions of time and in money prevented
government implementation of fully vertically integrated industries making dependence on foreign
suppliers more economical.
(iv) local production scales were small in nature,
thus implying a high cost of production.
To keep local production within a reasonably competitive
range of the costs of imports, free access to input supplies
required low import duty.

Finally as Iyanda (1975, p. 54)

has noted, while high import duty on such inputs is likely
to be self-defeating to the desired goal of domestic market
expansion, it will increase industrialization through further
import substitution.
The Customs Duties Act, 1958.

Of great importance is the

Customs Duties Act, passed in 1958 (Dumped and Subsidized Goods
Act).

This Act enabled the government, subject to GATT regula-

tions, to charge extra duties on specific imported goods, particularly where clear evidence existed that goods were being
"dumped 11 in Nigeria or subsidized by any government or agent
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in the country of origin.

One of the advantages claimed in favour

of the Custom Duties Act is that it provided infant industries the
necessary time needed to mature and get an economically competitive
production level.

Notwithstanding, it is also possible that such

custom duties may become permanent in order to sustain inefficient
and uneconomical local firms.
The Customs Drawback Regulations, 1959

In terms·of encour-

aging the export of Nigerian manufactured products, new customs
dcawback regulations were drafted in 195Q.

Thus, it became

possible for export-oriented manufacturing firms, on proof of
exportation, to collect duties paid.on
in the production of exported

goods~

material~

imported for use

Sokolski (1965) has

observed that within the first two years of these regulations more
than N315,333

had been repaid to various manufacturing firms.

Development plans and indigenisation
Over the past decade, the post-independence Nigerian Government position in favour of a liberal economic policy towards
private enterprise (foreign private and MNEs) has been strongly
attacked by those who·argued that foreign firms tend to invest in
plant and machinery which are "inappropriately capital intensive"
(thus reducing the amount of new employment.unnecessarily).
Perhaps the best evidence for inappropriate capital intensity
comes from the studies by Sutcliffe (1971) and Singei
Past experience with

a

hi~h

(197~.

unemployment rate heightened gov-

ernment interest in the issue of foreign participatioh in the
industrial sector of the economy.

In describing the unemployment

situation in 1970, for example, the government states in the
Second National Development Plan that "the government cannot
continue

to

tolerate

a

situation

in

which high-level

Nigerian personnel, educated and trained at great cost to the
nation, are denied employment in their own country by the
foreign business establishment."
' -86-

The Nigerian government began to intervene in the national
control over the development and management of economic resources
in 1970.

Such government intervention has been frequent during

the 1960s but it was in the 1970s that the government clearly
specified indigenization as a top priority policy objective
for the country.

From the government's point of view,

indigenization will increase the development of indigenous
entrepreneurs as well as reducing unemployment.

15

The policy of indigenization in Nigeria dates back to the
first National Development Plan 1962-1968, when the government
began to state its desire for Nigerians to play an increasing
role in the economic sphere of the country.

Consequently,foreign

companies were told to cut the number of expatriate staff and to
employ and train more Nigerians.

A number of studies seem to

cast doubt upon the view that the first National Development
was clearly the policy to be pursued if the governmertt was
interested in indigenization of the industrial sector.

Adedeji

(1971) has noted that the plan made no attempt to coordinate
governmental activities with development in the private sector.
The chief author of the second plan (1970) has noted that the
main weakness of indigenization in the past was the absence of an
enforcement agency with the result that each employer decided how
far it would go on the path of indigenization.
that was available was moral suasion.

At best, all

Further the first plan

is also criticized for its laissez-faire open economy orientation as well as its consequent failure to formulate policies
that were responsive to the socio-political needs of the
16
country.
More generally, the emphasis on the objective
of cutting the number of expatriate staff was
reason for the moderation was the
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interr~ption

mode~ate.

One

of the economy

by the civil war which diverted the attention of the govern-

ment.
Another reason was the shortage of industrial manpower.
For example, the centre for management development survey
(1969) revealed that the share of expatriate staff in management positions in Nigerian industries was about 55 percent.

At

the same time, abou~ 1,200 management 'positions were-vacant.
A reduction in the number of

foreigners may not have been

desirable during this period, especially when there was a
serious gap in industrial manpower

supply.

From the foregoing discussion, it would appear that a
-·

more extensive policy of indigenization. requires the removal
of the laissez-faire open economy orientation which characterized the first pla~ . . The second national development pla.n {1970-74)
discus'sed

~ove

does just that.

Beginning with the second plan, the

government was to establish an agency whose sole: responsibility
would be to ensure that all employers (public and private)
conform to the .indigenizat_ion policy .to which the nation has
long been committed. "Thus, Rimlinger (1973, p. 205) noted
that the second plan is an important landmark in the development of indigenization

poli~y

not because it introduced any

radical shifts in existing policy but bec~use i t specifically
made indigenization its top priority policy objective.

On the

other hand, it cannot be denied that the drive towards indigenization in Nigeria in the 1970s was a result of conflict of
interest.

There was high ownership concentration skewed in
·-

favour of foreigners as well as a divided loyalty between
national interests and foreign interests .
.f

1

.

.:~

--

-as ...

MH~h

of the discussion of indigenization emphasizes

that 'nationalization of industries is a political
decision not an economic one, and it does not come to grips
with the inunediate problems of raising productivityq
1966, p. 288).

(Stolper

In the light of the above view, progress of

the economy is sacrificed for the sake of indigenization.

This

would depend on the structure of the country and this latter
component may be of varying significance.

Unlike the situation

prevailing in the centrally-controlled economies, indigenization
.

in Nigeria has been done within the framework of a mixed strategy.

1'1

As the planners have pointed out in the first progress report
(1972, p. 36);

'~Foreign

investment is still welcome and will

for a long time be an important component in Nigeria's. economic development,

In fact many business incentives operating in

the country today are aimed at encour~girig p~ivate foreign investment in Nigeria;

What

irid.:igenf~afion..:seeks to do is to

delimit areas in which private investors will operate.''.
In order to ensure industrial expansion, the government.
provided labour assistance measures such as an industrial training fund.

However, the foregoing measures would still leave the

economy vulnera.ble·to low produCtivity because of the shortage
of skilled workers and the slow down in ·the rate of economic
growth.
Recognizing the implications of the principal objectives
of the second plan for industrial strategy, these objectives
were nevertheless continried into the third plart period (1975-80)
with indi9enization of economic activitie.s being the top priority} 8
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Implementation of the In_digenization Strategy·
The single most important step towards the

indigenization

of industrial mmership has been the Nigerian Enterprises. Promotion Decree of February, 1972.
the followirig three objeetives:

The decree has
to create opportunities for

Nigerian businessmen; to maximize local retention of profits;
and to raise·the level of intermediate and capital goods production.

More importantly, the decree seeks to promote indi-

genization by reserving certain industrial and commercial ventures exclusively for Nigerian citizens· and associations.

The

decree lists twenty-two small scale enterprises in Schedule I
that are to be reserved for Nigerians and Schedule II lists 33
industries in which foreign ownership ·is excluded if the paid up
share capital of the enterptise does not exceed M400,000.
If the turnover exc·eeds the stipulated amount, Nigerians must
have 40 percent equity participation

(~e

Appendix- 4.A).

Be-

ginning in 1976, the number of enterprises in Schedule {I) was
increased by seventeen and the number in Schedule (II) was increased by nineteen.

The equity participation either by the

government agencies or Nigerian citizens was raised to 60 percent.
On March 31, 1978, some industries n6t in Schedtiles I and
II (see Appendix 4.B) were required to have 40 percent indigenous
participation~

Finally, the Insurance Decree No. 59 of 1976

offers majority equity shares in

foreig~

insurance companies to

Nigerian citizens.
Given the outline of the three objectives of the 1972
promotion decree, the government notes that their implications
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has to be considered in further detail ·in relation to problems
such as that of finding necessary finance to acquire foreign
firms affected by the decree.

In addition there is the prob-

lem of inadequately trained manpower to replace foreign expatriate staff--bearing in mind the general lack of managerial
skill and know-how among Nigerian businessmen.

A final problem

is that it may provide opportunities for a few Nigerians at
the expense

o~

the majority of the population.· Recognizing

these problems, various steps were taken by the government
to ensure that implementation progressed effectively.

The

two steps taken by the government to·increase.the availability
of capital and to acquire .foreign enterprises affected by the
decree, were the establishment of the

Nige~ian

Bank fo·r Conunerce

and Industry (NBCI), and the encouragem~nt of the Nigerian
Industrial Development Bank to increase··:the percentage of its
loans made to Nigerian owned or controlled enterprises.

The

manpower problem was to be met by the Centre for Management
Training.

Thus the supervision of the transfer of Schedule I

enterprises from foreigners to Nigerians, and the determination
of share prices, timing and the amount of sales of enterprises
in Schedule II, were administered by the Nigerian enterprise.
Promotion Board and the
Before 1967

C~pital

Issue Commission respectively.

the quotas for expatriates in firms

administered by the Ministry of Internal Affairs.

were

Thereafter,

the Expatriate Quota Allocation Board had representatives from
Federal

Minist~ies,

i.e. , Industry, Economic· Development and

Reconstruction, Mines and Power, Labour, Trade, Finance, External Affairs, and Internal affairs as well as the NIDB.

...._

'

•

=·
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Two

fundamental problems facing the board were the shortage·of staff
and the reliability of the information obtained regarding the
true requirements of the firms and the real qualifications of
bo~h

expatriate and Nigerian staff.

It might be mentioned in

this context \that the possibility of corruption is perhaps
increased when the decision made by the board is entirely based
on the information supplied by the firms.

This stems from the

fact that the companies are likely to exaggerate the difficulties
of finding qualified Nigerians for certain positions. 19

At the

other end of the spectrum, the enforcement of decisions by the
board is assisted by the requirement' that foreigners have work
permits.

This provides an opportunity

~or

the board to determine

whether skills possessed by the foreigners are in fact not
available in the country.
The Decree took effect on 31st March 1974, and Olayide
et al (eds.) (1975, p.69) note the following:
"(1)

By the end of 1974, about 430 companies have
complied under Schedule 1. The nominal value
of shares of those companies urtder Schedule l
was assessed as N53 million.

(2)

Over N30 million has so far, been spent in the
acquisition of alien businesses undeF Sched~le II
of the decree.
Thus on aggregate, a sum of
N83 million has so far been spent on the acquisition
by Nigerians of Schedule 1 enterprises and the
indigenization of 40% of those enterprises falling
in Schedule II;

(3)

From a total of 954 businesses in Schedule I and
II, about 740 had complied by the end of 1974.
This represents 77.5 per cent. 11

There is no doubt that while the scope for replacing
expatriate staff with Nigerians and creating opportunities to
produce the desired control of the modern sector of the economy
is extremely important, the policy of indigenization in this
area really does matter.

Adejugbe (1979) observed that:

"the effectiveness of the indigenization policy will
depend, in the long-run, upon the entrepreneurial
capability of the Nigerians.
Mer~ creation of
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opportunities may fail to produce the desired control
of the modern sectors of the economy by Nigerians.••
(Olaloku (ed.) 1979, p.48)
Consequently, it is possible to reduce the number of expatriates in'a given firm and still be left with the problem
described by Rimlinger (1973) that one firm may have fewer
expatriate staff than another, but the expatriates of the
first firm may tend to play a more pervasive and controlling
role to the exclusion of Nigerians.

Finally, regarding the

impact of this policy of indigenization on the flow of foreign
investment, as we have observed in Chapter 2 from the inflows
of foreign direct investment, it has been favourable.

FOreign

direct investment has increased and has contributed significantly
to the balance of payments since the indigenization policy has
started.
Growth of Foreign Direct Investment
FDI before Independence

Data on the share of foreign

investment in the production and exports in Nigeria before
independence is sparse.

A rough estimate by Frankel (1938, p.l7)

suggests that between 1870 and 1936, foreign firms invested
N80.6526 million in trading and mining.
A characteristic feature of FDI in Nigeria before independence
is the dominance of
of origin.
in Nigeria.

foreign-o~ned

firms in Nigeria by country

At the end of 1936, there were 84 foreign-owned firms
British (wholly or partly owned) firms accounted for

51 per cent of all firms in Nigeria.

The

con~entration

of Britain•s

investment in Nigeria is largely explained by political and
economic relationships.
The sectoral distributiori of the principal foreign firms
at the end of 1936 shows 46 firms in trade;
12 in plantations and trade;

2 in

manufacturing, shipping and trade;
-93-

~hipping

39 in tin mining;
and trade;

l

in

2 in manufacturing and trade;

8 in shipping only;

7 in manufacturing only;

4 in banking and

20
.
·.
.
lnsurance;
an d 1 ln
pro f ess1ons.

From the sectoral distribution of foreign firms it is apparent
that a very high proportion of the earliest foreign firms operating
in Nigeria consisted of trading companies,

impo~ting

products and expOrting raw mat;erials in return.

manufactured

It follows that

growth in production was brought by the expansion of the primary
export sector.

On the other hand, only about 5 per cent of the

foreign firms were engaged in manufacturing.

This implies little

rise in the production of the manufacturing sector.
Table 4.1 gives the source of funds for investment before
independence in Nigeria.
period (1953-60).

FDI averages 15 per cent

throu~h

the

In 1960, FDI has replaced capital from official

sources and it accounted for 18 per cent of the total investment
funds.

Nevertheless, FDI was second to personal savings in terms

of sources of funds for investment in 1960.
A

common criticism of the growth of FDI before independence

is that it did not serve as a catalyst for development in Nigeria,
even if some Nigerian cynics might have

vie~ed

it as more of a

catalyst in British rather than Nigerian development.

The link

between FDI and development is best explained by the traditional
"gap model".

Chenery and Burna (1962), McKinnon (1964), and

Chenery and Strout (1966) have stressed that increasing FDI would
accelerate development in several ways.

Firstly, it should

encourage indigenous capital formation by accelerating domestic
demand.

This could be accomplished through the traditional

multiplier acceleration process following any investment project.
Secondly, it may contribute technical and managerial expertise,
by relieving the bottle

n~ck

in the development

proces~.

Thirdly,

it can free foreign-exchange available for consumer goods imports,
thereby revising the balance of payments constraint to the mobilization of existing local resources.
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. • TABLE.If.•J
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR INVESna:NT IN n!E COLONIAL PERIOD 1953-1960
MILLION M

1953-4

1954-5

1955-6

1956-7

1957-8

. 1958-9

1959-60

Private Capital
Investment~ (FDI)
Overseas

1

10.0

20.8

19.2

38.2

34.2

28.0

48,0

Official
Donations

2

7.0

6.4

7.8

5.2

6.8

7.8

7.0

3

-28.0

-77.2

-1.2

11.8

27.0

52.0

22.0

-10.0

-50.0

+25.8

55.2

68.0

89.8

77.0

PeraonalfSavings of ntduals and
all
4
enterprises

45.2

62.2

66.4

80.6

90.6

89.2

147.2

Government
Surplus and
other National
Savings

74.2

121.2

64.4

58.8

49,0

59..8

100,8

Subtotal

119.4

183.8

130.8

139.4

146.2

150.4

190.0

Total Investment

109.4

133.8

156.6

194.6

'214.2

240.2

267 .o

15.5

12.3

19.6

16.0

11.7

]8.0

~her

Capital

flovl

Sub-Total

Overseas Private
investment as a
percentase of
total invest-_
ment funds

5

\·

'

·~

(*) Including reinvested profita. Note the ea.ti.m.ated for
personal savings and the investment by small enterpriaea
are subject to a larse -raiD of error. Source a i Hay 196s. ·

·,
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These

arguments,

in fact, are the major planks of the thesis

that the industrial growth before independence was low because of
colonial industrial policy.

It is argued that colonial industrial

policy encouraged foreign investments to operate under what Mars
(1947) called "a restrictionist exploitation policy".

As a result,

'

these firms made little effort to train Nigerians to acquire skills,
or to establish industrial activities which would compete with
rnetropoljtan industries.
To argue that industrial growth was low at the end of the
1950s because manufacturing contributed less than 3 per cent to
the GOP is valid.

However,

this does not take account of the

Lnformal sector (traditional handicrafts).

Further,

the attraction

of FDI, especially in the manufacturing sector in any developing
country,

is to be explained for most part by policies towards

Coreign private :investment, and the "climate" provided for the
operations of foreign firms.

Nevertheless,

the thesis that the

industrial growth was low because of the colonial industrial
policy may have been overdrawn.

This thesis, however,

ignores the

question of how keen the rich nations of the world are to transfer
resources to most developing countries at a quantum that could
expidite rapid economic transformation in the latter.

As

Olaloku , et al (1979, pp.l69-l70) observed,
"the rich nations (since the se-::ond World War) seem
too preoccupied with their internal and external
economic problems - headaches of advanced capitalism
or socialism - so that they consider the price of
developing the poor countries too high to pay.
Externally, for instance, the USA is concerned with
the strength of the dollar and European nations are
lnvesting their resources to ensure the success of
the European Economic Community.
The USA which by
the sheer size of her wealth in the world should
offer the hope for resource flows, has not created
encouragement from her past operation in this direction.
Finally, with respect to the flow of private foreign
investments the acid test still remains profitability,
i.e. foreign ventures are found only in fields where
profit rates are very high."
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Given all these limitations,

~s

there any point ifi em-

phasizing FDI as a catalyst for development?

We believe so--

as long as the emphasis is not overstressed.

Further, if the

precise implications of these limitations of FDI on industrial
growth are kept in mind, it would seem that benefits lost from
FDI under colonial domination cannot be singled out as the
major cause of the low industrial growth during the 1950 1 s.
The second argument regarding lbw .industrial growtht is
that advanced by Oliver (1957) .

He emphasized the critical

importance of indigenous capital, skilled manpower and limited
market potential.

In this

vie~,

the lack of these factors

taken together was the cause of the low industrial growth
in Nigeria during the fifties.

This ·argument has proceeded

under the assumption of a close.d economy.

However, May (1969)

has presented evidence indicating that Nigeria in the 1950s
as well as the 1960s "continued to adopt

a liberal·economic

policy towards private enterprise, in order to encourage
overseas investment, particularly in manufacturing."

·simi-

larly, the limited market potential argument has proceeded
under the general assumption that the ext.ent of market size
determines the inducement to invest, and that industrialization will take place in an

op~n

economy where market demand

corresponds to a size which can support a specific plant at
optimum efficiency. 21 - For example, Kilby (1969, p. 26) has
demonstrated that "sufficient demand for manufactured goods
is clearly the first requisite for the establishment of
manufacturing."

I·
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The size of market has been the prime asset in Nigeria 1 s
effort to industrialize.

Despite a low per capita income of

about $30 in 1960, a population of some 40 million (30 million
in 1950) , a relatively even distribution of income as well as
a highly developed system·of transportation, have given Nigeria
Africa's second largest market, surpassed only by South Africa.
Although not conclusive, the foregoing evidence seem to
indicate that low industrial growth may not be blamed on the
lack of capital, and skilled man-power or limited market potential.

It is not unreasonable to hypothesize that the

shortage of capital would have been met from numerous sources:
for example, large well established firms with ample capital
resources, which were seeking profitable investment opportunities; individual entrepreneurial prom?ters who were attracted
by the possibility of forming partnerships or obtaining the
financial backing of government agencies on terms favourable
to them; the machinery manufacturers seeking outlets for
redundant equipments, and finally the machinery merchants. 22
If this hypothesis is correct, we would expect these numerous
sources to have a significant impact on industrialization.
This, of course, will depend on whether they based their investment decision on market potential.

However, it is very

doubtful whether such responses to market potential have influenced

th~

in Nigeria.

decisions to invest in the manufacturing sector
As we have already pointed out, only 5 percent

of foreign firms were engaged in-manufacturing before independence.
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Given that investors were not overly responsive to market
potential

i~

their decisions to

in~est

in the manufacturing

industry in the 1950s, one would like to ask whether the
compani~s

trading

were not irrational and per6eptive enough

to base their decisions to invest on market potential, or
if their perception of investment opportunities and investment decisions were not seen within the context of market
potential.

On the contraiy, May (1965) has argued that in

most cases the trading companies would have preferred to
have continued to supply goods manufactured in the United
Kingdom.

"Due to economies of scale, this could be done

in most cases more cheaply .....

However, the pressure to

I

set up local manufacturing (in the 1950s) would not only
mean an immediate loss of an export market, but make it
extraordinarily difficult to
stage•.

'23'
·

On the other hand,

re~enter

the field at a later

Akeredol~-Ale

(1972) reports

that even though there were many markets which could have
supported some efficient factories, appropriate publicity,
tariff protection and other fiscal incentives ..•.. were
absent because the colonial government did not provide
them.

' the growth
In this view,· "colonial policy held back

of the industrial sector until the mid-fifties partly because manufacturing in the colonies would reduce the market
for

B~itish

manufactured goods". i4'.- The foregoing arguments

have both emphasized that market potential did not influence
the trading companies' decis-ion to invest in local manufacturing.
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Both support the argllinent that low industrialization was
due to protection of export or trading interests.
tinguis~es

What dis-

them, Akerdolu-Ale pointed out, is the possibility

that market protection could.lead to industrial growth.
Oyejide (1975) , Nwankwo (1971) and Liedholm

Third,

(1970) have all

argued that the Nigerian market was reserved for industrial
products and was not supposed to develop or generate internal
dynamics of its own, except insofar as such development was
complementary to the growth of the mother country's own
economy.

Further, the general objective of the division. of

labour was to allow the provision of raw materials by Nigeria
while

Nigeria's market received in return

industrial goods.

.

~anufactured

Similarly, Mars (1948), Schatzl (1969)

and

Olayide and others (1975) have emphasized that industrial
obstacles created by the colonial government provided opportunities for the trading companies to reject industrialization for the

p~imary

reason of protecting trading interest.

In general, what has been emphasized is that lack of
market protection was a primary cause of Nigeria's low industrialization growth rate during the 1950s.

Recent experience

of industrialization via import substitution, especially in
LDCs, has heightened interest in the issue of investment
motivation based on market

protectio~.

Hakam (1966) has succinctly summarized investment motivation based on market protection in Nigeria, in terms of
four categoz::ies:
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(i) "The firm has long held a good export relationship with Nigeria--hence, it aims to preserve
the market for the c6mpany in face o£ rising
duties and possible new industries which would
imply local competition~
(ii) As a result of the parent companyrs strategy
of investing in key global areas, convinced that·
Nigeria is a very important a\X"ea and that it.may
be too late to gain entry profitably into the
market if the decision were postponed too long;
(iii} The aim to expand sales into a new market,
which would be difficult by merely exporting,
especially if there is pressure to manufacture
locally;
(iv} The aim of forestalling a major competitor's
move or possible move to.Nigeria."
(Hakam 1966,
pp. 50-51}.
These findings are of course consistent with J. Schumpeter's

(1934) statement of the motives of the entrepreneurial man.

In

this view, "the entrepreneur acts to found a private kingdom
..... then there is the will to conquer:

the irctpulse to fight·,

to prove oneself superior to another, to succeed itself •.•••
finally, there is the joy of creating, of getting things done,
or simply of exercising one's energy and ingenuity". 25
Kilby (1969}

empirically provided support for the market

protection hypothesis in his study of Nigeria's · industriali- '
zation from 1945

to 1966. Evaluati.ng the United Africa Company'·s

first tentative industrial ventures, he clatmed that this was
as a result of the company's beer trade which suffered a
decline in Ghana in 1932 and also in the Congo in 1935, due
to competition from local breweries started by Swiss entrepreneurs.

"It was apparent

th~t

the Nigerian market would

soon be richer than either of these, and that ~nless U.A.C.
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took the initiative, a valuable
.
d.1.ze d . 26
Jeopar

merchant interest might be

Felix (1968) also provided evidence support-

ing industrialization based on market protection to stimulate
employment, alleviate the balance,of payment constraints on
industrial development, an·d acquire the gains of technical
change.
From the above, it can readily be conceded that market
protection would lead to industrialization.

Perhaps, it is

possible, however, to provide a qualified answer to·an alternative reason for the low industrial growth in the 1950s.
First, there are essentially long-run questions about the
capacity of the trading companies to protect a given market.
Secondly, there are also the short-run issues concerning the
possible economic disadvantages of reliance

u~on

protection.-

The point here is that indu·cement to invest based on market
protection has obvious implications for tariff policy.
An investor could request a certain level of tariff

protection in order to compete

agains~

other sellers.

The

question of whether an independent government would provide
such protection in the long run, played a significant role
in the decision to invest.

Further, protection should be

understood to cover profit repatriation, non discrimination'
against foreign ownership and control, as well as equal
treatment of foreign and home enterprises.

If, then, we

accept the role of protection in terms of the above definition in the decision to invest, and also. distinguish between
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forms of protection by the government and trading companies,
a vital outcome of our position thus.far is the fact that the
trading companies rejected industrialization in order to proteet their trading interest.

On the other hand, if market

protection was a critical inducemel)t to investment, one
wonders why they rejected i'ndustrialization.

Industrializa-

tion would have.merely changed the nature of demand {consumer
goods--capital goods) and would not have reduced foreign dependence.
At this point, it is important to mention one particular
feature of the pattern of trade which has taken place between
Nigeria and industrial nations such as Britain.

Nigeria

provided a capitive market for Britain's manufactured goods,
while in return supplying raw materials and tropical food
stuffs.
In such a situation, it seems reasonable to assume that
the trading companies were interested in preserving or pro ...
meting their vested interests as opposed to the industraliza.
.

tion of Nigeria.

However, too much weight should not be

placed on this sort of evidence.
. here.

There are two considerations

Firstly, the basic relationship between .the industrialized

·countries and Nigeria in. the post colonial e"ra has not changed
significantly.

In other words, the industrialization th~t

has been taking place in Nigeria cannot be interpreted to
mean that the trading companies are no longer protecting
their interests.

Secondly, .often the firms responsible for
. '~
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industrializ~tion

after independence

ha~e

been, and are, for-

eign owned, and in many cases they established their position
in the colonial era.
FDI After Independence
Size and Sectoral Distribution.
change in FDI

w~th

There was a notable

respect to size, composition and origin

between 1962 .arid 1976. In 1962, the total stock of foreign
private investment was estimated at
4.2).

N473~3

million (Table

By 1976, this figure had risen to N2333.8 million, an

average annual growth rate of 20.29 percent.

However, the

_":'f·\..,

growth rate within the period declined after 196 5, reaching
its lowest in 1968/69, when a
Table

~.2

!

65.1 percent decrease occurred.

also highlights the industrial distribution of for-

eign investment.

The fastest growing sector in the economy

during the 1962-1976 period was mining and quarrying.

Petro-

leum exploration and production are the two main activities
in this sector.

Its share of total investment increased from

36.7 percent in 1962 to 54.7 percent in 1972 and declined to
39.4 percent in 1976.

The. dominance of FDI in this sector,

reflects in part the large amount of capital and a
of special knowledge,

~ligh

(especially in the oil sectC?J:t.>·•
•

1 -·-

degree

~-j:he
-·

__ ..... ,

~.

long pay-out periods as well as high risks in the ·oil sec~dr. 27
Foreign investment in the manufacturing and processing
sectors accounted for
vestment in 1962.
1976.

17~3

percent of the total foreign

in~

It averaged 22 percent between 1962 and

The highest penetration was in 1971 (28.0 percent).
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Table·4.2
CVHULATlVE DlSTRl!UTlOH OF rDRElCN PRIVATE INVF.STHENT lN NlCF.RLA

ANALYZED BY TYPE OF ACTIVITY, 1962-1976

Ftll

TRANSPORT
AND

YEAR

(Hillton)

COHHU!IICATIO

1962

67 3.)

)6. 7

17. 3

2.0

t. 1.

3. 8

)8.4

o.'

100

196 3

554.3

19.1

1. 9

1.0

4.2

37.2

0.5

1964

689.7

36. J
40.1

18.2

1.7

1.1

).8

31.4

3.7

100
100

I
~

0
CJl

TOTAI,(i7.

1965

807. B

4 3.7

18.5

1.5

1. 5

5.)

24.6

4.9

100

1966

91).9

4 9. 8

!7.6

l.1

1.5

2.2

24.8

).0

1967

'
1015.8

45.9

22.2

1.2

1.1.

2.5

24.8

2.)

too
too

1968

1094.)

'9. I

20.0

I. I

1.1

2.4

24. 2

2. I

100

100

1969

)81. 6

U.2

22.2

1.3

1.3

2.5

26.2

2. 3

1970

1001,2

51.4

22.4

1.1

1.4

1.4

20.6

1.7

100

1971

I J22. 8

52.5

28.6

1.2

0.9

1.2

14. t

1.5

lllO

100.

J 97 2
~:

Hl SCELUJIEOUS

157 J .I

54,7

27. 7

0.6

0.8

2;2

15.4

2.6

16. 7

3.6
4.0
2.5

100

25.0

'-2
3.6

100

197l

17~3.7

52.5

23.2

0.4

0.6

1974
1975

I RILl

29.0

\.I

1.2

22. 1

o.s

1.0

3.. 5
4.9

17.7

~429.8

4LO
42.0

1976

2333.8

39.4

23.6

1.0

0.1

5.3

27.0

I

SOURCES 1

(I) Centnl ll•nk or Nitteria, !con011lc and hderlll Revhv, Decemhrr 1968·, pp. ·u-16 and tbld, •l•rch 1976. p. 15.

(2) Central Bank of N!serla,

Nia~ria 1 1 Principal Economic and Financial Indicator•

1970-1979, N.D. T•ble X,

lOCI

IUO

.

·:
I

A detailed distribution of the investment in. manufacturing
is presented in Table

4.?,. ·

.Origin of Foreign Investment
Table 4.3 gives the percerttage distribution of the flow
of FDI from 1962-1976, by origin.

In terms of countries, the
(61~3

United Kingdom accounts for the largest share

in 1962 but this declines to 40.4 percent by 1976.

percent)
The abso-

lute value of United Kingdom's direct investment rises from
~44.4

million in 1970 to N942.0 million in 1976.

There has

been a marked increase in FDI from the United States and
other western European countries.

The respective shares are

United States, 8.8 percent in 1962, 23.7 percent in 1968 and
16 percent in 1976; and
and 26 percent in 1976.

Western~urope,

21.2 percent irt 1962

The·Tapid growth rate of FDI from

the. United States has been mainly a result of the heavy investment in the oil industry.
Flow .of Fdreign Investment.

A clearer view of the

changes in the direction of FDI flow is presented in T•ble
4.4, which shows the outflow, inflow and net flow, by origin.
The inflow and outflow of foreign investment have fluctuated
between 1961 and 1974.

In 1961, the ·inflow of foreign

capital was N64.2 million.
.

196 9.

It rose to Nl06.4 million in
'

.

The respective inflowt' of capital since

1970.~

N251.0 in 1970, N489.6 in 1971, N432;B in 1972,
N458.8 million in 1974.

are

~577.8

and

The increase in capital inflow be-

tween 1962 and 1965 as well as 1970-74 is explained by the

.·
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Table 4.3
TOTAL AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF CUMULATIVE FDI BY ORIGIN

YEAR

FDI
(Million)

UNITED
KINGDOM

1962

473.3

61.3

1963

554.5

1964

UNITED
.STATES

OTHER WESTERN
EUROPE

OTHER

8.8

21.2

8.7

59.5

9.3

36.2

7.8

689.7

56.1

12.4

23.5

8.1

1965

807.8

53.5

15.5

22.9

8.1

1966

913.9

53.3

15.4

23.4

7.9

1967

1015.8

47.1

23.6

21.2

8.1

1968

1094.3

47.9

23.7

20.1

8.3

1969

381.6

45.0

23.1

22.2

9.7

1970

1003.2

44.0

22.9

22.4

10.4

1971

1322.8

44.8

25.• 5

19.7

10.0

1972

1571.1

49.0

18.2

23.4

9.4

1973

1763.7

48.8

17.5

23.5

10.2

1974

1812.1

46.0

17.0

25.0

12.0

1975

2429.8

38.0

22.0

26.0

14.0

1976

2333.8

40.4

l6.1

28.0

15.5

SOURCE:

'
See Table 4... 2.
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Table 4.4

I

;I
I

n.ow Of' FOREIGN 1'1\IVAT! CAPITAL BY COUllTRY OF OR.!GIN (No H1Ll.10N)
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flow
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nov

H"t

1961

32.8

5.2

27.6

14.4

2.6

11.8

13.6

1.8

ll.8

J, 4

-

J. 4

64.2

9.6

56.6

1962

!6.8

11.0

5.8

9.0

J,O

8.0

. IS. 2

1.4

13.8

8.8

1.0

7.8

49.8

14.4

35.4

1963

45,8

11.8

34.0

1],4

2.6

10.8

28.8

2.0

26.8

4.4

0,2

4. 2

92.4

16.6

75.8

1964

99.4

43.4

56.0

)2.9

2.8

30.0

36.2

5.6

30.6

I 3. 6

4.2

9. 4

'J92. 0

-56.0

126.0

1965

105.6

63.6

42,0

39.6

2.2

J7.4

47. B

27.2

20.6

I J. 0

3.6

9. 4

206.0

95.6

110.4

1.8

14,4

4 7. 4

20.2

27. 2

9.2

3. 2

6,0

17l. B

75.0

98.8

'. 4

8.6

-4.2

107,0

40.4-

6 J .6

1!,0

106,4

)),4

7).0

u.s

150.6

119.0

JJ,J

101.0

49,8

1967

33.4

1968

68.0

1966

,-·.

tlov

UNITED STATr.S
In•
OutNet
nov
How
f'1ov

'

51.2

16.2

".6

-8.2

39.4

J.O

5~.4

9.8

10.4

-0.6

27. 2

40.9

18.9

0.4

18.4

11.6

5.8

5.9

9.0

-

2.0

39.4

i4,8

24.6

18.9

4.0

1969

36.2

66.0

-9.8

.56. 2

54.2

1970

94,6

47.2

47.4

74.6

u.z

26.4

n.o

29.4

. 29.6

2 3, B

5.6

18.2

251,0

129.7

lll. J

197 I

·!n7 ;O

59.~

167.4

151 ~4

u.o

107""

92.6

56.4

J6.2

38.4

JO,O

28.4

489.6

170.0

319.6

1972 l)6,0

SII,J

177.7

17.1

67.8

-50.7

U0.9

44.9

106,0

28.8

13.5

15.3

4)2, 8

184.5

H9. J

197]

265.8

174.6

91.2

174.3

153.0

21.3

91.7

43.5

49.2

46.9

14.1

32.8

577 .a

385.2

192.6

1974

119. 1

14 7.II

·28. 1

159.0

-7.9

168.9

128.0

u.6

93.4

14.0

39.7

515.7

6511.8

224.2

2 )4. 6

II

0

00

I

SOUliCEr

cr.m,\1,
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rapid growth of investment in .the oil industry.

On the other

hand, the decline between 1966 and 1969, is partly explained by
the Civil War.
Total investment outflows rose from N9.6 million in 1961
to N95.6 million in 1965, after which they declined to N33.4 million
in 1968.

Between 1969 and 1973, they increased from Nll9 million

to N385.2

million~

Outflows as a percentage of inflows rose

from 14.95 per cent in 1961 to 66.66 per cent in 1973.
In terms of intra-country comparisons, the United Kingdom
inflow rose from N32.8 milliori in 1961 to Nll9.7 milliori in
1974 (264.9%).

In the same period, the outflows rose from

N5.2 million to Nl4.7 million (274.2%).

While the United States•

investment inflow rose from Nl4.4 in 1961 to Nl59 million in
1974, the outflow declined from N2.6 million in 1961 to
-N7.9 million in 1974.

Also, during the period the inflow

from Western Europe increased from Nl3.6 million to Nl28 million
and the outflow increased from Nl.8 million to N44.6 million.
The intra-country comparison seems to suggest that the
United Kingdom has been replaced by the United States and the
rest of Western Europe as the dominant source of foreign private
capital.

The dominant posi~ion of the United States ~ay reflect

the internal financing of the U.S. companies.

Barlow and

Wender (1955) have proVided some important insights into internal
finance of U.S. companies.

Their survey revealed that U.S.

companies were more willing to plough back cash flows

~enerated

the host country than to import additional capital from abroad.
It was emphasized that U.S. c6mpanies

ar~

more interested in

risking profits than new capital from the parent comp·any in a
particular situation and also tend to have a policy expanding
out of earnings in their LDCs operations.
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The implication is

in

that a firm can grow gradually and stand on its own feet from
profits earnings.

Reuber (1973) agrees with this finding and

argues:
"The relative importance of internal cash flows as
a source of private foreign investment in LDCs suggests
that the long-term variations in the size of these
flows is likely to have a considerable effect on the level
of private investment in these countries.
Similarly,
policies that force foreign investors to divest themselves
of the assets giving rise to internal cash flows or which
expropriate their assets in some other form may be
expected to reduce considerably the level of private
foreign investment in LDCs by drying up imp6rtant sources
of investment finance relied upon b.y most foreign investors."
(Reuber, 1973, p.l05).
The survey evidence provided by two econometric studies
by Steven (1969) and Servern (1970) does not fully

suppo~t

the

profits earnings hypothesis and shows that the ''gambler earning
hypothesis" is invalid.

One caveat to this finding is in order.

The Steven and Servern studies made use of data which are heavily
weighted by the developed countries for which the profits earnings
hypothesis is less plausible compared to LDCs beset by wide
ranging government regulations on foreign exchange payments
and investments.
Magnitude and Nature of FDI in Manufacturing 1972
The magnitude of the presence of foreign firms in Nigerian
manufacturing is examined in two ways,

(i) the source of paid up

capital and (ii) the indUstry allocation of investment by
different investors.
The Source of Paid Up Capital
of FDI in the manufacturing

~ector

The general growth rate
was discussed above.

Notwithstanding the shortcomings of the aggregated data, it
still seems to presume that FDI in the industrial sector has risen
to an unprecedented level.

Table 4.5 provides the breakdown, by

industry and ownership categories of the source of paid up
capital in the manufacturing sector.
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In addition to those

Table 4.5
~~~TACTURI~C ~~USTRlES

1972 -

~lCERlA

Source of Paid-up_Capital%
lio. or
Jlo.

ISIS CODE

1

3l.l1

2

.Jru

Industries

!atbs.

Meat

ll

14.3

28.)

.5

1.)

98.7

4

.1
13.7

99.5

48

7

2.3

86,0

.Dairy Products

~

3113

Fruit Canning & Processing

4

31U

Vegetable 011 tl.illlng

s

3116

Crain.H11l Produces

6

3117

ll3k.ery Proiluttl

7

3118/9

Sugar 6 Sugar Confectionery

8

3121/2

Kisc. food prep. & anim. feeds

7

16.1

13.9

9

3131/3

Spirit, Dist1llery & lleer

9

u.s

79.9

•••

70.0

9.2

36.4

69

13.1

76.3

173
10

40~

13.0

1

21.3

9.1·

38.4

""10

313lo

Soft Ddnlca

9

11

3140

Tobacc9

.5

u

3Zll

Spinning,

1l

3~12

Hade-up Textile Cooda

1.5

5.3

76.7

14

3213/5

J.nitted Coods, llo;>e, tvine

16

].1

53.0

15

3220

~earing

31

17.0

10.1

16
:17
18

.3231

Tanning

6

32.6

45.1

!:33

Travel Coods

6

44.9

52.3

19

3311

20

.3320

Wooden

.-u

YoU

J2.lo0

4 T/Teotilea

~caving

Apparel

19

4".6

30.4

Ul

20.4

66.5

Furnit.ure & Tixturea

16

40.1

Paper Conts, bcnu•• 4 Boards

9

21.0

7

14.5

13.2

77

19.7
].2

11.1
97.0

11.7

84.5

2..2

Leather Toor.rear
.Sav H111iag

u·

)419

Paper

2l

)420

Println&

&

Other Paper_ Producta

24

3511/Z

Bade :lad.. "Ch10a, :Tert
l'ainca ..

25

3521

26

3512

27

3523

28

3529

&

Pesta

l

_,.

··l. '·

"· 7
52.1

Soap,. co . . ,lPerf~e.a 4 Otbera

17

].0

46.8
13.6

Other Cheaical."l'roducu

10

.5

7.5
.2

90.1
65.3

- Drup·

& ·lldiciau .~

"Product• of l'rtroleum & Coal

78.2

29

-3540

lO

.l5S1

Tyru 4 Tul> . .

12

17.1

31

3559

Ocher llubber Product&·

Zl

9.3

32.6

:l2

3560

1'1a&tic Product•

24

6.8

14.6

80.0

33

3610

Pottery

5

1].0

34

3620

Class ?roduc:ta

4

].3

96.9

35

3691

llricu and TUn

37.4

62.6

u
1

14.1

24.8

21

18•1

62.9

36

·3692

Cement

37

3599

Concrete Produces

38

3720/3811. ·ceneral Rardvare (Buic Ketal)

11

6.0

7-9.1

39

3812

24

18.7

62.9

40

38ll

Structural I Ketal Product•

32

15.6

56.1

41

3819

Fabricated Ketal Producta

23

5.0

82.7

5

4.2

60.2

3

9.0

11.0

11

40.2

59.1

79.1

20.9

Metal Fuml cure

& Tb:turea

42

3822/4

A&ric. I Special l.nd. KacbJ

43

3819

Ha~hiaery

44

3812

aadio/Tel/Co=m. Eq

I tquipaent

& Apparatus

4S

3833/3839 Other Electrical Arp•ratus

7

46

3841

Kotor llodJ Buildln&

3

47

3843

Ship lluildin&

3

100.0

48

3901/3909

Hh~.

18

u.o

14.2

1052

11.6

sa.2

Producu
To cab

Note:

7.1

Calculated from Table 1.4. Percentages do not add
up to 100 as government owned enterprises and joint
ventures are excluded.
Source: F.o.s., 197,.
·
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noted in Chapter l, the following characteristics

e~erge

from

Table 4.5.
(i)

In 1972, the respective shares of total assets
controlled by Nigerian and foreign sources were
11.6 per cent and 58.2 per cent.

(i i )

The respective shares of foreign Lnvestment in
machinery and equipment, electrical and basic
metal are 91.0 per cent, 59.8 per cent and 79.8
per cent.

The significant proportion of foreign

investment going to these three industries (machinery
and equipment, electrical and basic metal) does not
reinforce the criticism that foreign firms concentrate
in those industries which have, through imports,
developed considerably large domestic markets in
LDCs.

It reinforces the argument that foreign

investment is significant in those industries which
require heavy capital investment and high level
technology and have a relatively small domestLc
market.
(iii)

The local investment is dominant in bakery products
(40.1%) and shipbuilding (100%).

The small size of

local investment in the other industrLes may

re~ult

from foreign domination of such industries conceivably as a result of the capital and technology
requirements which are within the competence of foreign
firms - or from a capital intensive characteristic of
the industry.
( i v)

The relative unimportance of Nigerian shareholding
vis-a-vis, expatriate shareholding in most industries
reveals that foreign investors and Nigerians are clearly
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unequal partners in the modern industrial sector in the
country.

2B

Inter-Industry Allocation of Investment by
Different Investor Categories in Manufacturing

A breakdown of the industry allocation of investment in
Nigeria is presented in Table 4.6.

The areas in which investments

are concentrated are spinning, weaving and finishing textiles
industries;

products of petroleum and coal;

cement and drinks.

food industries;

Their respective percentages of total

manufacturing investment are 18.2 per cent,
9.5 per cent and 6.9 per cent.

~0.7

per cent,

Of these five areas, foreign

investment is dominant in three.

The respective shares of

foreign investment in spinning, weaving, and finishing textiles;
products of petroleum and coal;

and drinks are 76.3 per cent,

90.1 per cent and 75 per ceht (see Table 4.5).

On the other

hand, Nigerian investment is concentrated in the food and
cement industries.

The tobacco industry which accounts for

13 per cent of the total investment in manufacturing is not
dominated either by foreign or Nigerian investment.
From the foregoing, it seems that the structure of
participation of different groups in the explditation of the
new economic opportunities and of the patterns of ownership
and control of industrial resources 1972 varied considerably.
However, the evidence is not enough to show a systematic bias
against less profitable firms by foreign investment.
is apparent even when the evidence being
capital of the industry concerned.

u~ed

This

is the paid up

There is the possibility

that the actual volume of investment in each industry may vary
from the paid up capital.

While variations are likely to

affect the absolute amounts involved, they are less likely to
render the pattern of

inve~tm~nt
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identified here invalid.29

TABLE 4.6
INTER-INDUSTRY ALLOCATION OF INVESTMENT
BY IN;VESTOR-CATEGORIES, MANUFACTURING SE,CTOR 1972 - %
Ni er1sn

Industr --Consumer Goods

Fore! n

Heat Producta

.71

. 28

Dairy

.02

. 38

3.89

.73

.21

1.5'8

Produc~s

.68

Fruit Canning Preserving
Vegetable Oil Hillin
Grain Hill Products
Bakery Products
~ugar

and Sugar Confectionery

l. 41

• 15

2. 27

2. 00

__
• 7_1_____(-,.-.·-~~-~-'-4--(9. 22)
J'f'

Misc. Food Prep. and An1m. Feeds
Total Food
Spirit Distillery and Beer

5.15

Soft Dr inks

6.36

__
1 ;,.;'6_8_ _ _ _ _
2_.6_8_ _;......_

Total Drinks
Tobacco

(6.83)

(9.04)

(10.14)

(8.16)

Travel Goods

1.41

• 32

Lea'ther Goods

• 32

.43.

Wooden Furniture

&

Fixtures

3.68

Piinting

5.77

.68•
1.06
1..20

Knitted Goods, Cordage, Rope, Twine

.34

Wearing Apparel

.72

.68

Pottery

.02

.03

Glass Products

• 04

Soap, Perfumes, Cosmetics & Others

.55

Paints

.l7·
3.15

.62

.82

.09

• 38

Tyree and Tubes

2.52

1. 34

Fabricated Metal Products

1.14

Radio, Tel. Comm. Eg. & Apparatus

1.69

~-r~
.50

Other Electrical Apparatus

5.21

• 30

Hade Up Textile Goods

1. 36

16-•tc>

and Medicines

~

Total Consumer Goods

(51.67)

Investment and Related Goods
.99

Tanning
Saw Killing

2.46

Paper Cont., Paper boxes & Boards

1.63

Other Paper Products

.97

Spinning, Weav. & Fin. Textiles
Basic Ind. Chem. Fert.

&

(20.52)

Peat.

Products of Petroleum

(24. 00)

,,,
.13

.02

(16.56)

2.80

2.00

Plastic Products

.66

1.60

Misc. Manufacturing Industries

.45

.50

Bricks and Tiles

;97-

• 32

(9,64)

3.37

3.04

2.03

&

Coal

.eo

·'1.

• 38

.02

Other Chemical Products

·ll
1.60

Other !lubber Products

Cament
Concrete

Produ~ts

Basic Meta 1
Metal Furniture

&

Fixtures

Structure Hetal Products

.• 28

,73

1.50

1.00

1.92

1. 38

Agricultural and special Ind. Mach.

.02

.06

Machinery and Equipment

.02

,04

Hotor Body Building
Shipbuilding

&

Hotorbed Board

Total Investment

&

!lela •. Goods

Total All Industries

Note:

)'

.04

.-

.,-JI--,.~T--~(;'7-_-,J..,.f""_-.~--.--

!"'4-f:"'·

1110.00

100,00

•• <1

..

Figures indicating Investment concentration are shown
in parentheses. These are ratios of capital paid up in an
industry to the total paid up capital. Calculated from Table 1.4,
Source: the same as Table 1.4. -114-

Summary
This chapter has outlined government policy and
inuentives and analysed in detail the growth and characteristics
of foreign investment.

It traced the causes of the low

industrial growth during the 1950's.

In Chapter 5, we analyse

the changing structure of the industrial sector in Nigeria.
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Chapter Five
THE PATTERNS AND SOURCES OF GROWTH
IN NIGERIAN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY
Less developed countries can either produce goods for
overseas markets (export-led growth)

l

or produce goods for the

domestic market (import substitution) in their pursuit of
industrial development.
mutually exclusive.

2

However these two strategies are not

In this chapter, we shall be concerned

with the import substitution strategy as this has been of
prime importance in Nigeria.
With respect to import substitution strategy, Raj and
Sen (1961), and Colman and Nixson (1978, pp.l87-l88) have
noted a number of options that are open to a LDC:
(a) "it can use its foreign exchange to import investment
goods (for example looms), raw materials, fuels, etc.
to manufacture consumer goods (cloth);
(b)

it can use its foreign exchange to import capital
goods (machine tools) to make both investment goods
looms) which in turn produce consumer goods (cloth),
and to make intermediate goods and develop domestic
raw material supplies;

(c)

it can use its foreign exchange to import capit~l
goods (machine tools) to make capital goods (machine
tools)."
As far as the above three options are concerned, it is

generally accepted that the import-substitution strategies
followed by most LDCs have largely been the first option
(i.e. the importation of investment goods to manufacture
consumer goods, previously imported, for the local market.)
Nevertheless, option (b) is becoming popular with some semiindustrialised less developed countries.
The import substitution argument is usually based on the
principle of promoting economic growth through the diversification of resources to cater for the domestic market.
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3

However,

the attractiveness of import substitution to the less
industrialised countries is due according to Kirkpatrick
and Nixson (1983, pp.l2-l3) to "the perception that it is
easier to save foreign exchange through ISI than earn it by
exporting manufactured goods."

Furthermore, it can also be

"linked with the rise to power in the LDCs of groups or
social classes whose interests were served by the development
Of the national market and industrialisation,

II

Similarly,

the existence of tariffs or direct and indirect restrictions
on imports, or the threat that the host country will impose
them, have induced foreign firms to establish domestic
production facilities in order to protect their market position.
As we have noted in Chapter 4, Kilby's (1969) study of Nigeria's
industrilisation lends support for this "market protection
hypothesis".
Attention has focussed recently on the quantitative
contribution of import substitution industrialisation to
aggregate industrial growth in LDCs.

In an effort to construct

an import substitution model, Chenery (1960) has shown that
import substitution is a more important source of industrial
growth than any domestic demand effect, since it accounts for
50% of industrialisation.

Empirical evidence from many

studies suggests that export demand and domestic demand are
important as sources of growth as the eConomic base increases
and there is additional integration of the economy.
as Oyejide (1975, p.23) has noted,

Further

"export of manufactured

goods may have to wait even longer because it requires vigorous
action in terms of export promotion, the establishment of
market networks and what is more important, a favourable
commercial policy by the advanced countries in terms of the
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importation of manufactured goods from the less developed
countries."

This chapter represents a case study of Chenery's

import substitution model to determine the sources of industrial
growth in Nigeria.

We address the question:

To what extent

does Nigerian production, import, export and domestic
absorption data on various groups of consumer, intermediate
and capital goods fit the Chenery hypothesis. noted above.

The chapter

begins with a discussion of the pattern of industrial growth
after 1960 in Nigeria.
Pattern of Industrial Growth after 1960
Although the beginning of Nigeria's industrialization
goes back well into the 1950's, the evidence suggests a
great "spurt" of industrialization seems to have begun
after independence in 1960.

The period of rapid industrial

growth coincided with the formulation of the First National
Development Plan (1962;68), designed to promote industrializa4
.
t lOn.
Taking an optimistic view of the role p~ayed by the
manufacturing sector in the process of economic development,
Nigeria's government embarked on a process of government
inspired or "planned" industrialisation.

5

The priority

accorded to industrialisation of course has itS roots in
the concept of a "leading sector".

Lewis (1967, p.l5) argued

that "in any economy one or more sectors serves as a prime
mover, drivingthe eco;,omy forward".

Hirschman (1958, pp.l09-l0)

has also argued that the manufacturing industry is likely to
be a more powerful generator of induced investment through
the vertical linkage effects.
In many LDCs, it is argued that support for industrialization as a leading sector comes partly from its dynamic nature
which involved greater (backward and forward)
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linkages as

compared with the limited "transmission of technological" and
"organizational stimulus'' from agriculture to the rest of the
economy.

Further support has its primary basis in the statistical

evidence that is provided by the historical experiences of the
advanced, industrial countries.
In recent years, substantial evidence has accumulated in
the literature that Nigeria has enjoyed a rate of growth of
its large scale manufacturing sector which is indeed impressive.
Although manufacturing's relative contribution to both gross
domestic product and gross national income remains statistically
small, it is regarded as the leading sector whose growth should
stimulate the rest of the economy.

Berger (1975, pp.32;34) has

provided evidence which suggests that there has been horizontal
and vertical industrial growth through the diversification of
industry.

Horizontally, new industries have been established

which were not directly related to the existing industries and,
vertically, there has been an expansion of various industries
producing inputs for other industries (for example a glass works
producing bottles for an existing brewery).

But the factors

underlying the industrial growth are diverse and some have already
been noted above.

While these factors cannot be discussed

comprehensively, four points are particularly relevant to our
discussion here.
Firstly, there is the view that imports create domestic
markets.

Hirschman (1958, p.l2l) has argued that

"imports still provide the safest, most incontrovertible proof that the market is there.
Moreover, they
condition the consumer to the product, breaking down
his initial resistance.
Imports thus reconnoitre and
map out the country's -demand;
they reduce uncertainty
and reduce selling costs at the same time, thereby bringing
perceptibly closer the point at which domestic production
can be economically started."
If one accepts the above argument, it follows that the
rapid industrial growth in Nigeria after 1960 was a result of the
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domestic market becoming large enough to reach a domestic
supply threshold.
Secondly, there was a policy instrument, i.e. tariff
protection, which turns out to have been significantly important
in terms of encouraging the establishment of manufacturing
industries in Nigeria in the 1960s.

Oyelabi (1972, p.28l) noted

that nominal tariff rates on goods produced or goods that could
be produced domestically, especially in the field of consumer
goods, were rising after 1960.

If we assume that initially,

domestic supply will lag behind the growth in domestic demand,
there is the possibility that domestic prices will rise.

The

combination of rising domestic prices and rising tariff rates
would increase profits from investment in consumer goods or
industries producing consumer goods.

This in turn has an obvious

implication for the pattern of growth in those industries. Further,
imported raw materials were crucial to the manufacturing sector
as shown in Table 5.1.

Since tariffs on intermediate and capital

goods imports were low, this provided an advantage to investors
in terms of purchasing input materials or equipment.

The rela-

tively low capital outlay combined with high prices of .finished
products meant high profit rates in the consumer goods industries.
It is important to point out that tariffs or restrictions on
imports allow a country to omit the problem of having to maintain
internal demand in equilibrium with supply.
tariffs could hinder the

develop~ent

goods and capital goods industries.

6

However, such

of domestic intermediate
Thirdly, starting fr0m 1960,

development expenditures were increased.

Table 5.2 shows federal

and regional state government expenditures between 1960 and 1973.
In 1960 according to Table 5.2, total government expenditure
including transfers was 10.7% of G.D.P.
to more than one quarter.

By 1973, it increased

Further, investment expenditure was

43.3% of the total government expenditure in 1960 and 44% in 1973.
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Table 5.1
Imported Raw Material Content
of Manufacturing in Nigeria

Percent of Imported Raw
Materials of Total

Number of
Industries

Under 10

8

10 - 24
25

-

39

40

-

54

55

-

69

8
9

12
6

70 - 84

3

85 and over
Source:

7

Federal Republic of Nigeria, Third National Development Plan, 1975-80, Volume 1, pp. 151-155.
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Fourthly, apart from mining

~nd

quarrying, the bulk of

private foreign capital was concentrated in manufacturing over
the 1960-70 period.

This is partly explained by the fact that

foreign investors had an almost exclusive controlling interest
in those industries which

wer~

capital intensive, especially,

in plastic products, fabricated metal products, electrical
machinery and transport equipment, as well as tobacco and
chemical products.

By 1967, private foreign investors owned

approximately 61% of the paid up capital investment in the
manufacturing sector, while 12% was owned by Nigerian private
investors, and the remaining 27% was accounted for by the
Nigerian government. 7

As can be seen in Table 5.3, it would

appear that the manufacturing industries have been based almost
entirely on foreign investment
The four factors and those noted above, have helped in
shaping the pattern of iridustrial growth in Nigeria.

By 1965,

when our data begins, there had been import replacement in
major consumer goods industries such as textiles,. leather
and wood products.

On the other hand, between 1965;1971 the

largest increases in imports have been in capital goods
(machinery, basic metal and transport equipment) as well as
intermediate products, especially in chemicals.

In the same

period there was a decline in the importation of consumer goods
with the exception of food and beverages (Appendix Table 5A-2).
Inspection of Appendix Tables 5Al- and 5Al- reveals an increase
in domestic demand for manufacturing goods from N751.52 million
in 1965 to Nl977.9 million in 1974.

This is partly explained

by the rapid increase in investment activities as well as the
rapid increase in real income which influenced the demand for
manufactured consumer goods.

This implies a relative movement
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Table 5.3
Source of Paid up Capital in
Nigerian Manufacturing Industries 1965

Percentage

Group

NI-l

Nigerian Private Investment

15.28

11.9

Foreign Investment

78. 17

60.9

Nigerian Government

34.91

27.2

128.36

100.0

Total

Source:

Schatzl, (1969, p. 1'18)
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away from agriculture towards industry which should be shown
up by production data, and which may also be illustrated by
labour force data, at least in relative if not iri absolute
terms.

The lack of reliable labour force data for Nigeria

poses difficulties in verifying the extent to which the
planned objectives of the government have been achieved.

If

one accepts the relatively high growth rate of GDP during the
1960s and early 1970s as a yardstick for measuring per capita
income, one can, with reservation, conclude that real GDP
per capita has been rising over time.
Significantly, the four factors discussed above have
also influenced the two periods under study differentiy in
terms of import substitution as well as the extent to which
increased in domestic demand were met by domestic supply.
noted above, tariffs reduce the growth of imports.

As

Given the

reduction in import growth, import substitution took place in
most industries between 1965;1970.

In the second period,

(1970/71- 1973/74), there was an increase in imports and
domestic demand in all industries (Tables 5A-2 and 5A-3).

This

led to substantial negative import substitution in many industries
and a high relative contribution of domestic demand to sources
of growth in output and value added.

Further, the rate of

growth in domestic supply was lower than the rate of growth in
imports during the second period.

This was a disappointment for

the second development plan of 1970-74 which

emphasiz~d

import

substitution as well as industries which cater for an overseas
.

.

market in order to improve foreign exchange earnings.
Gross Output and Gross Value Added

8

The percentage increase

in value added and gross output of manufacturiDg industries
separately and by groups of industries according to the ISIC
are given in Table 5.4 fqr the three years under study.
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Table 5.4

·~

.

...~

Table 5.4
Percentaee Increase in Gross Output and Gross
Gross Output
1965/6
1965/6
1970/1
1973/4
1970/1
1973/4

ISIC

V~lue

Added

Gross Value Added
1965/6
1965/6
1970/l
1973/4
1970/i
1~73/4

Consumer goods
3111-22 Food and beverages

96

113

-8

267

147

49

3131-40 Tobacco, beer and
spirits

180

45

93

2

50

-32

3231-40 Leather

410

261

41

266

100

88

88

36

38

71

16

48

3412-20 Paper, printing

502

250

72

. 448

18"6

91

3610-20 Pottery and glass

486

475

2

380

450

-13

407

403

.8

381

479

-17

444

243

58

518

284

61

49

29

16

78

37

30

597

211

124

192

225

-10

40

225'

-57

18

250

-66

3691-99 Other non-metallic

114

-15

150

144

-19

199

3720-3819 Basic Metal

127

43

58

191

88

55

3822

Machinery

-29

33

-42

-67

-20

-59

3SJ2

Electrical equipment

298

154

57

224

171

19

38~1-43

Transport

58

'-89

. 282

18

-63

215

185

121

29

222

145

31

151

110

20

188

109

38

328

250

22

336

290

12

100

15

73

149

33

87

3311-20 Wood products

Intermediate goods

3211

Textiles

3521-50 Chemical products
3551-59 Rubber
3560
39

Plastics
Miscellaneous

.

Capital goods

,

Total Manufacturing

Industries primarily producing
Consumer goods
r~termediate

goods

C:1pital goods

Source: Cociputed !rom Appendix Tables SA-l, SA-2 and SA-3
Cla~sificatioa

o! industry groups follows Chenery (1960)
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shows some interesting and important results .on the growth of
various industries within

th~

period 1965/66-1973/74.

First,

the rapid growth rates of most industries are caused by their
small bases.

In terms of absolute value, some of these industries

are not significant (see Appendices 5A-l, 5A-2, 5A-3). Secondly,
growth rates among industries show an extremely wide range
across individual industries as well as the sub-groups
of industries.

Thirdly, by comparing industrial growth rates

for the two periods, it is apparent that the growth rate among
individual industries and sub-groups of industries are faster
in the first period (1965/66-1970/71).

In other words, since

1970/71, there has been a general slow down in the rate of
growth of most industries in terms of industrial output and of
sub-groups of industries producing primarily consumer and inter·m~diate

go9ds.

On the other. hand, tobacco, beer, spirits,

wood products, non-metallic goods, basic metals, and transport
industries have all'accelerated since

1970/71~

Further, the

acceleration of the growth rates of the last three industries
has in turn accelerated the rate of growth in the sub-groups
of industries producing primarily capital goods.

Fourthly, there

has been a decline in the growth rate in total value· added over
each of the two consecutive periods.

The deceleration is found

in most individual industries as well as industry groups.

Fifthly,

the consumer goods industries have been growing at a relatively
slower rate as compared to intermediate and capital goods
industries in the sub-groups between the first and second period.
Industries producing primarily intermediate goods

gr~w

at a

faster rate (relative to the protected consumer industries) in
the first period than in the second.

In the second period, inter-

mediate and consumer goods in the sub-group industries .had almost
-127-

the same growth rate.

At the same time, industries producing

consumer goods grew less than the industries producing consumer
goods in the first period.

But in the second period, they

grew more than three and a half times as rapidly as consumer
goods in the

sub~group

industries in terms of gross output.

The above results are also true among individual industries
as well as sub-groups of individual industries primarily
producing consumer and intermediate goods in terms of value
added.

Furthermore, the high growth rates in the first period

for intermediate industries in terms of output and value
added were not a general pattern in all such industries.
has been largely dominated by the textile industry.

It

Further,

the high growth rate for industries producing capital goods
in the sub-groups during the second period was a result of
domination

~y

the transport industry.

Rate of· Growth and Trade Ratios

Other important aspects

of structural change which deserve comment are the proportiqn
of domestic production in total supply, the share of exports
as well as the composition of imports in total supply.

The

data presented in Table 5.5 shows the percentages of domestic
supply, the share of exports and the composition of imports
in total supply for individual industries and sub-groups for
1965/66, 1970/71 and 1973/74.
trend is apparent.

On import replacement, a clearer

From 1965/66 to 1970/71, the share of

domestic supply of consumer and intermediate

~roups

of

industries increased consistently with only five of the
sixteen separate industries indicating any decline.
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..
';'able S.S
Stat!st~~s on Pr~~u~:!o~ an~ :radr

1965-1971.
Perccr.cage o!

PercEn::age o! ex;>ort,S

d~est1c

production in cocal ~ur;>lY
oC manufactured goods
1965/6

1970/l

1973/!.

in total supply of
oanu!~cture~

1970/l

60.1

Food and beverages

69

79

62

66. J

TobHcco, beer & spirits

88

92

94

.:z

Leather

67

'\.:ood

products

Textiles
Che~ical

84

20

57.5

u.s

))

78

70.5

Rubber
Plastics

60

Miscellaneous
Oth~r-

non-metallic

•

62

12.5

Machinery

2

lZ

8

6

49

54

111 • .5

])

IJ.J

14.0

11.4

46

9.5

4.5

1.6

.:r

.1

.)

J,.1_

)8

z

.3

9.1
)6.2

ll

16

110

u.s

78.~

67

22

29.5

14

20

20

96.2

87 • .5

98

J6.

47

4.5
40.6

.1
98

99

88

78

82

78.2

98

97

• a.

2

z

J
48

16

18 .

11

. 4)

57

57

43

42.4

40

32

:n

68

1l

79

19

68

57. s

12.3

6

6

JS

41.

7J

74

~tanufacturing

Incec:;:Jediate goods

J8

Capi.~al

29.6

goods-

.1

18

Trar:sport

Consumer goods

)8

22

Electrical equipment

Total

21

40

59.4

Basic metal

J1

49

75

55

64

l97J/4

15.1

71

80

86

1970/1

)1.4

ss.s

products

.02

~~~s

l96S/6

!97)/4

44

116

Paper-, printing
Pottery and.glass

46

54

~anu[actur•~

goods

1965/6

Perc_cnc~;e cf !:-:?orcS
in cot~! .u~ply ot

Source:

27

1.2

26

See Table 5.4
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3.3

70.4

The percentage of domestic supply in total supply has been
highest in 1970/71 with industries primarily producing consw~er

goods taking the commanding lead.

provided

Domestic supply,

43% in 1965/66, . 57% .in 1970/71 and

1973/74 of the total domestic demand.

48%

in

Further, domestic

demand accelerated less rapidly than domestic supply between
1965/66-1970/71, but it rose more rapidly than domestic
supply in the second period.
The respective shares of exports in total supply were
16% in 1965/66, 18% in 1970/71 and 11% in 1973.

Assuming

that 30% is taken as a level which an industry should attain
in order to be classified as export-oriented, only four in
1965/66, three in 1970/71 and three in 1973/74 could be so
classified.

Several industries, especially those producing

consumer goods and intermediate goods, have about 10% of
production designated
for export markets.
,

These industries

are clearly associated with primary production and their
domestic costs of production seem to have fallen.
industries primarily producing capital goods,

But

(with the

exception of non-metallic minerals) are still far from the
export market category.

The most important manufactured

corrunodities for Nigeria are leather, wood prooucts

(plywood),

rubber, non-metallic minerals and food and beverages.

These

five products accounted for the bulk of Nigeria's manufactured
goods exports between 1965/66 and 1973/74, all of which are
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l2bour-intensive commodities.

Many have argued that since

these industries produce more labour-intensive commodities
and have had high rates of growth of industrial employment,
it raises the question as to whether }liaeria should specialize,

according to comparative advantage, and

produc~

and export

labour-intensive commodities and import its capital intensive
requirements.

It is arguable that the comparative advantage

of Nigeria lies in the production of labour-intensive goods
Since most industrial reSearch

1

technological innovation

and production techniques are controlled by the developed
countries.

On the other hand, without the technological trans-

fer from developed countries, Nigeria will not be able .to
compete in international trade,9 and this will lead to a
greater technological gapbetween Nigeria and the developed
economies.lO
The

percent~ge

share. Of imports irt· total supply

for manufacturing fell from 57% in 1965/66 to 52%
Between 1970/71 and 1973/74, there was a

gener~l

i~

1973/74.

increase in

the importation of consumer, intermediate, as well as the
capital goods in the sub-groups.

The general rise in imports

was due to the fact that the domestic demand rose faster than
the domestic supply.
In summary, the manufacturing sector of the Nigerian
economy has changed considerably over the period covered.
The domestic supply of previously imported goods has led
to changes in the import

s~ructure.
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Manufacturing has

become one of the fastest

9ro~ing

sectors and its growth rate

has only been surpassed by that of the mining and quarrying.
But it would seem on the basis of its contribution to both the
gross domestic product and gross national income, 11 which has
remained statistically small, that "the growth of the manufacturing is a lesser prime cause ·of the growth o.f the
economy".12

In fact, it ~eems to be the case that the rapid

growth in most industries is partly explained by their small
bases.

Finally, the process of economic development involves

the relative importance of various aggregates as well as changes
in the composition of industrial output.

In order. to analyse the

industrial growth process, we shall now turn to the various
factors which are considered to be responsible for growth_., as well
as the etructural changes possibly taking place within th~
industrial sectQr itself.
'

Import Substitution Model
General Description.

The empirical frame-work for this

chapter is based on the import substitution model developed by
Chenery

(1960)

growth".

in his study of "the pattern of il)dustrial

This model is used here to determine the sources of

growth in domestic output and value added in Nigerian manufacturinq
industries.

Chenery defines inport substitution in tenns of the reduction of

the proportion of imports in total supply.

Once one accepts

the above definition, it follows that import-substitution is
taking place if domestic supply rises faster than imports.l3
Conversely, if imports rise more rapidly as compared to domestic supply, then import penetration is occuring.
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Applying the above definition and rule, Chenery
apportions the growth in domestic output to

(i)

(1960)

the growth in

demand on the assumption that a constant proportion of total
supply is imported and (ii) the reduction in the ratio of im14
. h h e re f ers to as 1mport
.
ports to tota 1 supp 1 y, wh lC
su b s t.1 t u t.10n.

Specification of the Equations to be Estimated.
In the present work, Chenery's approach will be used with
some modifications similar to those made by Lewis and Soligo
(1965).

Following Lewis and Soligo (1965), the basic identity for
measuring import substitution can be represented in the following notations and equations.

We

start with a general equili-

brium condition that

D

=S

( 5. 1)

where D is equal to total

deman~

and S equals total supply.

Further, the change in total supply is equal to the change in
total demand, s~ th~t
AD

where

D.

=

( 5. 2)

AS

represents change.

their component parts.

These aggregates can be broken into

Thus, total supply is equal to domestic

supply Sd plus import supply (M) and total demand is equal to
the sum of final demand including inventory accumulation Df'
export demand Dx, and intermediate demand,
these variables into (5.2) and
ASd

=

.ADf

rearr~nging,

+ AD 1 +

ADx - 4M

o1 .

Substituting

gives
(5. 3)

As pointed out above, :chenery' s model relates import substitution to the change in the ratio of imports to total supply
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Given the change in total demand,

from one period to the next.

the change in total domestic output which would have taken place
if there had been no import substitution is given by

sd

-r
Y-'here S d

AD

I

+

(.5. 4)

sl
is the ratio of domestic supply to the total supply in

-1

s1
the base period which stays constant.

In other wordsi if a

country such as Nigeria continues to impoit in subsequent years
the same proportion of its total supply as in the base year
(1965/6' for this study), the change in domestic output which

would have been required to meet the change in total demand is
represented by equation (5.4). ·Equation (5.4) therefore describes
changes in domestic supply in terms of changes in the
ponents of demand.

th~ee

com-

However, the available data for Nigeria's

manufacturing inaustries are not adequate to allow separation
of domestic final demand and intermediate demand.
combined in t~is study.
sd

1

~~f

They are

Equation 5.4 can then be expressed as

+ DI) + sd

sl

1

ADX
(5. 5)

sl

where I refers to the base period and the change in domestic
supply due to import substitution is_ measured by the change in
domestic supply which results from the actual change in the
domestic proportion of total supply imported, when total demand
is held constant.

The total increase in domestic supply between

any two periods is given by:
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~f
Where Sd

+

D~

6D X

( 5. 6)

is the ratio of domestic production to total supply in
2

52

the second period.

The change in domestic output can now be

isolated into four parts.
(i)

Sd

ADf represents the

ch~nge

in domestic supply due to

1

sl
the expansion of final demand.
~D

(ii) Sd
1

1 represents the change in domestic supply due to

sl
change in intermediate demand.
(iii)

Sd

6Dx. represents the change in domestic production due

1

sl
to change in export demand.
( i v)

the change in domestic supply

s2~represents

due to import substitution.
Sources of Change in Value Added
The foregoing discussion has
of domestic output.

la~gely

focussed on the growth

It also is important to analyze the growth

in value added, since the latter measures the contribution of
domestic factors of production to output.

According to Lewis

and Soligo (1965), sources of growth in the gross output, are
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similar to those for value added.

However, besides chahges in

demand, one would like to consider the changing relationship
between value added and gross output over time,. as well as,
between industries.

If a constant ratio of value added to

gross output is maintained over time, both measures will yield
the same results.

Even if this is the case, however, the ratios
'

of value added to gross output often vary across industries within manufacturing.

It follows that estimates of the sources of

growth for such a sector, will vary according to which measure
is used, as the industry mix changes over time.

We therefore

allocate the change in value added to various factors by letting

Av

+

( 5. 7)

Where

v1
sd

~V

is the change in value added to various factors, and

is the ratio of value added to gross value of output and V
1

is the value added.

Assuming that the ratio of dome$tic

production ta ·total supply and the proportion of value

added

in domestic production are the same in both periods, the

_...
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first two terms in

(5.7) measure the change in value added

due to change in domestic and

~xport

demand,

r~spectively.

The third term measures the effect of import substitution
while the last term measures the effect of the value added of
changes in the ratio of value added to domestic output.
Further, the last term in 5.7 has been referred to by
some as a 'residual' since it measures inter alia, the effect
of inter-industry changes in the composition of domestic supply as well as changes in technical efficiency.

These factors

according to Lewis and Soligo (1965), "are usually grouped
together and called technical change."
Relation to Previous Em£irical Findings
Chenery (1960) has presented data indicaiing that the
importance of import substitution is greatest .in the early
stages of industrialization and its relative importance as
a source of growth declines consistently over time.

As

mentioned above, he demonstrated that "the increased share
of domestic production in total supply, defined as import
substitution, is more important than the pure demand effects
(32%), since it accounts for 50% of industrialization"~lS
Following the publication of these findings, Maizels (1963)
provided empirical support for Chenery's claim when he
analyzed the imports of industrial products of a sample of
"semi-industrial countries" from 1913 to 1959.
the following:

He concluded

(1) by 1959 the semi-indus.trial countries
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had largely eliminated the import of "low technology" consumer
manufacturers.

(2) Between 1899 and 1959, the proportion of

textiles and clothing in manufactured imports of the semiindustrial countries fell from 55% to 9%.

The domestic supply

of complex and heavy industry, srich as machinery and transport
equipment and chemicals, rose from 14% to 64%.

Further the

domestic supply of textiles and clothing in the lower income
countries fell from 44% to 15%. 16
A number of other studies, Lewis and Soligo (1965), Lev.•is
(1969) and Ahmed (1968), have revealed the importance of import
substitution in the early stages of development.

Table 5.6

shows that virtually all of the growth from 1951/52-1954/55
in Pakistan has been due to import substitution with the
commanding lead of 96.6%.

In later years, it declined from

96.6% cited to, first, 22.9% in 1954/55-1959-60 and -0.3% in
1959/60-1963/64.

Over the same period, domestic demand rose

from 2.4% to 53.1% and

95~7%

respectively.

was of major importance in intermediate

E~port

good~

demand

and this has

been attributed to the growth of the jute textile industry.
The results for India cover two periods
1961).

(1951~1956

17

and 1956-

The relative importance of import-substitution de-

clined from 29.8% in 1956 to 13.3% in 1961.

On the other

hand, the relative contribution of domestic demand rose from
61.2% in 1956 to 83.5% in 1961.
The foregoing examples

demonstra~e

that import substitu-

tion tends to dominate in the early stages of industrialization
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Table 5.6
Percentage Contribution of Three Sources of Growth
In Manufacturing Industry:

India and Pakistan

Domestic
Demand

Export
Demand

Import
Substitution

India (1951-1956)*
Constnner goods
Intermediate goods
Capital goods
All industries

83.3
25.9
45.1
61.2

6.2
26.1
0.4
8.8

10.4
47.9
54.4
29.8

India (1956-1961)*
Constnner goods
Intermediate goods
Capital goods
All industries

83.5
80.5
88.5
83.5

0.1
7.2
0.4
3.2

16.2
12.1
10.9
13.3

2.5
7.2

1.4
5.2
0.9
1.8

Pakistan (1951-1954/5) **
Constnner goods
Intermediate goods
Capital goods
All industries
Pakistan 1954/5-1959/60**
Consumer goods
Intermediate goods
Capital goods
All industries

-6.7
2.4
55.7
34.0
71.8
53.1

16.5
57.8
1.0

24.0

Pakistan 1959/60-1963/4**
Consumer goods
110.0
Intermediate goods
47.6
Capital goods
108.5
All industries
95.7
Sources:

-1.1.
21.8

1.2
4.6

*Ahmed (1968)
**Lewis and Soligo (1965)
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96.2

87.4
106.0
96.6
27.8
8.1
27.2
22.9

-8.9
30.6
. -9.6
-0.3

and its importance declines as the economy develops its own
internal dynamics as well as further integration of the economy.
What explains the early lead·of import substitution as a source
of growth is the fact that import substitution poses little
problem in the earliest stages of infant industrialization.

A

policy of import substitution. tends however t6 be increasingly
difficult to follow beyond the stages of consumer goods to
intermediate and capital goods.

This stems from the fact that

the capital intensity of import substitution industries and
the import content of investment rises as the economy transits
from consumer to intermediate goods.
demand factor.

18

A further problem is the

An increasingly large domestic market is

required for the achievement of a minimally efficient scale
19
.
. t erme d.1a t e an d cap1. t a 1 goo d s 1n
. d us t r1es.
.
o f pro d uc t 1on
o f 1n
It follows therefore, that import substitution gets "stuck" if
an economy has not developed internal dynamics to facilitate
the production of intermediate and capital goods.

20

Table 5.7b presents some empirical evidence for Nigeria
between 1957 and 1967.

In the sub-period

1957~1962,

domestic

demand accounted for 25.4 per cent of the growth in the output
of all manufacturing industries.

The contribution of import

substitution in the same.sub..,..period was 74.2 per cent.
other hand, in the sub-period 1962;1967,

im~ort

On the

substitution

contributed 62.9 per cent while domestic demand contributed
36.9 per cent.

From these results, Oyejide (1975, p.30)

concluded that "clearly, therefore, the importance of
import substitution has been greatest in the earliest stages
of industrial growth and has been declining steadily over
time."
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Table 5 .7.:b
Percentage Contribution of Three Sources
of Growth in Nigerian Manufacturing Industry
by Sub-sectors: 1957~67; 1957-62; and 1962-67
Domestic
Demand

Export
Demand

Import
Substitution

Consumer goods

24.8

0.7

74.5

Intermediate goods

22.7

0.0

77.3

9.2

0.0

90.8

19.8

0.1

80.1

33.3

1.2

65.5

188.5

0.0

-88.6

Capital goods

11.0

0.0

.89

All industry

25.4

0.4

74.2

Consumer goods

37 .. 2

0.7

59.5

Intermediate goods

30.1

0.0

90.0

Capital goods

33.2

0.1

66.7

All industry

36.9

0.2

62.9

Industry
1957-1967

Capital goods
All industry
1957-1962
Consumer goods
Intermediate goods

.o

1962-:-'1967

Source:

Oyejide (1975, p.29).

Data and Empirical Results, Nigeria: 1965-1974
Data

The data series used for the results presented below

have been constructed,

u~ing

the Federal-Office of Statistics

(FOS) publications as the primary source.

The years that were

used for the cross-sectional analysis were 1965/66, 1970/71 and
1973/74.

The fiscal year 1965/66 was chosen as the base period because
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it was in the middle of the First National Development Plan.
Further, the above plan emphasized the policy of economic
development based on the import substitution model.

Fiscal

year 1970/71 was the second year chosen because the Second
National Development Plan was launched in 1970.

This plan

promotes the programme of' import substitution as well as the
establishment of industries which cater to
The last period chosen

w~s

overs~as

the fiscal year 1973/74.

markets.
This was

two years after a fundamental change in economic poliby
regarding ownership of industry.

In February 1972, a promotion

decree was promulgated with the following principal objectives:
to create opportunities for Nigeria's indigenous investors;
to maximize local retention of profits;
level of

intermedi~~e

and to raise the

and capital goods production.

Another reason fdr the selection of 1965/66, 1970/71 and
1973/74 is that these were census of manufactures years and
detailed information is available for

i~ports~

export~,

domestic output and value added at the 4-digit Standard
Industrial Classification level.

Further, data are

for 16 manufacturing industries in 1965/66, 48
1970/71 and 48 industries in 1973/74.

avai~able

indus~ries

in

The respective larger

number of industries in 1970/71 and 1973/74 is a result of
a disaggregation of Standard Industrial Classifications used
in 1965/66, which increased the number of 4-digit industries.
However, the 16 industries in

196~/66

are equivalent to the

48 industries in 1970/71 and 1973/74 respectively.

From

the ISIC, it was possible to aggregate the 48 industries
in both 1970/71 and 1973/74 to 16 industries in 1965/66.
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The 16 industries included are large scale industries.
These are all part of the modern sector, and are

manufac~

turing industries with ten or more paid employees.

Hence,

they are included in the· census of manufacutring industries
in Nigeria (CMI).

This has meant the exclusion of

sm~ll

scale industries from the analysis, though its exact
magnitude is virtually unknown.

Kilby (1969) noted the

following three features of small scale industry:

(1) Such

enterprise is not evenly spread geographically, but tends
to be highly concentrated in the new commercial and

admin~

istrative cities where there is considerable wage employment;
there is comparatively little small industry in the large
traditional towns of the north and western regions.

This

clustering occurs-because the products of small industry
are consumer goods and it is only where there is a concentration of consumer purchasing power that these essentially
satellite activities can be supported on any scale.

( 2)

At

least three different types of producers can be identified
in the small industry sector.

Unskilled producers of

crude consumer goods whose number is closely related to
the volume of urban immigration,

the skilled artisan

producers of simple but better quality products, e.g. leather,
and relatively complex modern small-scale industry,
e.g. baking.

(3)

Total employment in urban small scale

industry would seem to be

in

the

neighbourhood of

100,000, which is less than in rural cottage industry, but
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greater than the number employed in establishments of ten or
more.

(Kilby, 1969, p. 19)
It follows from the above that the spread of large scale

industry in the new commercial and administrative cities,
where there is

consider~ble

employment, may lead to the de-

cline in the small scale industry over the same period.
Throughout the data collection, there was a particularly
crucial problem with the import data, because of the divergence
between domestic market prices of imports and the. cost price,
less duties; the former usually being higher.

For this study

use is made of current·domestic prices since it was not possible to find detailed world price data for the imports covered.
As Lewis and Soligo ·(1965) have pointed out, the lack of any
adjustment for relative price changes will mean that differential
movement between industries could be explained by changes in
relative prices as opposed to changes in real flows of goods.
Additionally, adjustments for relative price changes among
industry groups may not eliminate the problem of intra-industry
price and compositional changes.
Emoirical Results.

Before proceeding with the empirical re-

sults, it is necessary to mention that the available data for
Nigeria's manufacturing industries are not adequate to allow
separation of domestic final demand and intermediate demand.
~ve

therefore followed the method of Lewis and Soligo (1965)

and combined these into a single variable.
from the method used by

This differs

Morley and Smith (1969) where inter-

mediate demands generated by import substitution itself is
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added to the relative importance of import substitution that
is actually taking place.21

Nevertheless, the exclusion of

intermediate demands due to import substitution poses no
serious problem since only few intermediate goods were produced during this period.
(a)

Sources of Growth in Domestic Output.

fo}_-mulation

(equation 5.. 6)

and relative contributions

The proposed

was used to calculate the absolute
m~de

by the three sources of growth

specified for the three periods.

Table 5r8 presents the

relative contribution or each or the sources or growth to
individual industries.
Consider first the entire period 1965/66-1973/74.

The

variable domestic demand was significant for each of the industry groups and contributed 71% to all industries.

The highest

contribution was made in the machinery industry which included
the production of office and computing equipments.

The remain-

ing two variables, export demand and import substitution, contributed 9% and

i9%

respectively.

The contribution of export

demand was significant only in the food and

beverage~,

products, basic metal and non-metallic industries.

wood

Industries

producing non-metallic materials include pottery, china and
earthenware, glass, cement, and concrete products.

On the

other hand, metal industries include tools, cutlery and
general hardware.

Import-substitution made a significant

contribution in paper and printing, and in textile industries.
The paper and printing industries include paper pulp and
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Table 5.8
Percentage contribution of three sources of grovth. in manufacturing Industry by industry group
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publishing while the textile industry produces raw cloth as
well as clothing.

Import

sub~titution

made a negative con-

tribution to seven industries and less than 30% to nine industries.

The negative contribution made by import substitution

to various industries implies that import substitution did not
occur over the whole spectrum of manufacturing industries i.e.;
from consumer goods through capital goods.
Turning to the period 1965/66-1970/71, some significant
changes took place in the contributions of the three sources
of growth.

The results for the two variables--domestic demand

and import substitution have a strong general similarity.
They have approximately the same explanatory power in all ineustries· together with danestic demand (48%) and import substitution
(41%).

In addition, both made a significant contribution to

each industry group.

The domestic demand contribution was

more pronounced in rubber 1 plastics, wood products, tobacco,
beer, spirits and machinery.

On the other hand, import sub-

stitution took the lead in textiles, potter.y and glass, e1ectrical equipment and the miscellaneous category.

The export

demand variable, with 11% contribution to all industry, made
a significant contribution to food and beverages
23.7% to non-metallic industry.

(40%) and

It is necessary to point out

that industries producing non-metallic products are relatively
unimportant in terms of
However,

tlle

building

the~r

and

contribution to the GOP.
construction

industry has helped the growth of the non-metallic mineral

•.
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I

I

products industries.

The high percentage contribution of

export demand (i.e.;23.7%)

is partly explained by the fact

that the country's demand for the products has not been
adequately satisfied.22

A priori, we would expect import

substitution to be positive.

This stems from the fact

tha~

1965/66-1970/71 can be taken as an early stage of import
.substitution.

Yet, this has not been the case in such

tries as machinery and transport.

indu~-

This seems to reaffirm

Chenery's fihding that industries above what he referred to
as a "typical" share of production were principally industries
dependent on domestic agriculture while those that experienced
little import substitution were often industries dependento:-i
imported raw materials.

However, the negative import substi-

tution in industries such as rubber and wood products seem

~o

suggest that dependence on domestic agriculture and local raw
·materials would not necessarily make an industry typical.
The empirical results for the :reriod 1970/71-1973/74
confirm

a priori expectations in terms of the decline in

the relative importance of import substitution as a source of
growth.

Its contribution fell from 41% in 1970/71 to -36% ln

1973/74, and made negative contributions to most of the industry groups.

However, import substitution did fairly welJ

in transport, non-metallic industries, miscellaneous and
plastic industries.

The export

de~and

variable finished a

weak second with 3% contribution to all industries.

It made

a 60% contribution to the rubber industry producing tires and
tubes.

Further, a substantial contribution was made to the

.;..]_48-

miscellaneous

On the other hand, the source

industry category.

of growth for all industries grouped together was largely explained
by domestic demand.
The foregoing discussion has uncovered the rather wide
differences in the. relative importance of various sources of
growth in the individual industry groups.

As stated abov-:_ ·,

v.'e

were unable to separate final demand DF from intermediate dema~d
D1 because of data problems.

ln order to remove the possibility

of bias, one would like to examine sources of output growth by
sub-groups of industries aggregated from individual industries
statistics.

The problem with such an approach, is that sub-

groups results may be

by few industries.

dominat~d

The empirical results for the three sub-groups for two periods,
1965/66-1970/71 and 1970/71-1973/74, and also for the entire
period 1965/66-1973/74, were calculated by dividing equation
5. 6 by change in domestic supply
for industry sub-groups
first at the results

(A

Sd).

~represented

The summary results

in Table 5.J.

Looking

for all manufacturing industries, wide

differences between period one and twb are evident.

Import

substitution accounted for 19% and export demc:md for 9.1% over
the entire period.

In period one, import substitution

counted for 41% and export demand for 11%.

ac~

This reaffirms

the empirical proposition that import substitution is a relatively more important source -of industrial growth in the
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early stages of development.

Consider next the second

period, v.•hen the contribution of import substitution seems
to have declined markedly, so that a value of -36% is produced.

Export demand also fell from 11% in the first

period to 3% in the second period.

The domestic demand--

the addition of intermediate and final demand--ma},es re1ative contributions of 71.3% in the entire period, 48% in
the first period and 132.3% in the second period.

In value

terms, the magnitudes involved are 509 million for domestic
demand, 132.2 million for import substitution and 65 million
for export demand for the

ent~re

period.

The results ob-

tained in this study seem to be comparable to the

re~u1ts

obtained in 1962 by Chenery, Watenabe, and Shisido.

They

ascribed 38% of the total growth in industrial output to
import substitution, 56% to domestic demand and 6% to export
demand. 23

It is not unreason~ble to argue that the do~inance

of domestic demand as a source of growth in Nigeria (1974) and
in Japan (1954)

reflects a greater degree of

integr~tion

within

both economies or that both economies have operated on the
strength of their own internal dynamics.

Given the struc-

tural change which has taken place since 1954, it is the
case that export expansion would be more important as a
source of growth in the Japanese economy. 24
An examination of the three groups producing consumer

goods, intermediate and capital goods shows important
differences between the two periods.
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In period 1965/66-

1973/74, import substitution was not a source of growth in
capital good industries

(-20%), and it made a negligible

contribution to consumer goods

~2%).

Import substitution

was of equal importance to intermediate goods, and it
accounted for 43% of the growth in the intermediate gdods
industries.

The impressive contribution made by import

substitution to intermediate gdods industries occurred
mainly in textiles, plastics and chemical goods industries.
The chemical goods industries include fertilizers and pesticides, and the plastic industries produce plastic household
goods.

Export demand was of ffi;3.jor i.rrp:Jrtance in capital goods industries

because of the impressive contribution of the growth-in nonmetallic industries.

On the other hand, domestic demand

accounted for 78% of the growth in output of consumer goods
industries as compared to 57% for intermediate goods industries
and 101%

fort~~- ~apital

goods industries.

Principally, the

relative importance of domestic demand in the capital goods
industries, was largely dominated by machinery industries
and transport industries producing motor bodies, shipbuilding
and

the ship repa{r industry.
Further, we consider an intertemporal comparison of the

relative importance of the sources of growth between the. first
and the second periods for the three groups producing consumer,
intermediate and capital goods industries.

In period 1965/66-

1970/71, import substitution was important in the intermediate
goods industries and consumer goods industries.

Over the same

period, domestic demand accounted for 45% of the growth in the
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consumer goods industries, 47% of the growth in the intermediate
goods industries and 98% of the growth in the capital goods
industries.

Export demand was as important in the conSumer

goods industry as domestic demand was in the consumer goods
industries.

Its contribution was also impressive in the

capital goods industries because of the growth in the basic
metal and electrical equipments industries.

By the 1970/71-

1973/74 period, an interesting change occurred in the contribution made by the three sources of growth to industries primarily producing consumer, intermediate and capital goods.
The significant change was the

increa~e

in the relative impor-

tance of domestic demand as a source of growth.

Although

import substitution occurred in few industries, growth in:
imports of competing goods was more rapid.
was negative import substitution.

In effect, there

Consumer goods production

in the second period, increased by 19.6% compared to domestic
demand which rose by 65%.
in exports.

This resulted in a relative decline

One final observation may be drawn from the remark-

able contribution of domestic demand as a source of growth.
Although the level of industrial development is still very
low, per capita income has increased over time.
seen from period 1970/71-1973/74, the

rel~tive

As can be
strength of

domestic demand has been greatest in the consumer goods catego-ry of industries.

Its influence on capital goods and

intermediate goods industries has also been significant, but
their growth can only be cons-idered as essentially supplementary or "follow-up" to the growth in consumer goods industries.
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(b)

Import Substitution on a Value Added Basis
Morley and Smith (1969, p.7) have argued that "in a

development context, it is more useful to measure import
substitution on a value added rather than a gross production
basis."

In order to take account of the import substitution

on a value added basis, we have used equation 5.7 discussed
above.
Table 5.10 presents the value added by major industrial
groups and the percentage distribution of value added for each of
the years under study.

The table reveals that the importance

of consumer goods industries. fell by a small margin between
1965/66 - 1973/74.

Although significant gains were made in

the intermediate goods industries, the industrial structure
was still dominated by consumer goods industries with 47%.
In 1973/1974, intermediate and capital goods industries shared
38.0% and 15.0% respectively.

In the consumer and intermediate

goods industries, it is clear that performances were dominated
by a few industries.

The influence of food

~nd

beverages

dominated the consumer goods industries and they .accounted for
more industrial value added than all the value added by the
capital good$ industries combined.

In the intermediate goods

industries, chemical products and textile industries accounted
for 87% of the value added in that category of industry.

The

gross value added rose hom Nl61 million in 1965/66to N518.25
million in 1973/74, thus generating an annual growth rate of
19.4% for this sector.
To estimate the sources of change in value added between
periods, we employed equation 5.7.

Calculated absolute values

for each source of change in value added are reported in.
Table 5 .11. The relative importance of each source of change in value
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Table 5.10
Gross Value Added by Industries Groups

Industries pri~
marily producing

1965/6

.

1970/1
Mill ion Percent

1973/4
N Mill ion Perr_e~

N Million

Percent

.84.8

53

177.6

45

244.35

47

Consumer goods

'lJ

Intermediate goods

45

28

175.6

44.5

196. 31

38

Capital goods

31.2

19

41.4

10.5.

77.59

15

100

394.4

518.25

100

Total Manufacturing

Source:

161

Appendix tpbles SA-l, SA-2, SA-3 .
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100

added was obtained by transf6rmin9 equation 5.7 into its percentage form.

Clearly, the results in table 5.11 indicate that

the relative importance of each source of change in value added
can be observed in two ways.

First, the change in value added

can be expressed as percentage of change in value added in the
individual industry groups (consumer, intermediate and capital
goods).

Second, the change in value added in the individual

industry groups, can be expressed as percentage of change in
value added in the total industry.
Table 5.12 contains estimates of equation 5.7 using the
first observation discussed above.

According to

~ble

5.12,

import substitution accounted for 18% of the so1:1rces of change
1n value added, and its relative strength was more coricentrated
in the intermediate industries such as textiles and chemicals
between 1965/66- 1973/74.

It accounted for 3.5% in

sumer goods and -6% in the capital goods industries.

th~

con-

Over the

same period, domestic demand accounted for 62% and export demand
9%.

The relative importance of domestic demand was greatest in

the consumer goods industries and its contribution was evenly
distributed.

In the intermediate category, its contribution

was largely influenced by textile and chemical products.

Basic

metal and non-metallic dominated its contribution to capital
goods industries.

While non-metallic goods were important for

the export demand variable, food and beverages dominated the
contribution made by the residual to the source of change in
the value added.
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Table 5.12
Suaun.ary Source of Change In ·v.:l'!uc Added
A!~resaced

Chau~e in
Vd1ue Added

o.v

I

fro~

Individual Industry Statistics

I~port

-

Domeatic Demand

~~\'+ ..J
sd 1

s1

Expon Demand
V

1
Sdl

Sd

1

~·

AD

X

Substltutlon

Residual
(technology)

Demand
Expansion

Expoct
Expansion

Import Subatitution

c2 _V1~S.J2
Sdz Sd
1

Col. 2

Col. l

Col. 4

•
Co 1.

Colo"'

•
Col.

65.58)

25.051
). 477
1]. 038
46.39

67
57
6)
62

13.5
-.22
20
9

__l

td2-sdl) s2
Sd l
S2 S
1

1

1

T-ech.

~h . ulga

CoL.

1

Co 1. l

I

.....
(Jl
00
I

1965/6 - 1973/4
Consumer goods
Io.tenoedtace. goods
Capital goode
Total mfg. 1nd.

15 9. s l
151. Jl
46.19
35 7. 2)

106.9
86.4
29.. 3
222.6

21.57
-.326
9.2
)0. 44

s. 6)2
62.878
~2.927

). 5

16
2.3
28
11

4l.5
-6
18

1965/6 -: 1970/1
Cone woe r goods
lncermed1ace ~uods
Capital goods
Total mfg: Ind.

92.8
1)0
10.6
2 )). 4

41. 584
53.732
l. 911
'i7. 227

22.481
-1.958
).8)9
24. 362

24.522
58.547
-1.212
81.85 7

5.411
19;637
7.252
l2 .l

45
41
18
42

24
1
36

6 7. )1
20.91
36. 19
124.41

75.049
S:L. 34 5

-1.0.91
- .171
4. 128
2.866

-34.122
-10.8.55
). 181
-41. 196

24. 971
-20.0)7
1.028
5.968

1\1
250
76
125

-1
-1
11
2

w

26
45
-12
)5

6
15
60

-so
-so

)7
. ..:96

9
- ll

5

1)

1970/1 - 197J/4
ConaUillur good~
Intermediate goo.Ja
Cap leal good a
Tot.al mfg. lnd.

27.5~4

IS'•· 9P.I!

)

Source:

Computed from

Tabl~

5. It

s

9·

From 1965/66 - 1970/71,

import substitution was the domi-

nant source of growth in the intermediate goods industries with
45% and it accounted for 26% in consumer goods industries, -12%
for capital goods and 35% for the total manufacturing industries.
About 82% of import substitition's contrib).ltion to intermediate
industries was due to textile industries.

Although domestic

demand accounted for 42% in terms of all ind.ustries, its importance was considerably reduced in the consumer goods, intermediate
goods and capital goods industries.

It has approximately the same

explanatory power for consumer and intermediate goods industries,
45%

and 41% respectively.

The export expansion

~ook

the lead

in the capital goods category because of the non-metallic industry.

This lead is, of course, not

v~ry

significant, since in

absolute value, the magnitude involved is only a little above
3 million.

The residual source

(technology) made an important

contribution to the capital goods industries with· a 60% lead over
the other sources of growth in value added.
Over the period 1970/71- 1973/74, a different picture
emerged regarding the sources

ot

change in value added.

The

expansion in domestic demand was a dominant source of change in
the three categories of industries.

Import substitution was an

important source of change in consumer and intermediate goods
industries, and it made some contribution to capital goods
industries.

While import substitution made a significant nega-

tive contribution to most industries, its influence as a source
.•

of change in value added declined from 35% in 1965/66 - 1970/71
to -33% in .1970/71- 1973/74.

The export expansion and residual
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source did not make an overall significant contributibn in
this period.

The latter did fairly well in the basic metal

industries and the former made some gain in the intermediate
industries.
Table 5.13 gives the distribution of change in value added
in the individual industry groups expressed as a percentage of change in
~·alue

added for total manufacturing· industries.

Starting from thE

top panel, import substitution accounted for about 18% of
the total change while domestic demand accounted for 62%
of the change in value added in all industries.

In this

period, consumer goods industries were responsible for- 45%
of the total value added.

The intermediate goods industries

accounted for 42%, while the capital goods industries contributed 13%.

Of the 42% value added in the intermediate goods

industries, import substitution accounted for 18% and 24% by
expansion in domestic demand.

Wide differences a·lso .showed

up in the relative importance of export expansion, domestic
demand and import substitution, and in the relative importance
of the industrial groups in the two

sub-periods~

From 1965/66 -

1970/71, almost two-fifths of growth in value added was
accounted for by domestic demand, while more than one-third
was due to import substitution.

About one-third was shared

between export demand and residual sources.

In this period,

the relative contributions were 40% for consumer goods industries; about 56% for the intermediate goods industrie.s and
•5. 5% for the capital goods industries.

After 1970/71, almost

all the growth in value added could be attributed to domestic

'

I
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Table 5.13
Distribution of Change in Value Added
In the Individual Industry Croups
Percent of Total Industry

Expansion

De~nd

~

sd 1

I

I

sdr(4Dr+
s1
·

6Drr

Export
Expansion

~

v 1 Sd 1 · tt.D
- -

Sdl

St

X

Import
Substitutioo
vl
Sd l

....!:.

(~d2
_sdl)
---s2

s1

Technical
Change
s2

K'Sd!..L- vlSd JSd2
2

l _

Ch11nge in
VA I ue A.dd ed

~

1965/66 - 197)/4

1'-'

0)

Consumer goods
Intermediate goods
Capita 1 good a
.U1 industries

~

I

'

.I

8
62

6
-.1
2.6
9

1.0
IB
-1

18
2J

9.6
-1.0

10.5
25
1.0

JO
24

18

7

45.0

1

4 2. 0
IJ.O

).6

100

11

1965/6 - 1970/1
Consumer goods
(ntermediate goods
Capital goods
All industries

1

2.0

42

10

)5

60
42

-1

-27
- 9

22

J
2

2
8.0
)

IJ

.

40
55.0
5.:'>
100

1970/1 - 1973/4
Cons11111er ·goods
Intermediate good1
Capital goods
All industrln
..

-

-

125

- .1

20
-16

54

)

1

29

-JJ

5

100

17

-

Source: ·Calculated fr0111 ·Table 5.11.
*Table 5.12 broke dovn the ahare of each aource of each tnduotry group'" lncrea11e In outrtut, whlle Tnble 5.1J
each aa • percent or total lncrenae in totnl lnduatr!ol output value nddPd .

..

'!Xf'r•·~•rd

demand.

A glance at Table 5.13, (1970/l'- 1973/4) reveals that

domestic demand was significant in all industries when compared with import substitution which made a negative contribution to all the individual groups of industries.

Finally,

in 1970/71 - 1973/74, the relative contribution to total value added
was 54% for the consumer goods industries, 17% for intermediate goods industries and 29 % for the capital goods industries.

These figures suggest that the consumer goods indus-

tries become dominant in terms of contribution to total value
added in the second period, while the intermediate goods
industries dominated the first period.
There has been a

sub~tantial

differential in the rate of

growth of industries producing consumer, intermediate and
capital goods, with the former two growing
same rate for the period under study.

a~most

Furth~r,

at the

a substan-

tial share of growth in each of these industries was due to
import substitution.
1965/66 - 1970/71.

This has been greatest in the period
But the rapid decline in the intermediate

goods industries between 1970/-71

and '1973/74 can be interpre-

ted to mean that it has not contributed consistently to both
value added and the growth of value added in the manufacturing
sector of the economy.

On the other hand, the relative share

of capital goods industries rose from 5_5% in 1970/71 to
29% in 1970/71 -

1973/74.

This is explained by the basic

metal and non-metallic industries.
Summary
It is appropriate to commence this summary by pointing
out some of the difficulties of the Nigerian case analyzed in
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this chapter.

First, the results are undoubtedly affected

by the level of aggregation, and greater disaggregation may
produce different findings. 25

Secondly, these results hold

only for the time period under review.26

Third, insofar as

the exact magnitude of the extensive domestic supply of
smaller scale industry is virtually unknown, the data on
domestic supply deals with employment and output of industries employing ten or more.
domestic supply of smallei

Given the limited data on

sc~le

industry, we have approached

the general issue of import substitution from the assumption
that any evidence of import substitution can be interpreted
as a result of output not formally recorded in the statistics
or to the output expansion effects of large scale industry.
Even more serious, perhaps, than the limited information on
smaller scale industry is the lack of data on intermediate
demand, and which made it impossible to differentiate intermediate demand and final demand.

In effect, we have a large

negative import substitution and a large positive domestic
demand.

A large negative import substitution effect and a

large positive domestic demano effect leads to a trade-off
relation between the magnitude of contributions made by the
two variables to a given industry.

This ste~s from ~he fact

that the exclusion of intermediate demand generated by import substitution itself will under-estimate the actual
amount of import substitution that is taking place.

Further,

a negative or a negligible import substitution may occur in an
industry where import substitution has already taken place
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before our base year (1965/66) as well as where imports of
competing items rose faster than domestic supply.

However, some

argued that local production, whether by foreign or indigenous
firms is better from the foreign exchange point of view than
imports either exclusively or partially.

Given that the best

alternative for meeting increasing demand is local production,
in the next chapter we consider in what way factor intensities,
size, profitability, technical efficiency, and scale economies
differ between foreign and ldcal firms.
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Chapter

Six

TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY AND FDI
Introduction
In the current discussion of foreign firms operating in
less developed countries, a central issue has been the
question of the economic differences between private fbreign
firms and private local firms.

A frequent hypothesis is that

foreign firms are relatively efficient compared to private
local firms.

This hypothesis has implications that are

important for many

area~

in the present study, a

of policy.
systemat~c

As noted in Chapter 3
difference between the

foreign firms and local fitms with regard to

ef~ibiency

would

have economic and political implications with respect to
employment creation, balance of payments, the rate of economic
growth and future foreign participation in the economy.

The

debate on the question of efficiency between foreign and
local firms has been intense and support for this hypothesis is
usually found in the polemical literature either extolling
the virtue of foreign direct investment or condemning it~

1

Why does the possibility that foreign firms are relatively
efficient compared to local firms seem more plausible?

This

question has been the focus of a growing body of literature
extending over the branches of industrial organisation theory,
international trade theory and the theory of the firm.

A

brief discussion of some theoretical explanations for foreign
direct investment may help to place the question in perspective.
The theory of foreign direct investment postulates that
foreign firms possess some advantages which enable them to
invest successfully abroad regardless of the extra costs of
2
operating in foreign and distant markets.
These advantages
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include efficiency of its market

organis~tion,

tethnical

efficiency (productivity, plant utilization and managerial
skills), etc.

Let us take these advantages of foreign firms

in turn.
Market Organisation
Foreign firms could be efficient because of their market
organisation.

Marketing is absolutely vital to foreign direct

investment and it also constitutes a source of oligopolistic
advantage perhaps as some have argued even greater than that
of technology.

There are three ways in which market organisation

might affect efficiency.

The first is through marketing research

which enables a firm to gain an understanding of.consumers'
needs in various markets.

Second, through advertising

promotion, firms are able to maintain market power.
efficiency may be affected by:

~nd

Third,

(a) the distribution arrange-

ments for getting products efficiently to their markets;
(b) for distributing them to wholesalers and retailers; and
(c) for maintaining adequate stock. 3

The combination of market

research, advertising and promotion, and distribution advantages
may be expected to re$ult in better performance for the foreign
firms as compared to local firms
Technical Efficiency (Productivity, Plant Utilization ah~
Managerial Skills)
Differences in productivity, plant utilization and
managerial skills might be indicators of technital efficiency.

4

With regard to technical efficiency, attention has been focussed
on the superior management advantage of the foreign firms.
It is argued that the main Teason why foreign firms are able
to compete so effectively with local firms is because of their
relatively higher productive efficiency. 5 "Productive efficiency"
-166-

is defined as the ability of a production organisation to
produce a well specified output at minimum cost.

Furthermore, a

production organisation includes the physical capital required
to produce a specific output, production labour, and supervision and managerial personnel.
efficiency in Section 3.

We shall return to technical

However, we would like to point out

that the managerial superiority of foreign firms over local
firms, arises "from better training, higher standards of
recruitment, faster communication with the parent company,
and the world as a whole., and a more dynamic outlook generally. " 6
In addition to market organisation and technical efficiency,
it is possible that foreign firms would always be significantly
different from local firms in matters of efficiency because of
the following advantages:

(i) A foreign firm may have a well-

tried and proven .product ,that there is market demand for;
(ii) It operates in many.countries and only intends to carry
out some operations in the local market.

Research and develop-

ment is carried out in the home country, but there are
externalities in the application of this world-wide.

It may

also benefit from scale economies realised in the home country;
(iii) It has a better credit

st~nding

in international financial markets on

and access to credit
favou~able

te~ms;

(iv) it

has a pool of experienced personnel to draw upon from the home
country and (v) As Dunning (l98i, p.ll) has noted,
'' ... policies differ widely across national
boundaries . . . . different tax rates and fiscal
provisions, exchange rate policies, import substitution and export promotion policies.
Such policies,
of course, affect all firms, but to the enterprise
producing in mo~e than one cbuntry they represent
discriminatory treatme-nt, and since their options,
with respect to geographical resource allocation,
are wider, they are able to respond differently than
indigenous companies."
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There is no doubt that some of the advantages mentioned
above (such as greater entrepreneurial ability which enables
foreign firms "to take risks, or to seek, locate and carry out
viable ventures in the uncertain world of business")

7

would

lead to greater efficiency as compared to local firms.

Never-

theless, these advantages might also vary systematically
according to the country of operation.

Again, much depends on

whether local firms enjoy the same advantages in which case
as Lall and Mohammad (1983, p.l47) expressed the position,
certain proprietary monupolistic advantages whichenabl.e
foreign firms to invest successfully abroad, have, "of course,
to be net of similar advantages enjoyed by large· local
competitors, and their

d~ployment

in a given economy must

depend upon the income levels, demand patterns, industrial
development and government policies faced by MNCs in that
particular country."

It may.also be argued that because of

the competition provided by foreign firms, local firms are
likely to be as efficient as foreign firms.
Reuber et al.

For example

(1973, pp.l78-179) have argued that "in

addition to providing a competitive spur to the efficiency of
local producers, foreign affiliates may provide first hand
examples of improved management and production practices that
local firms may choose to emulate."
As we have noted in

Ch~pter

3, empirical evidence suggests

that foreign firms are not significantly different from local
firms in matters of efficiency.

Regarding technical efficiency,

Tyler (1978) found in the case of Brazilian manufacturing
industries that foreign

fifm~

do not possess greater levels

of technical efficiency compared to local firms when the
possibility of a separate production function is accepted.
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Reuber et al's (1973) survey revealed fairly strong circumstantial
evidence that the productive efficiency tif foreign affiliates
is at least as high as, and probably higher than, that of local
producers.

Lall and Streeten (1977) did not find any empirical

evidence to support any strong allegation for or against MNCs
as regard their relative efficiency, choice of technique or
productivity in India and Colombia.
the question may be asked:

From the empirical evidence,

would foreign firms always be

significantly different from local firms in matters of efficiency?
This chapter reports an attempt to answer this question.

The

chapter evaluates empirically the hypothesis that foreign firms
are relatively efficient compared to private local firms based
upon the micro data for manufacturing establishments in Nigeria.
In Section l the two central concepts (technical efficiency and
allocative efficiency) which underline the economic measurement
of efficiency are reviewed.

The second section outlines the

production analysis employed to examine differences in production
estimates for foreign and local firms.

In the.third section

the data base and the variables used are discussed.

The empirical

results are presented in Section 4 while the main conclusions
are drawn in Section 5.
Efficiency and MeaSurement
Economists have approached the question of measurement of
efficiency in two ways.
allocative efficiency.

They are technical efficiency and
Following Farrell (1957), technical

efficiency reflects the physical efficiency of the input-output
production transformation.
or allocative efficiency

On the other hand, price efficiency

r~fers

optimal factor allocation.

to the economic efficiency of

The distinction between the two

components according to Farrell, can be
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read~ly

illustrated

using a simple diagram as shown in Fig.l.

Following micro-

economic tradition, let the utility's output, Electricity (E)
be produced by two factors Capital (K) and Coal (C).
Accordingly, summing up the technology by a unit isoquant
permits one to measure productive efficiency relative to the
standard required by the isoquant.
indicates a unit isoquant.

In Fig.l. the line UU'

On the South-west of UU' are

points representing infeasibility while points to the North-east
of UU' are inefficient.

Consider a firm's input

comb~nation

such as F, the distance OF relative to OH measures the

~xtent

to which the same amount of output could be produced with fewer
inputs used in the same proportion.
ratio of OH/OF defines
inefficiency.

Farrell'~

Put differently, the

degree ofF's technical

Consequently, the technical

bounded between zero and one is an

~fficiency

input~based

index

measure,

i.e. the ratio of best practice input usage to actual usage,
output remaining fixed.

8

Further extention of Fig. l allows one to illustrate
very simply Farrell's measure for the allocative efficiency
of production organisation which is independent of technical
efficiency.

Allocative efficiency relates to the proper

choice of input combination and,

"hence introduces the

opportunity cost of factor inputs to the measurement of
productive efficiency."

9

We now return to Fig.l and draw

a price or isocost line denoted LL'.
combination

correspo~ding

Clearly, the input

to H' minimizes the cost of

producing a given unit of output.

If we suppose that a firm's

input combination is at po1nt H, then the ratio OW/OH measures
the extent ofF's allocative inefficiency independent of its
technical inefficiency.

In other words, the distance OW
-170-

Input K

u

Fig. 6.1

Farrell approach to measurement of
Productive efficiency.
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relative to OH measures the part of costs for which a given
output could be produced if the relative use of inputs are
changed.

Finally, if we combine technical efficiency and

allocative efficienci into a single index, it gives Farrell's
"overall efficiency".

In Fig.l, this is given by the ratio

of OW/OF which is the product of OW/OH and OH/OF.
Nerlove (1965) in his effort to generalize Farrell's
measure, relied on the unique properties of the Cobb-Douglas
production function.

He summarized differences among firms

under three separate headings:

(i) differences in price

efficiency which involves a measure of a firm's ability to
maximize short-run profits given a particular production
function, environment and a competitive situation;
(ii) differences in technical efficiency as summarized in the
production function, i.e .. differences

a~ong

firms in a

competitive situation are observed from the state of. technical
knowledge and the possession of fixed factors; and
(iii) differences in economic environment, reflecting conceivable changes in output and factor prices across the board.
It will be desirable to consider the three

categorie~.

Regarding pri.ce efficiency, Yotopoulos and Lau ( 1971) draw
attention to the distinction between short- and long-run
efficiency which focuses on the fixity of inputs.
utilize profit functions to estimate
of a sample of Indian firms.

th~

They

relative efficiency

In the profit function specifi-

cation, capital and land are treated as .fixed factors, and
labour as variable.

However, the profit data in our micro

data are not reliable indicators of true profitability.
Hence we omit profit from the analysis.

Further, economic

environment which is measured in the cardinal sense appears
to be of limited expedience.

Since the production function
-172-

itself is limited to the examination of technical efficiency,
the analysis in

thi~

study will focus on technical efficiency.

Production Function Estimates
Our estimates of production function are closely related
to those of Tyler (1978).

Like him, we are concerned with

the problem of technical efficiency and ownership characteristics.

However, we differ from Tyler on the basis of the

data used in the analysis of production functions.

While

Tyler focussed on micro data for manufacturing firms in
Brazil, we shall concentrate on Nigerian micro data for
manufacturing firms.
Let us begin with managerial ability and entrepreneurship.

We shall assume, with Tyler, that managerial ability

in using economic resources is the "true" firm-specific and
entrepreneurship is a fixed factor which is not easily measured.
Regarding managerial ability, it is argued for example by
Desai (1976, p.lll) that ''even given identical input quantities
there may be inter

fir~

of output produced.

variations in efficiency in

The same firm may also

in efficiency over time.

term~

increase/di~inish

This may be due to non-measurable

and unspecified inputs such as managerial abLlity ... such
variations are expressed by an

effi~iency

parameter which

determines the relative shift of the production function over
firms or over time."

Implied here is that variation among

firms in the same industries is dependent principally upon
relative managerial expertise in the firm, hence the managerial
factor is the firm specific resource.

1

°

From Schumpeter

(1939, pp.84-87) the funct1on of entrepreneurs is to apply
general technical knowledge to firm-specific purpose.

In

line with Schumpeter, the neo-classical theory assumes that
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an entrepreneur faced with market prices beyond his control,
is left with the job of arranging the inputs of capital and
Further, his services or

labour to maximise his profits.

expertise can only be thought of as having economic and
technical aspects.

From his technical expertise, he is able

to get more output from a given set of input in his firm
compared to another entrepreneur in other
becomes,

where does his ability show. up?

fi~ms.

The question

The theory suggests

that the entrepreneur's ability is reflected in the production
function, i.e. the production function of his firm may have
a higher technical efficiency.

It follows that managerial

ability and entrepreneurship can only be
of technical efficiency.

se~n

in the context

As. Tyler (1978) has suggested ''if

we could envisage managerial ability and entrepreneuiship operating
within the production function it would be in the context of
technical efficiency."

Similarly, it is often suggested in

cross sectional production function estimates that managerial
ability and entrepreneurship are randomly distributed across
firms.

On the contrary, a set of talented managers may be

associated with certain classes or firms or industries.

We

would argue, like Tyler, that differences in managerial ability
and entrepreneurs' expertise cannot be ignored in the OLS
estimates.

With cross-secti6n data, it is often suggested that

least squares will give consistent estimates of the

p~oduction

function provided it is assumed that the

function

produ~tion

only varies from firm to firm because of unexpected factors.
Nevertheless, Tyler (1978, p.366) has argued that if systematic
differences of technical efficiency are ignored,

the~e

is the

possibility that the parameter values derived through the
production function are biased.
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Indeed there may even be

separate production functions for different groups of firms
or industries.
There remain

the problems of examining differences in

technical efficiency over firms and the analysis of firm
specific technical efficiency.

The approach that has been

suggested with respect to differences in techni6al efficiency
is to specify that the production function and value of the
parameters of the function are the same for all firms and
classes of firms.

This specification implies that differences

in techntcal efficiency are reflected in differences in the
value of an individual firm 1 s intercept in the production
function.

From Hoch (1955) and Mundlak (1961) it has been

shown that with. joint time series and 'cross section data,
firm specific technical efficiency can be analysed through
a transformation or through co-variance analysis of production
f

.
11
unc t 1ons.

Desai (1976,

p~90)

has noted cross section and

time series data are extremely useful when continuous cross
section or "panel" data are available.

The technique.helps

to combat multi-collinearity as well as increasing the efficiency of the

estimat~s.

We have used single

equat~on,

ordinary least squares, to

estimate the production functions and we recognise the illeffects of multi-ccllinearity on ordinary least squares
regression coefficients, i.e. "wrong signs, drastic changes
in regression coefficients after minor data revision or
omission of one or two observations, and conflicting conclusions
·from the usual significance tests. 1112

Nevertheless, its

application may not appreciably distort the empirical results of
the focus of the study, namely, ascertaining differential
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behaviour of foreign firms within industries.

A cross-

section of information for manufacturing establishment will
be used in the

estimates.

inte~-firm

Specification of the equatiOn to be estimated
Differences in production function estimates between
foreign and local firms can be examined in

te~ms

of the

statistical estimates of Cobb-Douglas production function,
Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES) and a more
generalized, non-homothetic translo8 function.

Following

Tyler (1978), the traditional Cobb-Douglas function is log
linear and can be estimated directly from the OLS estimating
equation:
Ln s.
l
where

=

Ln A +

ln K.l +

a

s

Ln L.l

(6 . l )

s

=

Sales (proxy for output).

K

=

the firm•s stock of physical capital.

L

=

the firm•s average number'of employees and
a and

B are the respective output elasticities

for capital and labour.
LnA is a constant such as the Solow (i957) catch-all, and
can be

interprete~

as technical efficiency.

This stems from

the fact that for given values of K and L, .the magnitude of
A will proportionately affect the level of S.
Further, it is possible to extend equation (6.1) and
determine the differences in technical efficiency between
foreign firms and local firms.

In this connection, we

introduce an intercept dummy variable into equation . ( 6.1).
We can in the present case write:
-

Ln s.l
where Dfi

Ln A + y Dfi + a
=

Ln Ki + B Ln .L i

( l for foreign firms or MNEs and
(
( 0 for indigenous firms.
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(6 .2)

and the null hypothesis is H0 :

y

= 0 indicating equal

levels of technical efficiency for foreign and local capital.
If rejected, the alternative hypothesis is H1 :

y

i 0 is to

be accepted.
The formulation of equation (6.2) assumes that foreign
and local firms' output elasticities are. equal.

What

separates the two groups of firms is the production function's
intercept which is assumed to reflect different levels of
technical efficiency.

Suppose we allow for differences in

the output elasticities in the two groups of firms, then our
specification implies a Cobb-Douglas production function
with different output elasticities for local and foreign firms.
Now, we are in a position to introduce slope dummies in (6.2)
to capture differences of the respective output elasticities
for foreign and local firms.

Theo, it follows from (6.2)

that
Ln Si

Ln A + y Dfi + a Ln Ki + a 1 (Dfi"Ln Ki) +
B Ln Li + a 2 (Dfi"LnLi)

(6.3)

where the coefficient a 1 and a 2 are then interpreted to be
the differences of output elasticities for foreign and local
firms respectively.

Alternatively, one can separate the

data for the two groups of firms and estimate equation (6.1)
separately for each category.

Either choice produces the

same results for the regression coefficients - a mathematical
expectation.

However, the standard errors of equations (6.1)

and (6.3) will hot be the same because of the underlying
.
.
assump t 1on
rna d e 1n
eac h case. 13

We have confined the discussion to linear equations until
now, i.e. equations linear in parameters.

In economic theory,

it is the case that situations frequently arise where the
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specification has to be non-linear.

Whereas a Cobb-Douglas

specification is a first approximation, we have to face up
. 1 ea d.lng. 14
t o th e f ac t th a t l. t can b e mls

I n or d er t o t es t

for possible specification error in equations (6.1) - (6.3),
we adopt CES production function as a direct test of the
Cobb-Douglas function . . It can be written as

s =

I6

A

K-P +

(1 -

( 6. 4)

Here A is the efficiency parameter, the returns to scale
parameter is

~

and the substitution parameter is P.

The

term 6 is the distribution parameter since we can relate the
share of the two inputs (capital and labour) in total output
to

The parameters A, 6 in (6.4) play the same role as

6.

the coefficients A and

a in Cobb-Douglas function.

However,

the parameter P (the substitution parameter) in (6.4) has no
equivalent in the Cobb-Douglas function.

This P in (6.4) is

what determines the value of the constant elasticity of
15
substitution.
In order to treat equation (6.4) and the
consequent input demand functions as a system, a linear
approximation of the CES function has to be obtained.
is done by taking a Taylor series expansion round P
suggested by Kmenta (1967).
Ln

s

(~)

a3 [ Ln
where al

~

-

a2

~

(1 -

a3

-~

1

p~6

=

£

-

1

-

6 ) :-

0 as

This yields

LnA + a 1 Ln L + a2 Ln

L

~

This

j2

G)

+

(6 .5)

6 )
(l

As it can be observed from (6.5), the function is equivalent
to Cobb-Douglas function if A3 is insignificantly different
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from zero.

In other words, at P

to Cobb-Douglas.

=

0, the CES is equivalent

Following Griliches and Ringstad (1971,

pp.9-10), the closer the elasticity of substitution of the

= 0),

production function is to 1 (i.e. P
approximation.

the better the

In this sense, equation (6.5) possesses a

direct test of whether the Cobb-Douglas form is an
estimating model.

acce~table

It follows that if a 3 is significantly

different from zero,

th~

Cobb-Douglas form should be rejected.

There are, however, some problems concerning a 3 in
equation (6.5).

Firstly, it would seem that the further

the elasticity is from unity, the more important the higherorder terms, which have been excluded, become.
a

3

f 0 may imply production functions

class.

Secondly, it is

product of at least two

argu~d

out~ide

that a 3 is

para~eters

for~ed

Consequently,
the CES
as the

that are less than unity.

It follows that the evaluation of the sign and magnitude
of a

3

certainly

requi~ed

of capital-labour ratio.

large samples and adequate dispersion
Finally, the parameter estimates
~

of a 1 and a 2 (and by implication P,

and o) are not
.

independent of the units by which K and L are measured.

16

Griliches and Ringstad (1971, p.lO) have recommended that
an evaluation of the elasticities at the (geometric) mean
levels of the inputs and, in particular, at a level where the
geometric means of the sample are equal, i.e. K ~ Land Log(K/L)
Log 1)

=

0.

Tyler (1978, p.372) has suggested that a possible
rejection of the Cobb-Douglas specification through the
analysis of the CES function (6.5) may not necessarily mean that
equation (6.5) is to be accepted.

Our assumption in (6.5) is

that even if, for a particular industry, one could expect
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proportionality between inputs, and therefore a homothetic :function,
there is little a priori reason to expect the same function
to be applicable across industries.

On the other hand, the

strong simple correlations between the factor ratios and
the output level among firms sug8est some elements of honproportionality in the use of factors, over and above the
effect of changes in relative prices.

In this case, the

CES function which is homothetic, i.e. the K/L ratio is constant
irrespective of the scale of output, may be inconsistent with
the data.

17

Hence non-homothetic factor ratio equation is

required to test for homotheticity.

The formulation of homo-

thetic equation in (6.5) can be transformed to a translog
production function by expanding the square term.

The

translog production function is written as
Ln

~ =
2a

Ln A + a 1 Ln L + a 2 Ln

~)

(Ln K. Ln L) + a

(Ln L)

32

33

+ a

31

( Ln K)

2

2

-

(6.6)

where a 31 = a 32

a .
3

Thus, homotheticity requires

that a 31

a .
3

As has been suggested by

=

a 32

Griliches and Ringstad (1971), this specification can be
tested as a linear hypothesis.

The decision rule is that if

null hypothesis of equality is rejected, a more general,
non-homothetic production function is the more appropriate
specification.
Data and some other measures of Efficiency
The data used in the estimates are from the 1972 micro
data file for manufacturing firms in Nigeria.

Our.data are

for the 1,052 manufacturing establishments as given in the
industrial survey of Nigeria 1971-1972.

The efficiency

measures are sales, capital stock and employment.
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(a)

The Sales Variable
Sales value is the value of that part of goods produced

by the establishments which was actually sold during the
enquiry year (1972).

The

v~lue

of goods bought for resale

without further processing is excluded.
market prices.

Valuation is at

From the survey, it was possible to construct

aggregate and disaggregate data for industries and individual
firms respectively.
(b)

Capital Stock
The capital stock is the value of the firm's total

fixed physical capital in money terms employed in the business
at the end of year (1972).
numerous problems.

The use of fixed assets has

Lail and Streeten (1977, pp.99-l00)

note the following:
l) "Some items, such as the amount of depreciation
each year are inh~rently subject to arbitrary
valuation within a fairly wide range.
2)
Inflation, which normally is not taken into
account, may distort the value of fixed assets.
3) There are basic conceptual problems regarding
the definition of such items as 'capital employed'
to which convention provides a workable but not
completely satisfactory answer.
4)
The~e are the problems of comparison and interpretation implied in using data from a short ~eriod
of the lives of firms of different agei facing
different market conditions.''
(c)

The Labour Input
This chapter uses only the total labour input, constructed

using information taken from the industrial survey of 1972.
The survey carried out by the Federal Office of Statistics
provides information on the number of employees per establishment, production workers per establishment and prodtiction
workers per number of employees separately.
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Number employed

is defined as those employees who are regularly on the payroll
of the establishment.

We were not able to separate hours as

an additional explanatory variable as suggested by Feldstein
(1967) and Craine (1972) from the survey.

18

However, we do

assume that average hours were roughly constant across
industries.
Various ratios measurihg the extent to which foreign
firms are more efficient than local firms have been proposed
and used in empirical ahalysis.

Researchers have usually

opted for the simplest and most easily

avail~ble

measu~es.

Nevertheless, it is possible to examine directly from the
micro data on Nigerian manutacttiring firms Several economic
characteristics which may show differences in efficiency.
Profitability may be expected to be directly related
to efficiency.

The proposition often stated is that "greater

profitability in foreign firms would reflect greater economic
efficiency''.

19

Further, profits can also be taken as an

indirect indicator of managerial efficiency or what Lall and
Mohammad (1983, p.l50) referred to as "in a very broad manner
the ability of management to make the best of a given
environment".

Table 6.1 gives the unweighted average of

profit rates for individual manufacturihg industries at
four digit

levels.

The average profitability for fbreign

firms in all industries is 'hbwever slightly more than that for
locally owned private firms in all industries.

Neve~theless,

a test of median by Mann-Whitney U-test in Chapter 8, shows
that there is no difference in the rate of profits between
The difficulties and limitation

foreign and local firms.

of measuring efficiency with profit, have been extensively
discussed in the literature.

Tyler (1978, p.36l) has
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l'I\BLE 6.1

Average Capital Intensity, Probability, and Firm Size by Industry 1.11
Nigeria, according to nationali ~y of Ownership,.Micro Data File Sample ,,1972
( 1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

( 6)

( 5)

( 7)

Average
Capital- Average Profitability
Net Assets
Labour Ratio (K/L) Expressed as ratio of.
(N 000/Em_ployee) Profits to Net Asset~
N 000
Foreign Local
Foreign
Local
Foreign
Local
Firms'
Firms
Firms
Firms
Firms
Firms
A~erage

Industry

i~·icat

1

Dairy products
Fruit C~nning & Processing
Vegetable Oil Milling
Grain Mill Products
Bakery Products
Sugar & Sugar Confectionery
,\lise. Food Presp & Anim. Feeds
Spici t, Distillery & Beer
Soft Drinks
:·obacco
Spinning, Weaving & F/Textiles
''ade-up Textile Goods
Knitted Goods, Rope, Twine
lvearing Apparel
!anning
Tt·avel goods
Leather Footwear
Sa1v Milling
Wooden Furniture & Fixtures
Paper Cants, boxes & boards
Paper & other Paper Products
i l'inting
l)asic Ind. Chems, Fert & Pests.
eaints
Drugs & Medicines
Soap, Cosm. perfumes & others
Other Chemical Products
Products of Petroleum & Coal
Tyres and Tubes
Other Rubber Products
Plastic Products
Pottery
Glass Products
Bricks and Tiles
Cement
Concrete Products
General Hardware
\lctal Furniture & Fixtures
Structural & Metal Products
Fabricated Metal Products
1\gric. & Special Ind. Mchnry
0lachinery & Equipment
Hadio/Tel/Comm. Eq, & Appar.
Other Electrical Apparatus
~otor Body Building
Ship Building
Miscellaneous Products
1

Totals
Source:
For

2.05
3.30
3.81
1. 53
4.42
1.07
4.28
3.28
6.92
2.83
3.64
3.00
3.00
2.19
3.00
1.62
1. 50
1.15
. 82
.76
1. 50
7.22
1.86
3.26
3.68
3.00
3.31
2.37
54.51
5.24
5.01
4.28
1.17
1.49
1.40
17.77
2.58
9.02
1.11

1. 31
1.81
5.10

2.05

1. 53
6.25
1.08
4.30
3.30
6.97
2.84
3.63
2.97
3.00
2.20
3.14
1.61
1.48
1.15
.83
.76
1.50
7.23
1.90
3.24
3.68
2.94
3.30
1.42
54.50
5.23
3.56
4.28
1.17
1. 59
1.40
17.80
2.57
9.03

1.10
1. 31
1.81
5.10

.93

1. 78
1.02
1.34
1.24

1.80
1.02
.38
.10
1.25

6.20

4.76

.147
.504
.803
.244
.151
.088
.471
.434
.590
.493
.414
.106
.14·2
.344
~223

.250
.400
.196
.140
.090
.212
.096
.332
.826
.333
.310
.574
.652
.109
.524
.460
.875
.156
.160
.768
.822
.240'
.003
.281
.273
.179
.162
.857
.347
.641
.018
.229

.148

.243
.151
.107
.471
.434
.590
.492
.415
.107
.143
.346
.224
.260
.396
.194
.140.
.102
.189

47.8
82.8
31.0
. 24.5
632.4
1.4
120.6
194.2
648.5
338.3
'546.5.
399.6
371.8

.127

.334
.824
.333·
.30'9
.574
.653

.uo
.487
.460
.876
.156
.157
.988
.823
.240
.004
.280
.274
.180
.163
.350
.643
.019
.052
.330

.354

Computation from Micro Data File 1972.

number of firms in sample, see Table 1.~.

Foreign firms are firms whose paid up capital by source of ownership as of
31 December 1972 1s private non-Nigerian.
Local firms are firms whose paid up capital by source of ownership as of
31 December 1972 1s private Nigeria.
See Appendix A-l for sample of s.urvey.
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1.09. 0

ll3.8
33.7
13.8
48.3
10.0
3.3
71.1
38.0
39.7
402.5
ll9.0
79.7
171.7
89.0
576.8
216.4
62.3
149.4
6.6
13.9
192.2
523.0
58.2
4.2
49.4
48.2
165.1
17.6
6.0
52.1
173.3

53.8

23.4
6.717
1.3
129.0
120.0
571.0
290.0
636.6
379.9
129.1
97,1
14.3
40.0

12.6
55.3
9.7
3.8
81.7
41.7
40.1
24.9

109.1
72 .4.
157.2
99.3
253.6
186.7
56.4
136.0
6.6

1.3
207.6
634.2
55.8
4.7
48.5
48.5
164.0
17.5
42.0

109.3

.2

.2
.3

22.9

8.6

102.1

70.6

observed in the case of Brazil that

11

Using profit figures

for analytieal purposes, is however impossible owing to
the likelihood of a systematic bias understating the pr6fit
of foreign firms".

Further, foreign exchange regulations

tend to force foreign firms to remit profits to their home
office through over-invoicing imports from affiliates.
Additionally, it is argued that foreign firms do benefit
from their overseas subsidiaries through knowledge

shar~ng,

and in many cases, the subsidiaries receive meagre or no
payment from their parents for the reverse knowledge or
know-how transfer.

Carr (1978, pp.44-45) h.as suggested that,

'' ... the value of know-how transfers both ways may be
2 per cent annually of the total

investments~

so~e

with perhaps

1 per cent to be added to the reported profit figures of

foreign affiliates as compared to purely local firms."

Clearly,

whether one concludes that greater profitability in foreign
firms would reflect greater economic efficiency depends on
how profitability is

me~sured. 20

A major important question in

industri~l

organization

is whether the size of firms has any significant influence on
their efficiency and to some extent profitability.
(1967) has

argu~d

Baumol

that the larger firms are in positions to

earn higher rates of return on their investment compared to
the smaller firms.

His explanation is that larger firms

enjoyed both those advantages open to smaller firms as well
as the ability to undertake projects which are beyond the
organisational capability of the smaller firms.

On the

other hand, some have argued that inefficiency is directly
related to size.

Further, large firms may not be in

a

position

to undertake the options open to small firms as efficiently
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as the small firms and therefore profitability may decline
with size of firms.

Also Tyler {1978) has suggested that "

past efficiency may have resulted in growth of firm. size".
One variable many studies have used to measure firm size is
net assets.

Nevertheless, two opposing views have been

developed regarding the use of net assets as stated in the
balance sheets.

Some have argued that the value of net assets

(current) does vary from firm to firm according to peculiar
and changing market conditions which would affect the value
and quantity of stocks and the volume of trade credit receivable.

A counter-argument is that such distortions have minor effects
when firms of approximately similar ages operating in roughly
similar conditions are compared.

Further "averaging process

may cancel out most individual firms'

aberrations••.

21

Let

us now compare the size of net assets of the foreign firms
and local firms as given in.Table 6.1, columns 6 and 7.

The

general picture suggested by the net assets figures is that
at the aggregate manufacturing sector level, the foreign firms
are substantially larger than the local firms.

·rt is possible

that the magnitude of the differences dbserved in the aggregate
net assets between the two groups of

firms

is great

because of the limited "organizational" and financial capabilities of the local firms in some industries such as
products of petroleum and coal, etc.

We are not able to

test this hypothesis because of the lack of data.
Capital-labour ratios may be expected to be directly
related to the efficiency of a firm.
stated is that foreign

fi~~s

The proposition often

operating in LDCs are ih a

position to employ capital- and skill-intensive technologies
hence they are more efficient than the local firms.
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The whole

question of the choice of technology between foreign and
local firms in Nigeria will be developed in Chapter 8.
A comparison of the individual industries• capital-labour
ratios in Table 6.1, lines 2 and 3, suggests mixed results.
For all foreign manufacturing firms,

the average capital-

labour ratio is higher but the foreign firms may in some
cases employ labour differing in quality from that employed
in local firms.
Empirical Results: (A) Aggregate Cross-Section
Production Function
This section will concentrate on the results obtained
from Cobb-Douglas, CES and non-homothetic aggregate production
functionsacross all industries within the manufacturing sector.
The results for the Cobb-Douglas equation 6.1 are reported
in Table 6.2(1).

The explanatory power of the function

2
(measured by R and F) is high and the F statistic is
significant at the 1 per cent level.

The

q

and

~

coefficients

are statistically significant at the 1 per cent level.
However, A is not significantly different from zero.
coefficients

a

and 8

suggest that the effect of capital

and labour on sales are of the same order of
The coefficients

a.

and

magnitud~.

13 can be used to throw some

light on industry-level returns to scale, i.e. a

+

indicating increasing returns to scale and a. + 8

<

indicating decreasing returns to scale.
Table 6.2(1), the combined value (a
implies slightly

The

increa~ing

T

13 >

1

1

As reported in
13) is 1.17 and this

returns to scale for the total

manufacturing industries in Nigeria.
The technical efficiency parameter, A, is negative.
It gives the indication that for given values of K and L,
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TABLE 6.2

(l)

Year

No. of
observation

1972

88

(2)

(3)

Cobb-Douglas, C.E.S. and Translog Production Function Estimates
for a 1972 Survey of Nigerian Industries (N = 88)

Form of
Equation

Ln A

a'Ln K

S Ln L

yDFi

al

a2

a3

Cobb-Douglas
Equation 6.1

-:-.1465
(0.1473)

.5528
(5.0698)

.6237
(2.9492)

-

-

-

-

88

Cobb-Douglas
)44 Loca~
)44 Fore1gn Equation 6.2

-.3373
(0.3156)

.5306
(4.4979)

.6671
(2.9124)

.0001
( .5185)

-

-

-

88

Cobb-Douglas
)44 Loca~
)44 Fore1gn Equation 6.3

-.3152
(0.2941)

.5306
( 1. 6480)

.0001
( 1.0030)

-.0001
· (l.oo3)

.0002.
(.6111)

.7284
(2.0901)

I

~
•oo

.. -.:J

.

I

(4)

88

( 5)

88

--

Note:

---

---

-

-1

F

DW

. 78

151.0

1.766

.79

104.0

1.744

.80

€6.6

1.724

'

C.E.S.
(approximation)
Equation. 6.5

.1686
(.1624)

-

Trans log
(approximation)
Equation 6.6

4.1697
( . 484)

-

-

-

-

-

.1319
( . 8962)

I

.6577
(4.4419)

-.9777
( .4010)
a31
.0568
( .9033)

---

-

R2

-----

t-values are in parentheses. Dependent variable is log of sales as proxy for output.
Other variables are defined in the text.

-.0501
( 1. 0456)

.7810
(. 6456)
a32
-.0496
( .3620).

.48

.0338
(.0969)

1.8098
I

.48
a33

25.8

15.0

1.814

the magnitude of A will negatively affect the level of sales.
Finally, the degree of factor intensity can be asseesed by the
ratio of

to f.> .

r:J.,.

According to Bridge ( 1971, p. 326) "the degree

of factor intensity can be assessed by the ratio of
production function with a higher a/S

ti

to

A

ratio represents a more

labour intensive technique than a function with a low a/S
As reported in Table 6.2(1) the ratio of
or approximately ·9.

S.

Q/B

is ·

5528

ratio."

/.6237

This could be interpreted to mean that

the total manufacturing industries are characterised by labour
intensive techniques.
In order to consider possible differences in the CobbDouglas production functions for the local and foreign
firms

, we allow for a difference in the parameters in

the two groups.

From equation (6.2) we consider a Cobb-

Douglas production function with the intercept dummy
variable y = DFi'

The assumptions of (6.2) are,

(i.) a

production function's intercepts would reflect different
level of technical efficiency, and (ii) output elasticities
are constrained to be equal for both local and foreign
industries.
Table 6.2(2).

The results of equation (6.2) are given in
The expectation was that a positive and

statistically significant regression coefficient y

for the

dummy DF would reflect greater technical efficiency for
foreign

The result for y

firms.

expectations. The

y

different from zero.

did not meet a priori

coefficient is quite low and insignificantly
This result can, cautiously be inter-

preted as consistent with no greater technical efficiency on
the part of foreign
considered together.

firms

when all.industries are

Further, it is possible that disaggregating

by firms may reveal both positive and significant results for
some firms.

Nevertheless the coefficient
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y

.is positive.

However, this low positive

y

coefficient cannot be

to greater technical efficiency for foreign

~scribed

firms.

In

equation (6.2), output elasticities are constrained to be
equal for both foreign and local firms.

Further tests

can be performed on the assumptions underlying the model.
In particular if we relax the assumption of equal output
elasticities for both groups of firms.

Tyler (197B, p.368)

has argued that "relaxing the assumption that the output
elasticities are the same for domestic and foreign firms is
the equivalent to admitting that domestic and foreign firms
may possess different, but still Cobb-Douglas production
functions".

Therefore we use equation (6.3) which allows

differences in the output elasticities for foreign firms
The results of estimating

in relation to local firms.

equation ( 6. 3) for all industries are presented in Table 6. 2 ( 3) .
The estimates of the elasticities of output with
respect to both labour a 2 and capital (a 1 ) are positive but
only a 2 is ' significant at the 5 per cent level.

A comparison

between a 1 and a 2 coefficients seems to suggest high return
to scale with respect to labour in the foreign firms.
While the coefficient a
combined (a

is not individually

reliable~

the

S)

indicates increasing returns to scale for

the foreign firms.

One poSsible reasort is the argument

+

that there is more highly skilled labour in the foreign
firms.
The intercept dummy in Table 6.2(3) is negative and
insignificantly different from zero.
that the positive

s~gn

This seems·to suggest

observed for the intercept dummy in

the results of equation 6.2 represents a greater return to
scale for the foreign

firms.

Nevertheless, the results
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in equations (6.2) and (6.3) have a strong general similarity.
2
They have approximately the same explanatory power with ar1 R
between .79 and .80, and in addition, the inter:cept dummi('
are statistically insignificant.
One obvious reason why little variation in the intercept
and scope dummies in equations (6.2) -

(6.3) have been explained

could be that the Cobb-Douglas function is too restrictive·.
Secondly, the property of homotheticity is not one that con be
applied or assumed a priori, it requires testing with other
~seful

function such as the generalised CES function, for

which the property of homotheticity does not hold.
words, the constant elasticity of substitution provides a
function which allows the

el~sticity

from unity.

(1975, p.8) have argued that,

Smyth et al.

of substitution to differ

"even if for a particular industry a homothetic function exists,
it is not the case that the same function will be applicable
across industries.

Therefore, in a cross section of induscries

the proportionality requirements would not be met overall
even if they were met for individual industries, as capitallabour ratios differ between industries''.
Considering the above reasons, we relaxed the assumption
that production for local and foreign firms
Douglas specification in equations (6.1) -

obey Cobb(6.3).

Followi;·1g

an approximation based on Taylor series expansion suggested
by Kmenta (1967), equation (6.5) was then used to estimatr
efficiency,distribution,substitution and scale parameters
The results are given

for foreign and local firms.
Table 6. 2.

The

a

.i '.

coefficient ( a 2 ) is significant at the

5 per cent level and the returns to scale (a 1 ) is not sigi;i.ficant at either the 5 or 10 per cent levels.
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With regarci

to~·

the expectation was that if it is significantly different

from zero, the Cobb-Douglas specification should be rejected.
The coefficient of a

3

as reported in (4) of Table 6.2 is not

significantly different from zero, implying that the CobbDouglas model cannot be rejected as an adequate model for the
total industries.

One must be careful with

sue~

interpretations

because it is possible that the samples were not large enough
to permit sufficient variation of capital and labour which
would allow a 3 to be estimated with sufficient precision. 22
As we have seen, equation (6.4)

coll~psed

to the equivalent

Cobb-Douglas form since a 3 was insignificantly different from
zero.

In view of the inept performance of the CES function, two

questions can be asked.

Firstly, what would h~ve beeri the degree

of error if we had accepted the Cobb-Douglas function in a
situation where CES specification is more appropriate?
let us suppose

Secondly,

that a 3 in equation ( 6, 5) was signifi·cant and

as a result the Cobb-Douglas specification was rejected.

Does

that mean that the CES form is to be accepted as the appropriate form?
The disagreement over the first question is considerable.
While there is no doubt that the elasticity of substitution may
well be in error, some have argued that the influence of the
elasticity of substitution ori growth is insignificant.

23

Likewise,

others have argued that while differences in the elasticity
of substitution matters a little in the "aggregate conventionally measured concept", among industries; differences in the
elasticity of substitution may
the rate of growth.

24

Sine~

h~ve

a significant effect on

there is no unified view

regarding the effect of elasticity of substitution on growth
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rates, the question may be asked:

will a

mis~specification

of elasticity of substitution parameter ( cr ) impart the
return to scale parameter bias?

From Maddala and Kadana (1967)

it can be shown that Cobb-Douglas will give a true indication
of the factor intensities in the case where L and K are
independent with similar log normal distributions,
e.g. 8 1

=

82

::0.

However where these distributions are

homogeneous, the bias can be made arbitrarily large. 25

There

is also growing evidence from Monte Carlo experiments that
suggests the use of Cobb-Douglas functions to estimate returns
to scale may not lead to much bias if the distributions of L
and K are independent.
To answer the second question, we shall employ a more
generalised estimating equation than
homotheticity.

(6.4) to test for

Equation (6.6) was used and the specified

non-homothetic production function gives the results teported
in Table 6.2(5).

The basis of equation (6.6) is to test for

homotheticity which requires that a

31

=

a 32

=

a

33

=

a .
3

Following Griliches and Ringstad (1971) and Tyler (1978), we
tested the hypothesis that a non-homothetic production can be
accepted as
rejected.

appropriate~:if

the null hypothesis of' equali.ty is

An F-test of the null hypothesis of the equality

of a 31 , a
, a
and a 3 led to its rejection.
32
33

Thi~

suggests

that there is non-homotheticity in the underlying model.
This result provides support for Griliches'(l967 and 1968)
findings that the hypothesis that distribution, efficiency
and scale parameters are the same for all 2 digits industries,
is inconsistent with the evidence.

Tyler (1978) also found

evidence of non-homotheticity in the case of Brazilian
manufacturing industries.

The point here as we have noted
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above is that a homothetic function may be possible in a
single industry, but proportionality requirements would not
be met across industries because capital-labour ratios differ
between industries.
Empirical Results: (B) Inter-Firm Production Function
Estimates for 1972 Survey of Nigerian Industrial Firms
The

result~

reported so far indicate that additional

work on cross-sectional production functions based on data
drawn from local firms and foreign firms separately would
probably be very valuable.

We have argUed all along that

disaggregating data may make a difference in some of the
results presented.

Further;

th~

lack of precision in estimating

a 3 was probably due to the fact that the samples were·not
large enough to permit sufficient variation of capital and
labour.

We hoped that since the number of observations has

increased from 88 to 969, a3 in the Kmenta form should now
be found to be significantly different from zero.
The results of estimating the basic Cobb-Douglas function
defined by equation (6.1) are reported in Table 6.3(1).
The overall fit of the regressions measured by R2 and F
are fairly good for both local and foreign firms.
combination of (a

+

S) coefficients suggests an increasing

returns to scale to both local and foreign firms.
the local firms would seem to have
to scale.

The ratios of

firms than local firms.
and foreign firms

The

a/B

However,

slightly higher returns

is higher in the foreign

The intercept (A) in both local

sugge~ts

a gap in technical

efficienc~

However, the•technical efficiency (A) is negative
for both foreign and local firms and insignificantly different
from zero.

We conclude that there is no evidence to support the

proposition that foreign firms possess greater technical efficiency,
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Inter-Firm Production Function Estimates for 1972 Survey
of Nigerian Industrial Firms. Foreign Firms= 487 and
Local Firms = 482.

TABLE 6.3

Intercept
LN A

a

B

al

a2

a3

Scale
Elasticity
of
Elasticity
Substitution
li + B

R2

F

DW

1.3707

(J

1) Cobb-Douglas
Equation 6.1

!
.6000
(5.6032)*

-

-

1 ;_2336

1 .. 0000

I.

68

515

.8700
(5.6631)*

-

-

1.2741

1.0000

1.87

1599

Foreign Firms

-0.6341
( .4000)

-

.6336
(3.5753)*

Local Firms

-0.8518
( . 5336)

-

.4041
(3.2912)*

Foreign Firms

-0.4337
( .2719)

-

-

.1815
(0.7970)

-

1.0270
.1146
(2.8714)* (-1.0295)

l. 2085

0.8970

.42

116.8

1.3896

Local Firms

-0.5175
(-.3349)

-

-

.2420
( 1.1097)

-

.7354
-.0953
(4.9643)"' (1.5852)

0.9774

0.9129

.62

259.3

2.6958

-

2.3125 i
I
I

'
I
~

<.o

2) C .E .S.
Equation 6.5

~

I

* indicates statistical significance at the.S ·per cent level or better.
The numbers in parentheses below the regression coefficients are calculated t-values.
Source:

O.L.S. Regression Estimates.

when both groups are considered separately.
Next, the soundness df CES equation (6.5) was investigated
by running it separately for each of the two groups (foreign
and local).

The expectation was that if a 3 is significantly

different from zero, the Cobb-Douglas form should be rejected.
The results of equation (6.5) are reported in Table 6.3(2).
The returns to scale is not significantly different from zero
for both foreign and local firms.
w~ighted

is capital 1 s share

The coefficient a 2

by the returns to scale,

which
~(1

-

6)J

is significant for both groups at the 5 per cent level.
Regarding the key coefficient in the Kmenta form, a , it is
3
found to be insignificahtly different from zero for both
groups of firms.

This would suggest that the

Cobb~Douglas

function is an adequate medel for explaining the production
behaviour of foreign and local firms.
elasticity, i.e. (a

+

B)

Nevertheless, scale

suggests that foreign firms possess

greater returns to scale than local firms.

The elasticity

of factor substitution shows approximately the same magnitude
for both groups.
Turning to the intercepts, they are both
different from zero.

~nsignificantly

A comparison of the intercepts in the

Cobb-Douglas and CES for both groups suggests that foreign
and local firms are closer in technical efficiency in
the CES form than the Cobb-Douglas form.
Conclusions
Notwithstanding that a great deal more research needs
to be done, the results presented in this chapter allows a
number of important conclasions to be drawn.

First, separate

production functions do exist for both foreign and local firms.
But foreign

fir~s

are not seen to possess greater levels of
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technical efficiency than local firms.

Second, it

app~ars

that foreign firms do not possess any relative advantage
but their relationship with the local firms in Nigeria is
a complex one.

There is a major reason to Bxpect that local

firms would not be different from foreign firms given that
most of the locally controlled firms are resident expatriates.
It follows that the similarities observed in our analysis
may be due to the fact that certain behavioural and economic
characteristics of the foreign firms may also be displayed by
resident expatriates.

However, our data do not allow us to

separate resident expatriates from genuine privately owrted
indigenous firms.

Our results do leave us open to the

criticism levelled by Forsyth and Solomon (1977) that the
practice of aggregating resident expatriates' firms and
genuine privately owned indigenous firms will tend to hide
such differences and may seriously affect comparisons with
foreign firms.

In the next chapter we investigate domestic

cost differences between foreign and local firms.
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Chapter Seven
DOMESTIC COST DIFFERENCES - A COMPARISON OF
FOREIGN AND LOCAL MANUFACTURIN.G FIRMS IN
NIGERIA: A DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS APPROACH
The previous chapter has considered differences in
technical efficiency between foreign firms and local firms in
Nigeria.

We now turn to an investigation of cost differences

between foreign firms and local firms.

Firstly, we briefly

examine the role of cost differences in economic approaches to
foreign direct investment.

Secondly, we specify the hypotheses

to be tested and the variables used.

Thirdly, the technique

of discriminant analysis which is used in testing these
hypotheses, is briefly reviewed.

Fourthly, a description of

the data and the results of the discriminant analysis are
presented.

Finally, we draw the main conclusion in part five.

Cost differences and the theory of FDI
Differences in the cost of production have been central
to the theoretical analysis of why firms go abroad.

There are

two main reasons why cost of production is emphasised in.the
theory of foreign direct investment.

Firstly, the cost of

production variable is a locational specific factor in either
the home country or host country.

It is now widely accepted

that the coexistence of ownership advantages and locational
factors, provides the most obvious explanation of why a firm will
organise manufacturing operatiaE abroad.

Giddy and Young (1982,

p.58) have pointed out that with the possession of certain
firm-specific advantages (able to develop new products, skills
in marketing, organisation of finance, expertise in differentiating
products, etc.) the company could simply export to overseas
markets.

11

To explain the choice of foreign direct investment,
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it is necessary therefore to take into consideration locationspecific factors in either the home or host countries.

These

include variables such as trade barriers and other government
policies, market characteristics, costs and productivity." 1
The second reason why cost of

~reduction

is

emphas~sed

in the theory of foreign direct investment is the growing
"sourci_ng activity" which has been noted in the context of
.
2
both developed and less developed countries.
It is argued that
MNCs operate a world-wide sourcing policy for manufacture and
assembly, the aim being to minimise total production costs. 3
Given the above reasons, the theories of foreign direct
inVestment currently evolving in the literature have, as a
result, focussed heavily on production costs. According to
Hymer (1976) and

Kindleberge~.(l969),

foreign firms who wish

to compete in a foreign market against local firms must possess
some advantages such as patented or unavailable technology,
special access to capital or markets, economies of

sc~le,

economies of vertical integration, differentiated products, etc.
Tschoegl (1982, pp.203;266) has noted that the proposition that
foreign investors must possess a countervailing advantage over
local firms needs to be viewed in the light of the following
points.
(1)

The conditional statement which assumes that a country
is equally open across all economic sectors and to all
origins just because i~ permits some foreigners to
operate in some industries.

(2)

The assumption of the existence of local competition.

(3)

The assumption that foreign firms face higher costs
than local firms.
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Regarding the first assumption, Nigeria as we have
already pointed out in Chapter 4, permitted foreign direct
investment in all sectors during the 1950s and early 1960s.
However, during the 1970s, the government delimited areas in
which private foreign investors could operate.

Given that

foreign investment is still welcome and will for a long time
be an important component in Nigeria's economic development,
it follows that the conditional statement is relevant to
those areas in which the foreigners are allowed to participate.
With respect to the assumption of local competition,
there are those who uphold the idea that frequently, especially
in less developed countries, local firms are not

~vailable

to

compete effectively in the particular prtiduct lines in which
the foreign investor is interested.

A second argumerit is that

local firms do not change their policies in order to compete
fully with foreigners.

Finally, lack of effective competition

is also associated with rapidly growing host markets.

The basic

argument reflects the assumption that there are transient costs
to the firm associated with growth such that the optimal rate
of growth for existing firms might be less than that of the
whole market.

Consequently

11

this could cre?-te an oppo'rtunity for

new firms who, while perhaps higher cost producers, would still
.
4
find entry attractive."
Given the above arguments, it wouid seem
variables will provide little explanation

fo~

th~t

cost

foreign direct

investment especially in those areas or indust~ies w~ere there
are 'attenuated' competition from the local investors.

In the

case of Nigeria, we assume fhat there is strong competition
between local firms and foreign firms.

Furthermore, we assume

that local firms in Nigeria will be less accommodating to local
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oligopolistic arrangements and are willing to change their
policies in order to engage in more competitive behaviour.

5

The assumption of significant differeritial costs suggests
that foreign firms face higher costs than do local firms.
These costs derive from the fact that foreign firms must operate
in "alien and distant markets".

However, it is argued that the

extra costs will be a function of the firm's nationality,
industry and corporate history.

In some situations these

extra costs may even approach zero.

We also assume that the

non-trivial differential costs exist in Nigeria, so that
foreign firms face greater costs than local firms.

The

higher costs of production may reflect poor accessibility to
major suppliers or major markets, higher transport and communications costs and a lower quality labour force which might
require training at additional cost.
Previous empirical studies in this area are scarce.
So far, only two studies have compared cost differences in
manufacturing industries.

The empirical work based on developed

countries has been that of Oksanen and Williams (1978), who
compared industrial cost and

~mployment

~haracteristics

for

manufacturing industries in Canada and the United States.
Their empirical results indicate that "the national origin of an
industry can be ascertained from its cost and employment
structure with very high accuracy." 6

Similarly, !yare and

Gemmell (1983) also compared cost differences between two
developing countries - Ghana and Nigeria - manufacturing
industries.

They found some support for the view that cost and

employment characteristics of similar industries differ between
the two nations.

These two studies were eoncerned with inter-

national cost differences.

They are both relevant to considera-
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'
tions of international
economic policy but not domestic
economic policy.

In addition; studies focussing on domestic

cost differences between foreign and local firms or industries
have compared the wage payments made by foreign and local
firms.

Dunning (1976) compared wage payments of a sample of

500 U.S. affiliates operating in Britain in 1973.

His results

indicate that the U.S. affiliates tend to pay higher than
average wages, as measured by differences in the yearly wage
bill per capita.
of Dunning.
Kingdo~

Stopford (1979) lends support to the findings

Stopford 1 s results were based upon the United

Census of Production for 1975.

He found that·, in

most industries, ·the differences in wage payments were within
10 per cent.

Studies focussing on developing countries include:

Mason (1973), for the Philippines and Mexico, Langdon (1975)for
Kenya, Sourrouille (1976) for Argentina, Jo (1976) for South
Korea, Iyanda and Bello (1979) for Nigeria and Possas (1979)
for Brazil.

Results of these studies have established that in

most industries foreign firms paid more than local

firms~

On

the other hand, a study by Cohen (1975) for Singapore and
Taiwan, found that local firms tended to pay higher wages than
foreign firms in Singapore.
was mixed.

With respect to Taiwan, the result

Sabolo and Traj tenberg (1976) · have estimate.d

U.S. MNE 1 s annual wages between 1.4 and 2.1 times higher than
indigenous firms in Latin America.

Finally the study by

Papandreou (1980) for Greece fdund differences in average wages
per head between foreign and local firms that were not
statistically

significant~

The present study dif£ers from the above studies because
we are comparing foreign and local firms in terms of several
cost and employment variables.

Secondly, while most studies

have generally made comparisons between foreign and local firms
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in terms of money wage rates, total employee benefits (including
fringe benefits) will be used in this study.

Thirdly, we hope to

reflect some of the problems raised by Dunning (1981, p.300) as
11

the difficulty (with previous empirical) studies is to identify

the extent to which any diffetences observed in the wages paid
by MNE affiliates (compared to indegenous firms) is

a~cribed

to

their foreign ownership as such, or to other attributes of the
affiliates, for example, size, product mix, skill composition,
"

location (within a country) arid so on."

Given that our interest

is in differential costs, it is reasonable to focus on data needed
to describe differences between firms of the two ownership groups.
Hence we turn to the hypothesis to be tested and variables used
in the testing.
Hypotheses and Variables
The basic hypothesis being tested in this chapter is
whether cost and employment characteristics differ significantly
between foreign and local ownership.

Put differently, can

nationality of a firm be ascertained from its east and employment
structure with very high accuracy?

The use of firm data in

this chapter follows a similar study by Oksanen and Williams
(1978).

Their comparison of industrial cost and employment

characteristics was based upon 124 industries in America and
Canada.
industry.

Ideally, we

~auld

have liked to compare firms within an

The lack of useful data becomes an increasing problem

at greater levels of disaggregation than the industry tev~l.

It

is only at the firm level that some of the more interesting
aspects of cost and employment characteristics become apparent.
Howevet, we are comparing a more homogeneous sample of firms
and despite the rather aggregate nature of the estimates,
certain features of the cost.comparisons may still be
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app~rent

.

We would argue that the Nigerian 4-digits industrial grouping
used in the compilation of official statistics is, to a large
extent, based on the technology of production as opposed to
some form of market structure.

For example, one of the questions

asked during the Survey was that each firm should briefly
describe the activities of its establishment, such as products
manufactured or processed.
Since no one variable is an adequate proxy for either
cost structure or employment characteristics, several variables
have been chosen whose

co~bined

effects show a systematic or

random difference between foreign and local firms.

W~

shall

begin with employment characteristics.
(a)

Number of employees per firm (Xl)
The most commonly used variable to measure size is the

number of company workers.

Since average firm size serves as

a proxy for the various economies of scale, economies of scale
may be an important determinant in explaining differences in
cost and employment in the two groups of ownership.
FOS (1972) data, in Table

7.1~

From the

.the total number of employees in

manufacturing industries is estimated to be 167,470.

This

figure represents an increase of 15 per cent over the 1971
figure of 145,445

·employ~es

in the manufacturing industries.

The number of employees accounted for by all foreign firms (defined in
this study as all firms whose paid up capital is 100 per cent
foreign) ranges from the low of 60 in the printing industry to
a peak of 28,282 in the spinning, weaving and finishing textiles
industry (Table 7.2).

For the local firms (defined in this

stugy as all firms whose pain up capi tc..l is 100 per cent. lucal)
~he

;-,umb8r c•f' em{•lo::ees

rar1ge~

from 10 in products of petroleum

and coal to 4,855 in the spinning, weaving and finishing textiles
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TABLE 7.1

~cat

product£

1

1970

1971

1972

11

11

13

3
3

3
3

.5

20!.

It

2?9

29

}It

48

5220

6009

9978

It

It

91t9

1444

1668

product"

ua~ry

trult cann•nG and

pre6ervin~

Vegetable oil cillin&
Grain llill products

87

11,9

7
173

12

9

10

5
7

6

7

Spirit diiStillery and beer

8

9

Soft drinkr;

6

8

9

Laker)' products
Sugar

an~

s~&ar

confectioner)'

t:iiSc. food anc! anir:>al feed

1970

3?96
6223
488
}488
818
}170
27068

Tob.,cco

It

5

.5

-:extiles

39

61

P.ade up textile goods

11

1}

69
1.5

}

9

16

lle>Ji

20.}?
668
?50
2755
8455

Lr::ittrc! goods

5589

1971

1972

160~

271,0

303

_i.;?O

250

266

4.799

5017

5210
?00

.5288

616

3563

/.;2}1

772

).}05

lt228
}2626

1.;188

37067

}860
19}?

4280

}!)61,

21

23

}1

';ann:ing

7

It

6

Travel goods

It

6

6

12

15

Sa"' .,.illing

7.5

106

\.'ooden furniture fi xutes

50

66

19
12}
86

.}212

.5lt4}

5900.

6

9

985985

7
'l7

1117
74.54

1 .. 79
1429
?Bit2

1720
1lt32

'

397
617

511

}}l

6?8

756

9
17

1010

807

3699

.}877

\.·ea.rino; apparel

Foot wear

Contain~

and paper board

5

7
5

67

6.5

har;ic lnd. chemical

It

p.,_:nt£

6

5
6
8

raper product£
b·inting

D.·

.1gs and o.-dicine£

~oap,

perfumes and other&

7
lit

Other

chi~ical

10

product&

6

671

2}.59

9732

907}

776

1276

423

lt88

17lt2
lt271
2966

3011t

8

8

'

2.5
15

19
19

23
21t

"6

6
8

9

1452
226

16

6

7
21

1507

15

Ba&ic Hetal
Metal furniture and fixture&
Structural metal product£

;9
16

ll

1.1

2lt

.2}

20
.27

231lt
249&_
2675 . 3866

Fabricated metal products

16

18

Manufacture of A&r· and
indu&.trj machinery

..

-32

5

33
5

'

llachinery and equipment

}

Manufacture of radio Tel. and
CDCUD. eq. 1!. app.

9

'

B

ll

Other electrical. supplies,

5

It

Transport Equipment

7

7

20

2l.

1
6
18

?0}

B?O

1.052

Misc. product&
Total

Source:

...

22}3

3969"

1515
, .. 9
68"
}126
3218
2247
2819
2306
·589
.3850---..!rlai

10

Concrete product&

~t6r.6

161t9

5
5

Cement

9874

381
16.57
6915
21.57

Tyrer; and tube&

Brick£ and tiles

772

2856

10

5
12

Pottery and gla&£ products

990

9:

l}

.5

Plastic product!;

1976

13.55
5137
15}6

Prod. o! petroleuc and coal
Other rubber product&

155}
868

5375

76}2

5ll7
7686

200

245

32}

}72

2}0
718

215
1017

8}2

1093

911

923

.44-7

2246

205~

---------

-· -------------

FOS (197-7:)
.

v--·

Figures include Government; Co-operatives and joint ventures firms.
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industry.

The survey of 43 firms (31 foreign and 11 Nigerian)

by Iyanda (1975) shows that the number of workers employed in
the foreign firms ranged from a low of 132 to a peak

of 4,420,

with an average of 1,051 employees per firm. 8 As noted in
Chapter 1, foreign firms in that study were defined as any firm
with at least 40 per cent of its voting stock owned by nonresidents of Nigeria, or with not less than 25 per cent foreign
ownership but under a contracted foreign partner management.
The 11 indigenous firms had a total employment of 3,657 with
a minimum of 104,

a maximum of 753, and an average of 332

employees.
The general picture conveyed by the two surveys strongly
confirms that foreign firms are generally

large~

than local firms

in Nigeria. The size advantage should give the foreign dominated
industries a substantial edge in undertaking large scale .
F~rth~r,

capital intensive investment.

it is argued that the

existence of economies of scale in production will tend to mean
that firms with small plants will be at a cost disadvantage
compared with firms with large plants.

In this case, differences

in the numbers of employees per firm in both ownership groups
may reflect economies of scale.
(b)

Skilled and semi;skilled operatives per firm .<X2)
and operatives peremployee (unskilled worke~) (X3 )
Mason (1973) has argued that since foreign firms are

more experienced in the production of technically refined
products and have developed well-defined procedures for their
production, it is most likely that they would employ lower
level operatives in the prod~ction process. 9

If the local

firms require a higher level of operative, this difference in
the quality of operative will be reflected in employment costs.
On the other hand, Reuber (1973, p.l72) argued that "it seems
-206-

l~kely

that the projects undertaken by foreign investors require

personnel with greater skills - given that these projects tend
to be concentrated in industries where advanced technology,
management and marketing skills are required - than if local
investors were to undertake projects in other areas of activity".
In line with Reuber's argument,

the~e

would be a very marked

difference between local and foreign firms in terms of skilled
and semi-skilled operatives per industry.
significant differences in numbers and

On the other hand,
of persortnel

qual~ty

may not be reflected in the employment costs.

For example, it

has been argued that foreign investors have access to labour
markets around the world.

Given their knowledge of labour

market conditions, and their ability to tap the pool of labour
within the firm internationally, they are able to recruit at
lower cost more highly skilled persons at lower salaries than
would be feasible for a local firm attempting to recruit.
comparable persons abroad;

10

Another factor that determines the number of skilled persons
in local and foreign firms is the training programs.

It is

generally accepted that foreign investment projects increase
the level of training and skill found in LDCs

signific~ntly.

Three points of significance emerge out of the empirical
evidence on why foreign investors have increased the level of
training and skill found in the LDCs.

First is the need to

provide as much highly skilled employment as possible to local
personnel in order to

~educe

f6reign personnel;

~econdly,

the

local regulations and political pressure which require foreign
firms to hire local personne±;

and thirdly, from the standpoint

of both salaries and allowances, the foreign firms find it
advantageous to use local trained personnel as compared to foreign
personnel.

11

On the other hand, employees trained by foreign
-207-

firms may later leave the firms and work fbr local firms.

In

this case, it is possible for local firms to have as large a
number of skilled personnel as in the foreign firm.

Assuming

that local firms are able to recruit these skilled workers
trained by foreign

firm~,

it would presumably show up in

lower costs for the local firms compared to foreign firms.
In the case of Nigeria, Iyanda (1975, p.l43) has found
that a much higher percentage (58%) of foreign firms have
established training departments as compared to (30%) of
the local firms.

One reason suggested for this

h~gher

is that foreign firms are larger than local firms.

percentage

Further,

the existence of a training department is expected in a large
firm which will be able to justify the costs as a result of
frequent use.

The possibility exists therefore that foreign

firms in Nigeria are likely to provide more
training opportunities than local firms.

for~al-employee

If this were the

case, we would expect the number of skilled wbrkers per firm
to be higher for foreign firms than for local firms.
(c)

Managers or professionals per unskilled workers (X4 )
Several reasons are suggested in the literature why foreign

firms use relatively more managers or professionals in relation
to the number of unskilled workers, whereas local firms use
more skilled workers.

A frequently cited reason why foreign

firms use more unskilled workers is that they have a long
experience in the production of technically refined products.
In order to see that the procedures are being properly followed
and implemented, a large input of managerial supervisory talent
is required.

On the other hand, there is the absence of informa-

tion and well-defined production procedures in the local firms,
.

hence they rely on skilled workers more heavily.

-208-

12

In the case

of Nigeria, we would argue that the production process of
many products is not likely to be monopolised by foreign
firms.

This stems

fro~

the fact that most technological

know-how being transferred to most developing countries,
including Nigeria, consists of

11

medium level skills which are

widely available in the world market.
know-how comes in the form of

capita~

This type of technological
equipment and machinery

which is not exclusive to a partic~iar firm.

13

In this case, if

we observe differences in the use of managers between foreign
and local firms,

it might reflect the fact that local

firms find it difficult to recruit managers locally or attract
overseas managers.
Another argument that

h~s b~en

suppo~t

made in

of why

foreign firms employ more managers focusses on "inward mobility 11
For example, in Nigeria, empirical study has revealed that more
managers move into foreign-owned

The

fir~s.

re~son

is that foreign firms are able to attract more

ofteri cited

manage~ial

employees than local firms because of better compensation,
including fringe benefits. 14

Further, the foreign firms.give

more prospects for overseas travel and training, and a career
structure that leads to high positions not only· in
but elsewhere in Africa and

o~erseas.

Nigeri~,

In this case, where the

managers per unskilled workers variable distinguishes between
foreign and local firms, one possible explanation would be
differences in training programs and inward mobility.
(d)

Wages per employee (Xs)
and Wages per skilled operative (X6)
There are a number of reasons why wage payments in

different firms and industries may vary.

Differences in wage

payment could result (in a perfectly competitive market) from
the skill mix of the labour force and the productivity of

-209-
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individual employees.

It could result from

~orking

conditions,

the system of payments, and the amount of overtime and shift
working.

As labour markets are usually not perfectly

competitive, differences in wages may result from imperfections
such as sex differentials in wage payments, the existence of
regional labour markets, the nature and strength of the
bargaining power of workers through their trade unions, the
influence of the government "as well as the market power of
.
15
the firms and other aspects of market structure."
With
respect to differences in wage payments between foreign and
local firms or

indu~trieS,

it is argued

~hat

foreign firms

have access to international capital markets where capital is
relatively cheap.

Consequently they pay high wage rates, based

on international standards, for ~killed labour, manage~ent and
16
unskilled labour.
Mason (~973) has provided evidence that
United States firms operating in some developing countries
have a lower cost of

c~pital

.and pay higher wages.

From this

standpoint, he concluded that United States firms must obtain
their capital on more favourable terms than d6 local firms
from both local and international sources. There is other
empirical evidence to support the view that foreign firms
have a lower cost of capital.

As we have noted in Chapter 3,

local firms in Kenya according to Pack (1976) relied on the
local market for investment finance and they borrowed at
rates of 6 - 7%.

On the

oth~r

hand, foreign firms relied on

the parent company and were allowed to use discount rates of
10 - 15% or three- or four:-:-_year payback periods in calculating
the profitability of purchasing additional equipment.

However,

Pack noted a similarity in the wage payments by the two types
of firms (local and foreign) even though foreign firms obtained

-2.10-

their capital on more favourable terms than was the case with
the local firms.

Finally, it is also argued that·foreign firms

are concentrated in the

industrie~

w~th

permit the labour force to earn higher
part of the monopoly profits.
the private sector are

higher profits which
w~ges

by capturing

However, in Nigeria ,wages in

stron~ly

affected by changes in the

public sector wages schedules which are set by government
commissions.

Trade Unions have a strong influence on these

recommendations.

With regard to capital, policies such as

duty free capital importation or accelerated capital depreciation
discussed in Chapter 4,

have made capital relatively cheap.

Differences in wage payments could reflect differences in
productivity, labour intensive techniques as well as the degree
of conformity to local
(e)

wages~

Fixed assets per firm (X7)
Average size of a firm or industry serves as a proxy for

the various economies of scale which large firms can exploit
in product development, production, marketing or finance.
Similarly, total assets employed in the business could also
serve as a measure of firm or industry size.

From this

standpoint, size of fixed assets can be cited as a possible
measure of scale between foreign and local firms.

In terms

of total assets, foreign firms in Nigeria as reported in
Table 7.2 above, are larger than.local firms.

However, capital

costs should be much less important in explaining variations
between foreign and local firms in Nigeria.

As we have noted

above, the Nigerian government policy seems to provide similar
capital (costs) to foreign and local investors.

A difference

in value between local and foreign groups may be due to the
existence of multi-plant or ''technological economies which

-211-

make for large firm size".

Further, higher capital costs

for foreign firms may reflect (a) large scales of operations,
and (b) an over-valuation of local capital stock (to lower
profit rates).
Value added per firm (Xs),
Value added per employee (Xg)
and Value added per fixed assets (x 10 )

(f)

Differentials between foreign and local firms in
and

x10

(henceforth referred to as Productivity) could

x8 , x9
r~flect

an effective absorption of new technology by fbreign firms
(Brash, 1966).

In the case of Nigeria, we would argue that

effective absorption of new technology

~ay

not account for

productivity differentials between local firms and foreign
firms.

This stems from the fact that te6hnology, as an

factor of production does have a derived-demand.

~nput

What has been

suggested is that the level and type of consumption goods
demanded in a given local economy determines. the level and
type of technology absorption.

With respect to Nigeria, it

is the case that domestic demand consists mainly of goods at
a relatively low level of technological sophistication.

Hence

it may be argued that domestic production will probably utilize
a similarly low level of production process.

Further, the

same general argument can be made in the case where income
increases and the economy shifts to higher levels of
for capital and intermediate goods.

de~and

However, it is possible

that we might find some traces of modern techniques df
management and production available to some foreign firms,
that would result in their having a higher productivity.

This

is not likely to produce significant differences in productivity
across the board.

It is our position that foreign firrns are

larger than local firms and this could well have an influence
on productivity:
-212-

A second argument that could be made regarding productivity is that local firms ih Nigeria employ less capital
per worker, and this, combined with lower managerial efficiency,
would result in the value added per worker of local firms
being oelow the level of foreign firms.
in Chapter 6 in the present

Study~

As we have observed

there was. no significant

difference in technical effibiency between the two groups.
The question of whether local firms are less capital intensive
will be discussed in the next chapter.
The variables and reasons why they should distinguish
between foreign and local firms presented above, are far
from complete, and to some extent conflicting.

However, we

have summarized in Table 7. 2a some of the reasons why we believe
that these variables might vary between foreign and local firms
in Nigeria.
The Technique of Discriminant Analysis
The primary focus of this chapter is on how best to
distinguish between foreign and local firms ori the basis of
a set of known members' characteristics or variables.

In

order to do this, we have employed the econometric methodology
based on "two-group discriminant analysis••.

Such an. approach

is justified because the technique allows one to classify
'individuals' on the basis of certain known characte~istics
into one of several "mutually exclusive· and exhaustive groups".
In the present study, we wish to classify 969 firms

~cross

44 industries into one of two groups - foreign firms and local
firms - on the basis of characteristics such as the number of
employees per firm, wage rates per firm, etc.

Another justi-

fication for the use of this technique is that discrimiriant
analysis calculates an index from a linear combination of
-213-
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Table 7.3:

A Summary of Hypotheses and Vari&bles

Var-iables

x1 = No.

of emoloyees
per firm

Hypothesis
Higher
or
Lower

Local Firms·
Higher if
a) more. labour intensive
b) exploiting the country's
comparative advantage
c) carrying out ail stages
of production

Foreign Firms
Higher if
larger in size
Lower if
a) limited size plants established for local
market - motive for establishment - import
substitution not exporting
b) carrying out limited amount of value added
locally

X
2
I

I

= Operatives per

As above

As above

firm

~

.....

~

I

I

X
3

= Operatives per

Higher if

Lower if

a) use productive processes
which rely on intermediate
technology which needs
more skilled labour.

a) more routine production processes.
Technology tried and tested in home country.
Machines in host country less likely to
break down.

b) over-manning of skilled
workers in local industry.

b) higher technology may need fewer skilled

employee

workers.~

c) Lower levels of skilled manning agreed 1n
line with standards of home country.

Table 7.2e± (cont ... )

Variables
X = Managers per
4
firm

Hypothesis

Foreign

Local Fii'ms
Lower if

1 Higher

Fi1~ms

if

C:.,..,,

more difficult to recruit
,j a) firm size larger
managers locally or attract
overseas managers
b) more coordination needed as inputs imported
c) need to confirm to. rigorous product
specifications.

x5 = Wages

per
employee

I

I

Lower if

Higher if

a) productivity lower (MPL)

a) productivity higher

b) more· labour intensive

.b) more capital iritensi ve

c) conform to low local wages

c) conform to wage levels of home country

As above in 5

As above in 5

1;\:)

.....
Cl1

I

I-x6 = Wages

per
operative

~ =· fixed as~~~~.

per firm

Lower if
Converse

Higher if
a) larger
b) easier access to capital
c) techniques more capital intensive
d) rate highly fixed asset values,
i.e. transfer pricing

Variables

Hypothesis

Local Firms

Foreign Firms
I

X = Value addeq per
8
firm

Lower if
Converse

Higher if
a) larger industries
b) easier access to capital
c) more

~apital

intensive

d) more advanced technology

x9 = Value

added per
employee

Higher if
more skilled workers

Higher if
a) more managers
b) more capital intensive
c) more advanced technology

XlO '= Value added per
fixed asset
I

Higher if
more skilled workers

t'oj

......
en

Lower if

I

Converse

Lower if
more capital intensive but diminishing
marginal returns to capital
Higher if
a) more advanced technology
b) more managers
c) tried and tested processes i.e. no R & D
costs in local marke~
d) overvalue fixed assets to minimise value
added per fixed asset and hence reduce local
tax burden

L__ _ _. -

-

Note:

These are some of the reasons why cost and employment characteristics may differ between foreign and
local firms.

the available characteristics which will maximize the statistical
discrimination between groups.
Previous studies (Riedel, 1975;

Forsyth and Solomon, 1977;

Oksanen and Williams, 1978; and Iyare and Gemmell, 1983) have
employed·

discrimi~ant

analysis to classify firms or industries

into foreign of local groups.

The procedure of discriminant

analysis is explained in Dhrymes (1970), Kendall (l95j)~
Kendall and Stuart (1966), Lachenbruch (1975), Massy (1963),
Johnston (1972), Cooley and Lohnes (1971) and Bolch and Huang
(1974).'
The

11

discriminant functions'' estimated here are of the
.

'

form:

Y.l

=

(7.1)

+ " •••• blOXl.Oi

where Yi is the score on discriminant function i, the b 1 s are
weighting coefficients, and the X1 s are the standardized value of
the

f-discriminating variables used in the analysis.

A mathe-

matical discussion of how equation (7.1) is derived, is provided
in Appendix 7.A.

It may be noted

11

that the estimation of the

coefficients does not depend upon a set of observations for
a dependent variable.

Rather, maximization (with respect to

vector b) of a cross-category variation yields a linear
combination of the original variables.

112

°

Further, the two-

group discriminant analysis is analogous to regression on
.
21
biniary dependent variables using least squares ..
Given that our aim is to obtain a method for classifying
a firm as either foreign or local, it is necessary to have a
rule for discrimination.

From Bloch and Huang (1974) and

Anderson (1958) it can be shown that if costs of misclassification
are equal for two groups and if the a priori probability of
an observation belonging to ohe group equals the probability
-217- .

of its belonging to the other, a simple classification rule
as in 7.2 can be used.

For the present study let b'. be

the (1 x 10) vector of estimated coefficient, then we may
calculate the critical score as
(7 •2 )

X=

where

sample mean for foreign and local firms respectively.

The rule for discrimination can now be expressed under the
assumption of a

multivar~ate

normal distribution as: classify

as a local firm if the critical score is less than Y* and
'

classify as a foreign firm if the critical score is more
than Y* .
There are two main tests of significance in discriminant
analysis.

Firstly, one can test the hypothesis that the

groups from which the individuals come are in fact distinct
groups - their means are significantly different from each
other.

In this test, it is possible to transform the test

statistic into an F statistic.

Secondly~

one can assess the

ability of the discriminant function to classify individuals
correctly.

Given ,that individuals are classified into groups

on the basis of the discriminant scores, it

~s

therefore possible

to see if individuals are classified into those groups where they
really belong.

Finally there is the classification matrix

that summarizes the number of correct and incorrect classifications
for each group.

This is quite useful in the sense that one is

able to see where misclassifications occur.
Data
Data for this chapter and the next were from a 1972 survey
of manufacturing establishments by the Federal Office of
Statistics published in 1977.

The sample included 1,052

establishments in 48 industries in 1972.
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Because of missing

data, 44 industries are included in the analysis of this
chapter.
The Survey of 1972 provides highly aggiegated data for
most of the variables used and this poses a problem of measurement in comparative analysis.

It would be highly desirable

to compare firms producing very similar products but the
nature of the data does not permit such a comparison.

Since

firms are not distinguished between foreign and local firms for
most variables, we have made use of 10 variables in which
foreign and local firms are most clearly distinguished.
From this approach we have concluded that· the number of
employees per firm,operatives per firm,operatives-employees ratios,
managers per firm, wage rates, fixed assets, va1ue added-assets
ratios, and value added per firm, are important in determining
the origin of an industry.

Numbers employed are defined ·as

employees who are regularly on the pay roll of the establishment.
These do not include working·proprietors, family workers and
apprentices.

Operatives are defined as skilled and

~emi-

skilled operatives using simple production machinery and complex
production machinery.

Wages and salaries are gross earnings

of employees before deduction of pension contributions and
income tax.

Bonuses, overtime payments and allowances are

included (e.g. rent subsidy and motor vehicle basic allowance).
Fixed assets include residential buildings, non-residential
buildings, transport equipment, machinery and equipment,
land, land improvement and other construction except land.
Value added is gross output minus industrial costs.

In this

survey "value added" means-census value added.
Empirical Results
Before presenting the empirical results, we would like
to make the following

points~

Firstly, foreign firms and

. -21~-;

local firms are firms with 100 per cent private non-Nigerian
paid up capital and 100 per cent private Nigerian paid up capital
respectively.

Secondly, we are comparing foreign firms' data

across 44 industries with local firms' data across 44 industries.
The results of the discriminant analysis are presented in
two sections.
method.
A.

In Section A are the results using the direct

Section B contains results using the Stepwise method.

Direct Method
In the direct method, all the dependent variables in

equation 7.1 are entered into the analysis simultaneously.
In other words, variables are. not selected one by one in order
of explanatory power.

The set of variables which, it is

hypothesized, distinguish foreign firms from local firms is
composed of the following:
xl

=

operatives per firm

x2
x3

number of employees per firm

==

operatives per employee

x4

managers or professionals per firm

x5

wages per employee

x6

=

wages per operative

x7

investment costs (fixed assets) per firm

Xg

value added per .firm

Xg

value added per

x1o

value added per fixed asset

~mployee

The results of the direct method are presented in three
subsections.

In Section 1 are the classification coefficients.

We present and interpret the standardized coefficients in
Section 2.

The classification table and matrix are presented in

Section 3.

Before presenting these results, the significance

of the discriminant function, and hence the null hypothesis
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that the included variables fail to distinguish foreign from
domestic firms, is tested by Wilks' Lambda
converted into an F-statistic.

which can be

The F-value of 9.932 with

10 and 77 degrees of freedom indicates the null hypothesis is

rejected and the groups are indeed distinct.
1)

Classification function coefficients
The classification function coefficient for the foreign

and local firms using the direct method are given in Table 7.3.
They indicate the following:
Table 7.3
Classification Function Coefficients - Direct Method

Local
Firms

Variable
Number of employees per firm

-0.00035

-0.00025

Operatives per firm

-0.00031

-0.00083

Operatives per employee_

3.11611

4 .. 15978

Managers per firm

0.04284

0.06866

-3.35532

-4.73930

Wages per operative

2.02304

2.51845

Fixed assets per firm

0.00017

0.00011

-0.00035

-0.00012

Value added per employee

0.00143

0.00148

Value added per fixed asset

0.13185

-0.048.87

-2.62505

-3.77893

Wages per employee

Value added per firm

Constant
a)

Foreign
Firms

The coefficients for the number of employees per firm are
both negative for local and foreign firms.

This implies

that the number of employees per firm has almost the same
influence in classifying a firm in one group as in another.
However, if employees per firm increases, we would expect
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more firms to be classified as foreign firms and

les~

firms to be classified as local firms.
b)

The coefficients for both local and foreign firms with
respect to operatives per firm variable are negative.
Since the negative coefficient is higher in the foreign group,
firms with high scores for operatives per firm variable are
less likely to be classified as foreign firms.

In other

words, more firms will be classified as local firms for
this variable.
c)

With respect to the operatives per employee . , the coefficient
of the foreign firms is higher than the local group.

This

can be interpreted to mean that the operatives per employee:
variable contributes most to classifying
foreign group than the local group.

fi~ms

into the

It also means that if

the number of operatives per employee

increases, the likeli-

hood that a firm will be classified as foreign increases,
while the likelihood that a firm will be classified as local
decreases.
d)

This result is as expected.

The coefficient for managers is higher for the foreign
firms.

Since percentage of top management positions held

by foreigners is

l~kely

to be higher in foreign firms,

we have excluded foreign managers.
managers.

We made use of Nigerian

While both coefficients are positive, firms

with more managers tend to be in the foreign group.

This

result is as expected.
e)

The coefficients for both local and foreign firms are
negative in wages per employee .

Firms with high Values

for this variable are less likely to be classified in the
group they actually belong to.
f)

The coefficients of wages per operative are about the same
for foreign and local firms.
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However the weight of the

wages per operative

Vari~ble

has relatively more influence

in classifying firms in the foreign group than in the
local group.

Our a priori expectation was that this variable

will be positive.

However, we expected the weight for

the foreign firms to be. significantly larger than

th~

local group.
g)

The fixed assets per firm variable turns out to be positive
for both local and foreign firms.

The inherited importance

of foreign investors in scale intensive sectors seems not
to be supported by this result.

The local firms coefficient

for this variable seems to be slightly
coefficient of foreign firms.

higher than the

It is possible that foreign

firms have a lower cost of capital than local firms.
result, however,

The

suggests that if fixed assets increase,

the probability that a firm will be

cl~ssified

as 1ocal

increases more than the probability that a firm will be
classified as foreign.
h)

The value added variable has negative coefficients for
both local and foreign firms.

The weights suggest that firms

with high values for value added variable are least likely
to be classified as local firms.

This result, however,

suggests that the value added variable has about the same
influence in classifying a firm in local or foreign groups.
i)

The coefficients of value added per emplbyee are large and
positive for both foreign and local firms.

However, the

coefficient for .the foreign group is slightly higher indicating
that if value added per employee increases, the likelihood that
a firm will be classified as foreign increases more than
the likelihood of classifying a firm as local.
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j)

Finally, the coefficient for the value added per fixed
asset is positive for the local firms and negative for the
foreign firms.

The weight for the value added

pe~

fixed

asset in the local group indicates that firms with higher
values for this variable are more likely to be classified
as local firms.

The negative coefficient for the foreign

group implies that firms with high

valu~s

for this variable

are least likely to.be classified as foreign firms.

This

result is quite contrary to our expectations.
2)

In Table 7.4, we present the coefficients of the standardized

discriminant coefficients.

Given that the first function accounts

for 100 per cent of the dispersion, only one discriminant function
is used in the analysis.

From the first discriminant function,

firms with highest discriminant scores are classified as foreign.
Similarly, firms with lowest scores are classified as local.
The mean discriminant scores are -.67382 for lobal or group l,
and .67382 for foreign or group 2.
Table 7.4
Standardized Discriminant Coefficients
Variable

~

Direct Method
(coefficients)

Number of em~loyees pe~ firm
Operatives (skilled) per firm
Operatives (skilled) per employee
Managers per firm
Wages per employee

0.249
-1.056
2.085
2.293

-3.479

Wages per operative

0.920

Fixed assets per firm

-0.380

Value added per firm

0.087

Value added per employee

0.020

Value added per fixed asset
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-0.619

a)

The coefficient of number of employees per firm is positive
as expected, since firms with higher values for this
variable are more likely to be classified as foreign (the group
with high discriminant score).

b)

The result for the operative

pe~

firm shows a negative

coefficient because firms with lower values for this
variable are most likely to be classified as local firms.
c)

The operatives per employee variable shows a large and
positive coefficient.

This stems from the fact that firms

-

with large discriminant scores are classified as foreign
firms.
d)

The weight of managers per firm is positive as expected.
It implies that firms with high discriminant scores for this
variable are mostly classified as

e)

fore~gn

firms.

The coefficient of wages per employee is negative.

This

result corresponds with the classification function coefficient
result.

It also implies that more firms will be classified

as local firms for this variable than as foreign firms.
f)

Similar to the classification function coefficients result,
the coefficient of wages per operative is positive.

Firms

with high discriminant scores for this variable are most
likely to be

g)

clas~ified

as foreign firms.

The coefficient of the fixed assets per firm is negative
since firms with lower discriminant scores for this variable
are most likely to be classified as local firms.

h)

The value added per firm and the value added per employee
variables show positive results.

Th~

weight for these two

variables suggest the likelihood of firms with higher
discriminant scores being classified as foreign firms.
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i)

The coefficient of value added per fixed asset gives the
same result suggested by the classification function
coefficient result reported in Table 7.3. The coefficient is
negative since firms with lower discriminant

score~

are

mostly likely to be classified as local firms.
Finally a comparison of the classification function coefficient
results with those of the standardized discriminant
show that they are similar in size.

co~fficients

Further, the conclusions

drawn from both results are quite similar.
~

3.

Performance of Discriminant Function using Direct Method
Table 7.5 reports the classification of firms by discriminant

analysis using the direct method.

It gives the computed

discriminant scores and classification probabilities for the
88 observations across 44 indtistries.

Of the 88 observations used

in the analysis, 18 observations were misclassified.

Given the

assumption of a multivariate normal distribution, we have
converted the discriminant score of each observation into
probability of group membersh.ip.

The criterion for assigning

an observation is that an observation is assigned to a group which
it has greatest probability of membership.

For example, as

reported in Table 7.5, foreign firms in the vegetable ·oil milling
industry are misclassified.

The

misclassific~tion

occurs because

these foreign firms' probability of being in the local group is
.7125 and thier probability of belonging to the foreign group
is .3986.

Put differently, the discriminant score for the

vegetable oil milling industry in the foreign group is less than
zero, hence it has been incorrectly classified as belonging to
the foreign group.

This same interpretation applies to all

those 18 observations that are incorrectly classified as belonging
to foreign or local groups.

-?.?.f\-

MBLE 7.5

tiote:

CLASSIFICATION OF INDUSTRIES BY DlSCRltlltlAN·r AHt-\l YSIS - 1972 DIRECT METUOD

1 " L11cal industries ; I • For11ign industries
a) The 3roup nu11t•er· rd tt.11. grouJI the caSt acluillly br;lon'!s to
bl Tht group nuHbo?l' IGl of tf,e clos·P.st group
•
cl The probability of ri c~se in 9roup G bein. that f~r fro~
the centroid
·
dl The probability of the c~se bein- in group G
el It \toe probability of t~e~bership in the second close~t
group > .0005
,
fl. Centroids: forei9n ~·0.67382 ; luca! • -0.67382
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The matrix showing how well the discriminant function
works in discriminating between foreign and local groups is
presented in Table 7.6.
Table 7.6
Classification Matrix : Direct Method

Actual
Group
Local (1)

Predicted Group Membership

No .. of
C:ases

Local

44

Foreign

38

6

86.4%
Foreign (2)

13.6%

12

44

32

27.3%

. 72.7%

Per cent of 11 Groupe.d 11 cases correctly·
classified:

79.55%

As reported in Table 7.6, out of 44 cases in the

lo~al

group,

38 or 86.4% were classified as local firms and 6 or 13.6% had
characteristics of foreign f-irms.

Similarly, of the 44 cases

in the foreign gr6up, 32 or 72.7% were classified as foreign
firms and 12 or 27.3% had characteristics of local firms.
Overall, the direct method discriminant functions classified 79.55
per cent of the 88 observations into the groups where they
actually belonged.
In Figure 7.1, we report all groups stacked host6gram
of the discriminant function.

it indicates the p6sitiorts of

observations and how close or far they are from the

g~oup

mean.

As can be seen in Fig. 7.1, cases misclassified in group 1 are
very close to the centroid of group 2.

Similarly those

misclassi~

fied in group 2 are very close to the centroid of group 1.
the figure it is also pos8ible to see how far apart similar
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Figure 7.1:

1 denotes
2 denotes
O.denotes
p denotes
v denotes
X denotes

Local group
Foreign group
Local ·group mean= -.67382
Foreign group mean = .67382
misclassified cases in group 1
misclassified cases in group 2.

firms are.

For example, the spirit, distillery and

b~er

industry has discriminant scores of -3.9282 for the local
group and 3.8502 for the foreign group (see Table 7.5,
nos.l5 and 16).
tiort

o~

group.

The S.D.B.L. in Fig.7.1 represents the posi-

the spirit, distillery and beer industry for the local
Similarly, the S.D.B.F. indicates the position of the

spirit, distillery and beer industry for the foreign group.
Both locations suggest that foreign and local groups are far
apart for this industry in terms of the characteristics used in
the analysis.
B.

Stepwise Method
The second method used in classifying firms is the step-

wise selection method.

In the stepwise procedure each variable

is selected from a set of given variables one by one on the
basis of its discriminating or explanatory power.

Thus~

marginal contribution of a given variable holding a previously
selected variable constant is tested by the

F
1-

F~ratio. 22

R2 p+1 I (N- p - 1- 1)

As in the case of direct method, the set of variables which
are hypothesized to distinguish foreign from local firms is
composed of the following:
number of employees per firm
operatives per

~irm

=

operatives per employee

=

managers or professionals per firm
wages per employee

=

wages per operative
investment costs (fixed assets) per firm

=

value added per firm
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x9

value added per employee

x 10

value added per fixed asset.

The results of the stepwise method are also presented in three
subsections.

The first section contains discussions of the

classification coefficients results.
coefficients results are presented.

In two, the standardized
The classification table

and matrix are presented in section three.
(1)

Classification function coefficients results using the

stepwise method are presented in Table 7.7.
Table 7.7
Classification Function Coefficients

=

Stepwise Method

Local
Industries

Foreign
Industries

-0.00024

-0.00099

0.01824

0.04059

-1.78805

-3·.00039

Wages per operative

1.40209

l . 84472

Operatives per employee

1.79478

2.68810

Value added per fixed asset

0.078901

Variable
Operatives per firm
Managers per firm
Wages per employee

Constant

-1.84689

-0.07111
-2.70422

They imply the following:(a)

The coefficients of operatives per firm and wages per
employee give the same implications as the coefficients
derived using direct method.
are slightly different.

However, the coefficients

The weight of operatives per

firm decreases from -.00031 to -.00024 for the local firms
and increases from -.00083 to -.00099 for the foreign
firms.

This implies that the influence .of the operative

per firm variable has increased in ciassifying more firms
-231-

into the local group than the foreign group.

The

coefficients of both operatives per firm and wages per
employee imply that more firms will be classified as local
firms for both
(b)

variables~

The coefficients of managers per firm, wages per operative
and operatives per employee are all positive for both groups.
First, the managers per firm variable weights suggest that
firms with larger numbers of managers are most likely to be
foreign firms.

Second, firms paying

high~r

wages per operative

.

are more likely to be classified as foreign firms rather than
local firms.

Third, firms with more operatives per

employee are mostly foreign firms and least likely to be
local firms.
(c)

The weight of the value added per fixed asset is positive
for the local group and negative for the foreign group.

These

results correspond to the results of the direct method
results presented in Table 7.3.
value added per fixed
firm will be

a~set

classif~ed

It also implies that when

increases, the likelihood that a

as a local firm increases, while

the likelihood that it will be classified as a foreign firm
decreases.
(2)

The coefficients of the standardized discriminant coefficients

using the stepwise method are presented in Table 7.8.

Also

reported in Table 7.8 are values of Lambda and F associated
with each coefficient.

For the set of variables presented

in Table 7.8, the F-statistic is 13.8 with 6 and 81 degrees of
freedom.

The first function explained 100 per cent of the

dispersion between the two groups.

The canonical discriminant

functions evaluated at group means give -.64649 £or the local
firms and -64649 for the foreign firms.
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This implies .that

Table 7.8
Standardized Discriminant Function Coefficients
using Stepwise Method

Wilks'
Lambda

F- *
Statistics

Sig-**
Levels

2.06833

.84589

7.7428

.0008

Wages per employee

-3.18627

.80281

6.8774

.0003

Operatives per firm

-1.41087

.77998

5.8532

.0003

Value added per fixed
asset

-,.0.53595

.74612

5.5801

.0002

Operatives per employee

1.86249

.72059

5.2344

.0001

Wages per operative

0.85691

.70044

4.8876

.0001

Discriminant
Coefficients

Variable
Managers per firm

Note:

The coefficients are listed in the table by the
order in whidh they entered the equ~tion, * and **
indicate significances between pairs of groups at
each step.

firms with high scores

a~e

cl~ssified

low scores are classified as local.

as foreign and those with
The coefficients of wages per

employee, operatives per firm and value added per fixed asset all
have the same negative signs as those reported in Table 7.4 when
the direct method was used.

Similarly, the managers per firm

operatives per employee, and wages per operative all have positive
signs as those reported in Table 7.4.

However, the difference

between Tables 7.4 and 7.8 is that we are able to interpret
significances between pairs of groups at each step.

At step one,

the feature which most clearly distinguishes foreign and local
firms is managers per firm.

The F-value of 7.7428 with 1

~nd

86

degrees of freedom shows that both groups are significantly
different at a level better than 1 per cent in terms of this
variable.

At step two, wages per employee is the next important

variable that distinguishes both groups.
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·It has an F-value of

6.8774 with 2 and 85 degrees of freedom which is significant at
.0003.

The operatives per firm shows significant difference

between the two groups at step three while value added per
fixed asset was important at step four.
significant at 1 per cent levels.

Both variables are

Finally, at steps five and

six, operatives per employee and wages per operative show
significant differences between the groups at the same level.
After step six, variables such as number ·of employees per firm,
value added per firm, fixed assets per firm, and value added per
employee, reported in Table 7.4, failed to distinguish foreign
and domestic firms.
Table 7.9 presents tabulation of the number of observations
that the discriminant function using the stepwise method classifies
correctly.

Examination of Table 7.9 shows that 69 of the 88

observations are correctly classified.

It is also the case that

foreign firms were misclassified most often.
The matrix indicating how well the discriminant function
works in distinguishing among groups is presented in Table 7.10.
As can be seen in Table 7.10, out of 44 cases in the local group,
40 or 90.9% were classified as bel6nging to the local group.
Similarly, of the 44

cas~s

in the foreign group, 29 or 65.9%

were classified as foreign firms and 15 or 34.1% had characteristics
of local firms.

Overall, the stepwise method discriminant

functions classified 78.41 per cent of the 88 observations into
groups where they actually belong.

A comparison between the

direct method and stepwise method in terms of overall performance
shows that by sequentially selecting the

11

next best 11 discriminator

at each step (stepwised) is almost as good as
set of variables (direct method).

u~ing

the full

Finally, the histogram of

the distribution of cases along the function is presented in
Fig.7.2.
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al The group nuMber of lh~ ,r~u~ th; cas~ actually belongs to
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cl The probability of D c~~P in ~roup G being that far fro~
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·
·
dl The probDbilily of the C~$e. bein9 in group G
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Figure 7.2:

1
2
0
X

denotes
denotes
denotes
denotes
denotes
denotes

Local group
Foreign group
Local group mean = .-64649
Foreign-group mean= .64649
cases misclassified in group. 1
cases mi~cl~~sified in group 2

Table 7.10
Classification Matrix : Stepwise Method

Predicted Group Membership
Actual Group

No. of Cases
Local

Foreign

Local (1)

44

40
90.9%

4
9.1%

Foreign

44

15
34.1%

29
65.9%

Percent of "Grouped" cases correctly classified:

78.41%

tion restilts, as reported above, may be biased upward.

This

stems from the fact that we have applied the discriminant functions
to the same data from which the functions were estimated.

According-

ly, validation tests should be made which would better measure
the functions•

discr~mihating

power.

The method suggested by

Frank, Massy and Morrison is that of using a subsample of the
observations to derive the

discrim~nant

function.

These newly

derived discriminant functions are then applied to a new set of
data in order to test their discriminating ability.
Following Frank, Massy and Morrison, discriminant functions
were

estimat~d:

first, using. randomly assigned sample to foreign

and local groups in three experiments, and second, using half
of our sample, i.e. two sets of 22
·,

each group in three experlments.

rando~ly

selected

cases for

23

By assigning cases at random to the foreign group and
local group to yield a set of 44 observations for each group,
we were able to correctly cJassify firms 58.37 per cent in the
first experiment, 51.14 per cent in the second and 53.41 per
cent in the third experiment.

The average from the three

repetitions of correct classification is
-237-

~4.3

per cent.

Given

that the discriminant function is expected to be correct 50 per
cent in each experiment, it

that there was a 3.41 per

follow~

cent upward bias by applying the discriminant functions to the
same data from which the functions were estimated.

In line with

these results, our 79.55% correct classification using the
stepwi~e

direct method and 78.41% using the
adjusted downwards to

appr6xim~tely

method ·should be

76.14 per cent and 7S per

cent respectively.
The results of randomization experiments based upon one
half of the same are reported in Table 7.11.
Table 7.11
Discriminant Coeffic~ents from Randomization
Experiments based upon one half of the sarnplea

Experiment
Variable
l

2

3

-0.2493

-0.9212

-1.1101

0.7073

0.5572

2.0963

-4.3692

-1.0400

Wages per operative

0.9996

1.5520

0. 9068

Operatives per employee

1.2970

1.5520

1.9068

-0.2163

-0.2659

-0.5560

Operatives per firm
Managers per firm
Wages per employee

Value added per fixed· asset

Note:
a

-2.

;~601

These'results are from Stepwise Method.
Random numbers are used to separate the sample into
22 industries. per group used to estimate a discriminant function, while the remaining 22 per group are used
·as a test of the usefulness of the function in classifying firms (see Oksanen and Williams, 1978, pp.l00-101).

Inspectron of Table 7.11 reve-als consistency with the findings
reported on Table 7.8.

The pattern of signs of coefficients

remain the same in each of the three experiments.

In experiment l

the percentage of the observation correctly classified is
. -238-

77.27 per cent.

The respective percentage of the observation

correctly classified in experiments 2 and 3 are 72;73 per cent
and 75 per cent.
Summary
We have assessed the significance of the discrimination
between foreign and local firms on the basis of some cost and
employment variables.

First, we consider whether 10 variables

viewed jointly are sufficient to distinguish between foreign
and local firms.

The results of the direct method approach

show that the percentage of correct classification can be
predicted with certainty of approximately 76.14 per cent.

The

ten coefficients of the discriminan-t function summarized in
Table 7.4 show the characteristics which in combinatiori, indicate
whether a firm is identified as foreign or local.

Second, the

stepwise method results show the six variables that are useful
in discriminating between the groups.

It was further observed

that the six variables in the stepwise equation classified
observations approximately 75 per cent.

This implies that the

stepwise function adequately summarizes the information contained
in the direct method without a great sacrifice in the discriminating power of the function.
managers per

firm

Our results indicate that

are particularly important in distinguish-

ing among ownership groups.
The overall results provide some support for the View that
cost and employment characteristics of similar firms differ
significantly according to ownership.

It is the case however

that these differences are systematic indicating that ownership
of a firm can be determined from its cost and employment
structure with some accuracy.
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Chapter Eight
IMPACT OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT ON CHOICE OF TECHNOLOGY

AND RELATED ISSUES IN NIGERIAN MANUFACTURING, 1972:
A NON-PARAMETRIC APPROACH
The debate on the choice of techniques has focused on two
issues.

Firstly, the extent to which technology is imported

and secondly the combinations in which domestic factors of
production are employed.

In this chapter we

be

sha~l

primarily concerned with the use of domestic factors of
production rather than the question of technological transfer.
Further, the choice of technique is narrowly defined here to
mean techniques of production within the manufacturing sector.
As has been pointed out by Colman and Nixson (1978,

pp.266~267)

less developing countries have to make a choice between
different technologies in many areas such as

ag~iculture,

industry, construction and even services.
For more than three decades, the cho1ce of technology for
developing countries has been subject to debate.

The debate

arises in connection with one of the most serious charges
ievelled against foreign firms operating in LDCs.

It is

argued that foreign firms employ capital- and skill-intensive
technologies which are inappropriate for labour abundant
economies.

Consequently, there has been (a) an aggravation

of employment problems,

(b) a worsening of income inequalities,

(c) a distorting influence on technology used by other industrial
firms, and (d) a bias in production towards the sort of highincome, sophisticated and

d~fferentiated

-

the technology has been developed.

l

products for which

In view of the above

problems, various criteria for dealing with the choice of
techniques have been proposed.

2

These criteria include

(a) a "factor intensity criterion" which emphasises.that
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labour-intensive techniques should be adopted in a country
where labour is the abundant factor;

(b) an "output-capital"

criterion which focuses on the increase in output through the
use of a greater amount of labour with a given amount of
capital;

(c) the "social marginal product" which requires that

the total available capital should be intensively deployed such
that the marginal unit of capital in each industry or sector should
produce the same contribution to the national product;

(d) the

"growth criterion'' which emphasised the creation of less
employment and output now in order to achieve more employment
and output in the future;

and (e) the marginal growth

contribution which consists of the present value of a given
project's direct contribution to consumption and "the present
value of the consumption stream resulting from reinvestments
associated with the project." 3
The "most complete" and "pioneering" attempt on a theoretical level to deal with the factor proportions problem was made
by Eckaus (1955).

Since the publication of Eckaus' theoretical

research on the factor proportions problems, a wide range of
literature has emerged on the subject.

Reynolds (1965) has

pointed to the effects of rapidly rising minimum wage rates
on employment in Puerto Rico.

The effects of factor price

distortions, lack of skills and technological fixity have been
observed in the manufacturing industries in

M~xico

and

~uerto

Rico.
Although questions concerning factor proportions problems
have occupied most of the literature during the last three
decades, Mason (1973) has noted that little attention has been
directed specifically to the "role multinational firms may play
in the choice of technology".

The efforts of Mason (1973),
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Yeoman (1968) and Forsyth and Solomon (1977) and

other~,

represent the limited attempts to investigate empirically the
role of multinational firms in the choice of
developing countries.
studies are:

technolo~y

in the

The basic questions addressed by these

Do .multinational firms employ production

techniques which are more capital-using than those employed by
local firms?

If they do, can they be singled out as a major

contributor to the factor proportions problem confronting
developing countries? 5

The alternative question is:

Why is it

widely believed that MNCs display different investment characteristics from those of local firms? 6
Chapter 3 of the present

~tudy,

As we have noted in

empirical results of these

studies produced a definite conclusion that both nationality
of ownership and the multinational tirms are an important factor
in the choice of technology . . However, they disagreed as to
whether foreign firms can be signled out as the major contributor
to the factor proportions problem confronting developing countries.
In view of widespread disagreement on what seems to be a
relatively straight forward issue, the point of view has been
taken by Forsyth and Solomon (1978, p.284) that "there is a
substantial variation from one industry to the next in the
factors underlying the relationship between nationality of
ownership and technology used, or that the methbdology employed
by various researchers is deficient.

In fact, it does seem

probable that both arguments are valid.

11

·

Nonetheless, as the

factor-proportions problem is crucially important to the
developing countries more empirical

studi~s

are needed.

The objective of this chapter is to analyse technique
differences between foreign and local firms, and to investigate
the extent to which foreign firms contribute to the factor
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proportion problem in Nigeria.

Further related issues to

choice of technology such as labour force composition, wage
rate differences, size

diff~rences,

and profitability are examined.

productivity differences

This stems from the fact .that

choice of technology for example, may cause wage rate differences.
As Colman and Nixson (1978, p.254) have observed, "it is
unrealistic to assume that the real wage rate is constant
whatever technique of production is chosen.

In particular

employing capital-intensive production methods are likely to
pay higher wages, thus reducing the reinvestable surp·lus and
promoting the rapid growth of consumption on the part of employed
workers, rather than the rapid growth of employment."

Section Two

presents the hypotheses to be tested and the variables used.
data base is discussed in Three.

Our methodology and reSults

are set out in Section Four.
Hypotheses and Variables
We have already noted that a great deal has been written
about the choice of technology in developing countries.

One

point of controversy has been the question of the introduction
of "inappropriate" (excessively capital-intensive) techniques
by foreign firms and how this could distort the choice of
technology in the developing economies.

7

Ideally, orie would

like to investigate whether technologies used by our sample
firms have been inappropriate.

However, there are some

complications arising from the lack of data and suitable
alternative technologies.

Lall and Streeten (1977, p.l05)

have pointed out that one needs data that can "deal with the
fundamental problem of whether technologies used by sample
firms have been appropriate with reference to some soriial
optimum.

118

Further, sui table alternative technology may not
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The

actually be available for some of the production processes being
investigated.

In view of these complications and the limitation

of our data, we shall focus on the proportions of capital and
labour in final output and total factor productivity.
Before presenting our hypotheses, we would like to point
out that foreign firms are defined as all firms which during
the survey stated that their paid-up capital by source of
ownership as of December 31st, 1972, was private non-Nigerian.
Local firms are defined as all firms which during the survey
stated that their paid-up capital by source of ownership as of
December 31st, 1972, was private Nigerian.
(a)

Capital-intensity
Our basic hypothesis is that foreign firms are more

capital intensive than local firms.

There are good reasons

to expect that foreign investors will be prevalent in industries
where capital-labour ratios are high.

Firstly, it has been

argued that foreign firms are able to better afford large
minimum capital expenditures and it will be easier fcir them to
transfer in unadapted form highly capital-intensive techniques
in use abroad.

Secondly, there may be an association between

advanced technologies, skills~ scale and capital intensities.

9

Thirdly, as we have noted above, a range of technologies appropriate
to LDCs may simply not exist in the lines of production in which
foreign investors are interested.

Fourthly, there are other

factors in LDCs such as "inappropriate prices for labour and
capital (relatively over pricing the former);

low labour

productivity, lack of competition, patterns of consumption
favouring modern products;

-the danger of having technologies

stolen if they are too simple;

lack of local adaptive R & D;

the threat of labour problems.;

and the greater adaptability of
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capital-intensive plants to fluctuations in demand."

10

Arguing

the same points in reverse, we may ask whether or not it is the
case that, when local

fir~s

are able to better afford large

minimum capital expenditure, they will import highly capitalintensive techniques.

Secondly, the introduction of excessively

capital-intensive technologies by foreign firms may encburage
local firms to operate similarly capital-intensive techniques
due to "demonstration effects 11

•

11

Likewise, if the government

promotes a highly capital-intensive pattern of industrialization,
local

may be

firms

intensive.

encou~aged

to become more capital

This also implies that they may produce their

products with the same level of sophistication as 'the foreign
firms.
Furthermore, it is possible that foreign investors are
concentrated in capital-intensive industries.

This does not

necessarily mean that compared to local investors, foreign
investors use more capital intensive technology in particular
industries.

For example, it has been suggested that when

foreign firms are put under competitive pressuie, they are more
able to adapt given basic technologies to suit factor eridowments
in the host countries.

Helleiner (1975) has argued that "in

particular industrial sectors, the multinational firm· has often
proven more responsive and adaptable in its factor and input
use, especially in the ancilLary activities associated with
the basic production process, than local firms;

and·so it

perhaps should with its wide range of experience upon which to
draw. 11 12

However, at the aggregate manufacturing sector level,

the conclusion

one may draw from the literature is that the

capital intensity of foreign firms tends to be high compared
to local firms.

In addition, foreign firms have not shown any
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excessive enthusiasm for adopting

labour-intensiv~

t~chniques.

The expected result of this test is, consequently, uncertain.
In order to focus on differences in factor proportions
between foreign and local firms in Nigeria, we use as our measure
the "technical capital-labour ratio" - the ratio of expenditure
on plant, buildings and machinery to labour.

The latter includes

unskilled, semi-skilled and skilled operatives, and excludes
all general administrative, clerical and ancillary workers.
Forsyth and Solomon (1977., p.266) have suggested that.investment
in working capital could be relevant in the analysis of the
causes of any observed "nationality effects" oh the choice of
technology.

Further, the results generated by the two measures,

i.e. the technical capital-labour ratio and working capital
will enable one to examine the view that "a systematic relationship exists between the degree of labour intensity of the
technology and working capital requirements." 13

Following

Forsyth and Solomon (1977), we have used an "overall capital
labour ratio" which incorporates working capital - stock of
raw materials and finished products as well as work-in-progress.
With regard to the two variables discussed above, controversy
exists as to whether they constitute good measures of capital
intensive output.

Jorgenson and Griliches (1967, p.257) in their

study of "The explanation of productivity change" have noted
the error in the measurement of capital input with capital
stock.

They argued, "an almost universal conceptual error in

the measurement of capital input is to confuse the aggregation
of capital stock with the aggregation of capital service ...
The ability "to contribute _to production" is of course, measured
by the price of capital services, not the price of investment
goods".

Lary (1968) and Masori (1973) have both pointed out
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some of the problems associated with capital per worker as a
measure of capital intensity.
i)

They inclu9e:

differing ages of capital between the units being
compared (technological efficiency may differ);

ii)

differing rates of capital exhaustion (intensity of
utilisation may differ between units);

iii)

cyclical variations which may affect the rate of
capital utilization;

iv)
v)

differing levels of market power;
differing accounting rules regarding the period over
which the physical assets are to be written off;

vi)

differing price levels over time (identical plant
may differ in book value merely because of different
price levels at the time of acquisition);

vii)

and

differing levels of organisation integration. 14
To reflect these

li~itations,

Mason has

Lary measure of the flow of capital services

15

sugg~st~d

the

, i.e. the ratio

of wages paid to the flow of capital services as measured by the
estimated market value and the estimated economic life of
buildings and equipment.

One valid criticism of the Lary

measure of the flow of capital services however may be that
the purchase price of capital equipment is directly related
to the expected flow of services from it.

Nevertheless, our

data only show the market value for buildings and equipment and
we have made use of

th~

ratio of wages to buildings and

equipment to measure capital intensity.
Scale
Foreign firms are hypothesised to be more productive than
local firms.

The reason most commonly advanced why firms go

abroad is that foreign firms possess plant economies of scale
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advantages over local firms.

In other words, in an industry

comprising both local and foreign firms, one might expect the
latter to have plant economies of scale advantages.

This is

partly because foreign firms hope to exploit scale advantages
in foreign markets hence the decision to set up production
facilities abroad.

16

It is also partly because certain

facilities require scale economies and foreign firms have the
finance and expertise to set up and operate such facilities. 17
Additionally, optimum factor proportion and level of scale of
operation are thought to be intimately linked in industries
where economies of scale are important.
desirable to allow for the

indep~ndent

"It is therefore
impact of scale 6n

choice of techniques and thus on technical capital-labour
ratio." 18

At the same tiine, it is becoming increasingly

recognised that, economies of scale are available to all firms
which can reach the requisite size.

In line with the above

view, Lall and Streeten note the following two pointsi
1)

"economies of scale, either of the 'classical' type
arising simply from the size of plant, or of the
most recent type arising (in the case of multi-product
plants in oligopolistic differentiated-product industries)
from longer production runs are available to all firms
which can reach the requisite size. They do not constitute a special source of market power for foreign firms
... unless large size can be attained only by having
access to some other special advantage, such as finance,
technology or marketing ... economies of scale ... serve
only as a permissi~e ... factor in overseas expansion.

2)

... Firms ... have grown more by using multi-plant
operation than by increasing the size of plants, their
strength deriving less from the technical advantages
of large plant than from other factors ... (such as
19
R & D ... ) and which do yield economies to large firms."
Put rather differently, what the above two points suggest

is that the influx of forergri firms and their concentration in
many areas of manufacturing industry, could be accompanied by
a proliferation of small scale plants.
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Furthermore, it is also

possible that plant-level economies may not be important in
LDCs if the size of the domestic market determines the scale
of operations of manufacturing enterprise.

In the light of the

above discussion, the scale of productivity results are
unpredictable.

As our measure of productivity, we have used

two ratios involving value added:

(i) the ratio of value added

to fixed assets and (ii) value added per employee.

The ratio

of value added to fixed assets may be seen as a measure of
capital productivity and. the value added per employee as a
measure of labour productivity.

If both ratios are higher for

foreign firms, it will probably reflect capital intensity.
The third variable used is the fixed assets per firm as shown
by the F.O.S.

~ata.

The advantage of using fixed assets per

firm has been pointed out by Lall and Mohammad (1983, p.l50).
They noted that "this scale measure is at the enterprise
rather than the (more common) plant ... level and so does not
measure only the technical factors contributing the scale
economies.

However, it has the

adv~ntag~

that it captures such

factors as the existence of multi-plant or technological economies
which make for large firm size."

20

Wage Rates
The hypothesis is that foreign firms pay higher wages to
non-Nigerians and, skilled and semi·skilled

pe~sonnel

(operatives),

and that average wages for all employees are higher than in
local firms.

Characteristics that will produce higher wages

for employees of: foreign firms include:
(l)

Capital intensity
There are a number of reasons why capital intensity will

exert a significant inflVence on wage levels.

Firstly, fdreign

firms are said to be biased towards high capital-intensity and
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are likely to transfer the most advanced management techniques
from advanced countries.

If so, it is apparent .that they will

offer relatively high salaries to attract high-level foreign and
local personnel.

The assumption here however is that capital

intensive technology often requires more skilled personnel to
service it.

Secondly, many believe (Dunning, 1981, p.289) that

capital intensity "may affect the bargaining power of workers,
as trade union membership tends to be greater in more capital
intensive industries and a strike will be more costly for
an employer here than in a laqour intensive industry".·
other

wor~s,

In

employers irr capital intensive industries wiJJ

pay higher wages in order to avoid strikes.
(2)

Productivity
It has been suggested that the ability to pay the work

force different rates would depend on productivity.

If foreign

firms are more productive, they would tend to pay the highest
wages as compared to lobal firms.
(3)

Profitability
The ability of foreign firms to pay higher wages may also

be due to high profit rates.
(4)

Reube.r (1973 , p.l75) has argued that "one would expect

that as foreign investment creates more jobs it would

a~so

tend to raise wages and salaries locally despite considerable
unemployment.

This effect seems most likely to show up in the

market for skilled and semi skilled workers as well as for
highly trained professional categ6ries where the elasticities of
local labour supplies are likely to be lowest."
(5)

Regarding the adaptation of foreign technology, it is

argued that most ''basic" or 'core production technology
used by foreign industries is not adapted in any significant
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way to low-wage conditions, hence the. high wage rate.
In order to examine differences in wage rates between
foreign and local firms in Nigeria, we have used the following
variables:

average wage rates paid to operatives (skilled and

semi-skilled workers), non-Nigerian wages, and wages for all
employees (managers, operatives, clerical and non-Nigerian).
We would expect average wage rates for skilled and semiskilled workers to be higher in foreign firms because as
we have noted in Chapter 7, foreign firms tend to provide more
formal training for their employees than local firms.

This,

of course, would depend if there is a strong positive correlation
between skill-intensity and wage rate.

It may be pointed out

that the non-Nigerian wages data as shown in the FOS data do
not specify whether these are operatives or managers'

wag~s.

Labour force composition
Two hypotheses are tested:
more skilled and

sem~

foreign firms use relatively

skilled personnel;

and foreign ·firms use

relatively more managers than local firms.

We have constructed

three variables to measure labour force composition - operatives
per firm, Nigerian managers per firm and

non~Nigerian

employees

per firm.
In Chapter 7, we have noted that foreigri firms h~ve a
long experience in the production of technically refined
products and have as a

~esult

developed well-defined procedures

for their production.

Further, because of higher quality

control, more sophisticated products and marketing, etc. more
managers are needed.
e~ploy

If so, we would expect foreign firms to

more managers than local firms.

On the other hand,

local firms are expected to use more operatives because of the
lack of well endowed information systems and well defined
production procedures.

Regarding nort-Nigerian employees,
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foreign firms are expected to employ more given their much
easier access to foreign employees.
Data
The chapter limits itself to the large private sector of
Nigerian manufacturing industry.

As we have pointed out in

Chapter 1, this would seem to be the most appropriate area in
investmen~

which to conduct an investigation of foreign
manufacturing.

in

Small-scale o+ traditional industrial activities

do not usually attract foreign investment.

The data for this

chapter come from the industrial survey of Nigeria (1972)
published by Federal Office of Statistics (FOS) (1977) . . The
FOS has compiled balance sheet information for a sample of
1,052 large manufacturing enterprises from 1,213 establishments
contacted.

The grouping of manufacturing establishments into

industrial classes according to the FOS, has

b~en

dictated in a

number of cases, by the need to comply with confidentiality
rules.

Thus, in order not to disclose information where there

are fewer than three establishments in a particular industry,
such an industry has been merged with an appropriate industry
class.

The sample is divided by the FOS into various sectors

from which we identified 48 manufacturing industries.

For

each of these industries, the FOS provides information on the
foreign share of total equity ownership and these are shown in
Table 8.1

&

8. 2.

Tfle table

show·s the extent of foreign and local

ownership in each industry in 1972.

Data are available for

gross output, value added, number of employees, wages and
salaries, net capital

expendit~re

and written down values of

fixed assets.
Methodology and Empirical Results
In order to test the above hypotheses, we have conducted
the Mann-Whitney U-test - a more powerful distribution-free
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SOURCE OF PAID-UP CAPITAL FOR 96 9 ., LARGE PRIVATE COMPANIES ( 197.
(~

Local
Firms

Industry
Meat Products
Dairy Products
Fruit Canning and Preserving
Vegetable Oil Milling
Grain Mill Products
Bakery Products
Sugar and Sugar Confectionery
Misc. Food Preparations and Animal Feeds
Spirit Distillery·and Beer
Soft Drinks
Tobacco
Spinning, Weaving and Finishing Textiles
Made-up Textile Goods. (except wearing apparel)
Knitted Goods, Cordages, Rope and Twine
Wearing Apparel
T.8nning
Travel Goods
Leath~r Footwear
Saw Milling
Wooden Furniture and Fixtures
Paper Containers, Paper Boxed and Paper Boards
Other Paper Products
Printing
Basic Industrial Chems, Fertilizer and Pesticides
Paints
I Drugs and Medicine
Soap, Perfumes, Cosmetics and other Cleaning Preps.
Other Chemical Products
Products of Petroleum and Coal
Tyres and·Tubes
Other Rubber Products
Plastic Products
Pottery
Glass Products
Bricks and Tiles
Cement
Concrete Products
Basic Metal, Cutlery, Hand Tools and Gen. Hardware
Metal Furniture and Fixtures
Structural Metal Products
Fabricated Metal Products
Agricultural and Special Industrial Machinery
Machinery & Equipt. (exc. elec.)
,·
·
Radio, TV and Communication Equipt. and Apparatus
Household Elec. App. and other Elec. iupplies
Motor Body Building
Ship Building· (including Motorized .Boats)
Manufacturing Industries not elsewhere classified

...

TOTAL
Source:

Calculated from F.o-.s. (1977).
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Pr1vate
Nigerian

Foreign ! Pri va
Firms

2

315

1

11

2
4
6

1,727
96

160

629

2
1
2
3
10

1,010
315
2,285
745
4,500
9,110

1

606

6

10
10

2

150
321
438

1

625

8

146
1,092
1,632
723
428
2,563

5
10
16
26

1

17

104
53

2
1

26

1
1
1
1

9

1

276
40
245
168
8
1,120

4

1,245

1

287

3
1

3
3
6
4
7
3
7
7
2
1
1
1

2

11
20
432
4,280

1,351

000)

8
4

1
19
1
13
8
6

7
6
4

41
14

4

7
6

36
2
5
5

16
7
4
9

17
23
1
1
6
2

14

124

8

662

16

850
505
10
10

24

i

Forei
62
85
1,50
1,63

3,52
33
4,26
1,64
14,13
5,95
18,14
53,18

8,83
2,64
1,51
61

72
96
3,56
1. 51
1,79
38
2,35
30
1,83

85
6,99
1,75

36,81
2,97
4,44
3,55
6

62
72
7,50
4,62
1,63
2,21
3,07
8,40
14
10

746

26
3
2
10

2,315

5

61

1

2

1

1, ll

3
3

15
198

12

1,11

482

44,396

487

222,20

method to test for differences in central tendency between
foreign and local firms in individual characteristics.

The

Mann-Whitney U-test is distribution-free because assumptions
about the shape or distribution of the ''parent" population are
not required.

As we have pointed out in Chapter l, the Mann-

Whitney U-test is used bebause the four digit irtdustries are too
aggregative for present purposes.

With regard to "power-efficiency",

Siegel (1956, p.l26) has argued that "if the Mann-.Whi·tney test
is applied to data which might properly be analysed by the most
powerful parametric test, the t-test, its power-effictency
95.5 per cent as N increases .•. and is close

approaches ; ,

to 95 per cent even for moderate-sized samples.

It is therefore

an excellent alternative to the t-test."
The Mann-Whitney U-test
The problem is to test whether two independent groups have
been drawn from the same population.

Following Siegel (1956,

p.ll6) consider samples from two populations, population A
(foreign firms) and population B (local

f~rms)~

The null

hypothesis, Ho, is that foreign firms and local firms have the
same distribution.

The alternative hypothesis Hs, against which

Ho is tested, is that foreign firms are "stochastically" larger
than local firms, a

direction~!

hypothesis.

Since the alternative

hyp9thesis, H1 , states the direction of the predicted difference,
our tests are one-tailed.
region

of~=

differences.

Let us consider a rejection

.20 since we are looking for direction of
It follows that we will reject H1 when the proba-

bility of no difference between the samples exceedsO'. = .20.
The U Statistic
The U Statistic is calculated as follows:
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u

or

U'

Where

=

(nl(nl + 1)
nln2 +
2

LRl

(8 .1)

n2(n2 + 1)
nln2 +
2

LR2

(8 ;2)

nl

size of the smaller sample

n2

size of the larger sample

Rl

=

sum of the ranks of the smaller sample

R2

=

sum of the ranks of the larger sample.

To apply the u test, we let Nl = the number of local firms and
n2

the number of foreign firms.

In order to carry out the

rank sum test procedure, we first combine the
single group of n 1 + n 2

=

n1

and n 2 into a

N observation, "which are all different

because of the continuity assumption. 1121

The pooled observations

Cn 1 + n 2 ) are arranged in order of magnitude, while keeping
track of which observations are from whichsample.
we assign the ranks 1, 2,
.

o b serva t 1on
firms.

22

..• , N to the combined

Finally,

orde~ed

, with n 1 for local firms and n 2 for foreign

According to Siegel (1956, p.ll6) "in this ranking,

algebraic size is considered, i.e. the lowest ranks

a~e

assigned to the largest negative numbers, if.any.u
Mann and Whitney,

(1947) and Siegel (1956, pp.120-121)

have observed that "as N1 , n 2 increase in size, the sarnple
distribution of U rapidly approaches the normal distribution,
with
Mean

=

~u

=

and Standard Deviation =
T~at

is, when n 2

~

fSu =

n 1 )(n )(n 1 + n 2 + l)
2
12

20 we rna! determine the significance of

an observed value of U by
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z

=

U 6"u

~u

1)
=

(8.3)

which is practically normally distributed with zero mean and
unit variance".

Given that the hypothesis tested by the Mann-

Whitney analysis is that the medians of the two groups (n 1 and n 2 )
are equal, a Z value from equation 8.3 that is large enough
so that the hypothesis is rejected tells us that the chances of
the medians being the same is very small.
Empirical Results
This section presents the results of estimation using the
Mann-Whitney u test.

Before proceeding with the empirical

results, it is necessary to mention some of the features of
the statistical approach- employed in this chapter.

Other

researchers using this approach have observed that (a)· the
unit of analysis is the individual firm and the information used
in the statistical tests relates to the position of individual
observations in a ranking;

(b) the ability of an individual firms

with extreme observation to affect the results is eliminated;
(c) the use of ranking procedure includes only informati.cn on
the direction of ~ifferences between observations as opposed
to the distance between them which in turn limits the influence
of "outliers".

23

For the results presented below, we have calculated U for
all the variables.

In each case, the probabilities whlch

indicate the likelihood of committing a type l error, i.e. falsely
rejecting null hypothesis Ho, are also reported.
comparing foreign and local--firms.

We are

We have used data for 482

local firms across 44 industries and 487 foreign firms across
44 industries.

As noted above, foreign firms are all firms with

non-private Nigerian paid up capital and local firms are all firms
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with private

Nige~ian

paid up capital.

Those firms with

Federal government, regional government and other sources of
paid up capital are excluded.

Appendix lA shows the questionnaire

used for the industrial survey.
Capital intensity
The hypothesis being tested is that foreign firms are more
capital intensive than local firms.

The first variable used is

buildings and machinery per firm employee.

From the calculated

probability of .OL6 reported in Table 8.3(a), foreign firms
are more capital intensive than local firms.

Nonetheless it

is possible that foreign firms employ more machinery and
equipment per employee but not significantly more buildings.
As reported in Table 8.3(b) machinery and equipment per
employee is higher for foreign firms.

Further, we test

separately the hypothesis that foreign firms hold a higher
proportion of their physical assets in buildings.

The·calculated

probability of .333 leads us to reject the hypothesis.

What

this seems to suggest is that foreign firms tend to be more
capital intensive than local

firms

because of the

heavier investment in machinery and equipment.

~elative

However, perhaps

because machinery and equipment are imported this may explain
the differences.

Secondly, it could be that foreign firms'

estimates of a building's economic life is lower than that of
local firms.

This point of view is not supported by the result

of the Lary measure of the flow of capital services.

As reported

in Table a;3(d), foreign firms have a significantly higher
market value for buildings and equipment.

Finally, the

introduction of a total capital-labour ratio which includes
stocks of raw materials and finished products as well as work-inprogress provides even stronger evidence of significant variation
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TABLE 8.3

THE MANN-WHITNEY U TEST RESULTS;
CAPITAL INTENSITY VARIABLES

Hl: What is the
Calculated
direction of the
probability*
hypothesised relation?

u

z

Decision

Foreign firms are more
capital intensive than
local firms where capital
intensive is meQ.sured by
a) Buildings and Machinery
per employee

0.016

710.5

-2.14

Accept Hl

b) Machinery and equipment
per employee

0.0006

577-.1

-3.26

Accept Hl

c) Total capital per
employee

0.001

598.8

-3.08

Accept Hl

.0009

594.5

-3.11

Accept Hl

d) Ratio of wages to

capital services
flow (12 per.cent) +

Note:

n
n

1
2

(local group)

=

44 industries with (482 firms) and

(foreign group) = 44 industries with (487 firms).

+

This is the estimated market value for buildings and
equipment.

*

Our tests are one tailed.
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of technology with nationality of

o~nership.

It would seem that the

four capital-intensive measures used in this chapter regardless
of their differences show significantly different effects for
foreign owned firms.
(b)

Capital and Labour Productivity
The hypothesis being tested is that foreign firms are more

productive than local firms.

We have used four variables which

include the value added/employee ratio, value added per firm
and fixed assets per firm.

The results of the U test for these

variables are presented in Table 8.4.

Of the four variables

used to measure capital and labour productivity only value added
per employee shows a significant difference between the groups.
Foreign firms exhibit a tendency to have a higher value added
per employee.

This result is. consistent with the finding in

Chapter 7 that more firms ar~ likely to be classified as foreign
in terms of the value added per employee variable.

The better

performance of foreign firms as compared to local firms in terms
of the value added/employee ratio may reflect the significant
difference detected in factor proportions.
well be accounted for by the labour force

Further this may
co~position

or the

nature of the firms where foreign ownership is greatest.

On

the other hand, the capital productivity or thevalue/assets ratios,
seem to show conflicting tendencies for the two groups.
firms do not have more value added per fixed capital.

Foreign
The value

added per firm and fixed assets per firm suggest no difference
between the two groups.

These results seem to suggest that

foreign investors are not dominant in the large scale capital
iritensive sector and there

~re

fewer multiplant

op~rations

in

the manufacturing sector.
A comparison between the capital intensity results and
capital and labour productivity results suggest the following:
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Table 8.4
The Mann-Whitney U-test Results:
Capita_l and Labour Productivity

H1: What is the
direction of the
hypothesised
relation?

Calculated
probability

u

z

.Dec is ion

Foreign firms are more
productive than local
firms as measured by
a) Value added/
employee ratio

0.002

620.6

-2.89

Accept Hl

b) Value added/
fixed assets ratios

0 •. 370

927.5

0.33

Reject Hl

c) Value added per
firm

0.4129

941.5

-0.32

Rehect Hl

d) Fixed assets per
firm

0.2743

896.0

-0.60

Reject Hl

See note on Table 8.3.
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(a) foreign firms are more productive in terms of value added
per employee but use more capital;

(b) regardless of industrial

composition of the samples and of the particular characteristics
of management of the different industries in questi6n, foreign
firms in Nigeria as such, would be significantly different
from local firms in matters of technology but less significantly
different as far as returns on capital (efficiency) are concerned;
(c) the mixed results regarding productivity weaken the strong
allegations for or against foreign firms as regards their
relative efficiency, choice bf technique and productivity.
However, our results could be altered if value added

pe~

firm and capital invested are under reported by foreign firms
due to transfer pricing.
problem;

We do not know the extent of this

(d) the value added per firm

~nd

fixed assets per

firm results seem to suggest that foreign firms may not have
grown more (e.g. by using multi plant

op~rations).

This may

be because the government has not permitted foreign entry or
expansion in those industries requiring high minimum investment.
Wage rates
The hypothesis tested is that foreign firms pay higher
wages to operatives (skilled and semi skilled), non-~igerian
and Nigerian managers and higher average wages per employee
(overall).

Table 8.5 presents the results of the four variables.

Firstly, the average wages per employee result is presented in
Table 8.5(a).

The calculated probability is slightly more

than .20 to accept the null hypothesis Ofno significant
difference.

It is possible that in some cases, foreign firms

pay higher wages, but on the average, the wages paid by foreign
firms are not significantly different from those of the local
firms.

However, the non-Nigerians• wages in foreignfirms

are significantly different from wages of non-Nigerians in
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Table 8.5
The Mann-Whitney U-test Results:
Wage Rates Variables

H1

What is the
direction of the
hypothesised
relation?

Calculated
probability

u

z

Decision

Foreign firms pay
higher wages than
local firms as
measured by
a) Average wages per
employee·+

0.232

879.4

-0.73

Reject Hl

b) Non-Nigerian·
wages*

0.0007

584.3

-3.20

Accept Hl

c) Nigerian Managers'
wages

0.420

943.2

-0.20

Reject Hl

·d) Operatives (skilled
and semi-skilled)
wages

0.0049

658.3

-2.58

Accept Hl

Note:

*

These are wages of foreign operatives,
supervisors or managers.

+

=

b + c + d plus unskilled and

See note on Table 8.3.
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cleri~al

wages.

local firms.

Perhaps this could reflect the fact that the

non-Nigerians in foreign

firms

are Americans or Europeans

while those in local firms are Asians.

On

th~

other hand, the

wages paid to Nigerian managers are similar in both groups.
This implies that in the majority of cases, foreign and
local groups pay the same wages for both managers and
professional personnel.

A possible reason is that Nigerian

managers hold similar positions in foreign and local firms.
For example, it has been observed by Iyanda (1975, pp.ll5-ll6)
that foreigners are more in the top management positions
(directors and heads of departments) than at lower management
levels in both foreign and local firms.

On the other hand,

such departments as personnel, public relatiohs, legal and
stores are often headed by Nigerian managers in both ownership
groups.

Given that many Nigerians are qualified in these lower

management levels, it is apparent that in a large number of
cases firms will not pay managers above goirtg rates.

The

last variable used to compare wage rates between ownership
groups is operatives' wages.

As reported iri Table 8.5(d),

the wages paid to operatives are significantly different
between the groups.

This result is quite similar to the

discriminant analysis result in Chapter 7 where we found
that more firms are classified as foreign
operatives' wages

v~riable.

in·~terms

of the

One possible reason why foreign

groups pay more wages to operatives is that they used more
operatives per employee.

Secondly, it is possible that

opportunity costs for unskilled labour may be well below
-market wage rates.

On the other hand, the costs for skilled
.

labour tends to be above market wage rates.
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d)

Labour force composition
As we have already mentioned, it is believed that

foreign firms have a higher value added per employee and they
pay higher wages per operative because of the labour f6rce
composition.

In order to verify this assumption, we then

tested the hypothesis that labour force composition differs
between foreign and local firms.

The

result~

of the four

variables - employees per firm, Nigerian managers and
operatives per employee and non-Nigerians per employee - are
shown in Table 8.6.

Firstly, the number of employees per

firm shows that there are significant differences
foreign and local groups.

Secondly, the result in

b~tween

~able

8.6(b)

shows that foreign firms employ more managers than the local
firms.

This result is quite consistent with the result

'
in Chapter
7 where we found that more foreign firms are likely

to be classified as foreign in terms of number of managers
employed.

The calculated probabilities for operatives and

non-Nigerian employees indicate that foreign firms use
more operatives and non-Nigerians.

What the operatives result

seems to suggest is that the high value added/labour ratio
observed for the foreign group in our productivity

~easure

is due to the fact that foreign firms employ more operatives.
The obvious implication is that even though foreign firms
are more capital intensive, . they have not drifted technologically
towards the use of larger, more closely integrated units of
equipment.

This sterns from the fact that increasirig capital-

intensity may involve a smaller labour force with relatively
more managers or supervisors.

By this we do not mean to

imply that local firms are drifting technologically towards
the use of larger, more closely integrated units of equipment.
The higher number of skilled personnel in the foreign firms
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Table 8.6
The Mann.:...Whitney U-test Results:
Labour Force Composition Variables

H1 : What is the
direction of the
hypothesised
relation?

Calculated
probability

u

z

Decision

Labour force compositi.an
differs between foreign
and local firms
a) Employees per firm

0.0047

655.4

-2.60

Accept Hl

b) Managers (Nigerians)
per employee

0.017

713.4

-2.12

Accept Hl

c) Operatives (skilled
and semi-skilled)
per employee

0.0037

646.7

-2.68

·Accept Hl

d) Non-Nigerians per
employee

0.004

649.6

-2.65

Accept Hl

See note on Table 8.3
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may reflect the wage differences we observed between foreign
and local firms that attract many skilled personnel to foreign
firms.

Similarly the higher number of non-Nigerian personnel

may reflect the absence of qualified Nigerians. In other words,
the qualified Nigerians may have been absorbed by the local
firms.
(e)

Size
The hypothesis to be tested is that foreign firms are

larger than their local

counte~pa~ts.

In most empirical

work, measures often used are sales, total assets, ·net assets,
equity and employment.

As Smyth, Boyes and Peseau (1975, p.7)

have noted, measures of firm size that are found in the
literature consist of three categories.

They include inputs into

the productive process, outputs and the value of the firm.
Empirical studies such as Armstrong and Silberton (1965),
Ferguson (1960), Fleming (1970), Griliches (1967), Horowitz
1962) and Scherer (1965) have used employment as a measure
of firm size.

Studies focussing on capital inputs have used

assets as their measure of firm size.

These studies include:

Aislabi (1971), Barnal (1962), Cohen and Smyth (1973),
Davenport (1971), Ferguson (1960), Hall and Weiss (1967),
Hart (1965; 1968), Larner (1966), Mackintosh (1963), Marcus
(1969), Marris (1971), Mermelstein (1969), Radice (1971),
Samuels and Smyth (1965), Singh and Whittington (1968) and
Smyth, Samuels and Tzoannos (1972).

Sales as a measure of

firm size has been employed by studies such as Oiwan (1970),
Ferguson (1960), Gale (l973), Kamerschem (1968), Rowthorn (1971),
Scherer (1965) and Whalen (1965).

Finally, stock holders'

equity as a measure of size has been used by Benishay (1961),
De Alessi (1966), Florence (1957), Hart and Prais (1956),
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Hart (1962), and Kamerschen (1968).
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In this study measures

adopted are sales, fixed assets and net assets.

We have

already pointed out in Chapter 7 some of the problems
associated with comparing figures for assets;

Regarding the

use of sales as measure of size, it is argued that the result
is likely to be biased since only the more suc6essful companies
are likely to publish sales figures.

In this study, we are

not faced with such a problem because sales figures are
available for all firms. operating in 1972 in Nigeria . . The
results of the three measures of size employed in this chapter
are presented in Table 8.7.
Table 8.7
The Mann-Whitney U Results: Size Variables

Hl What is the
direction of
the hypothesized
relation?

Calculated
Probability

u

z

Decision

Foreign firms
are larger than their
local counterparts
a)

Sales

0.460

955.5

-0.10

Reject Hl

b)

Fixed assets

0.274

896.0

-0.60

Reject Hl

c)

Net assets

0.006

688.0

-2.50

Accept Hl

See note on Table ·8. 3
The sales results indicate that foreign firms are:not significantly
different from their local counterparts.

One possible explanation

for the lack of difference between the two groups is that sales
are probably determined by the size of the domestic market.
If one is to assume that most firms in our sample produce for
the domestic market, it follows that foreign investors ignore
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scale operation considerations in their decision to engage or
.
t 1n
. an 1n
. d us t
1nves

ry~

26

The lack of sales difference between

the two groups seems to suggest that "scale of operati·on of
manufacturing enterprises in LDCs is determined more by the
size of domestic market
technology or scale".

th~n

27

by any minimum requirements of

The general picture conveyed by

the fixed assets result strongly confirms that foreign firms
on average are not necessarily larger than local firms.

It

lends support for our results in Chapter 7 that more firms
will be classified as local firms than foreign firms in terms
of fixed assets variable.

On the nther hand, the net assets

result indicates a tendency for the foreign group to be larger
than the local group.

It is possible that the firms being

compared are not of similar ages operating in .roughly similar
conditions.

This is because as we have pointed out in

Chapter 6, "the value of net assets may vary from firm to
firm according to peculiar ahd changingmarket conditions which
would affect the value and quantity of stocks and volume of
trade receivable. •• 28

It is recognised that firms included

in our sample are not of similar ages.

But we do not have

data to overcome the vintage problem arising from age
differences among firms being compared.

(f)

Profitability
The hypothesis to be investigated is that foreign firms

are more profitable than local firms.
measures.

We have used three

Firstly profits are defined as net profits before

interest and tax.

We

~ssumed

that income tax treatment of

different firms is the same for both the foreign and local
groups.

However, we do recognise that the Companies Income

Tax Act (1961) may affebt the profit result.
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This allows a

firm in the first year

afte~ s~tting

up a plant to artificially

increase expenditure in their account up t6 25 per ·cent.

In

other words it is possible that in many newly established firms
profits will be smaller than the old establishments.
second variable is the ratio of profits to assets.

The
Some of

the problems associated with this measure have been noted by
Smyth, Boyes and Peseau (1975, p.52).

They argued that

assets may not be valued properly since some assets are
valued at historical cost while for others, replacement
value maybe what is used.

Further, "over a period .of

sustained inflation, firms with relatively old assets will
report smaller assets than firms with recently acquired
assets.

Firms undertake asset revisions but the timing of

such revisions is irregular."
dividend/assets ratib.

29

The tnird variable is the

It may be pointed out that the rate

of return on equity is considered by most studies as the
most ideal measure of profit.

Many have argued that "it is what

profit maximisers might be expected to maximise anti invested

.

capital is what is at risk in a firm."
presented in Table 8.8.

30

The results are

In Table 8.8(a) the calculated

probability is more than .20 per cent and as a result the
null hypothesis of no difference is accepted.
expected significant

differ~nces

in many cases than locai firms.

We would have

since foreign firms are o1.der
Apparently the age of firms

in operation seems not to have exercised a strong influence
on their profitability.

Further, many new firms may not

have shown low profits because of the Act of 1961 discussed
above.
On the other hand, the dividend/total assets ratios and
profit assets ratios show that foreign
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firms have higher

Table 8.8
The Mann-Whitney U-test Results: Profit Variables

Hl:

What is the
direction of the
hypothesised
relation?

Calculated
probability

u

z

Decision

a) average profits
per firm

0.2389

882.0

0.7-1

Reject Hl

b) profit/fixed assets

0.0132

701.8

-2.22

Accept Hl

c) dividend/fixed assets

0.001

598.5

3.08

Accept Hl

d) advertisement

0.;254

888.0

0.66

Reject Hl

Foreign firms are more
profitable than local
firms as measured by

See note on Table 8.3
returns on fixed assets.

This may be due to their external

knowledge, i.e. being able to buy machinery at lower prices,
managerial efficiency, financial patterns ~r age or yeirs of
operation.

Furthermore, as noted above, it has been argued

by some that the age or years of a firm 1 s operation may
exercise some influence on their profitability.

However, Lall

and Streeten (1977) found no significant differences in profitability between Indian and Colombian sample firms classified
into three age groups.

A more plausible explanation would be

that the level of advertisement may exercise a considerable
influence on the level of profits.

How~ver,

the result as

reported on Table 8.8(d) suggests that there is no significant
<Hffe:rence between the

for~ign

and local firms in the amount

devoted to promotional expenditures.
Transfer Pricing
In the discussion of profitability there does not seem
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to be a significant difference in. the
local firms.

patte~n

between foreign and

However, significant differences occur regarding

returns on capital.

One may ask:

dividends than local

firm~?

Why do foreign firms pay more

One general answer to this question

is that it provides a channel for transfer pricing.

We do not

have sufficient information to show the effects of overpricing and of imputed overpricing on profitability.

Never-

theless, we have made use of interest paid, money spent on
insurance as well as dividends paid.
in Table 8.9.

The results are presented

The use of transfer pricing as a means of

remitting profits is not supported by interest payments and
insurance.

This should be expected since most foreign firms

borrow from local banks and have insurance with local .insurance
Table 8.9
The Mann-Whitney U-test Results:
Transfer Pricing Variables

H1 :

What is the
direction of
hypothesised
relation?

Calculated
probability

u

z

Decision

Foreign firms transfer
profit through:
a)

Interest

0.326

913.5

0.45

Reject H1

b)

Divident

0.0002

552.5

3.46

Accept J-11

c)

Insurance

0.308

906.5

0.51

Reject H1

See note on Tabie 8.3

companies.

There is support for the association of higher

dividends with foreign firms.

The implication is that dividends

paid to foreign shareholders are remitted abroad and thus pose
a formidable danger to the economy in terms of the balance of
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payments.

This inference about dividends and the origin of

ownership should be treated with caution.

The evidence does

not seem strong enough to suggest that dividends provide the
channel for transfer pricing.
Interpretation of Principal Results
We investigated the ratios in which foreign firms and
domestic firms combine capitai and labour in the final output.
The main concern was to test for significant differences between
the two groups.
As far as capital intensity is concerned,

~e

must admit

that all pairs are in the direction of t;he sample of the foreign
firms.

The direction of these results suggests that. foreign

firms tend to be more capital intensive than the local firms.
However, these results are quite surprising since local firms
depend entirely on foreign technology.

One suspects that the

results would have been different with a more accurate measure
of the variables between firms producing similar goods.

Such

a measure inevitably suffers from the probability that foreign
firms may use more modern machinery on average as compared to
domestic firms.

A mixed picture emerges from labour productivity and
capital productivity.

The labour productivity ratios support

the tendency suggested by the capital intensity data.

On the

other hand, the capital productivity ratios seem to show no
conflicting tendency for both foreign controlled firms and
their local counterparts.
Labour composition and wages and salaries show mixed
result~.

The use of operatives by both groups is significant

in the expected direction.

Wages and salaries support the

expected direction- that foreign firms pay higher wages and
salaries to operatives.

On the other hand, average wages are
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the same for both groups.

The significance of this result

lies in a generalization that skill intensity and wage rates
are positively correlated.
With respect to investment motivation and size, there
is indeed no support for the hypothesis that foreign firms
are mainly interested in large scale operation.

The evidence

suggests however that foreign firms employ larger net capital
expenditures than the local firms.
The behaviour of profitability was also considered.

We

found no relationship between profitability and nationality
of ownership or control of firms.

The dividends/total fixed

assets ratio and profits/total fixed assets, are both significant
in the expected direction.
.

.

.

The last part of our analysis provided informatiori on
profits and transfer pricing.
assumption that foreign

firm~

transfer pricing practices.

The analysis is based on the
may pay more dividends because of
Thus, we accept the hypothesis

that foreign firms pay higher dividends.
cannot be placed on these results.

much weight

How~ver,

This is because any means

of remitting profits can be judged in relation to some standard
and such a standard is rather difficult to specify.
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In conclusion, the data do.not deny that foreign firms
are contributing to factor proportions problems.

But it

would be naive to single out the foreign firms as the only
contributor to this problem in Nigeria.

However, Nigeria is

a labour-abundant country and foreign firms employ more capital
per worker in relation to the level of development.
accelerates the level of technology transferred.

This

The net effects

of technology transfer may be positive, or negative, but what
matters from the point of view of policy is whether it is
justified to transfer technology-intensive
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p~oduction

processes

where abundant labour has not diminished through increased
labour demand;

or where labour costs have not risen to a level

that justifies increased use of advanced technology.

On the

other hand, it is very encouraging that foreign firms are
contributing significantly towards the transfer of skills to
the economy.

Although this might be interpreted as benefiting

the foreign firms, one may argue that such conclusions would
be unwarranted if (a) such benefits are not confined to the
foreign-owned economic sector;

(b) such

ben~f~ts

and absorbed into the local economic sector.

are diffused

It is, of course,

this type of integration into the local economy that brings
about 'linkage effects'.

The linkage effect could be affected

through the availability of trained labour from foreign firms to
local firms, the generation of domestic capital and local resources
complementary to foreign investment; and contribution to government revenue.
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But as Lall and Streeten (1977, pp.l98-9) have pointed
out, the issue of how foreign ownership affects local enterprise
appears somewhat ambiguous because it is claimed that foreign
industries both suppress it and encourage it.
sitions are not, however, incompatible.

The two propo-

·The foreign· industries

may, if given a free hand, take over the leadership of the most
dynamic technological and marketing based industries while
providing the expansion of domestic ancillary industries.
final effect is likely to be that local

enterpri~e.

relevant sector, is reduced to a secondary role;

The

in the

though a

few exceptional firms (especially state-owned ones) ~ay
survive and be

competitive~--

Consequently, if the control of the

most dynamic technology is restricted to the foreign dominated
enclave of the Nigerian economy, some have argued that it may,
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perhaps, lead to technological distortions and technical
discontinuities in the indigenous enterprises.
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Chap"t;er Nine
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
The purpose of thus study has been to investigate the
impact of foreign direct investment on the development of
manufacturing industries in Nigeria.

We have used data for

large manufacturing establishments to analyse a number of
issues - growth and structural change,

sou~ces

of growth in

the manufacturing ihdustries, technical efficiency and
ownership characteristics, choice of technology and nationality
of ownership, and domestic cost differences between foreign
and local firms.
Before summarising our results, we must stress again
that these results may not hold for small establishments, and
the non-industrial sectors such as agriculture services, and
may thus not be generalised in other developing countries,
Nevertheless,

th~

large firms studied·do account for a

considerable proportion of the economic activity in the
industrial sector of Nigeria.

Further, both foreign and local

firms are well represented in the large establishments.
Growth and Sources of Growth in Nigerian Manufacturing Industries
The manufacturing sector enjoyed rapid rates of growth
over the 1960-1974 period.

In Chapter 2, the analysis of the

economic structure of Nigeria shows that the average growth
rate of

tha~manufact~ring

11 per cent per annum.

se6tor within this peri6d

wa~

about

In Chapter 5, the data on growth of

the various industries shows that there is an extremely wide
range of growth rates for different industries.

For the

analysis the manufacturing sector was divided into three
sub-groups:

industries producing primarily consumer goods,

those producing primarily intermediate goods, and those
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producing primarily capital goods.

The consumer goods

industries and intermediate goods industries have been growing
at relatively faster rates than capital goods industries.
We also investigated, in Chapter 5, the extent to which
the actual production, import and domestic absorption data
on various groups of consumer, intermediate and capital goods
fit the generally accepted hypothesis that the importance of
import substitution is greatest in the early stages of
industrialisation, and that its relative importance as a source
of growth falls off steadily over time.

Analyses were carried

out for the entire period (1965-1974) and two sub-periods
(1965-1970; 1970-1974) respectively.
indicate that:

The empirical results

(i) The substitution of local products for

imports has been for the most part complete for consumer goods
and that imports consist primarily of capital goods and
intermediate goods.

The respective shares of capital goods,

intermediate goods and consumer goods.in 1974 were N626.6
million (54%), N333.3 milliori (29%) and N20l.5 million (17%).
Given that imports are a large proportion of the total
supply of intermediate and capital goods, it seems that intermediate and capital goods present the greatest scope £or
further import substitution.

However, we would like to

point out that it is possible that consumer goods prices
declined during the period, while the prices of intermediate
goods rose moderately and the prices of capital goods
considerably.

ros~

Further, Papanek (1965) has argued that the

use of current price data would understate the rate of
growth in consumer goods

a~well

substitution in these goods.

as the extent of import

On the other hand,

curr~nt

price data tends to overstate both the rate of growth and the
degree of import

substitOtio~

for capital goods.

(ii)

For

the 1965-1974 period, the results of industrial growth based
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on Chenery's approach shows that 71.3 per cent of the growth in
the gross output of manufacturing industries was due to demand
expansion and 19 per cent was due to import substitution.

On

the other hand, in the period since 1970, domestic demand has
grown very rapidly.

Import substitution has not proceeded in

consumer and intermediate goods.

The respective contribution

of demand expansion and import substitution to the growth of
gross output of manufacturing industries was 132.3 per cent
and -36.2 per cent.

Our results seem to proVide a

st~ong

support for Oyejide 1 s (1975, p.76) assertion that ''the later stages
should show greater integration within the domestic economy
and hence greater importance of the domestic demand as a
factor of growth."

In that study, Oyejide found that 80.1 per

cent of the growth in the gross output of manufacturing
industries in Nigeria during the 1967-1957 period was due to
import substitution

wh~le

19.8 per cent was d0e to the

expansion of domestic demand.

(iii) As our results indicate

in Table 5.8, import substitution in intermediate goods was
significant in the period 1965-1970, the longest peri6d covered
by our estimates.

These results agree more or less with.

the pattern Lewis and Soligc:i ( 1965) found in Pakistan .. In
that study, they found that import substitution in intermediates
and capital goods as a whole and in most of their suo-groups
was significant from 1954/55 to 1963/64, the loneest period
covered by their estimates.
However, as with all cross-sectional analysis, empirical
results must be interpreted cautiously.

On the basis of the

data and statistical analysis used here, we were able to
identify industries where a considerable amount of import
substitution has occurred.

Following Morley and Smith (1969)

these measures do not indicate how much lower domestic production
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would have been had import shares remained constant.
linkag~s

we have not introduced backward

measurement of import substitution.

Secondly,

directly into our

It is therefore possible

that we have underestimated import substitution in intermediate
goods industries.

As we have pointed out above, few intermediate

goods were actually produced during this period hence differences
In addition, feedback effects on

in results may not be great.

relative prices, efficiency, aggregate demand, and capacity,
are relevant in the determination of the total impact of
import substitution.

In particular, our results regarding

import substitution in

cbnsumer and infermediate goods should

be interpreted cautiously, awaiting confirmation with more
up-to-date analysis and "a complete model of the economy
.

incorporating these feedbacks.

11

1

Technical Efficiency and Own~rship Characteristics
In Chapter 6, we investigated the hypothesis that foreign
firms are relatively efficient compared to local firms.

Our

first concern was with whether separate production functions
exist for foreign and lo_ca1 firms irrespective of the specification of the production function.
the case;

We found this indeed to be

that separate production functions exist for

foreign and local firms irrespective of the specification of
the production function.

Secondly, the intercept of

th~

production function indicates that foreign firms are not any
more technically efficient than the local firms.

This finding is

largely consistent with the finding of Tyler (1978).
concluded that

11

Tyler

the contention that foreign firms possess greater

levels of technical effici€hcy than domestic firms does not
stand up in the analysis ...
industries.

11

of the Brazilian manufacturing

Further, our results also permit the reconciliation

of the statement by Lall and Streeten (1977), thrit there is little
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a priori reason to expect that, regardless of the industrial
composition of the sample and of the particular .characteristics
of the management of the different firms in question,

fo~eign

firms as such would be significantly different from local
firms in matters of technology and

effici~ncy.

Finally, our results certainly do not support any relative
advantage for foreign firms and this hasobvious implications for their
growth as well as their ability to cope with the ever changing
environment.

It is difficult to judge a priori whether or not

foreign firms and local firms should differ significantly in
Nigeria.

Several factors such .as "resident expatriates" which

we have not tested may equally well be significant in determining
technical efficiency between foreign and local firms.

If we

were able to separate firms owned by resident expatriates
(principally Indians, Lebanese and miscellaneous European
Nationals), we might have been able to reveal some interesting
results.

It is possible that resident expatriates• firms may

behave differently from the "genuine•• privately owned· indigenous
firms.
Domestic Cost Differences
The basic question.considered in Chapter 7, was

wh~ther

cost and employment characteristics in local firms differ
systematically from those in foreign firms.
used was discriminant analysis.

The framework

Attention was focused on

ten cost and employment variables.

Using the direct method,

we were able to classify observations into foreign or local
firms with an accuracy of 76 per cent.
stepwise method

resu~ts

On the other hand, the

indicate that the percentage of correct

classifications can be predicted with an accuracy of 75 per cent.
The six coefficients of the discriminant function in the stepwise
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method indicate the characteristics which, in combination,
determine whether a firm is classified as foreign or local.
Our results also indicate that the variable which most clearly
distinguishes foreign firms from local firms is the number of
m~nagera

per firm.

On balance, a more important result is that

in this sample, local firms can be distinguished from foreign
firms on the basis of the variables used.
Finally, our results provide some support for the view that
cost and employment characteristics of similar firms differ
significantly between nationality of

owrierships~

It is possible

that these differences are systematic but any final decisions
on the question of cost differences that were shown in this
study must await discriminant function estimation for highly
disaggregated data for which this study provides a basis.
Choice of Technology and Related Issues
The last part of the study, Chapter 8, provided information
on the choice of technology and related issues by comparing
the operating characteristics of foreign firms and local firms
with respect to the ratios in which they combined capital and
labour in final output.

The analysis is based

~n

the

assumption that foreign firms employ production techniques which
•
are more capital using than those employed by local firms.
To avoid ordinary least-squares regression biases and heteroscedasticity,

a non-parametric procedure was adopted for the

empirical analysis.

We have used four variables (buiidings

and machinery per employee, machinery and equipment per employee,
total capital per employee and the ratio of wages to capital
services flow) as our measures of factor proportions
of technology.
~ignificant

~nd

choice

Based on the Mann-Whitney U-tests; we found

variation of techhology with nationality of ownership.

The results indicate that, in general, foreign firms are more
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capital intensive than local firms.

Although our results

point to the fact that higher capital-labour ratios are usually
found in the foreign firms, it may vary from industry to
industry.

As we have observed in Chapter 6 (Table 6.1) the

capital-labour ratio was only lower for the foreign firms
than local firms in the grain mill products industry.
The use of indirect indicators of factor proportions was
also instructive.

Firstly, we tested the skills mix between

foreign firms and local firms.

Our results suggest that

foreign firms show a marked tendency to employ a high
proportion of managers, skilled and semi-skilled operatives and
non-Nigerians.

The results may be challenged on the grounds

that the high operative ratio for the foreign firms could
reflect semi-skilled operatives.

However, there is no

direct evidence on this point since our data does not
separate operatives into skilled and semi-skilled workers.
If this is the case that the high operative ratios for the
foreign firms reflects the number of semi-skilled workers they
employ, our results provide support for the view suggested
elsewhere that foreign firms employ more managers and semi-skilled
workers because they have a long experience in the production
of technically refined pr6ducts as well as defined procedures
for production.
Empirical evidence from other studies on skills mix illustrate
additional consequences of ownership differences.
I.L.O.

A

.study by

(1972, p.447) has shown that domestic firms are more

capital-intensive than foreign firms because domestic firms
are relatively deficient in_highly skilled labour and as a
result, rely on operative skills
capital-intensive methods.

~nd

machine pacing which favour

On the other hand, Forsyth and

Solomon (1977, p.288) found that where indigenous firms are
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seen to be skill-intensive, these are industries in which there
is no significant difference in KT/L values (the ratio of
expenditure on plant and machinery to spending on labour apprentices, unskilled, semi-skilled, and skilled operatives).
Their explanation was that ''··.in some cases highly skilled
labour may

~ave

component of L

substituted directly for both KT and the operatives
leaving a proportionately smaller capital

stock and labour force and a more skill-intensive process.
The two explanations do raise fundamental questions.

Firstly,

does it mean that foreign firms are

as in the

capital~intensive

case of Nigeria because of a deficiency in highly skilled labour?
The evidence suggests

th~t

employees of foreign firms are

better trained than employees of local firms.in Nigeria.
Secondly, does it mean that where foreign firms are skill
intensive there is no significantdifference in KT/L values
compared to their local counterparts?

The present study neither

corroborates nor refutes these two explanations.

However, our

results suggest that there could be a positive correlation
between capital-intensity and skill-intensity.
The next indirect indicat6r of factor proportion
investigated was productivity.

This is based on the assumption

that differing technologies of production will yield significantly
different results in terms of productivity and relative factor
intensity.

Our results indicate that foreign firms show a

tendency to have high value added per employee.
Finally, we compared wage rates between the two groups.
This was based on the assumption that foreign firms tend to
pay higher wage rates than ·rocal firms because foreign firms
are biased towards high capital-intensity.

Our results

suggest that average wages and managers' wages
different between foreign and local firms.
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ar~

not

On the other hand,

foreign firms appear to pay higher wages to skilled and
semi-skilled operatives, and non-Nigerians.
On the basis of the evidence, it is possible that foreign
firms are contributing to
Nigeria.

th~

factor proportions

proble~s

in

As we have pointed out above, Nigeria is a labour-

abundant country and foreign firms employ more capital per
worker in relation to level of development,
level of technology transferred.

accelerat~ng

the

The net effects of technology

transfer may be positive or negative, but what matters from
the point of view of policy is whether it is justified to
transfer technology-intensive production processes where
abundant labour has not diminished through increased labour
demand, or where labour cost has not risen to a level that
justifies increased use of technology.

But the acquisition

of new skills, through formal and informal training would
tend to result in a high quality of labour.

This represents

foreign firms' contribution to the qualitative change in
labour.

If this.increases output over time, it has an obvious

implication for per capita income and the level of economic
development.

While it is very encouraging that foreign

firms are contributing significantly towards the transfer of
skills to the economy, at the same time, it is also beneficial to
the foreign firms.

One may argue that such conclusions would

be unwarranted if such benefits are diffused and absorbed into
the local economic sector.

2

It is, of course, this type of

integration into the local economy that brings about linkage
effects.

3

The linkage effect could be affected through

availability of trained latrour from foreign firms to indigenous
firms,

the generation of domestic capital and local resources

complementary to foreign investment, and contribution to
government revenues. 4

Finally, our results admit that higher
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capital/labour ratios, higher wage rates, higher total factor
productivity and a higher rate of return to capital

ar~

all

in the direction of the sample of foreign firms . .These results
confirm that it is possible to accept the hypothesis that
foreign firms are capital-intensive relative to local firms.
Nevertheless, there is merit in Forsyth and Solomon's (1977,
p.279) argument that "the search/R. and D. costs of MNEs in
locating the optimum technology.may, in some industries, be
markedly lower than those of competing (local firms), so
that the former are able to take advantage more effectively of
the opportunities afforded by lo.w wage rates for profitable
substitution of labour for capital."

Further, .Pack (1976)

recognized the technical perception and mariagefial expSrtise
of foreign firms in taking advantage of labour-intensive
techniques in the Kenyan

manufactur~ng

sector.

It is possible

that the opportunities to substitute labour for capital by
foreign firms identified by Forsyth and Solomon in Ghana and
Pack in Kenya are present in the Nigerian manufacturing sector.
We suggest that there is great need for additional research
into the choice of technology at the firm level.
Policy Considerations
The issues of "foreignness" and the development of industry
dealt with in this study points to the need to give top priority
to an increasing Nigerian share in the benefit resulting from
foreign direct investment.

At the same time, if Nigeria is

to increase its share of benefit, efforts should be made to
increase the country's "technology-absorptive capacity".
Increasing FDI Benefits

As our analysis indicates, some

progress has been made to increase the Nigerian share in the
benefit resulting from FDI.

The Nigerian Enterprises Promotion
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Decree of 1972 requires that twenty-two small scale industries
should be reserved wholly for indigenous investors, and the
ownership of capital by Nigerians in thirty-three other industries must be at least 40 percent of the equity participation.
In 1976, equity participatiop of Nigerians was raised to a
minimum of 60 percent and majority equity shares in foreign
insurance companies were offered to Nigerians.

But the bene-

fits from indigenization may.prove only temporary, unless the
focus of action is aimed at providing indigenous capital and
technology, as well as the local raw materials needed.for
local production.

Present conditions in Nigeri"- would seem

to be particularly weil suited for action in these areas.

It

is essential that research and development activities be encouraged especially with the exploitation of many domestic
accessible raw materials, as well as the introduction of new
technology to the production process of many locally consumed
commodities.

Unless ful-ly supported research projects from

government funds are envisaged, it seems inevitable that a
system combining foreign firms and local firms in meeting
local demand will remain. in force for some. time in Nigeria.
This fact seems to support the view expressed by: Balasubramanyam
(1980) that if deveioping countries are t0 derive the maximum
benefit from FDI, they s.hould "adopt effective tax policies
to transfer income from the foreign firms."
Tax .Policies

The

protection and various
·l?Y-.5!~'!eloping

literature_d~aling

tax.concess~ons

with various

ta~Lff
~,.;,

offered to,forsign firms

countries is __both: complete arid convincing.

Practically all the studies reviewed· in Chapter 4·differed

regarding the impact of tariff protection and tax concessions
on the inflow of foreign capital.

However, they uniformly

show that tax concessions redistribute income in favour of
foreign firms.

This study has argued in Chapter 4 that tax

holiday merely leads to nil tax credit when incomes are
repatriated.

Further, agreements do not cover relief from

import duties obviously because of the practical difficulties
involved.

If relief from import duties results in higher

profits and these are tax free, they merely enhance
liability of foreign companies at home.

th~

tax

On the basis of its

economic impact alone, public policies for industrial
stimulation are not as important in explaining Nigeria's
industrial development in the last two decades as the size of
the country's market in terms of population and expanding income.
This is not to imply that tariff protection and tax concessions
are not desirable in some cases;
It is our position that Nigeria's government should continue
to attract foreign

capit~l

with Nigerian enterprises.

and enterprise into joint ventures
In addition, if the government pays

more attention to comparative advantage in choice of industries
for development, the importance of tariffs in determining
relative prices and the pattern of resources use will be
reduced.

While there were some indications that Nige:c.ian

planners favoured export promotioh, the

industrializatih~

program in the Third Plan was on the whole designed to
substitute domestic products for imports.

Much could be

done, nonetheless, to give equal treatment to export and
import substitutes as this will at least ensure that Nigeria
produces in accordance with its advantage.
Choice of Technology
The "appropriateness" of the technologies which are
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transferred to LDCs by MNEs has given rise to controversy in
recent years.

In general, foreign firms including MNEs are

found to be more capital intensive than the local firms.
Our results would appear to support Forsyth and Solomon's
(1977) observation for Ghana that "the direction of these
differences is not always the same, and it is not the case,
as has been suggested elsewhere, that· multinationals always
tend to be more capital-intensive or more labour-intensive
than local competitors;
to industry''.

Howeve~,

this appears to
as we

ha~e

var~

from industry

observed from Chapter 4,

the Nigerian government has generally encouraged capitalintensive techniques through favourable tariff treatment
for capital goods as well as allocating licenses on a
priority basis to importers of capital equipment.

If .one

admits that the Nigerian government has made little or
no progress towards permitting

~n

unrestricted play of

competitive forces, it is possible that the choice of
technology by foreign firms will vary from industry to
industry.

We agree with Balasubramanyam (1980) that "the

incentives provided by developing countries in'the form of
distorted factor prices and protected product markets may
be no less to blame for the adoption of capital-intensive
technologies by foreign firms".

It is important then that

the government should act in. favour of competition in product
markets.

Further, the government needs to ensure that

factor prices represent the real social opportunity costs
of factors of production.

5

Nevertheless, the Ni&erian

government action on price_distortions has apparently been
slowed by the persistence of import substitution policies.
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Labour Intensive Technologies
This study has argued against the transfer of technologyintensive production processes where abundant labour has not
diminished through increased labour demand;

or where labour

costs have not risen to a level that justifies the increased
use of technology.
In order to promote

labour~intensive

technologies, the

Nigerian government should encourage an applied industrial
research designed to produce

l~bour-intensive

technologies

which would effectively utilize Nigeria's physical resources,
which would otherwise be idle, and which could form the basis
of other local industries.

This also includes capital-saving

technology or both labour and capital-saving technologies. 6
If labour-intensive technologies are to survive, a stabilized
wage policy must be maintained.

As wage costs per man-hour

rise, capital-intensive methods become the most economic ones.
Consequently, it would be a waste of the country's resources
to invest in labour-intensive machinery that would later
have to be abandoned.
Finally, this study in Chapter 3 has.argued that since
the importance of foreign firms in developing and supplying
most technologies cannot be underestimated, it

~auld

seem that

LDCs are left with the choice of selecting and purchasing
components of the direct investment "package" separately,
whenever possible.

Howev~r,

in the case where the

di~ect

investment package cannot be purchased separately,: ef'forts
should be made to increase the "technology-absorptive capacity",
i~e.

a ·modification of science policy towards adaptive as

opposed to basic research.

7

In conclusion, the results from the quantitative study of
the Nigerian industrial sector collaborate the findings of
Bruton (1976, pp.71-89) and White (1976).
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Bruton concluded

that labour-intensive technologies were available in the
manufacturing sector of LDCs.

Evidently, Bruton found

relatively high elasticities of labour substitution bj product
type.

Similarly, White (Ibid., p.589) found that the potential

for "technological flexibility'' exists in the Pakistani
manufacturing sector.

At

the same time, however, effort to

develop more systematic policies that will influence incentives
as well as entrepreneurial behaviour are significant, particularly those "policies affecting relative prices".

There are

some reasons to believe that workable relative prices and
"competitive environment" policy arrangements may soon be
developed as Nigeria would like to increase its share of
benefits arising from foreign direct investment.
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.. FOOTNOTES
. Introduction
l

See Balasubramanyam (1980) for an excellent discussion on
the North and South debate on these issues.

2

Cohen (1973, p.l90) has noted that "the lack of detailed
evidence did not, however, prevent the commission from
concluding that foreign investment has contributed greatly
to the growth of developing countries and can do even more
in the future."

3

The main sectors were to be consumet durables, basic
intermediates as well as capital goods.

4

See Chenery (1960).

5

Morley and Smith (1969,

6

See Chapter 6 fot further discuSsion.

7

Oksanen and Williams (1978, p.98).

8

Further discussion in Chapter 7.

9

Mason (1973,

10
ll

p.~4).

p.3~l).

Siegel (1956, pp.ll6-l26).
Reuber (1973, p.3) noted that "within the manufacturing·.
~ector, direct investment has been most heavily concentrated
in industries characterized by advanced and rapidly
improving technology, by a high degree of product differentiation and by cost advantages based on ~elatively cheap
labour and raw materials industries such as chemical, rubber,
machinery of all kinds, transportation and equipment, and
consumer goods".

Chapter 2
1
2

Denison (1967) and Maddison (1970, p.34).
See Helleiner (1966) and Karp (1980, p.302).

3

Onibode (1980) and Aluko and Ijere (1965).

4

Second Progress Report (1974, p.l4).

5

See Central Bank of Nigeria (1979, p.l7j),

6

Karp (1980, p.303) expressed Hirschman coefficient as

Where C
x
7

=

Commodity concentration index
Value of an exported commodity in any period.

Ibid., p.304.
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8

!bid.

9

Ibid., p.307.

10
11
12
13
14

15

See Federal Office of Statistics (FOS) Annual Abstracts of
Statistics, various issues.
For a more detailed evaluation of the impact of the oil
industry on Nigerian economy, see Pearson (1970).
See World Bank Report (1974, p.l2) and Third National
Development Plan (1975-80, p.81).
Third National Development Plan (1975-80, pp.65-66).
While crude oil exports from recently discovered Nigerian
deposits began in 1958, they did not become quantitatively
important until 1970.
For consumption of electricity by type of consumer,
1960/61-1973/74 and 1975/76, see ECN/NEPA Annual Report.

16

See Olayide (1975, pp.8-9).

17

Ibid., p.9.

18

Ibid., p.ll9.

19

Olaloku et al., (1979, p.245).

20

Kirkpatrick and Nix son (1983, p.21).

21

Olaloku et al.,

22
23

(p.246).

Central Bank of Nigeria (1968, p. 70) .
See Tims (1974, p.77) and Karp (1980, p.311).

Chapter 3
1

2
3

See, for example, Tyler (1978).
Pack (1976, p.45).
White (1976, p.575). He notes that "these are valued,
not only for the employment that they will encourage,
but also for the more favourable income distribution
that is likely to result''.

4

Pursell (1981, pp.7-8) notes that "cost of these specific
capital inflows should therefore be treated as a specific
foreign cost in evaluating activities in which this type
of investment is found".

5

Streeten (UNC TAD TD/BK. 3/79/Add. l. p. 8).
Iyanda (1975).
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See also

6

7

Lal (1975, p.7) has argued that the views that FDI is
expected to substantially replace foreign aid flows as
a sonrce of capital for developing countires needs to be
treated with caution. This view is consistent with Papanek's
(197~, pp.l21-122) empirical results.
He demonstrated that
the coefficient of regression of growth of foreign aid ( .39)
is nearly twice that of savings (.20), FDI (.17) and other
foreign flows ( .19).
Th~se results bring to dispute the
assumption that FDI could bridge the savings gap and foreignexchange gap.
Further, these results seem to suggest that
foreign aid is able to fill the two gaps of foreign exchange
and savings better than other foreign flows, and is therefore
more specifically designed to foster growth. However, Reuber
(1973, p.245) has stated that "if the choice lies b~tween
foreign aid, inter-governmental and int~rnational loans,
oh tbeonehand, and more private investment, on the other,
the latter option is likely to allow greater scope for
national independence and to pose less of a threat to
sovereignty than the former''~
Further, as .Hirschman and
Bird (1968, p.l3) affirm, foreign aid creates a dissonance
in the recipient country.
This, in turn, disintegrates
government support and impels the recipient country to
defend its independence by moving aw.ay from the position of
the donor country especially in areas not covered by the
aid agreement.
Balasumbramanyam ( 19SO" p. 59).

8

Balasumbramanyam, op.cit., p.57. The review of balance of
payments and income effects in LDCs is heavily influenced by
Iyanda's (1975) work.

9

Weisskopf (1972, p.37).

10

Areskoug (1973, pp.l3-14).

11

For other studies in these areas, see BOS, Sanders, and
~ecchi (1974), Hughes and Seng (1969), Markensten (1972),
H~lleiner (1973, 1975), and Reuber (1973).

12

J?ursell (1980)' p.l2).

13

Alsaaty (1972, pp.79-138).

14

Edozien (1968, p. 202) .

15

Ibid.

16

Iyanda (1975, p.l87).

17

18

Forsyth and Solomon (1977, p.260) have argued "that this
would lead them to favour capital-using methods, as would
the availability of free or~ at least, subsidized technical
know-how from affiliates".
Balasubramanyam (1980, p.46) have noted that "when the firms
have monopolistic advantage in the product markets, there is
less pressure on th~m to .minimize costs - the objective of
the so-called economic man. And the objective of the
engineering man to push the production process towards more
advanced automated techniques, prevails. This, of tourse,
applies equally to foreign and local firms".
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19

20

21
22

23

24

Forsyth and Solomon (1977, p.260) observed that foreign firms
have the reputation f6r urinecessarily heavy expenditures on
welfare and fringe benefit~ in LDCs.
·
Helleiner (1975) points out further reasons for the selection
of capital-intensive technologies by (MNE) firms.
Firstly,
capital-intensive techniques are characterized by large-scale
production while small scales of production are associated
with labour intensive techniques.
Since MNEs operate on a
large scale, capital-intensive techniques would be preferred.
In this view, scale economies dictate the techniques of
production as opposed to factor price considerations.
Secondly,
the prevailing conditions in the LDCs make material inputs
more expensive and to a considerable extent, they are difficult
to acquire.
In this situation, capital-material substitution
(mechanized handling which reduces breakages, storage facilities
which reduce spoilage and the like), is easier than labourmaterial substitution. Thirdly, LDCs' governments may put
pressure on the MNCs to adopt the latest techniques which
are usually capital intensive.
The MNEs in interest of 'good
citizenship', bow to these pressures.
Courtney and Leipziger (1974).
Riedel (1975, p.517).
The report continues that "although they are short of supervisors, they can recruit them more easily than locally owned
firms ... foreign firms account for the whole production in
some inherently capital-iritensive sectors. There are also
signs that capital-intensive technical change is affecting
the manufacturing sector, and particularly that some large
foreign enterprises with.brand name advantages have been
able to capture and create enough of a market to make use of
very capital-intensive, large scale methods", ILO ( 1972) .
See Caves (1974).

25

Forsyth and Solomon (1977, p.278).

26

"While the difference in capital intensiveness is not
statistically significant at the 95 per cent confidence level,
that in labour-intensiveness is significant both at the· 95 and
99 per cent confidence levels", Iyanda (1975, p.l34).

27

Reuber (1973, p.l78).

28

Since productive efficiency is not shared by local firms,
foreign firms with this advantage overcome additional costs
arising from the cultural, legal and institutional differences,
as well as the lack of knowledge of local market coriditions
and the expense in terms of communication and misunderstanding
of operating at a distance.

29

"Assertions along these-lines are frequently found in the
polemical literature either extolling the virtues of foreign
direct investment or condemning it''. Tyler (1978, p.361).

30

See Forsyth and Solomon (1977, p.267).

31

See Pack (1976) and White (1976).
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32

While Scitovsky (1943) has recognized that entrep~enevrs faced
a trade off between profits and leisure and that thej would
choose between them on the basis of an overall util~ty framework, White (1976) cla~ms that "simple profit maximization and
cost minimization did not provide a 6omplete enough picture''.

Chapter 4
1

Mason (1971, p.l71).

2

Riedel (1975i p.506).

3

This need was met largely through grants, official_development
assistance and other aids coming mainly from Britaih.

4

See Balasubramanyam (1980, p.2).

5

See Iyanda (1975, p.44). He noted that "the confrontation
which would have resulted from such a conflict was m~ted by
two factors.
First, the colonial office was respon~ible
for both the political and commercial affairs of the territory.
It thus resolved any conflicts b~tween the administ~ators and
the companies. The second is that foreign companies were both
local monopolists and monopsonists."

6

7

See Economic and Financial Review, (1971, p.77).
Federal Ministry of Industries (1971, p.79).

8

Federal Ministry of Economic Development (1975, p.48).
See also Karp (1980, p.309).

9

Ibid., (p.309).

10
11

12

Industrial Directory (l971, pp.88-89).
See Fiscal Survey of Panama (1964, pp.l7S ...181), Taylor
(1954, p~4) and Iyanda (1975, p.50).
Reuber (1973, pp.l27-128).

13

This may not be the case if higher profits in Nigeria are
gained by raising the price of subsequent inputs into the
cost of foreign production.

14

Phillips (1968, p.l54).

15

The view that has been expressed in many of the studies,
for example, Kilby (1969, p.335), and Sokolski (1966, p.79),
is that governmerit efforts aimed at stepping up the indigenization of the private sector of the economy are known to have
proved unsuccessful • However, Akeredolu-Ale-' ( 1971, pp. 206207), has contested this view on the ground· that evaluations
of the performance of Nigerian businessmen by most studies
have only adopted rather limited and conservative criteria
of success.
Further, tney have assessed the contribution of
indigenous enterprise through the analysis of the potentialitie~
of small scale industry.

16

The Second National Development Plan (1970, p.289).
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17

18
19

20
21
22
23
24

Although the regulation under which companies can- be incorporated in Nigeria is set out in the Companies' Decree, 1968
by the Federal Military Government of Nigeria to make better
provision for the incorporation, reguiation and ... of
companies in Nigeria. Nigeria's high priority has been so
much with fostering growth in general and especially the
growth of manufacturing industry.
Little attention is paid
to the regulation of market conduct.
Further, company law
in Nigeria has been a carbon copy of the English legal system
until 1968.
Federal Ministry of Economic Development (1975, p.29).
Rimlinger (1973, p:2lci), pointed out that such claims do
not necessarily indicate ill will on the part of the companies.
Managers naturally seek to leave themselves as much freedom
as possible in the face of uncertainty regarding th~ future.
Mars (1947, pp.20-21, 50).
See the vast literature on the balanced growth and unbalanced
growth controversy.
Kilby (1969, p.75).
May (1965, p.252).
Akeredolu-Ale (1972, p.ll4).

25

Quoted in Hagen ( 1975:, p. 270) .

26

Kilby, op.cit., p.67.

27

28
29

Robinson (1964) has noted that the British colonial government
awarded Shell and British Petroleum the total land area of
Nigeria as an oil concession in 1937. But the company was
only able to export oil from Nigeria in 1958 and'full breakeven was not expected until 1968.
See Teriba, et al., (1972, p.l7) for the same conclusion.
See Akeredolu-Ale, op.cit., p.59. Since Nigerian companies
are likely to be over represented numerically among nonreporting establishments, their actual presence may be understated by these figures.
Further, they tended to b~ relatively
small.

Chapter 5
l

Countries such as Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan
have pursued export-led growth development strategies.

2

See Colman and Nixson (1978, p.l87).

3

Myint (1970, p.l92).

4

National Development Plan (1962-1968, p.34).
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5

Coleman and Nixson (1978, pp.207-208 and 213). They argued
that "industrial development has not been a planned process
in most LDCs, and in general, it has been left in the hands
of the private sector.
Planning ministries have drawn up
broad guidelines and set overall targets for priv~te sector,
and government has intervened in an ad hoc and eratic manner
(protection, licensing arrangements, etc.) in an attempt to
influence private sector behaviour, but this is as far as
'planning' could te said to have gone''.
Further, this is
not to deny the importance of the State's role in the
majority of LDCs at the present time, nor its impo~tance in
the establishments of interm~diate and capital goods
industries (in India and Brazil, for example). Many LDC
governments have also nationalized foreign manufacturing
operations on a large scale.
6

7

Myrdal (1956, p.276).
Edozien (1968, p.l96) has noted that the year 1962 witnessed
a heavy disinvestment amounting to 15.4 million (30.8%) in
the trading sector, a phenomenon which the central bank.has
attributed partly to a switch by major co~panies from
overseas to Nigerian banks fo~ borrowing and partly .to a shift
from retail trade to manufacturing by the major companies.

8

See Second National Development Plan (1970-1975).

9

Stewart (1973, p.253).
She notes "Technological dependence
on the developed countries will be maintained, since without
the technological transfer from the developed countries,
the d~veloping countries will.not be able to compete in
international trade."
·

10
11

12
13

14
15
16

17
18

See Sunkel (1973).
The contributions of manufacturing to the GNP is smaller than
its contribution to GDP since more than 50% of the paid up
capital in industrial sector establishment is owned by
foreigners.
See Olaloku (op.cit., p.34).
Lewis (1967, p.l6).
Sutcliffe (1971, p255), claims that the reduction in the
import content of manufactured supplies indicates that
import substitution should be used to cover only the direct
substitution of domestic production for the import of the
same product.
·
Lewis and soligo (1965, pp.94-139).
Chenery (1960, p.641).
Maizels (1963), noted that the import content of supplies
declines with the progress of industrialization, at least
up to the point where a fairly matured level is reached.
Lewis and Soligo (op.cit., p.l07).
Ahmed (1968).
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19

20

21

22

23
24

While greater capital requirements and more sophisticated
technological skill make it difficult to proceed bey6nd the
consumer stage, it is further aggravated by the lack of MNC
co-operation. The first stage of the process is pushed to
the maximum possible extent or put·in Felix (1964) sense,
the premature widening of the productive sector.
Colman and Nixson (1978., p.200) have argued that the problem
associated with the tendency of import substitution to get
stuck at the stage of consumer goods substitution is not, of
course, insuperable and to a certain extent is related to
the particular kinds of consumer goods industries established.
For example, modern sophisticated capital goods which, to say
the least, will prove very difficult to produce locally.
Morley and Smith's (1971) results from Brazilian data show
approximately one-third more import substitution than Chenery
(1960) for manufactu~ed and 53% more for the ~conbmy as a
whole. Thus, Chenery-ty~e definition of import substitution
will lead to underestimation to an extent depending on ~he
development of intermediate goods iridustries.
The ratio of import to domestic supply - cement, coricrete
and glass products - ranges from 5% to 20%.
See Third
National Development Plan 1975-80.
Chenery, Watanabe and Shisido (1962, pp.98-139).
Oyejide (1975, pp.26-27).

25

Trade data is not sufficiently disaggregated in Nigeria
especially in consumer goods to permit a further identification
of a given product.

26

There is not one generally accepted and consistent measure
of import replacement. Different measures can produce
different findings and often conflicting estimates of the
quantitative importance of import substitution.

Chapter 6
1
2

3
4

Tyler (1978, p.361).
Lall and Streeten (1977, p.25).
Ibid.,

(p.26).

Hood and Young

(197~,

5

Reuber et al.,

(1973, p.l78).

6

La11 and Streeten (1977, p.57).

7

Ibid. ,(p.21).

8

Kopp (1981, p.479).

9

Ibid.,

10

p.112).

(p.480).

Hood and Young (1979, p.64).
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ll

See Walters (1963, p.22) and Tyler (1978, p.367) has.
suggested that in the event the two data sets are not available,
firms could be grouped and the relative technical efficiency
is examined among the groups.
Further, each group production
function can be estimated to test the significance of
differences in group estimates.

12

See Vinod (1978, p.l21).

13
14
15
16
17

18

Rao and Miller (1971, p.91).
See Desai (1971, p.67).
Chiang (1974, pp.415-416).
Bosworth (1976, pp.97-98).
Tyler (1978, p.372) has observed that "while t·here is great
variance in K/1 ratios over time, forPign fir~s tend to be
more capital int~nsive than ~o~estic e~terprises.
Since these
foreign firms also tend to be larger than domestic firms,
the capital-labour ratio may rise with the scale of production."·
Many studies in recent years have used labour hours as an
explanatory variable.
The estimated equiation is given as

However, Fedstein (1967) and Craine have introduced hours
as an additional ex~lanatory variable. Their equation is
given as
Y

jt = A t

K~t
jt

L

jtftt

H.

Yt
jt

Critics of the Feldstein·& Craine approach have p6inted out that
strong multi-bollinearity between K and L on the dne hand and
between K and LH on the other hand, make estimates of
and
unauthentic.
19

Tyler (1978, p.38l).

20

Carr (1978, p.44) has noted that the essential element of
most direct investment is the special skills and know-how
which are included in the package.
Profit earnings are
thus not merely payment for the capital or foreign exchange
received but also for the associated know-how.
"A measurement
problem arises because the know-how payments also take the
form of royalties or technical fees, and there is no agreement
as to how the payments are generally divided, or whether profits
may be deflated by excessive royalty charges.".

21

Lall and Streeten (1977, p.l02).

22

Bosworth (1976, p .. l04) ·-

23

See for example Nelson (1965).

24

Nerlove (1967).
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25

1\

~·

Maddala and Kadane (1967) suggest that if ~ and ~. are
the least squares estimates of the Cobb-Douglas function
parameter then,
E

(~)

=

E

<A)

=

CJ(l

(Jo-

-1') - ~

pfJi(l -tf) 8

~.pbt<l·-~)

8

1

2

Where 8 1 and 8~ are the least squares coefficients of
(Log K - Log L~ 2 o~ Log L and Log K.
If 8 1 and 8 are
2
zero, then E(OI. + fi) =1J and there will 5e no b1as
in
estimate of the returns to scale.
Chapter 7
l

2

Giddy and Young (1982, p.58) "Where such factors favour a
foreign rather than a do~estic lOcation, then the foreign
direct investment route will. be chosen in place of exports."
Lall and Streeten (1977, pp.201'-30)"Sourcing refers to the
production and interchange of specific components, processes
and services by geographically dispersed units of a TNC,
the aim being to minimise the costs of the total pr6cess~
the dispersion of IBM units in Europe and the location of
electronic plants in Hong Kong, Taiwan or Mexico provide
excellent examples."

3

Hodd and Young (1978, p.58).

4

Tschoegl (1982, p.204).

5

Reuber (1973, p.l78) has argued that foreign affi~iates
represent an important source of new entrants for most LDC~
which, by comparison.to established firms; local as well as
foreign affiliates, may be less accommodating to loCal
oligopolistic arrangements, may be more willing to challenge
local "rules of the game" and may engage in more competitive
behaviour.

6

Oksanen and Williams (1978, p .101).

7

See Dunning (1981, p.274).

8

Iyanda

9

10
11

12

(1975~

pp.l31-132).

Mason (1973, p.l72).
Reuber (1973, p.l72).
Ibid.,

(p.202).

Mason (1973, p.351).

13

Iyanda (1975, p.l48).

14

Ibid.,

15

Dunning (1981, pp.282-283).

(pp.l59-161).
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16

Balasubramanyan (1980, p.43).

17

Olaloku et al. , ( 1979, pp .113-114).

18

See Lall and Mohammad· (1983, p.l50).

19

Johnston (1972, p.334) and Gramm (1973, p.34l).

20
21
22
23

Oksanen and Williams (1978, p.99).
Lachenbruch (1975, pp.l7-l9) and Ladd (1966).
See Riedel (1975) and Ladd (1966).
See Oksanen and Williams .. ( 1978, pp .100-101) for detailed
discussion of this procedure.

Chapter 8
l

Lall and Streeten (1977, p.7l).

2

See Kahn (1953), ~henery (1953), Galenson and Leibenstein
(1955) and Eckstein (1957).

3

For detailed summary of these criteria, see Colman and Nixson
(1978, pp.246-254).

4

See Mason (1973).

5

Ibid.

6

Forsyth and Solomon (1977).

7

Lall and Streeten (1977, p.l05).

8

Ibid. Such social optimum would need to be postulated
in concrete terms.

9

La1l and Mohammad (1983, p.l50).

10
ll

See Helleiner (1975), Streeten (1972) and UNCTAD (1976).
Hood and Young (1979, p.l87).

12

Helleiner (1975, p.169).

13

Forsyth and Solomon (1977, p.267).

14

Mason (1973, p.350).

15

Lary (1968).

16

Kind1eberger (1969(.

17

La1l and Streeten (1977).

18

Forsyth and

19

So~omon

(1977, p.268).

Lall and Streeten (1977, p.27).
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20

21
22
23
24

25
26

27
28
29

Lall and Mohammad (1983, p.l50).
They noted that
11
Multiplant economies ... have a positive and sign;ificant
effect on MNC entry."
See Pratt and Gibbons (1981, p.249).
Ibid.
Forsyth and Solomon (197S, p.289).

See also Gibbons (1976).

Forsyth and Solomon (1978, pp.293-294). They have argued
that in view of the fact that a high premium is attached to
creating new jobs, the choice of technology by the foreign
firms in some industries at least, shoul~ be considered
appropriate - more socially desirable (as well as privately
profitable), than the choice of technology by the indigenous
firms.
·
See Smyth, Boyes and Peseau (1975, p.27) for a discussion
of the implications of using arbitrary ~easures of size.
Knickerbocker (1973) and others have suggested that firms
(oligopolis~ic) normally do not place too much wei~ht on
scale consideration in de~ision to move especially.to
counter each others decisions.
Lall and Streeten (i977, p~lOl).
Ibid.,

(p.l02).

See Friedman and Friedman, 1972.

30

See Smyth, Boyes and Peseau (1975, p.52).

31

Lall and Streeten (1977, p.l51).

32

Singer (1950, p.477).

33

Onimode (1980.

Chapter 9
1

Morley and Smith (1969).

2

Singer (1950, p.477).

3

Edozien (1966) has noted that with the expansion of the
market and the growth of firms, not only will foreign
firms or controlled manufacturing industries subcontract
some of the work currently done internally by the firms to
Nigerian businessmen, but that the auxiliary of satellite
industries which are bound to crop up - given the potentially
high backward linkage effects of manufacturing industries will, in the main, be in local hands, p.203.

4

See Reuber (1973, p.l49).

5

Balasubramanyam (1980, p.73).
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6

See Marsden (1970, pp.475-502).

7

Balasubramanyam (Ibid).
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A:. Niunc or eatabliahment.-.,...__'___,__. - - - ·;_ ___ ·
2. P.O. Box or P.M.B.----·---·-·. - ·- - - ·

',.

·.·. J

. . . . . -...
:•
. .·
.
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. --...;--..
-··l--·-----~-----':'-·~·-·-···~:

D. Acttia) Physical Location :
.·1. Numberan4~t~~t ___ :,._~~:._~·::__:.: __.___._.·-·-

3. 1'own_.. ______ .,.......:::....-.---~---.-·- - -

D, .h this establishment pa~ of a multi-unit entt.,rise1
(TICK ONB)
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Item 7:-EMI'LOYMENT AND WAOI!S AND SALARII!S DURING:JC:.]2
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.

· Paid Employees as of the last working day of each m\inth ~taiedi .Do.'not include working own era an <,I unpaid workers
(Part D) •. Wagca and salnrica INCLUDI! allowances, bonuses, and commissions but do not include employer social insurance
contributions (Put E) or payments in kind (Part F).
! : .,; ' ,. . · !
. . .. : ., • . · .
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:. Number' employed &S'or the last pay·

. w .\ <' ·' J t•_:'period or working day ln

·

. :·:=·' ·. .. :.faid_Employees~ .......-- .................. -·----
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.. . . . ...•. ,., ., , ,., ." ..... · ... , , d";larch
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· Clerical and other office ~rkers
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1
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u
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Wages ·and
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I.

· : ' .'j'

•'

·• •

·,;::

: :r-:·

of the end of December I 9.
. ;·
·;.
.. ·.·
·.
. .... T
L.
Working propnctors __,_.. _.__. _.--·-~.:_ ___ ....:._

'I

(:

. '! ·:~

•·

D. Number of other workers

..

~

Skilled and semi-skilled operatives
Unski~cd

.December

.. Leave
Blank

,.,1

!.

7?.

·j·· Home werkers_.____,_..;,__:-·----------·----

E. Employer coiltribu.rioi'B to Nati~nal Pr~~lderii F~rid~nd private pension ach~es •. ·, . , 1.-·------~..-----..---F. No11rcash. payments for.. rationa,- '·goods . in ., kind, housing, dotbi~ .lUld .. medial benefits · ('•alued •t co.~t)

. ,!

Nigerians /.-~-~ .

.
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1
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.. .. ;.1 ,.
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_.;~ ...:.Describe briefly. the aci;vities of this establishment such as products manufactured or processed, merchandise handled,
· ·..
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A. Value of goods sold: In column I describe each produca·of thio establishment and,in column 6 report the total value

of goo~ aold including taxes already paid and the cost of transpo~tation provided by you.
D ...cription or' product and
hy-proJuc~$

.,

Leave

Uf!ilof

Blank·

mc:uure
I •

(I)

(2)

Quantity
·of goods
produced

Quantity
of goods
sold

.. (4)

(S~

(3)

I.

:i

. (6)

i•
'i ' ,.
II

j

I.

..

2.

Value of
gooda·aold

I·,,

] ...

J:

.

'

: 'l
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.

I
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!

I.

I

,,,....

4.

I
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5.

•·

I'

li'

6.
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7.

I.
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'
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~

1-lir:

• ,_,; •.••. , 1:;. ,_ 11 , . .1"

:TOTAL.VALUJ; .., ;•
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.

I
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;1.
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Describe __,_:---·--·---'-·-·"-~-~~~-~---·--·--·_·.__. _.·-·--·-,
.

'

1

'

I

I'

I

.

::I

D. Value of contract work done for others on the.ir material

I

f.'·····
' - - - -.....
->--.~ [
..•...:.
.;:·

.

l:

·

.

.,

-~
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,,
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· C. Miscellaneous receipts for repairs or maintenance work done for others
Describe__________________. - - - - - - - - ·--~--D. Reoalcs of products bought and .resold without further manufactUre or processing
Describe-----·----·------"_..... _.___;-· _.. _____ _
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E: ·value of :u~scL~ produced by own employees for c:.~pital ac<.:ount..~------------··-..·-~---·i

I. ·-·---·--~.

F. ToTAL (ltcm.s A through E).---·---.;-.-·-~---·-· _ _.:_.__ _:_...;:.,..:__._._·_ .......~.;;._.:.!:'c...~·.

f. ............ _...:.

hem 10-VAt.UE OP )NV~NTORII:!l AT BEGINNING AND I~ND 01' YEAR
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I
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,

I
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If inventory o.ccounts are kept, show book. values of each type of inventory lis!ed below; othenvisc provide ·careful ·
estimal.C3, using the delivered price nf the last purchase of each item before _the reference dat~ .less rebates or discounta
but including taxes anJ duties.
'
·

"il.
. Type of

inve~tory

·I" .

I' '

. ,Value of inventories (f.)

i
i'
··
[ :,

Beginning
of :year

Leave blank

· End of
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' ••· . :·:
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Item ll..:....COST'AND QuANTITY or RAw MATERIALS A.."lD CosT ov FuELs, EU:CTRICnT AND OTHIIR EXPIINSES IN 1972
• • . • :~
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· . · • Description or principal raw materials,

'·.' : << >: ·c:omponenl parts,(I)·c:onhtiners used· ·
;;~.~~--~-' ~r · • ···
...

"'. '.;, .;.r :.- ··•
:.··. ,._ • • :· .·•

, : _,.,.
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Dla'nk ..
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I
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~
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1

·.
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-Cost

(S) ..

l.

·i

i

'l . · .· . ::

!·•

Quantity

(J)

'

,.. _.,

'··+ '

···•. ;, !;,.·
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;
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.. 1:
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raiv
.
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,.. ,..
.·,.,

.:· ·--
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. ., ..
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· .. ('

D. Fuels (speci£y) I.

I.._· ·: ~--· .. 'j·
:

: 2.

'

•

•

;

.

,.

:,

I

.. ·

~~-~~---~---~~--~~----------

c.

Electricity pu~chased

"

,.,r_
-~-c:-~---J-~--~~;-----------

.. :· · ·

1 ..

l.

D. Cost of contract work done by others on maierials supplied by the ~tnblishment

.

.

:

~

.

l.

E_. Cost of repairs nnd maintenance work done by others

l.

, F. Cost v£ goods bought ond resold without further manufacture
G. Excise Ta~cs

·•.

·H .. Other coats, total·.,
.·._,,

l.

,:••
,_.i .

-.

Details of other coats (optio~al) :_

j.

·-: : • . ·:.·-

·.·1 •. Rcni_al payments 1.----·.:.~---·_

__;_,_ __;

2. Profcs;i-Qnal fees [.~_..:_____
' -----·---..... ---------.
.

· J. ·Office material, telephone
and
poat~gc /.----------·~
_
.
.
.

4_. Insurance 1.---------"--------~--

.
5,_ Advertising 1.-----------·---------.. ---------'-·--,
.·
•, .
•r::.~--

?;

W.1tc~: £~ :. ~: ...;------~ ..

(Do. NOT

.incJ~dc

-~-

I. 'l'otal cD:Its (s'!m of A to H)

churgc~.

·· :·

£-~------------------·-----·
' ; ·.

1!. Otl~cn< (stoct'ify)

C-------------:---------------

':: :. ; , ·· ·· I

,_:_ ____ ~:_ ____ .:..,~--'-- ........ - ..

labour CXJlCnscs, intcre•t

6. Hired traO..port

tOXOI oil ·c~mings, or dcprcciatio n).

-----~-'---~----·---~······

·:·;···· ···"•}_·"
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:~' ·. ~
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. ~ - . I :,
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Itcrri lZ~VAi.l'F. or• F1!1F.O A.o;srrrs. C,\riTM..I'xrF.:-:nn·uRP.>I, ANi> S.\LES or Fr~P.D Ass1rrs'
. ~
• I ·, ..· :_._ •:-; .. ~} . : _,_ ..
-! i :J.
'i ~ .; .;·; .
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Origini•l
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of all fi:.:cd
- As.-.ct• •.
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.

:.. '

Cost of nJditions to ~...•cts
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Produced
. by own
labour

, .

-

Receipt•
fur s3k'll
Llurin·~

Uaed·

New

. .! ,

_

Depreciation durin~:
19,72 .

1''1]2

i.

Expected
capitnl
Cll:pcnditurc durin~
19173

19.
'
(8}
(7)
(6}
(2)
Pl
(4)
(S)
____________ 1-·--'--ll---~-+-----------------

(1).

----------------------'--~..:.
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-------~------------

B. l\Inchi~cry and equipment

-------------------C. Residential h;•iiJings

-------------~---

__ ______.._ -------------..

---'--~

·---- ----------- .... -'1-----l--~-
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. -- .

--· -- ------

--.------

---------~
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--1-------+-- -~ _:. ______ _

---------- ----------------------

D. Other Duiltling:<

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------·-·-- -------1-----1-------- __._ ___ - - - - - - - - - E. Ch•il Engineering work.
':--:---~-----------~

·,r.. Land ..
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_________________ _
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ELECTRICITY
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3. Electricity generated (in Kilow.att h01in)
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'
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2. All elcctrii:-moton
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Appendix , 4_,.,#?

,..

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Advertising agencies and public relation businesses
All aspects of pool-betting businesses and lotteries
Assembly of radios, radiograms, record changers, television
sets, tape recorders, and other electric domestic appliances
not combined with manufacture of components.
·
Blending and-bottling of alcoholic drinks
Blocks, bricks, and ordinary tiles manufacture for building
and construction
Bread and cake making.
Candle manufacture
Casinos and gaming centers
Cinemas and other places of en-tertainment
Clearing and forwarding agencies
Hairdressing .
Haulage of goods by road
Laundry and dry cleaning
Manufacture of jewelry and related articles
Newspaper publishing and prin~ing
Ordinary garmet manufacture
Municipal bus services and taxis
Radio and television broadcasting
Retail trade (except by or within department stores and
supermarkets)
"Rice milling
Singlet manu~acture
Tire retreading
•·

Schedule II: Enterprises Barred to Aliens under Certain
Conditions (40-percent equity participation by Nigerians
required)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18-.19.
20.

Beer brewing
Boat building
Bicycle and motorcycle tire manufacture
Bottling soft drinks
Coastal and inland waterways shipping
Construction ~ndustries
Cosmetics and perfume-manufacture
Department stor~ and supermarkets
Distribution agencies for machines and technical equipment
Distribution and servicing of motor vehicles, tractors, and
their spare p.arts or other similar objects
Real Estate agency
.
Fish and ·shrimp trawling and processing
Furniture making
Insecticides, pesticides, and fungicides
Internal air transport (schedule and charter services)
Manufacture of bicycles
Manufacture of cement'.
Manufacture of matches -Manufacture of metal containers
Manufacture of paints, varnishes, and similar articles
r

,.-.~/

·:
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Additions to Existing Schedule I
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

Cosmetics and perfume manufacture
Supermarkets and department stores having annual revenues
of·less than N2 million
Distribution agencies, excluding motor vehicles, machinery
and equipment, and ·spare parts
Real estate a~encr ·
Furniture making
Manufacture of ·suitcases, briefcases, handbags, purses,
wallets, portfolios, and shopping bags
Passenger bus services of any kind
Poultry farming
Printing of stationery (when not associated with printing
of books)
Slaughtering, storing, di~tributing~ and processing of
meat
Travel agencies
Wholesale distribution (of local manufactures and other
locally produced goods)
Commercial transportat·ion. (wet and dry cargo and fuel)·
Film distribution (including cinema films)
Manufacturers' representatives
Indenting
·
Commission agents

Additions to.Existing Schedule II
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Supermarkets and department stores having annual revenues
of inore than N2 million
Banking: commercial merchant and development banking
Insurance: all classes
Mining and quarrying
Basic iron and steel manufacture
Cement manufacture
Petrochemical feed-stock industries
Fertilizer production
Pulp and paper mills
Plantation sugar and processing
·salt ·refinery and packaging
Construction industr.ies
Plantation agriculture for tree crops, grains, and other
cash crops
·
.
Textile manufacturing.industries
Internal air transport (schedule and charter services)
Oil milling and crushing .industries
Distribution and servicing of motor vehicles, machinery
and equipment transport, and their spare parts
Liferages
Wholesale distribution of imported goods

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Manufacture of detergents· and soaps
.
Manufacture of suitcases, briefcases, handbags, purses,
wallets, portfolios, and shopping bags
Manufacture of wire, nails, bolts, nuts, rivets, and
similar articles
Paper conversion industries
Passenger bus services (interstate)
Poultry farming
Printing of books·
Production of sawn timber, plywood, and veneers and wood
conversion industries
Screen printing on cloth ·and dyeing
Slaughtering, storing, distributing, and processing of meat
Shipping
Travel agencies
Wholesale distributiq~

Source:

Nigerian Enterprises Promotion Board, Nigerian Enterprises
Promotion Decree, 1972 (Logos: NEPB,' 1973), pp. 9-10.
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Proposed Schedule III
All other enterprises not coming within Schedules I or II
shouThd have a minimum Nigerian participation of 49 percent
(paragraphs 8, 19).
The second stage of the indigenization scheme shall go
into effect not later than December 31, 1978.
time for efficient execution of the scheme.

This will give
The .ministries

of justice and industries are directed to ensure that all
legislation reorganization and strengthening of the Nigeria
Enterprises Promotion Board and other preparatory work should
be completed forthwith.

Source:

Federal Republic of Nigeria, Federal_Military Government's
Views on: the Report of the Industri.al Enterprises Panel
{Lagos:

Federal Ministry of Informtion, 19761, pp. 8-11.
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Appendix 7,~/}_,~
Discriminant Analysis
Discriminant analysis is designed for cases where a variable (or set of variables) is assumed to fall into one of a
member of discrete categories.
gories

are foreign

In the present case the cate-

(MNEs) and local firms.

The object is to

obtain a linear combination of a set of measurements that will
optimally classify observations into each group.
The approach adopted here follows Johnston (1972) and
Forsyth and Solomon (1977).

The framework, as developed by

Johnston, discriminates between the member of two or more populations (P 1 and P ) on the basis of a set of measurements on
2
the attributes of members of the population.

A priori prob-

abilities of population membership are given by P

1

and P

2

for

respective populations.
Classification of an observation depends on the vector of
measurements.

As illustrated by equation (6.1), observations

can optimally be classified into one or other groups.

( 6. 1)

In equation (6.1), the estimation of the coefficients
does not depend upon a set of observations for a dependent
variable.

This implies that maximization with respect to

vector b of across-group variations in the data relative to
within group variation gives a linear combination of the
original variables.
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Since the case we want to treat is a distribution

th~t

has a density function, the population density is given as
f

1

(X) and f

2

(X), in P

and P

1

2

respectively.

As one way of

defining 'minimum cost' in the two populations, a priori
probabilities of population membership are given by P
for individual populations.

1

and P

2

This is followed by a classifica-

tion rule which divides X space into the regions, R and R .
1
2
If the observation falls in R , it can be classified as com1
ing from P

1

or multinational enterprise firms and if the obser-

vation falls in R , we allocate it as coming from P or indigen2
2
ous firms.
We are concerned with optimal discrimination or the procedure that minimizes misclassification costs.

This requires

a classification rule which minimizes the expected costs of
misclassifications.

The probability that an individual is

wrongly classified from an observation from P
\

f

i2

1

is

(X)· dX

1

classified as,

~ f (X) dX
1

Accordingly, the cost of misclassification is given by,

c (2/1)
c (2/1)
where

~

pl
pl fl

C(l/2) p2

=

s

(X)
¢,

(X) dX + C (1/2) p2

f1

- c (1/2)

(X)

=

R2
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=

p2 f2

(X)

~1

f2

(X) dX

=

dX + C(l/2) p2

positive constant.

The whole equation is minimized if ¢(X) or R is defined
2
as the set of X' s for which R c:. 0.
2

Our application of this

technique assumes a priori probabilities of P

=

C(l/2)

C(2/l)

=

1,

1

=

P . Let
2

(the misclassification costs).

The

logarithms of R and R regions can be stated as,
1
2

Further, our application includes the assumption of two
multivariate normal populations with equal co-variance and
different mean vectors.
P

2

:

=

N (,.'.L ,
2

~).

Let P

1

: X

=

N ~l, £,.), j and

We can find the desired discriminant

function by transforming,
Ln fl

(X) - Ln f

(X - Jl.l )

2

_%; -1 (X -

=

(X)

,J )

l/2

(X - ,M 2 )•1:,-l (X -)P, 2

12

=

X'

E-1

Rl: 012> 0

1/2

I

and this gives the discriminant functions for P
0

J-

~ - !t2> - 1/2

(~

R2: 012 <0.

1

+A> 1:.--1
I

P

2

(..#1

(i.e. o

12

).

-.A2>
( 6. 3)

The overall goodness of fit can be examined in a number
of ways.
l.S

First, we wish to test the null hypothesis that there

no difference in the mean vectors over the two groups.

In

this context, the distance between main vectors are measured
by Wilks'A..
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